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Introduction To NOTHING IS OFF-TOPIC: THE BEST 
OF THE FDH LOUNGE MULTIMEDIA MAGAZINE 
By Rick Morris 
FDH Managing Partner 
 
It’s fair to say that when my partner Jason Jones and I conceptualized The FDH Lounge in late 2006 as an all-
topics spinoff of our FantasyDrafthelp.com venture that we couldn’t have conceived much of what has hap-
pened.  Sure, we hoped we’d tally the 150+episodes that we’ve compiled, but we’ve also had other great 
complementary ventures that have only served to reinforce our unique brand. 
 
The FDH Lounge Multimedia Magazine is certainly among them.  Launched on August 14, 2007, the 
Magazine has seen thousands of pieces of work, from columns to pictures to videos and much more.  We 
are as proud of what we have generated in this corner of cyberspace as we are the program that largely 
defines us. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 4) 
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Introduction To NOTHING IS OFF-TOPIC: THE BEST 
OF THE FDH LOUNGE MULTIMEDIA MAGAZINE 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3) 
We generate a huge amount of content that is targeted to a fast-moving world.  But some of our 
columns have elements about them that make a larger point and are relevant even after the im-
mediate subject being addressed has faded a bit from the scene.  Here in this eBook, we sought to 
compile as many of them as we could, on the vast array of subjects that comprise The FDH 
Lounge.  We’re very pleased to be able to showcase them in a more lasting manner and we sin-
cerely hope that you enjoy them. 



1979: The Year That Yielded The Modern World 
December 21, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
NOTE:  This column, although listed with the sports part of the eBook and out of order chronologi-
cally, is placed in this spot only so that it is the first one to appear, since the multi-faceted ap-
proach stands as a microcosm of The FDH Lounge brand. 
 
With the so-called “Arab Spring” uprisings, we have heard many comparisons lately to the momen-
tous year of 1989, the one that saw authoritarianism toppled (Eastern Europe) and brutally reas-
serted (China).  1989 was a year of a great many world events and is regarded along with 1968 (Tet 
Offensive, MLK and RFK assassinations, riots, Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, Richard Nixon’s 
presidential election) as one of the most earthshaking in the last century. 
 
But there is one year that sits squarely between those two that had a fair amount of newsworthy 
events, but is not often regarded in the same breath historically.  However, if we consider it an 
incubator of events yet to fully take shape in many aspects of society, it rates with the most sig-
nificant ones for the past few centuries. 
 
The year?  1979. 
 
Anyone reading this is probably thinking back, not remembering a ton of historical events and dis-
missing this premise entirely.  That’s fine, because it will make the impact of the events listed 
seem that much more important once the breathtaking list is fully digested. 
 
A year such as this has to be divided into different categories of events, largely because I’m going 
to rank them for long-term impact and it’s frankly apples-and-oranges to compare sports to real-
world events (much credit has to go to Wikipedia for helping me expand beyond my initial list). 
 
HARD NEWS 
1 The Iranian revolution and hostage crisis.  32 years later, we’re still feeling the shockwaves of 
the first dedicated, hostile-to-the-West Islamist state coming to power in a vital world region. 
2 The “one child” policy is implemented in China.  This one doesn’t seem huge, until you con-
sider that experts have estimated that 400 million more people would have been born were it not 
for the evil of this selective abortion and infanticide. 
3 The Soviets invade Afghanistan.  The final collapse of détente set the stage for the final, de-
finitive era of confrontation between the Soviet Empire and the Free World. 
4 Pope John Paul II visits his homeland of Poland.  The final burst of oxygen necessary for Soli-
darity to strongly challenge Polish communism came from the pope’s wildly inspirational trip back 
home. 
5 Margaret Thatcher brings the Conservatives to power in Britain.   The year before her ideologi-
cal soulmate Ronald Reagan won the US presidency (and at the time Reagan was starting his own his-
toric rise to power), Thatcher established the other defining Western government of the 1980s. 
6 Saddam Hussein consolidates power in Iraq.  Culminating an 11-year rise, Saddam completed 
the consolidation of his control. 
7 Three Mile Island changes the historical trajectory of American energy.  Once regarded as the 
miracle cure for America’s energy needs, the chaotic events of a springtime week in Pennsylvania 
took nuclear energy from the perceived future to a downward spiral of fear and controversy. 
8 The Sandinistas take over Nicaragua.  After two decades of relative regional isolation, the So-
viet client state of Cuba gained an ally for a full-blown expansion of the Cold War to Latin Amer-
ica. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 6) 
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1979: The Year That Yielded The Modern World 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5) 
POP CULTURE 
1 Sony introduces a prototype for the compact disc.  The digital technology revolution quietly 
took a leap the likes of which few could have imagined back in the day. 
2 Michael Jackson becomes the solo star that so many believed he would become.  Fulfilling 
the expectations that had been on his shoulders since the launch of the Jackson 5, Jacko took his 
initial (moonwalking?) steps towards becoming a global pop icon with the phenomenal smash “Off 
The Wall.” 
3 The comedians’ strike at Mitzi Shore’s Comedy Store in LA.  Author Rick Devlin proclaimed the 
bizarre scene (which ended the practice of unpaid “artists colony” performances) — which in-
cluded the likes of Jay Leno and David Letterman walking a picket line — crucial in the national 
stand-up comedy boom of the 1980s. 
4 McDonalds introduces the Happy Meal.  A culinary masterpiece it wasn’t, but McDonalds in-
vented the modern concepts of fast-food packaging and bundling with this kiddie delight. 
 
SPORTS 
1 ESPN hits the airwaves.  The sports topics are the toughest to rank, but given the monolithic 
status of the “Worldwide Leader” in the decades to come, the launch of the first all-sports net-
work has to take the top spot. 
2 Nolan Ryan and Dave Parker become the first million-a-year athletes in American Big Four 
sports.  It’s a matter of some dispute which one came first, but it’s indisputable that the escalat-
ing salaries that first took hold in this period changed pro sports like few other factors. 
3 Bird and Magic clash in the NCAA hoops championship.  In one fell swoop, these two megastars 
gave birth to the modern era of March Madness and revitalized an NBA that had fallen on brutally 
hard times.  Additionally, elsewhere in college hoops, the Big East was formed this year. 
4 Bill Walsh and Joe Montana come to San Francisco.  The start of one of the game’s greatest 
dynasties, the first implementation of the West Coast offense with Walsh as a head coach and the 
roots of the vaunted Walsh “coaching tree” all trace back to developments not sufficiently appre-
ciated at the time. 
5 The WHA absorption puts major-league hockey under one roof again and brings in the “Great 
One.”  Wayne Gretzky skated on NHL ice for the first time and it’s no understatement to say that 
the game would never be the same. 
6 The Daytona 500 brawl sets the stage for the sport to go national.  The Cale Yarborough-
Donnie Allison fight following a thrilling finish got the attention of a bemused country and fore-
shadowed the sport’s coming breakout. 
7 The “Miracle on Ice” team forms.  Very quietly, Herb Brooks was beginning the work of shaping 
the greatest insurgent force in sports history. 
8 The Yankees and Cowboys are unseated as world champions and enter a period of decline.  
Both of these signature franchises still had a few runs left in them, but each would encounter very 
dark times after being denied their returns to the top. 
9 Seve Ballesteros starts his tenure as a global golf force with his memorable British Open win. 
The man who would go on to help Europe win multiple Ryder Cups (and make the event a modern 
sporting spectacle) after a decades-long drought took his place on the big stage with his break-
through win. 
10 The first “Breakfast at Wimbledon” telecast whets the appetite for the golden age of tennis 
in the 1980s.  As with the aforementioned Daytona 500, the men’s title match at Centre Court 
was presented live in its entirety for the first time — and like the stock car race, it was a thriller 
that stoked further interest in a growing sport. 
 
Are those big enough developments for you?  While the year had its share of memorable events 
(Iran, Three Mile Island, Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Bird-Magic, Thurman Munson’s plane crash, 
the Sid Vicious suicide, Disco Demolition Night), 1979 truly stands out for the ramifications of 
events that could not be fathomed at the time.  When we contemplate the modern world that has 
evolved over the past few decades, so many of the defining elements trace themselves one way or 
another to the seemingly unremarkable 1979.  



Donovan McNabb’s Race-Baiting Tendencies 
September 18, 2007 
By Rick Morris 
 
"Wah, they hate me because I'm black." 
 
Open letter to Donovan McNabb: 
 
Grow up, Donovan. 
 
You specifically reference Peyton Manning and Carson Palmer not getting as much heat as you. Evi-
dently, you don't know this, but as good as you are, they're better than you. 
 
You didn't reference the fact that Rex Grossman plays in an equally tough QB market, but gets far 
more heat than you. That's because he sucks. 
 
Are you starting to understand how this works? Quarterbacks better than you have it easier. Quar-
terbacks worse than you have it tougher. Pretty elementary when you think about it, right? 
 
Now, if you want to make a point about how organizations put too much stock in the athleticism of 
their black quarterbacks and take it for granted that they don't have to surround them with as 
many weapons, you'd have an excellent point. Prior to Terrell Owens (and arguably since Donte 
Stallworth), you haven't have a legit #1 WR. Michael Vick never had one. Daunte Culpepper had 
nothing but a pile of guano to work with after Randy Moss left. It is true that organizations have, 
from time to time, put too much faith in the physical abilities of you and other black QBs and ne-
glected to get you as many stud receivers. But even that isn't really a racial issue as much as teams 
being seduced by the "limitless potential" of mobile quarterbacks who just happen to be black 
most of the time. 
 
You milked your martyrdom very effectively a few years ago when Rush Limbaugh stepped in a pile 
of doo-doo with his comments about black quarterbacks. A quick statement of understanding from 
you could have nipped that controversy in the bud, but you decided that you liked to play the 
prostrate victim. Enough so that you have decided to play this card again to distract from a slow 
start on the field. 
 
Notwithstanding your occasional whining about how the world is out to get you, you seem to be an 
affable guy. You're good in the community and you legitimately seem to care about other people. 
So stop playing the jerk on racial issues and exacerbating existing black-white tensions in the 
sports world. 

Cleveland Needs To Grow Up About Lebron’s Yankees Hat 
October 13, 2007 
By Rick Morris 
 
As a lifelong resident of the Cleveland area, you might think I'd be most sick and tired of the per-
ennially horrible and depressing economy -- or perhaps the harsh summers and winters -- or per-
haps the single worst market in the country for terrestrial radio (albeit made much more bearable 
by my sweet, sweet iPod in the car) -- or perhaps the knuckle-dragging, no-vision mediocre politi-
cians sucking at the public teat -- or perhaps the legacy of no major professional sports champion-
ship (I said major championship, indoor soccer!) since 1964. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 8) 



Cleveland Needs To Grow Up About Lebron’s Yankees Hat 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7) 
Actually, the element I'm most sick and tired of is none of the above, although it's somewhat re-
lated to the legacy of losing sports teams. 
 
You see, the Cleveland area is singular in the barely repressed overcompensating self-loathing that 
manifests itself in the world's biggest inferiority complex. If somebody at ESPN so much as men-
tions something unflattering about Cleveland off air and sotto voce to boot, 10 morons would im-
mediately clog the phone lines of a local talk show to whine about it. It's almost impossible for 
anyone outside of Cleveland to properly appreciate this, but ANYTHING said by ANYONE in the na-
tional media can be taken at any time as a reprehensible slam on America's North Coast by its 
paranoid residents. A mere "Here comes the Yankees" from Chip Carey during the ALDS telecasts 
was enough for the majority of the Tribe fanbase to complain that its female private parts hurt. 
 
So Lebron James, as a fellow lifelong Northeast Ohioan, should have known the grief he was buying 
by wearing a Yankees hat to ALDS Game One at Jacobs Field. 
 
Personally, as a lifelong fan of all C-Town sports teams and certified Yankee hater, I didn't appre-
ciate his gesture. But I'm just about unique in this town right now for the fact that I have no great 
urge to burn him in effigy. 
 
Cleveland fans are actually pretty amusing in their ignorance and lack of any type of perspective 
on Old Number 23. To date, Lebron has lived up to the NBA pedigree by serving as (unmarried) 
baby daddy to two young tykes. With urban America plagued by countless ills that could be traced 
back to births out of wedlock and single parenthood, Lebron has chosen not to set a positive exam-
ple for so many of his fans. But the "sports is my life" yokels who worshiped him considered him 
perfect before and now call him the devil incarnate for donning a Yankee lid. 
 
Let me be clear. I have worn, and will continue to wear, Lebron gear including a #23 Cavs jersey. I 
have never been an immense fan of the man personally, dating back to his Hummer-driving days in 
high school (just try defending the indefensible on that deal!). I don't harbor dislike for him -- his 
"King James" persona is a bit much for me, but I think he's fairly well-adjusted when you grade on 
the curve and factor in that the world has been kissing his tuckus since his mid-teens. But I've al-
ways been cold and mercenary in my support of him. He's the single greatest athlete Cleveland has 
had in my lifetime, inasmuch as Jim Brown was before my time. He represents the greatest hope 
for a championship for my hometown teams, so I want him to succeed to bring my team a title. 
But I'm certainly not invested in him personally at all. 
 
So when he does something jerky like taunt Tribe fans with a Yankees cap, I've got it in perspec-
tive, unlike the "Lebron hates us just like our evil overlords in the national media" nutcases who 
populate my hometown. Fortunately for them, The FDH Lounge exists and can demonstrate to 
those types that sports are important and fun, but there's actually a world that exists beyond it. 

Taste Our Tweets! 
http://twitter.com/ 

TheFDHLounge 



NFL Sunday Ticket Will Change Your Life 
November 20, 2007 
By Jason Jones 
 
Have you taken the time to realize how far we’ve come, technologically? There once was a time 
when a married man would have to get up at a decent time and run to Home Depot or replace an 
axle before getting comfortable in front of the tube for Sunday’s games. Remember when you got 
the games you got and there was no two ways about it. If you wanted to see Colts v. Patriots but 
your local affiliate was playing Bills v. Dolphins, you were stuck. What about the announce team. 
Have you ever felt like CBS or FOX gave you the local high school announcers? How about getting 
your favorite team regardless of geographical location? Those days, at least for me, are long gone. 
 
Introduce the advent, or at least the internet wide popularity of Fantasy Sports. So much for the 
early Saturdays spent at the Home Depot shopping for ceiling fans and drywall. That time is re-
served for last minute Fantasy Football adjustments. Nowadays pre game analysis is a 4+ hour 
event. Granted, the analysis is cookie cutter bulls@#t. When you really think about it, the only 
real difference is that John Madden is not smart enough to disguise his obvious comments as well 
as ESPN, FOX, and CBS personnel. If you’re anything like me, and fantasy wise not many are, you 
don’t just have one or two fantasy teams to deal with; you have like 10-20 of them. What can I 
say? I am a draft whore. So by the time I finally finish investigating ALL of my fantasy teams, the 
pre game shows are wrapping up. I know this because I tend to finish all of the fantasy preparation 
about the same time that Frank Caliendo makes fun of Terry Bradshaw and how stupid he is. He 
also does a killer Jim Rome. 
 
Seems like a good enough morning by the time kickoff comes around, but I have also discovered (a 
great deal late, mind you) one of technologies best inventions. Edison’s light bulb be damned! It’s 
not the printing press or even the wheel. And for those who are trying to play spoiler, it’s not even 
TIVO! It is the Sunday Ticket, and for me I get it from DirecTV. Last season, a colleague of mine 
who absolutely loves the NFL, looked at me funny when I told him I didn’t have it. “HOW DO YOU 
LIVE!” Basically, if being a sports fan is a romantic relationship, then NFL Sunday Ticket would be 
the SEX. Most of you who do not have Sunday Ticket are probably thinking, “big deal, so you get to 
see all of the games that I don’t care about”. Sure that is a valid point. I did get to see a Peterson-
less Minnesota Vikings game or an underwhelming Chargers/Jaguars game. A friend of mine, al-
though a huge Browns fan, he was less than thrilled that he would HAVE TO watch the 
Browns/Seahawks instead of Colts/Patriots. These are the predicaments you just don’t have with 
The Ticket. Sure, if that was all it was, I would be enough for me but maybe not for you. Let’s be 
honest, your cable provider or satellite company don’t just add $5 to your monthly bill. The Ticket 
is indeed rather expensive. It costs enough that it came down to me deciding between The Ticket 
or a buffet of tailgate food every week, and I am probably still coming out in the negative. As I 
said, if that was all, it would be enough for me. 
 
The best part, and for you fantasy fans I hope you are sitting down (I guess it would be weird read-
ing a blog standing up), especially if you only draft one or two teams – try to visualize this. With 
remote in hand, by using a multitude of menu options, a prompt will appear that loosely resembles 
a small and empty depth chart. No possessions, just empty blocks. There are two of these, aptly 
named TEAM 1 and TEAM 2. On the left margin is an additional menu with each and every NFL 
team in alphabetical order. By selecting an NFL team, you will be presented with the option of 
picking any number of players that correspond to that team. For instance, the Patriots would have: 
Brady, Moss, Stallworth, Welker, Watson, Maroney, or NE Defense yet players like Assante Samuel 
or Roosevelt Colvin would not be included. Only players you would universally register as fantasy 
type  players  would  show up.  Let’s  get  hypothetical. And before you  think this team  would  be  
(CON TINUED ON PAGE 10) 



NFL Sunday Ticket Will Change Your Life 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9) 
 
impossible, maybe you should be using the FantasyDraftHelp.com method…. 
 
QB_Tom Brady 
QB_Jon Kitna 
RB_Jamal Lewis 
RB_Adrian Peterson 
WR_Randy Moss 
WR_Terrell Owens 
WR_Braylon Edwards 
TE_Kellen Winslow 
K__Shayne Graham 
D__Pittsburgh 
 
 
Had that been your team, and this is the best part. Again as odd as it may sound, please remain 
seated. Your television gives you up to the minute statistical updates in a sports ticker fashion... 
Just imagine it. You’re watching the Browns/Ravens game and all of a sudden across the bottom of 
the screen reads: “TEAM 1, Tom Brady completes a 42 yard touchdown pass to Randy Moss with 
4:23 left in the 2nd quarter”. Then 3 minutes later, Shayne Graham field goal attempt is good 
from 43 yards away. Simultaneously, Derek Anderson connects with Kellen Winslow on a 13 yard 
pass with 0:16 left in regulation. Have you soiled you drawers yet? Now keep in mind, you get two 
full rosters. Unlimited position eligibility. If you want 5 QB’s, 1 RB, 3 TE’s, and no WR’s…you can 
do that. I personally just went through and put in the most commonly owned players for my per-
sonal fantasy teams. If the ticker concept isn’t enough to sell you on the importance of watching 
the NFL this way for the rest of your natural life, there is always the TEAM SCORING. That’s right, 
by pressing the corresponding colored menu button, your entire roster shows up while the game 
you are currently watching is in split screen fashion. This will allow you to not only see TD’s, but 
also carries, pass attempts/completions, INT’s, receptions, etc. You can watch every game (or at 
least whatever game you choose to watch), with regional pre game shows, and up to the minute 
fantasy scoring updates that you decide based on players that you care about. So, I reiterate, The 
NFL Sunday Ticket is the greatest invention in the history of Technology. 
 
Even at this age, my mother often says, “what would you do if you didn’t have the Internet or ca-
ble”? I present, “how do you live without THE TICKET”? Naturally, the obvious answer is, “The 
Money”. I acknowledge that the price is something that must be addressed. It really is worth budg-
eting for. How much do you spend on shoes, suits, food, etc? As a sports fan, I encourage everyone 
to re-evaluate your budget. The NFL Sunday Ticket will in fact change your Sunday, in an ecstati-
cally positive light. Maybe someday, this will be the only way to watch football. Until then, it is an 
expense I have no gripes about purchasing. 

Sportsology.info 



Black QBs in the NFL: Victims of Personnel Non-Support 
November 23, 2007 
By Rick Morris 
The ridiculous heat that Vince Young has taken this week seems to dictate that we spell out for 
you one more time what really constitutes the “Black Quarterback Syndrome.” 
 
Donovan McNabb implied earlier this year in his crybaby diatribe that black quarterbacks are per-
secuted more than their white peers and that the racial dynamic involved is just a perpetration of 
Jim Crow attitudes. Wrong. 
 
Black quarterbacks don’t suffer because of bias against them; they suffer because they are put on 
too high of a pedestal. 
 
The truism “no man is an island” never seems to be applied to goalies in hockey and quarterbacks 
in football. Ignorant and emotionally driven fans and analysts refuse to acknowledge the extent to 
which these players (like everyone else) are dependent on supportive efforts from teammates and 
coaching philosophies with a chance of success. Goalies Chris Osgood and Curtis Joseph dealt with 
shameful lack of fan appreciation throughout their tenures in Detroit and quarterback Tim Couch 
suffered the slings and arrows of an uneducated fanbase in Cleveland that refused to fathom that a 
bad organization and coaching staff had stacked the deck against him. 
As such, black quarterbacks are not the only players in sports to suffer scrutiny that may become 
unfair, although their ups and downs are always considered newsworthy by our modern race-
obsessed media. But the predominant reason for their struggles eludes everyone, although the dots 
are very easy to connect. 
 
We at FDH predicted before the season that Vince Young would have some issues this year with 
lack of support. Certainly, in a purely statistical sense, we knew that he would not be a great fan-
tasy football value and we had him 14th on our draft board when he showed up 9th on our “experts’ 
draft board” (an average of other leading industry websites and magazines). The reason? 
 
Arguably the worst wide receiver corps in the league catching his passes. 
 
Sadly, Young fits a pattern in the NFL that stretches back several years. McNabb never had a legiti-
mate #1 wide receiver before Terrell Owens. Mike Vick, although highly inaccurate and a bad citi-
zen, in all fairness had a bunch of scrubs catching his passes. Byron Leftwich never had anyone 
worth a pitcher of warm spit hauling in his throws after Jimmy Smith retired (although, frankly, 
that has far more to do with the rank incompetence of the Jacksonville front office when it comes 
to evaluating wideouts – they have spent high draft picks and free agency money, but they are 
hopeless in terms of their talent recruitment). Daunte Culpepper never had anyone who wasn’t a 
waste of protoplasm playing wide receiver with him after Randy Moss left town. 
 
Essentially, because the terms “black quarterback” and “mobile quarterback” have become one 
and the same in the public mind, and the concept of the mobile quarterback has become revered 
in the football world, there is the sense that talented black quarterbacks can do no wrong. NFL 
front offices take this thought process, such as it is, and run with it. Why bother to spend finite 
resources on great wide receivers, the logic seems to be, when we can put those resources else-
where and count on our superstar to succeed offensively all by himself? 
 
And this theory gets propagated year in and year out by well-respected and well-paid pro person-
nel men! 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 12) 
 



Black QBs in the NFL: Victims of Personnel Non-Support 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11) 
The Vince Young situation is very simple. 
I’ll break it down for you here. Yes, he 
may be having some typical second-year 
issues in which he must counter-adjust to 
the adjustments that defenses have made 
to him. But the vast majority of his prob-
lems stem from the fact that his wide 
receiving core is not even Arena League-
worthy. Get him some help and he’ll be a 
top statistical quarterback who makes 
several Pro Bowls over the course of his 
career. Leave him with the dregs he’s got 
now and he’ll continue to be a piñata for 
uninformed people who want to bury him 
when he’s got no chance to succeed. 

How to Really Honor Sean Taylor 
November 27, 2007 
By Rick Morris 
 
FDH sends its thoughts and prayers to Sean Taylor, his 
family, friends and teammates. 
 
Honestly, I had two thoughts when I heard about the 
shooting on Monday morning: 
 
1. Not having heard about Taylor's attitude adjustment 
in the last year or two, I wondered if this might be con-
nected to consequences about his lifestyle. Having read 
sorrowful accounts from his teammates about how he 
had turned his life and attitude around, I feel badly for 
my thoughts at the time. 

2. What was he doing at his Miami home? Even if Joe Gibbs had given the Redskins the day off on 
Monday, aren't these players supposed to stay at least roughly in the area? I think most people 
would think it to be awfully lenient for players to travel to the four corners of the earth as long as 
they were back at practice on Wednesday. I'm not raising this point to blame anyone in the Wash-
ington organization, merely to indicate my initial surprise that he could have been so far away 
from his in-season home at the time of this tragedy. 
 
A subsequent thought that I had was reinforced by this Jemele Hill column on ESPN's Page 2. Now, I 
should mention right off the bat that Ms. Hill is not generally my cup of tea -- and I'm being re-
strained in that description because of the serious nature of this column and subject matter. Her 
style of race-baiting is something I find reprehensible. I agree with my colleague Burrell Jackson 
when he stated on the last Lounge program that he hates race-baiting from both sides (which is 
not to suggest that he is going to reciprocally agree with every statement I make here!). But she 
makes the point in her column that the leading cause of death for black males between the ages of 
15 and 24 is homicide. Practitioners of the race card such as Jesse Jackson and Al Sharpton love to 
point out how blacks are incarcerated in vast disproportion to their representation in the popula-
tion. But guess what? They also suffer from crime, most definitely including violent crime, in vast 
disproportion to the population. 
 
As is her wont, Ms. Hill then veers completely off the rails by playing the race card and suggesting 
that white America is somehow to blame for this, or doesn't care, or whatever her "point" may 
have been. Of course, the fact that race hustlers like her treat ANY discussion of crime or law and 
order as a coded appeal to racism undermines her case completely. It's hard to get white America 
to care about the problem as much as you'd like if you figuratively slap a Klan hood on someone for 
merely being concerned about crime levels. 
 
Her initial point was right, however. Sean Taylor's murder was part and parcel of a crime virus that 
is devastating the young black male population. Unlike her, however, I have an idea about how to 
address it. We will hear much talk in the days, weeks and months to come from pro athletes want-
ing to make a difference in the aftermath of this tragedy and to try to leverage something good 
from it. If they simply live up to their social obligations as role models, they'll succeed in doing 
just that: 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 13) 
 



How to Really Honor Sean Taylor 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12) 
^ Those who glorify thug culture (such as Carmelo Anthony participating in a "Stop Snitching" cam-
paign or PacMan Jones with every act of immature entitlement that makes up his pathetic life) 
should stop immediately. 
 
^ A "Sean Taylor Campaign" to urge legislatures and the judiciary towards concrete steps towards 
zero tolerance for violent crime would be a fitting tribute. 
 
It's way past time for the richly paid athletes of our society to recognize their responsibilities to 
the community. Kids idolize them and politicians can be moved by them if they mobilize in the 
right way. Above all, it's time for some focus. If we get serious about locking up violent criminals, 
stop thinking that law and order is a bad thing in this country and stop navel-gazing about the per-
centages of black males in prison, then we can address the point of Jemele Hill and start saving 
the lives of young black males and everyone for that matter. I should point out that I am in favor 
of rooting out whatever racial double standards do account for the disproportionate black prison 
population as I believe in racial fairness across the board. But in general, less sympathy for crimi-
nals and more for victims and potential victims is the jolt in the shorts that society needs. 
 
The only way to really honor Sean Taylor is through positive action. 

Why Stats Should Be the End-All, Be-All of All-Star Game Selection 
January 9, 2008 
By Jason Jones 
 
Some of you are familiar with my call of change toward any and all All-Star game voting. It is my 
moderately sized dream that All-Star game roster be decided solely by statistical production as 
opposed to any other means. An All-Star game roster should not reflect a roster of “potential fu-
ture hall of famers”, unless said roster also reflects players who have put up the best numbers 
THIS year not over the last few years. Recently, John Hollinger of ESPN.com had written a piece on 
a similar topic. His “East All-Stars: Slim Pickings When Selecting Subs” has mentioned some details 
I do not agree with, and I hope you agree with me. 
 
"Best" in this case is hazily defined. I look at it in the big-picture kind of way -- not necessarily 
who is having the best season, although that's certainly important, but who are the best 
players, period. That, in turn produces a series of criteria for being on the team:-John Hollinger 
This is the crux of my entire argument. The All-Star rosters SHOULD reflect only the best player of 
this particular season and only based on the numbers they have put up THIS season, Hollinger dis-
agrees. I say, the All-Star rosters should reflect statistical production in a “current season vac-
uum”. Last year and the year before that should have absolutely no bearing on the proceedings. 
 
I do agree with Hollinger’s first point, “Small Injuries Don’t Matter.” 
 
To summarize, if a player has better numbers than another but missed a small amount of time with 
an ankle injury (“say 12 games”) then the first player should not be penalized for a small injury. I 
can get behind that thought, because as he mentions, Elton Brand should not be considered 
(likewise, Gilbert Arenas). Signed, 1997 Anfernee Hardaway who played only 19 games in ’97 and 
was still voted an NBA All-Star. 
 
The second point is what made me respond here. History matters. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 14) 



Why Stats Should Be the End-All, Be-All of All-Star Game Selection 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13) 
“If Player A and Player B are having comparable seasons, but Player A is playing way better than 
he ever has before while Player B has played at this level the past three seasons, I'm taking Player 
B every time.” 
 
This should disqualify Hollinger from polluting sports fans minds forever. History should play zero 
part in the evaluation process. 
 
-Al Jefferson PF (MIN) 20.6 PTS, 12.3 REB, 1.3 BLK 
or 
-Jermaine O’Neal (IND) 15.8 PTS, 7.4 REB, 2.0 BLK 
 
If we left it up to Mr. Hollinger, according to his article, he would not hesitate to select Jermaine 
O’Neal. Jermaine is a quality player, but by saying what he’s saying, it sends the message that it 
does not matter what a guy does if he hasn’t been there before. I find it hard to believe any fan, 
much less most of them would agree Jermaine O’Neal should get the nod over Jefferson because 
he has been to more All-Star games. This is the kind of analysis that belongs in Hall of Fame discus-
sions, not All-Star Game discussions. This is the famous “double-edged sword” angle. If we go with 
who’s been there more, how do the new guys get in if they’ve never been there before. Are we 
supposed to wait until the current guard of players retire, then look around with our thumbs up 
our asses, assuming who would have been there before had we not been so pig headed? HISTORY 
HAS ZERO TO DO WITH IT! 
 
The third point deals with winning, “.500 is not a magical All-Star maker.” 
 
I agree with this one as well. Remember, All-Star nods are not and should not be reflected in the 
team’s Win column. As much as I’ve hated it in previous years, it should effect MVP voting. You 
should not have a losing record and be heralded as the leagues best player. Just think, lets use a 
hypothetical player, we’ll call him John Johnson. If John Johnson is on the flat out worst team in 
the league, but he has a stats line that reads: 38 PTS, 18 REB, 12 AST, 3 STL, and 3 BLK a game, 
you mean to tell me he doesn’t belong in the All Star game? That is hogwash. Those are probably 
the best numbers ever put together by the half way point in history. Now it is hypothetical, but 
the point remains. This player should not be penalized because the rest of his team and maybe 
coaching staff is worthless. It’s a far-fetched analogy, but it is translatable. In varying degrees, if 
Johnson gets in shouldn’t anyone get in based on their performance and not the teams? The All-
Star game is a reward for exceptional individual performance, not team. Needless to say, he would 
not be in the running for the MVP. 
 
Yet, and this one is beautiful, Hollinger continues this point with, “The Parliament Argument or 
The Electoral College Argument. Since Boston has the best record they have to have three All-
Stars" or "Portland has to have representation on the All-Star team. “But we should be talking 
about the actual players instead of how many All-Stars their constituencies deserve or how a cer-
tain team needs representation”. Clearly I agree with this line of thinking. This is exactly why the 
Detroit Pistons had not gotten any All-Star nods during their recent run until 2006. In an era when 
most All-Star players register 23-28 points a game or at least 7 in any second tier category (i.e. 
rebounds or assists) as a bench mark statistic, is it any surprise a team that boasts 3 or 4 player 
who all average 15-19 points a game are not in? Times have changed slightly in the last couple 
years, but the point remains. The All-Star appearances by the Detroit Pistons clearly supports Holl-
inger’s points. I like this example because it clearly illustrates how consistent the Pistons have 
been over their current run of success. Since 2001, they have been the most consistent team lead 
by 4-5 of the most consistent players in the same amount of time.  
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 15) 



Why Stats Should Be the End-All, Be-All of All-Star Game Selection 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14) 
However, if you deny Hollinger’s idea that the best players in the game based on talent and popu-
larity should get in even if they have not performed on par statistically, then read the Pistons' sta-
tistical findings below. Then we will show the actual 2006 NBA Eastern Conference All-Star Game 
Roster and compare it to the roster that should have been on the court. If you believe as I do, in 
that an All-Star bid is an individual achievement based on THIS year's statistical production, then 
you will find the following interesting and clear as day. 
 
The Following Stats Reflect Only the Years They Were Pistons 
Chauncey Billups 
2006-17.0 Pts, 3.1 Reb, 7.2 Ast 
2005-18.5 Pts, 3.1 Reb, 8.6 Ast 
2004-16.5 Pts, 3.4 Reb, 5.8 Ast 
2003-16.9 Pts, 3.5 Reb, 5.7 Ast 
2002-16.2 Pts, 3.7 Reb, 3.9 Ast 
Richard Hamilton 
2006-19.8 Pts, 3.8 Reb, 3.8 Ast 
2005-20.1 Pts, 3.2 Reb, 3.2 Ast 
2004-18.7 Pts, 3.9 Reb, 4.9 Ast 
2003-17.6 Pts, 3.6 Reb, 4.0 Ast 
2002-19.7 Pts, 3.9 Reb, 2.5 Ast 
Tayshawn Prince 
2006-14.3 Pts, 5.2 Reb, 2.8 Ast 
2005-14.1 Pts, 4.2 Reb, 2.3 Ast 
2004-14.7 Pts, 5.3 Reb, 3.0 Ast 
2003-10.3 Pts, 4.8 Reb, 2.3 Ast 
2002-03.3 Pts, 1.1 Reb, 0.6 Ast 
Rasheed Wallace 
2006-12.3 Pts, 7.2 Reb, 1.7 Ast 
2005-15.1 Pts, 6.8 Reb, 2.3 Ast 
2004-14.5 Pts, 8.2 Reb, 1.8 Ast 
Ben Wallace 
2005-07.3 Pts, 11.3 Reb, 1.9 Ast 
2004-09.7 Pts, 12.2 Reb, 1.7 Ast 
2003-09.5 Pts, 12.4 Reb, 1.7 Ast 
2002-06.9 Pts, 15.4 Reb, 1.6 Ast 
2001-07.6 Pts, 13.0 Reb, 1.4 Ast 
2000-06.4 Pts, 13.2 Reb, 1.5 Ast 
The beauty of this is, the Pistons made the playoffs in; 
2006-1st in the Central Div, Lost Conf Finals 
2005-1st in the Central Div, Lost Conf Finals 
2004-1st in the Central Div, Lost NBA Finals 
2003-2nd in the Central Div, Won NBA Finals 
2002-1st in the Central Div, Lost Conf Finals 
2001-1st in the Central Div, Lost Conf Semis 
Best individual seasons: 
Chauncey Billups: 2005, 18.5 / 3.1 / 8.6 (All-Star appearance: ’06, ‘07) 
Richard Hamilton: 2006, 19.8 / 3.8 / 3.8 (All-Star appearance: ’06, ‘07) 
Tayshawn Prince: 2004, 14.7 / 5.3 / 3.0 (All-Star appearance: 0) 
Rasheed Wallace: 2004, 14.5 / 8.2 / 1.8 (All-Star appearance: ‘06) 
Ben Wallace: 2002, 6.9 / 15.4 / 1.6 (All-Star appearance: ’03, ’04, ’05, 
‘06) 
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Why Stats Should Be the End-All, Be-All of All-Star Game Selection 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15) 
You’ll notice that in all of the shuffle, Billups, Hamilton, R. Wallace, B. Wallace all put up quality 
numbers in 2006. It is a great achievement to have 4 players contribute the way the Pistons of 
2006 did. It may be a by product, but as they say, “Those are the Breaks”. It may not be fair, but 
the math is just working against them. They were and still are a strong defensive minded team. 
Good defense sometimes means less possessions in a game. Then 61 of the 96 points scored on av-
erage per game came from Billups, Hamilton, Prince (not in All-Star contention), R. Wallace, B. 
Wallace (who only averaged 7.3 pts a game). Divide that out and each member averages 15.25 
points a game. If the Pistons want more run as a team who produces All-Star players, maybe they 
should conduct themselves in a manner that would produce All-Star like statistics. The only draw-
back is not winning as much. I think they will take their division titles and playoff appearances 
over All-Star bids. As for the actual 2006 NBA All-Star Eastern Conference Roster, there were some 
votes extended due to popularity and other non statistical reasoning. When relating it to the 4 De-
troit Pistons, I believe the voting populous put them in as a way to rationalize their success. It’s a 
lot like Fred Taylor making the Pro Bowl. His stats did not merit it, but because he put up solid 
numbers over time, it was treated like a Lifetime Achievement Award, not a Pro Bowl invite. I 
went through and pulled all of the major stats for every player in the Eastern Conference. Then 
took the top 25 at points, top 25 in rebounds, and top 25 in assists, then cross referenced all of it 
together to come up with a an Eastern Conference All-Star roster comprised completely by statisti-
cal analysis. The numbers in parentheses are some of those stats crunched as reference points in 
the remainder of this discussion. 
 
Actual East All-Star Roster______Roster Based on ONLY Stats 
G Allen Iverson (24/3/7)________G Gilbert Arenas (28/5/6) 
G Dwyane Wade (27/4/8)_______G Allen Iverson (24/3/7) 
G Gilbert Arenas (28/5/6)________G Jason Kidd (13/8/9) 
G Richard Hamilton (20/4/4)______G Dwyane Wade (27/4/8) 
G Paul Pierce (25/6/4)___________G Joe Johnson (25/4/4) 
G Chauncey Billups (17/3/7)______ F Lebron James (27/7/6) 
F Lebron James (27/7/6)________F Vince Carter (25/6/7) 
F Jermaine O’Neal (19/10/2)_____F Paul Pierce (25/6/4) 
F Chris Bosh (23/11/3)____________F Chris Bosh (23/11/3) 
F Vince Carter (25/6/7)___________F Jermaine O’Neal (19/10/2) 
F Rasheed Wallace (12/7/2)_______ F Dwight Howard (18/12/2) 
C Shaquille O’Neal (17/7/2)______C Shaquille O’Neal (17/7/2) 
C Ben Wallace (7/11/2)___________ C Eddy Curry (20/7/1) 
Bold = indicates starters 
 
A few notes…Allen Iverson, Dwyane Wade, Gilbert Arenas (even though with almost 29 pts a game, 
he almost didn’t make it), Paul Pierce, Lebron James, Jermaine O’Neal, Chris Bosh, Vince Carter, 
and Shaquille O’Neal all were on both rosters. D. Wade, L. James, and S. O’Neal are the only con-
sensus starters. They had voted Allen Iverson a starter over Gilbert Arenas. Allen Iverson had 24 
pts a game while Gilbert Arenas had almost 29. Allen Iverson registered 7 assists while Arenas man-
aged a close 6. In the not so guard friendly category Iverson had 3 rebounds to Arenas’ 5. Statisti-
cally, it was close but Arenas gets the nod going +4, -1, and +2…That’s a +5 in favor of Gilbert Are-
nas who went on to light up the playoff stage with Lebron not A.I. The other major disparage was 
at the starting power forward position. They had Jermaine O’Neal while I contest it should have 
been Chris Bosh. Jermaine O’Neal put up 19 points and Chris Bosh had 23. J. O’Neal grabbed 10 
rebounds a game to Bosh’s 11. In the unselfish category, O’Neal had 2 assists to Bosh’s 3. That 
again goes in favor of my choice +4, +1, and +1 for a net gain of +6 in favor of Chris Bosh. Some of 
the other differences also make statistical sense. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 17) 



Why Stats Should Be the End-All, Be-All of All-Star Game Selection 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16) 
Jason Kidd over Chauncey Billups, +3 in favor of Kidd 
Joe Johnson over Richard Hamilton, +5 in favor of Johnson 
Dwight Howard over Rasheed Wallace, +11 in favor Howard 
Eddy Curry over Ben Wallace, +8 in favor of Curry 
 
No fan is going to vote the biggest member of the worst trade in NBA history to the All-Star game 
over the Defensive Player of the year no matter what the stats, especially if that would be deemed 
a victory for Isaiah Thomas. Howard/R. Wallace fits Mr. Hollinger’s claim that if player A is having 
his best season and player B is on par within his own previous season’s, he takes player B. One 
problem with that theory. What if player A (Dwight Howard) is a #1 pick, is in his second season, 
and just so happens to be improving daily until the point that he is a no question starter in the All-
Star game? And what if player B is an aging head case, who’s ceiling couldn’t sniff that of player A? 
Point is, Hollinger is wrong on this one, it is Dwight Howard by a mile…or, more like +11 statisti-
cally. Richard Hamilton may be the most consistent mid range jump shooter in the game. Fact of 
the matter is, he still is an equal offensive option on a team that splits 96 points almost equally by 
5 players. Joe Johnson is the biggest name and biggest talent on a cellar dweller. Joe Johnson is 
the clear cut #1 scoring option on his team. Besides, +5 says Johnson belongs and Rip doesn’t. The 
closest margin of victory for my squad is that of Jason Kidd vs. Chauncey Billups. Kidd loses ground 
in points, as if there’s a lack of scoring in any All-Star game, but he makes it up in assists. This is a 
point I would like to think all NBA fans could get behind serious or casual. If Shaq comes down with 
the rebound and the other team clears out. Then Lebron, Wade, and Pierce are spread out in their 
running lanes, who do you want pushing the break? Billups or Kidd? Young Kidd or old Kidd, it does-
n’t matter. For this era and this generation of basketball, there is no one you should want pushing 
the fast break more than Jason Kidd. Not to mention statistically he’s just better, even if it is 
somewhat close. 
 
After all of that, it comes down to a simple concept that I have uttered many times over and it 
does not matter what sport we are discussing. It works for all sports alike. “Fans should not vote 
on All-Star rosters, because the will inevitably get it wrong”. There should be no voting. All-Star 
game participants should be determined the same way NFL playoff teams are determined. By cold 
hard statistics; after that there should be tiers of tie-breakers. This should not be done by the 
coaches, players, sports writers or anyone else. It could be done by a computer (one of the few 
sports details that should be left to a computer-BCS). This way there is no debate as to who gravy-
trained and who got snubbed. If voting for something is necessary to keep the fans' attention, let 
them vote for the Starters. 
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What’s Right And Wrong About Sports Today 
February 10, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
This past week saw some unbelievable instances of good and bad in the sports world. Leaving aside 
the major headline stories like the Clemens needle saga on Capitol Hill, there were still some wild 
sagas raging all over the place. 
 
Take for example Kevin Hart, the dumb kid in a tiny Nevada town who fabricated an entire narra-
tive about being the object of a major recruiting war. This past Wednesday, in front of a crowded 
gym at his high school and a host of media outlets, he ostentatiously placed a California hat on his 
head to signify that he was going to be a Golden Bear. One small problem: it was news to Cal! NO-
BODY was trying to sign this kid, who embellished an entire process culminating in the National 
Signing Day circus at his high school knowing all along that the bill was going to come due for his 
shenanigans. 
 
I’m not sure who leaves me more in amazement, this dunce or everyone in the media who believed 
his story without doing even the tiniest bit of research on him. Having said that, we’ve all done 
stupid things, albeit probably not on this scale, so hopefully this doesn’t dog this chap for the rest 
of his days. But it is emblematic of the tendency for impressionable kids to give in to their desire 
to become a big star at all costs, even for only a short while. 
 
Also on the bad side of the ledger, we saw the perfect storm of miserable conduct as anticipated 
when Indiana visited Illinois in a Big Ten hoops grudge match. Eric Gordon, the insanely prized re-
cruit who did an 11th hour takeback on his Ilini commitment last year, was paying his first visit (and 
what will mercifully likely be his only one, what with the NBA beckoning strongly after this year) to 
Assembly Hall. For his last minute “yoink,” he was rewarded with dirty play throughout from Illi-
nois and profane chants from the crowd toward his family and himself. The belated apology from 
the university did little to hide just how much moral squalor the coaching staff, players and 
drunken bozos in the crowd reveled in this past Thursday. 
 
Finally, there was something to salute over the last week. While the passing of an uplifting figure 
is never a good thing, it does offer a chance to reflect and revel in what they brought us. Karl Er-
hardt, the “Sign Man” of Shea Stadium who held up block-lettered messages in support of his home 
team, passed away this week and has been getting memorialized in appreciation of what he meant 
to people. Fans like Sign Man and the late “Neutron Man” of Ohio State football fame (but not 
gravy-training self-promoters like “Big Dawg”) represent the increasingly small corner of sport that 
is untainted by greed and hate and selfishness. It shouldn’t have to take Mr. Erhardt’s passing to 
remind us to celebrate the example of pure fandom they set. 
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The Top 10 Quarterbacks Of The Last 20 Years 
March 4, 2008 
By Tony Mazur 
 
Below, I have posted the Top 10 Quarterbacks of my lifetime. Since I just turned 20 years old last 
Sunday, I was not alive to see Bart Starr, Otto Graham, Roger Staubach, Ken Stabler, and Dan 
Fouts, and I only caught the tail end of Joe Montana's career when he was with the Kansas City 
Chiefs. Oh sure, they were all great quarterbacks, but I did not witness them live. Babe Ruth was 
an incredible hitter, but most of the population did not see him play. 
 
10. Warren Moon.....Moon may have bounced around from team to team, but he made his name 
with the Houston Oilers. The Oilers may not have made it to the Super Bowl, but he helped them 
get to the playoffs year after year. 
 
9. Jim Kelly.....Another QB that did not get a ring. However, he led those Buffalo Bills teams to 
multiple playoff appearances and pulled them team out of obscurity. Since he announced his re-
tirement after the '96 season, the Bills haven't been the same. 
 
8. Steve McNair....."Air McNair" may not be in everyone's Top 10 lists, but he sure impressed me. 
Between city and name changes, Steve McNair was a great overall quarterback. He may be some-
what functional now with Baltimore, but he's nowhere close to what he was with Eddie George, 
Kevin Dyson, and Frank Wycheck around him. 
 
7. Troy Aikman.....Some have Troy higher up on the list, but I think he's fine here. Aikman had 
one of the best offensive lines ever, two legendary running backs (Emmitt Smith and Herschel 
Walker), and a nearly perfect wide receiver (Michael Irvin), but he was a tough competitor. 
 
6. Steve Young.....Can you think of a better backup? Steve Young backed up Joe Montana from 
1987-93, and became the full-time starter in 1993. Young's aggressive style of play led the 49ers to 
Super Bowl XXIX, which they won. Young helped pave the way for this generation of running QBs. 
 
5. John Elway.....One of the greatest ever. Elway led his Broncos to five Super Bowls, winning the 
last two. A guy who took so many shots got right up on his feet and continued to perform well. 
 
4. Dan Marino.....Yeah, yeah, we know. "But he didn't win a Super Bowl!" Trent Dilfer did. Brad 
Johnson did. Just because they won Super Bowls, does that mean they're better than Marino? I 
don't measure great quarterbacks by Super Bowl rings. Dan Marino was surrounded by marginal 
players that he helped look better. 
 
3. Brett Favre.....Favre was another QB that turned average players into superstars. Antonio Free-
man was a great Packer receiver, but would he have accomplished those feats with another team? 
The same with Dorsey Levens. Brett Favre wasn't just a great player, he is a great man. The league 
will surely miss his presence. 
 
2. Tom Brady.....Forget about the 18-1 season. Tom Brady is in the top tier of quarterbacks of all 
time. He may have had Randy Moss in 2007, but Brady really had nobody for years. Tom Brady lit-
erally carried that team to their three Super Bowl victories, and won MVP after MVP awards. 
 
1. Peyton Manning.....From what I hear from my father and other middle-aged adults, Peyton 
Manning shows signs of the great quarterbacks of the 1970s. His accuracy is astounding, and his 
demeanor is enviable. There is no coincidence that Peyton Manning pulled the Indianapolis Colts 
out of the toilet and into somewhat of a dynasty. 



The Top 10 Quarterbacks of All-Time 
March 5, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
I join football fans everywhere in saying that I will miss seeing Brett Favre on the football field 
every Sunday (though I’m sure none of us are quite as broken up about it as John Madden is). He 
was an entertaining gunslinger, somebody who really loved the game, gave a lot to it and showed 
how much joy he got from it. I wish him the best in retirement and the game is poor for losing his 
on-field contributions. 
 
My colleague Nate Noy posed a question about where Favre rates in the eyes of history, then he 
attempted to answer it (#4 all-time). Likewise, my other colleague Tony Mazur rated Favre within 
the confines of QBs he had personally witnessed. Similar to Nate's piece, I will offer a look at my 
own all-time Top 10 at the position. It is striking to me how similar our lists are. Just to recap, 
here’s Nate’s Top 10: 
 
10. John Elway 
9. Peyton Manning 
8. Tom Brady 
7. Steve Young 
6. Sammy Baugh 
5. Dan Marino 
4. Brett Favre 
3. Otto Graham 
2. Johnny Unitas 
1. Joe Montana 
 
Before I begin my list, I’d like to note that Sammy Baugh just missed my Top 10 list at #11. Nate’s 
right that he did revolutionize the position and he was the greatest quarterback of his time, but I 
can’t award him a spot over any of these players, many of whom helped make this modern “golden 
age of quarterbacks” what it has been. 
 
10. Bart Starr. If this were a fantasy draft, I’d slot him at the top of the second tier, with the nine 
QBs above him constituting a top tier. This is no slam on him, merely a statement of how I see him 
fitting into the landscape and indeed, being proclaimed one of the NFL’s All-Time Top 10 QBs is an 
honor in anyone’s book. He had a very nice synthesis of statistical production and championships 
earned (including the first two Super Bowls). 
 
9. Brett Favre. He was a little more all-or-nothing than most of his counterparts on this list, which 
is the main reason I did not have him higher. Apart from a stretch in the mid-to-late ‘90s, he was-
n’t universally regarded as one of the top two or three QBs in the game at the time, but was a top 
10 performer almost all the way through. He’s in the top two or three all-time, however, at over-
coming any kind of adversity and may have been the most fun to watch, for whatever that’s worth. 
 
8. Peyton Manning. As with my rating of Tom Brady (and with Nathan’s ratings of both players), 
the slot is awarded based on the body of work to date. As one of the most elite statistical produc-
ers ever and a player who now has a title to his credit, the Top 5 list is a certainty if he can sustain 
his production another half-decade. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 21) 
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The Top 10 Quarterbacks of All-Time 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20) 
7. Steve Young. I fully expect many people to be blown away by the slotting of Young in the Top 
10 (Nate won’t be surprised, however, since he had him in the exact same spot). Look up the num-
bers; from 1991-1994 he was as dominant as anyone to ever play the game and he capped off that 
run with a Super Bowl at the end of it. With an NFL career compressed into a relatively short run 
by a USFL stint and backup duty to Joe Montana on the front end and injury problems at the back 
end, there might not be anyone else in the history of the league who could have earned such a 
lofty spot based on such a short time frame. And in terms of influence, he still stands as the great-
est example yet of the hybrid of athleticism molded to pocket-style quarterbacking – ironic, given 
the racial connotations so many seem to apply to the term “mobile quarterback.” 
 
6. Tom Brady. One of the game’s most accomplished winners put up arguably the greatest statisti-
cal season ever in 2007. As with Manning, the Top 5 is within reach and since he’s a few years 
younger than Manning with two more Super Bowl wins and one more Super Bowl appearance, the 
next few years could catapult him to the point of becoming the consensus best quarterback of all 
time. 
 
5. Dan Marino. He stands at the pinnacle of “statistical quarterbacks,” while falling much further 
down most people’s lists of “ultimate winner quarterbacks.” This is unfair, given the fact that he 
had less support than arguably anyone else on this list: few marquee WRs (outside of the early 
stretch with the “Marks Brothers”), a complete lack of a running game (no 1,000 yard rusher the 
first 13 years of his career – insane, given that a RB only needs to average 62.5 yards per game 
over the course of a season to reach that number) and a defense that was uneven at best over the 
course of his tenure. Given the limited impact that one player, even a great QB, can have on the 
bottom line on the gridiron, Marino is a very underrated winner for getting his team to make as 
many playoff runs at they did. And having lost a Super Bowl to the 1980s 49ers and an AFC Champi-
onship Game to the 1990s Bills is not a mark of shame. 
 
4. John Elway. When the bad marriage with Dan Reeves ended, Elway got a chance to prove that 
he could win Super Bowls and also put up ginormous statistics. Factor in his mobility and penchant 
for late-game comebacks and the triumphant final chapter of his career boosts him to this point. 
 
3. Johnny Unitas. As Nate pointed out, before Marino, Johnny U. was the statistical benchmark for 
the league and he also was a title-winner (and as Grampa Abe Simpson once said so memorably, 
“He had a flat-top you could set your watch by”). He had great durability, though he was fairly 
beat-up at the end. He was Top 5 in anyone’s book. 
 
2. Otto Graham. This OG was simply, the ultimate winner. Every chance he got, he was earning 
All-Pro honors and playing for a title (and winning several). His vast accomplishments are sadly 
unknown by illiterates who think the game was invented with the birth of the Super Bowl in 1967, 
but these accomplishments are undeniable nonetheless. 
 
1. Joe Montana. He was more renowned as a winner than as a stat-producer, but, as Nate notes, 
he did end up exceeding Unitas’ career passing mark. He was the engine of the 1980s San Francisco 
dynasty, which may have been the game’s greatest of them all, and he generally made it look 
easy. He set the all-time standard for clutch play that Tom Brady still has to surmount if he’s ever 
to claim this position. 
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NFL’s LA Solution: SoCal Chargers 
June 1, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Never let it be said that I'm not a generous man. In the headline to this column, I just furnished, 
for free, the answer to one of the most pressing problems facing a multi-billion dollar conglomer-
ate in the NFL. You're welcome, Commissioner Goodell. 
 
Let's face it: it's a huge embarrassment for the NFL, which is admittedly the king of all American 
sports circuits, to have gone what will be a decade and a half without a franchise in the second-
largest media market in the country. Sure, LA sports fans are spoiled and generally indifferent and 
lacking in any passion whatsoever. But it's no excuse for the league not to have a presence there. 
The freaking NHL has found a way to make two teams work in the LA-and-greater-environs terri-
tory; the NFL can't manage one? 
 
In the continued freakish grasping for an answer, no matter how nonsensical, the league is appar-
ently now willing to entertain the notion that the answer to the 49'ers' stadium issues lies in the 
southern half of the state. That is absolutely insane. The team is too ingrained in the NoCal market 
to entertain such a move. While neither team from the area should move, at least if the Raiders 
return south, they've got a heritage of sorts in the area. 
 
But again, neither team should move south. Nor should any team move west to LA. The answer lies 
in having one team move north -- but not all the way north. 
 
The Chargers. 
 
San Diego is having its own issues regarding stadium needs. Back in the AFL days, the team actually 
played up north and was first known as the Los Angeles Chargers. So there's a heritage here, how-
ever distant. 
 
Oceanside has been mentioned as a possibility, although talks fell apart. They collapsed purely 
because they were conducted in the where-are-the-Chargers-going-to-play vacuum. Connect these 
talks to the issue of how to solve the LA situation, involve the full might of the NFL to find a reso-
lution and the situation is drastically different. 
 
Why? 
 
Oceanside is located roughly halfway between San Diego and Los Angeles. Plant the team in the 
area, give it an official shared identity for the Los Angeles/Anaheim/San Diego markets and boom, 
situation solved. If Oceanside still proves to be too tough of a nut to crack, try some other possi-
bilities in the immediate area, Carlsbad, San Clemente, etc. 
 
But the bottom line remains the same: two birds can be killed with one stone here. Find a feasible 
city roughly halfway between Los Angeles and San Diego on Interstate 5 and solve the LA and San 
Diego dilemmas with one fell swoop.  
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Lebron May Go, But He’s Cleveland’s To Lose 
July 5, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Fact (as Dwight Schrute might say): People are way too invested in idiotic, overly-emotional sce-
narios regarding Lebron James. That has been chronicled in this space previously. Where his ca-
reer, his various activities and his future are concerned, people don't feel a need to evaluate them 
logically. Inane, half-cocked theories about this athlete, exaggerating his personal and professional 
good and bad points, have surrounded him since he first became a national figure during his junior 
year of high school in 2002. 
 
But the uneducated spew about LBJ's future has reached new heights in the last week as the so-
called "king" (I'm a fan, but I refuse to call him "King James") himself fanned speculation about his 
future by playing footsie with the Big Apple on a recent trip to New York. Not realizing that they 
were being played for fools as Lebron yanked their chain, the predictable bottom-feeders in the 
media, sports talk radio and fandom alike wallowed in the possibilities of #23 blowing that popcorn 
stand in C-Town for the bright lights of the city that never sleeps. Now, who am I to question the 
likes of the "legendary" Peter Vecsey and his notorious one side of the story? Regardless, I'm going 
to break it down for you as we always do at FDH, logically and with attention to all of the relevant 
elements of the story. 
 
I'm not going to revisit every reason Lebron's rumored to be leaving town, because I'd have to copy-
paste from half of the Internet to discuss that side of the story in detail. In short, it's completely 
played out and I have full confidence that any of you reading this are familiar with those argu-
ments. Allow me to present the shorthand: 
 
^ Nike will allegedly pay him much, much more money to play in a big market. 
^ Who wouldn't want to be living during the season in a city that doesn't have tumbleweeds blow-
ing through downtown at 8 PM? 
^ He and Nets minority owner Jay-Z are "boyz." 
^ He said how much he loves playing in Madison Square Garden. 
^ New York and (future Nets home) Brooklyn in particular are among his favorite areas on earth. 
^ Allegedly, one cannot achieve a goal of becoming a global icon unless one plays in a major mar-
ket. 
^ Enough know-it-alls in the national media (like Scott Van Pelt) have proclaimed Lebron's depar-
ture a done deal. 
 
The other side of the story has been presented recently from two educated vantage points. First, 
the great Cleveland sports site Waiting for Next Year summed up some excellent angles either ig-
nored or deemed irrelevant by those who think they know the whole story: 
 
^ The Cavs can pay him more than any other team. A LOT MORE!!! 
^ The Cavs have more roster flexibility than anyone else for a 2010-2011 team with Lebron. 
^ The Nets and Knicks are much more unproven as top-level teams right now (to be quite kind) 
relative to the Cavs. 
 
Read the whole story; they covered it quite thoroughly.  Also, our Senior Editor Jason Jones 
weighed in on the subject this past week and noted the following: 
 
^ The Knicks have too many horrible, unmovable contracts to be a player in 2010. If they were 
really serious, they'd have hired Donnie Walsh at least two years ago. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 24) 



Lebron May Go, But He’s Cleveland’s To Lose 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23) 
^ Lebron becomes the "Legend of all Legends" in sports if he can bring a title to the Land of the 
Impossible. Don't think for a moment that the ego ramifications of this are not readily apparent to 
LBJ. 
^ Jay-Z is just one of many Lebron friends -- should we start a stupid, unfounded rumor about each 
associate of his? 
* Lebron would still be a big fish in New York, but one of many in a ginormous ocean. Again, don't 
think that he won't take that into consideration. 
 
Read Jason's entire piece to soak up all his arguments, including his interesting concession that the 
Nets may become better than people think faster than they think. 
 
I have two additional arguments of my own for the "Lebron is Cleveland's to lose" side of the 
ledger: 
 
1 The ultimate, Trump-like dream home he just built for himself in the greater Akron area. Did he 
construct that monstrosity only to settle for living in it three months a year? I think not. 
 
2 Lebron can talk all he wants about how he's from the "330" (Akron area) as opposed to the "440" 
(Cleveland suburbs) or the "216" (Cleveland and some suburbs) -- but he's too marketing-savvy not 
to know that the national media doesn't make that distinction. He can swear off the "hometown 
boy" label all he wants, but that's exactly how he's seen from coast-to-coast. There is a corre-
sponding price to be paid in terms of his image if he's seen as walking away from what is PER-
CEIVED as his hometown, fairly or unfairly. I can promise you that Lebron is smart enough to factor 
this element into his decision. 
 
Having said that, you'll notice that I phrased my point of view as "Lebron is Cleveland's to lose" as 
opposed to "Lebron is staying." I frankly do not think that we are anywhere close to seeing how this 
matter will definitely climax. Taking into account all of the arguments on both sides that were 
presented above, I believe strongly that the available evidence points to Lebron staying in Cleve-
land IF CIRCUMSTANCES WARRANT SUCH A MOVE. Therein lies the rub. While owner Dan Gilbert is 
at least not a cheapo like Gordo Gund was, it remains to be seen if his megabucks have purchased 
a braintrust fine enough not to kill the golden goose. Danny Ferry has a history of blowing first-
round draft picks (2006 and 2008) and his overall personnel moves have been mediocre at best. 
Mike Brown is a great defensive coach, but he's also somebody who couldn't offensively scheme his 
way out of a paper bag and nobody in this organization seems inclined to force him to hire a coach 
who has expertise on that side of the ball. 
 
In short, I'm going to give you the absolute bottom line for July 1, 2010: if the Cavs pull their heads 
out of their dark crevices by that time and manage to actually surround him with talent that he 
can carry to a title, he will stay. If they don't, he will leave. Anything that the Knicks, Nets or any-
one else does is completely irrelevant except for the purposes of positioning themselves once he 
would decide to leave town. All of the power lies with the Cleveland Cavaliers organization -- pe-
riod. 
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The Packers Have No Choice But To Move On From Brett Favre 
July 19, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
I always really liked and respected Brett Favre as a player. I said exactly that in this space when 
he retired. But enough already of him putting his needs above those of his team and of ESPN fan-
ning this story in their usual hysterical manner. 
 
On our FDH Lounge program, I questioned his decision to retire because of a few key points: 
 
1 He only won one Super Bowl in his career and clearly hungered for a second one. 
2 He suffered through several down years in Green Bay only to see the team make an unexpected 
huge leap forward in 2007, one that almost landed him back in the Super Bowl. Clearly he now had 
the support he needed around him again. 
3 He threw a poor interception at the end of the NFC Championship Game, a game at home in 
which his team was solidly favored, guaranteeing that his career would end on a sour note if he 
walked away then. 
4 He could still play the game on a Pro Bowl level.  But he did retire. And now his "to be or not to 
be" routine which already had gotten old over the past few years as he pondered retirement every 
season only to ultimately return, has reached absurd heights. 
 
There's a lot of folks with "surface-level knowledge" running around in the media right now scream-
ing about how the Pack should welcome him back, just hand him the starting job and act like noth-
ing ever happened. These are of course people with no clue whatsoever about the dynamics of a 
locker room.  Green Bay invested a #1 draft pick and significant time and money in Aaron Rogers as 
the quarterback of the future. He has patiently waited behind Favre for three years, an unprece-
dented necessity for a QB coming into the league with his stature. For the past few months, during 
offseason workouts, he has consolidated his position as the team's starter and on-field leader. And 
now, all of that is cast aside because Brett Favre decides that this week a return sounds good to 
him? Nuts to that, as Jesse Jackson might say. 
 
The Packers might take a step backward at quarterback with Rogers this year, but there's more to 
the success of a franchise than short-term wins and losses. If Favre were to come back, the team's 
relationship with their future QB Rogers would irretrievably suffer -- plus, they'd again be hostage 
to Favre's year-to-year (or is it now week-to-week?) questions about whether he wants to keep 
playing. You have to move on at some point. I really wish that Favre hadn't walked away in March, 
but he did and he changed the equation completely. Because of my respect for him, I'm not going 
to bash him more than I already have or label him as selfish, but I side with the team completely 
on this one -- and that includes the matter of an unconditional request. The franchise would be 
derelict in its duties to its fans and shareholders if it were to yield to his request for an uncondi-
tional release, a move that would surely land him with one of the three QB-deficient teams in the 
NFC North. Loyalty to a legend must not include popping a cyanide pill just because he asks you to 
do so. The team should accommodate a move, but it should be outside the division and preferably, 
outside the conference. 
 
Let me note also how much I enjoyed the fact that Favre steered his public statements to Greta's 
show on Fox News, not because I enjoy her boring program, but because he kept his comments 
away from ESPN. The Worldwide Monopoly on Cable Sports Coverage was already beating this story 
into the ground enough during the sports news vacuum that is MLB All-Star week; it didn't need his 
efforts to legitimize their repetitive, say-nothing drivel. I don't mean to put down great reporters 
like Chris Mortensen or John Clayton, just the talking heads who chew over what comes out of the 
interviews they conduct. Any time the masters of mind control, who want us to take seriously their 
insipid, make-believe events like "The ESPYs," end up losing, we all win. 



How To Create The Ultimate Hoops Tournament 
Here are the rosters:  
 
 A 
 SEC 
C S O'Neal 
 LSU 
PF A Horford 
 FLORIDA 
SF T Prince 
 KENTUCKY 
SG J Johnson 
 ARKANSAS 
PG M Williams 
 ALABAMA 
  
Rotation R Rondo 
 KENTUCKY 
 G Wallace 
 ALABAMA 
 M Miller 
 FLORIDA 
 D Lee 
 FLORIDA 
 J Noah 
 FLORIDA 
   
Bench A McDyess 
 ALABAMA 
 R Brewer 
 ARKANSAS 
 G Davis 
 LSU 
 T Green 
 FLORIDA 
 C Brewer 
 FLORIDA 

A Walker 
KENTUCKY 

 B 
 ACC 
C T Duncan 
 WAKE 
PF C Bosh 
 GA TECH 
SF L Deng 
 DUKE 
SG V Carter 
 UNC 
PG C Paul 
 WAKE 
  
Rotation A Jamison 
 UNC 
 E Brand 
 DUKE 
 C Boozer 
 DUKE 
 J Howard 
 WAKE 
 S Marbury 
 GA TECH 
 C Maggette 
 DUKE 
  
Bench M Dunleavy 
 DUKE 
 J Stackhouse 
 UNC 
 R Mason 
 VIRGINIA 
 S Battier 
 DUKE 
 J Crittendon 
 GA TECH 
 M Harpring 
 GA TECH 
 R Wallace 
 UNC 
 R Felton 
 UNC 
 B Haywood 
 UNC 
 C Wilcox 
 MARYLAND 
 S Williams 
 UNC 
 G Hill 
 DUKE 
 B Wright 
 UNC 
 M Williams 
 UNC 

August 17, 2008 
By Rick Morris (rosters by Jason Jones) 
 
Forget what you are witnessing with the Olympic 
basketball tournament right now. Forget any-
thing you think you've seen in terms of previous 
basketball tournaments. We at The FDH Lounge 
are proposing a concept for the NBA to utilize 
(they can take this free of charge; we're simple 
folk who need not their bags and bags of caysh) 
that would create the Ultimate Hoops Tourna-
ment and lead to a shortened, more-meaningful 
regular season. 
 
First, let's discuss the regular season. It would 
consist of 66 games, down from the present 82, 
with the following breakdown: 
 
^ 4 games apiece against every rival in-division 
^ 2 games apiece against every other team in 
the league 
 
Granted, the only additional games in-
conference (as opposed to non-conference) 
would be the ones in-division, but I question how 
lopping off some Clippers-TWolves tilts would 
affect the survival of Western Civilization. 
 
The regular season would start later (mid-
November, as opposed to the start of November) 
and end earlier (start of April, as opposed to 
mid-April) and the playoffs would end at the 
start of June instead of mid-to-late June. This 
would allow for the tournament to be played in 
July and August. 

Now, this proposal lops 240 games off of the NBA calendar, about one-
fifth of the season. The main reason that the season hasn't been short-
ened prior to now is a straight cash grab, the unwillingness of owners and 
players alike to give up that 20% of annual revenue from the gate, mer-
chandising and perhaps above all else, TV. Because David Stern & Com-
pany rank among the greatest marketers in the world, I am convinced 
beyond a shadow of a doubt that that revenue could be recouped through 
this tournament -- if participation for healthy players was deemed man-
datory. Of course, all of this would have to be collectively bargained. 
 
This tournament also would benefit the entire sports world, since it 
would fall during the deadest time on the calendar, from the day after 
the MLB All-Star Game until August. ESPN wouldn't have to hold us hos-
tage with more round-the-clock gaga like what Brett Favre had for break-
fast if that time were legitimately occupied with something special. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 27) 



How To Create The Ultimate Hoops Tournament 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 26) 
So here's the tournament parameters: 
 
^ Nine all-star squads, formulated based on 
where players went to college -- if they went to 
college. There would be teams formed with 
players who used to play in the SEC, the ACC, 
the Big East, the Big 10, the Big 12 and the Pac 
10. Additionally, there would be an interna-
tional all-star squad (not counting players who 
played college basketball in this country), a 
team made up of mid-major/small school play-
ers and a "high school" team (comprised of 
players who did not attend college). The pro-
posed rosters are listed below, in this order, 
with a starting lineup, remainder of a rotation 
and remainder of a bench unit proposed for 
each team. 
 
^ Games would be played from the day after 
the MLB All-Star Game until the first week of 
August, all across the country. Each of the nine 
teams would play every other team, before be-
ing seeded into a single-elimination final tour-
nament with quarterfinals, semifinals and the 
championship game.  
 
And here is the schedule: 
Wednesday July 15 
SEC/ACC (Atlanta) 
International/MMSmall (New Orleans) 
Thursday July 16 
Big East/Big 10 (Chicago) 
Big 12/Pac 10 (Las Vegas) 
Friday July 17 
SEC/Big East (Cincinnati) 
Big 12/International (Phoenix) 
Saturday July 18 
International/High School (San Antonio) 
ACC/Big East (Philadelphia) 
Sunday July 19 
SEC/Big 10 (Cleveland) 
Big 12/MMSmall (Denver) 
Monday July 20 
Pac 10/High School (Salt Lake City) 
ACC/International (Houston) 
Tuesday July 21 
Big East/Big 12 (Minnesota) 
Big 10/MMSmall (Detroit) 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 28) 

 C 
 Big East 
C E Okafor 
 UCONN 
PF T Murphy 
 NOTRE 
SF C Anthony 
 SYRACUSE 
SG D Wade 
 MARQUETTE 
PG A Iverson 
 GEORGE. 
  
Rotation R Artest 
 ST JOHN'S 
 C Butler 
 UCONN 
 R Gay 
 UCONN 
 R Hamilton 
 UCONN 
 R Allen 
 UCONN 
 B Gordon 
 UCONN 
  
Bench J Green 
 GEORGE. 
 R Foye 
 VILLANOVA 
 J Maxielle 
 CINCY 
 J Boone 
 UCONN 
 K Martin 
 CINCY 
 S Williams 
 BC 
 S Dalembert 
 SETON HALL 
 D Mutombo 
 GEORGE. 
 H Warrick 
 SYRACUSE 
 C Villanueva 
 UCONN  

 D 
 Big 10 
C G Oden 
 OSU 
PF Z Randolph 
 MSU 
SF J Richardson 
 MSU 
SG M Redd 
 OSU 
PG D Williams 
 ILLINOIS 
  
Rotation J Crawford 
 MICHIGAN 
 D Harris 
 WISCONSIN 
 M Conley 
 OSU 
 B Miller 
 PURDUE 
 M Finley 
 WISCONSIN 
  
Bench M Peterson 
 MSU 
 R Davis 
 IOWA 

 E 
 Big 12 
C L Aldridge 
 TEXAS 
PF M BEASLEY 
 KSU 
SF K Durant 
 TEXAS 
SG P Pierce 
 KANSAS 
PG C Billups 
 COLORADO 
  
Rotation D Gooden 
 KANSAS 
 D Gibson 
 TEXAS 
 J Rush 
 KANSAS 
 K Hinrich 
 KANSAS 
 N Collison 
 KANSAS 
 TJ Ford 
 TEXAS 
  
Bench J Tinsley 
 ISU 

Revision3 
Internet TV any  
way you want it 

   http://revision3.com 



The Ultimate Hoops Tournament 

 F 
 Pac 10 
C K Love 
 UCLA 
PF C Frye 
 ARIZONA 
SF R Jefferson 
 ARIZONA 
SG B Roy 
 WASHINGTON 
PG G Arenas 
 ARIZONA 
  
Rotation J Kidd 
 CAL 
 B Davis 
 UCLA 
 OJ Mayo 
 USC 
 A Iguodala 
 ARIZONA 
 SA Rahim 
 CAL 
 M Bibby 
 ARIZONA 
  
Bench J Kapono 
 UCLA 
 L Walton 
 ARIZONA 
 L Ridnour 
 OREGON 
 J Farmar 
 UCLA 
 N Robinson 
 WASHINGTON 

 G 
 International 
C Y Ming 
PF D Nowitzki 
SF P Stojakovic 
SG M Ginobili 
PG T Parker 
  
  
Rotate P Gasol 
 Z Ilgauskas 
 H Turkoglu 

J Calderon 
A Nocioni 
L Scola 
 
Bench  
B Udrih 
L Barbosa 
G Giricek 
S Pavlovic 
B Diaw 
A Kirilenko 
Nene 
N Krstic 
A Varejao 
D Milicic 
Y Jianlian 

 H 
 Mid Major/Small Schools 
C C Kaman 
 C MICHIGAN 
PF D West 
 XAVIER 
SF S Marion 
 UNLV  
SG K Martin 
 W CALI 
PG S Nash 
 S CLARA 
  
Rotate L Odom 
 URI 
 D Granger 
 N MEXICO 
 J Posey 
 XAVIER 
 A Bogut 
 UTAH 
 D Rose 
 MEMPHIS 
 B Bowen 
 CSF 

 H 
 Mid Major/Small Schools 
Bench J Nelson 
 ST JOE'S 
 M James 
 DUQUESNE 
 D West 
 ST JOE'S 
 R Bell 
 FIU 
 L Hughes 
 ST LOUIS 
 W Szczerbiak 
 MIAMI OH 
 A Daniels 
 BGSU 
 B Wells 
 BALL STATE 
 S Jackson 
 JUCO 
 B Wallace 
 VCU 
 D Fisher 
 ARK-LR 
 Eddie Jones 
 TEMPLE 
 Jamario Moon 
 JUCO 
 Rafer Alston 
 FRESNO ST 
 Kyle Korver 
 CREIGHTON 
 Cuttino Mobley 
 URI 
 Andre Miller 
 UTAH 
 M Camby 
 UMASS 
 Ku Thomas 
 TCU 
 Ke Thomas 
 N MEXICO 
 R Carney 
 MEMPHIS 
 E Boykins 

EMU 

How To Create 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 27) 
Wednesday July 22 
SEC/High School (Memphis) 
ACC/Pac 10 (Las Vegas) 

Thursday July 23 
Big 10/Big 12 (St Louis) 
Friday July 24 
Big East/Pac 10 (Portland) 
MMSmall/High School 
(Indianapolis) 
Saturday July 25 
SEC/Big 12 (Oklahoma City) 
ACC/Big 10 (Chicago) 
Sunday July 26 
International/Big East (Oakland) 
Pac 10/MMSmall (Milwaukee) 
Monday July 27 
Big 12/High School (San Antonio) 
Tuesday July 28 
ACC/MMSmall (Toronto) 
SEC/Pac 10 (Dallas) 

Wednesday July 29 
Big East/High School (Sacramento) 
Big 10/International (Columbus) 
Thursday July 30 
SEC/MMSmall (Miami) 
ACC/Big 12 (Charlotte) 
Friday July 31 
Pac 10/International (Anaheim) 
Big 10/High School (D.C.) 
Saturday August 1 
Big East/MMSmall (Houston) 
Sunday August 2 
Big 10/Pac 10 (Los Angeles) 
SEC/International (Orlando) 
Monday August 3 
ACC/High School (Raleigh) 
Tuesday August 4 
no games 

Wednesday August 5 
QUARTERFINALS (St. Louis) 
QUARTERFINALS 
(Indianapolis) 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 29) 



How To Create The Ultimate Hoops Tournament 
 I 
 High School 
C D Howard 
PF K Garnett 
SF T McGrady 
SG K Bryant 
PG L James 
  
Rotate A Jefferson 
 A Stoudamire 
 A Bynum 
 M Ellis 
 R Lewis 
 Josh Smith 

S Telfair 
   
Bench  
A Harrington 
J O'Neal 
T Chandler 
E Curry 
T Outlaw 
JR Smith 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 28) 
Thursday August 6 
QUARTERFINALS (Atlanta) 
QUARTERFINALS (Detroit) 
Friday August 7 
no games 
Saturday August 8 
SEMIFINALS (Syracuse) 
SEMIFINALS (Philadelphia) 
Sunday August 9 
no games 
Monday August 10 
FINALS (New York) 
 
Clearly, the NCAA would have to be cut in on the monetary action, 
but again, if there's not enough scratch to go around with a cash cow 
like this, then I've grossly underestimated the NBA marketing ma-
chine. Even with an interruption of the summer vacation, the play-
ers would still play fewer games, they'd have a longer break and 
they'd be super-energized for this tournament. Unlike the Olympics, 
in which the star power is concentrated onto very few teams, the 
great players would be distributed far more evenly (more akin to 
Olympic hockey, in which there are seven super-teams largely com-
prised of NHL players).  As always, it's a fully-original, thought-
provoking subject from those of us here at The FDH Lounge. 

Urban Meyer: Covering The Spread For Wealthy Boosters 
September 10, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Some coaches dream of glory. Urban Meyer apparently dreams of covering the spread and being a 
jerk – in what order, I’m not certain.   
 
The same classless guy who couldn’t stop whining about lack of respect from the media even after 
his team massacred Ohio State for the 2006 national title was at it again over the weekend, having 
his team effort mightily in the last few minutes of the game against Miami to get a field goal to 
cover a three-touchdown spread. 
 
Although telecast nationally on ESPN on Saturday night (a testament to what a lackluster college 
football Saturday it was), Meyer’s shameful performance at the end of the game has escaped the 
amount of attention it deserved. I myself wouldn’t have known about this had not fellow FDH 
Lounge Dignitary Nate Noy called to tell me about it. Predictably, Meyer’s lapdogs in the Florida 
media find nothing wrong with it. 
 
I had heard whispers in Ohio, Meyer’s home state, about what a jerk he is. Now, incidents like this 
one substantiate that – notwithstanding the fact that I still believe that he may be the best college 
coach in the country, albeit he has had a full cupboard at each of his opportunistic hops up the 
ladder. This is not to defend “The U,” an institution for which I have little use. But character is 
not demonstrated only when the deserving benefit from classy behavior.   
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 30) 



Urban Meyer: Covering The Spread For Wealthy Boosters 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 29) 
This anecdote demonstrates again how damaging gambling considerations can be to sports, both 
professional and amateur. A close friend of mine lost money on Super Bowl XXXIII when Dan Reeves 
made a very low-percentage two-point conversion attempt at a moment of the game that ONLY 
had an effect on anyone who had Atlanta +14 ½ on their teaser bets. Really, now, who goes for 
two points when down 34-19? Even an incompetent dolt like Butch Davis knows that you get the 
game to two touchdowns and worry about the two-pointer later if at all. Now, in this situation, 
we’ll never be able to prove that Meyer did what he did to suck up to some wealthy boosters who 
put down some major caysh on the Gators – but is there anyone who knows of this situation who 
doesn’t see it that way? 
 
Ultimately, it comes down to the truism that cockroaches hate daylight. It’s the responsibility of 
the media to shine the spotlight on wieners like Urban Meyer whenever they classlessly leverage 
their positions for the financial gain of others via the pointspread. God Forbid that ESPN run one 
less story per week about Brett Favre and one more about the corrupting influence of Big Money on 
sports. 

The Idiocy Of Obsessing Over Winning With a “Hometown Guy” 
November 10, 2008 
By Ben Chew 
 
I’ve noticed something recently in pro sports that has been getting on my nerves lately and that 
thing is the mention of winning with the right guys or winning with hometown guys. 
 
Obviously, this opinion stems from when Brady Quinn was given the helm for the Browns and the 
constant mention that he was a local kid from Dublin, Ohio. Some fans even took it to the extreme 
that if they won a Super Bowl with Brady Quinn and since he is a local product, it would be be-
cause he knows the issues that face the Browns. 
 
You wonder why this city hasn’t won a title in over thirty years. This isn’t completely indicative of 
only Cleveland, but there has suddenly been a charge of fans who want to win with local talent. 
Sure, there have been some NFL teams that have had recent success with home-grown talent. (The 
Tampa Bay Buccaneers come to mind when they drafted Derrick Brooks, Warrick Dunn, and Warren 
Sapp -- all of those players are from colleges in Florida.) 
 
However, why should anyone care about the personality of a player or where they grew up? To be 
honest, it’s gotten to the point where fans would rather win with style points instead of points on 
the scoreboard. This to me is sad with a capital S. Isn’t winning a title the most important part in 
the end? 
 
Most of us figure out in life that we cannot choose our destiny, and in professional sports, it is usu-
ally the same. However, I am not stating that we should turn a blind eye to players' personal lives 
or problems, but in the end, production on the field is more important than anything else. I per-
sonally couldn’t care less if half the team is womanizing Britney Spears, Paris Hilton, and Lindsay 
Lohan — if they get me a title, that’s good enough for me. I’d rather have a team full of convicts 
with five titles than a team full of priests with none. 
 
In the end, the old Raiders motto, “Just Win Baby” is all that should matter in professional sports. 

Great Sports Name Hall of Fame 
Mere words cannot do it justice!          http://greatsportsnamehalloffame.blogspot.com 



Brian Burke to the Maple Leafs: Huge News For a Legacy Franchise 
November 28, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
If you believe as we do at FDH that the NHL still comprises part of the "big four" of the American 
sports landscape (with allowances for NASCAR and perhaps college football and college hoops on 
that level as well), then one of the more significant long-term stories of the year -- which materi-
alized in the past 24 hours -- is sliding under the radar. Brian Burke has agreed to a six-year con-
tract to take over as general manager of the Toronto Maple Leafs. 
 
We have followed this developing story the past two weeks in The FDH Lounge. It is manifestly 
huge news for the entire hockey world. 
 
In most sports, the question of what constitutes a "legacy franchise," one of the most historic and 
special of all teams, is somewhat open for debate. But in the NHL, it seems a bit more clear-cut 
than most, as the "Original Six" that were around before 1967 have special historical clout. Ironi-
cally, '67 was the last year the Leafs won Lord Stanley's Cup, although they have 13 in all! I'd com-
pare them to the Cleveland Browns, who last won an NFL title in 1964 (yes, there were titles be-
fore they were called Super Bowls, Squeeler fans!), but won eight championships in all and boasted 
such names as Paul Brown, Otto Graham and Jim Brown -- all of whom were easily in the top five 
all time at what they did. The Leafs and Browns haven't done much for 40-plus years -- but what 
came before that keeps them in a special place and adds to the glory that will accrue to the men 
who lead them out of the wilderness. 
 
The Leafs are followed with a fervor in all corners of Canada, much like how the Browns are fol-
lowed worldwide by the largest geographic network of fan clubs in sports. The passion is almost 
impossible to put into words, and Toronto fans today feel that they got their crown jewel. Burke 
helped to restore Vancouver's fortunes when he got his first GM job a decade ago and then he led 
Anaheim to their first Stanley Cup in '07. There was nobody with a similar resume that Toronto 
could have hired and as soon as he began subtly wiggling out of his contract with the Ducks (by 
refusing to sign an extension, thus forcing their hand in terms of promoting his successor and eas-
ing him into the "consultant" role that would allow him to sign elsewhere immediately), specula-
tion has been building to a fever pitch. 
 
He inherits a team that has cleared out most of its bad contracts of the past few years and he'll 
have the cap room necessary to augment a good young roster with the superstars he'll need for the 
team to take the final steps. An ownership committed to winning and a fanbase that will accept 
nothing less will both help in terms of establishing the proper expectations and lay on some addi-
tional pressure. But Burke has won with substantially fewer resources than he will have in what is 
Canada's cultural capital (a city often referred to as the Canadian equivalent of New York and Los 
Angeles put together). Today, for the Toronto Maple Leafs, all things seem possible and I believe 
that they are. We will see the Cup paraded through the streets of that city within five years. 

Cardboard Connection 
Want to learn more about sports collectibles?   

Of course you do!  Listen to the #1 collectibles radio show on 
the Internet each week on Cardboard Connection!    



Plus-One Is The Way To Go for the NCAA 
December 7, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
I hold what is the singular most unpopular view in America right now – coming in just behind those 
who advocate public cross-burning to protest Obama’s election and those who would nominate Mi-
chael Jackson for Babysitter of the Year. 
 
My heinous belief? Advocating a plus-one system to modify the BCS rather than replacing it alto-
gether with a playoff. I want to see the top four teams square off, with two BCS bowls serving as 
national semifinals on January 1 and the winners of these games meeting in the BCS Title Game a 
week later. To keep the number of BCS bowl spots constant, and to honor the past in a way that is 
truly necessary, I would add the Cotton Bowl as a BCS bowl to be part of the mix. 
 
A few years back, FDH worked with another entity at SportsTalkNetwork.com that took very direct 
stands on a number of hot-button sports issues. This organization invited me to submit a guest edi-
torial about the changes college football needed, with the clear expectation that my column 
would be advocating for a playoff. After all, don’t most reasonable people agree on the need for 
one? When I indicated that my preference was for a plus-one, these folks immediately stopped 
pressing me to editorialize about college football for them. The skunk at the garden party had 
struck again! 
 
I understand that most people do not agree with me. Most people also, however, don’t have the 
ability to deal to separate a scoundrel making an argument from the validity of the argument it-
self. So when the fat, stogie-puffing good ol’ boys who control college football make their cynical-
sounding arguments about “the sanctity of the regular season,” people are automatically pre-
programmed to dismiss it as worthless spin. But the argument is valid, regardless of the credibility-
impaired potentates who have been putting it out there. In other words, just because they said it, 
it doesn’t mean that it’s not true. 
 
Frankly, the pro-playoffs crowd relies on cheap cliches to be able to make their points, the notion 
of “settling it on the field” being the most prominent one. Essentially, these people want to argue 
with buzzwords rather than the actual substance of the issue. They are actually much like Marxists 
trying to create a utopian paradise on earth, without the realization that perfection cannot be leg-
islated. 
 
What is undeniable is the reality that the regular season gets cheapened with a playoff system and 
that, yes, the regular season DOES presently constitute a playoff of sorts. The SEC Championship 
Game was a de facto national semifinal as ‘Bama and Florida battled for an almost-guaranteed 
spot in the BCS Title Game. FDH Senior Editor Jason Jones has argued with me that the college 
hoops regular season is not meaningless – and it’s certainly not completely so, I’ll give him that – 
but compare the lack of national buzz that the UNC/Notre Dame game (a clash of two Top 10 
teams) got this past week – or Duke’s upset at the hands of Michigan. Neither of those games will 
matter one iota come March, whereas they could well have been national championship elimina-
tion games under college football’s system. 
 
We can also stipulate that the bigger the playoff, the cheaper the regular season gets – see above 
examples. Now, even a plus-one can have a cheapening effect under rare circumstances (such as 
the Game of the Decade, #1 Ohio State vs. #2 Michigan in 2006, with the loser elimnated from the 
national championship picture instead of probably still maintaining a spot in a plus-one format), 
but again, no scenario is perfect. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 33) 



Plus-One Is The Way To Go for the NCAA 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32) 
Now, I freely confess that there would be a victim this year under my recommended system. It’s 
likely that Oklahoma and Florida would be joined by Texas and USC if a plus-one were to exist 
right now, leaving Penn State out in the cold. That’s not fair, right? 
 
Well, how about what would happen with an eight-team playoff? You take those five aforemen-
tioned teams, add in Alabama … and then two of the following three: Texas Tech, Utah and Boise 
State. Oops! Either an undefeated mid-major team misses out altogether (hello, federal antitrust 
lawsuit!) or Texas Tech, a one-loss team from the 2008 Big 12 South (one of the toughest divisions 
in NCAA history) sits at home. 
 
Okay, how about a 16-team playoff? We’re only going to look at this within the prism of what could 
possibly happen, rather than the naïve, “It oughta be this way!!!” drivel of the playoff partisans – 
because we live in the real world and there are limitations to what can be accomplished politically 
with the entrenched interests in place. Look at how little actual progress has been made towards 
crowning a real champion on the field over the decades as evidence. 
 
Well, as FDH Dignitary Nate Noy correctly points out, under that system, there would surely be a 
mandate from the conference presidents (a parasitic group devoted to trying to advocate as many 
benefits for their members as the elite conferences earn with their on-field performances) to in-
clude all 11 Football Bowl Subdivision champions. How hyped up are you for a playoff that includes 
Buffalo (who beat out an undefeated Ball State team in the MAC Championship team, thus taking a 
supremely interesting squad out of the mix)? Or Troy? Or East Carolina? Or Cincinnati? What’s the 
point of a football playoff that would have half (give or take) of the first-round matchups serving 
as meaningless squashes year after year? And surely the asinine mandate that no conference have 
more than one at-large bid, which pollutes the present-day BCS and puts Texas Tech on the out-
side looking in while Ohio State gets in with few if any signature victories, would survive a conver-
sion to a tournament, thanks to the aforementioned weasels working on behalf of the lesser con-
ferences. So a “settle it on the field” bracket wouldn’t have the Red Raiders … or a one-loss Ball 
State team that bulldozed everybody up to their letdown in Detroit (because the MAC would never 
get an at-large bid in a million years) or Georgia or Oklahoma State. Allrightythen. 
 
Playoff advocates will sometimes make the condescending argument that they would have no 
problem with bowls continuing to exist outside the playoffs. Wonderful. So now we’ll take a tradi-
tion that dates back several decades, one that allows a great many teams to end their season on a 
note of accomplishment and downgrade that officially to the level of the NIT. Why don’t we just 
award all bowl winners a trophy carved from dung while we’re at it? 
 
No, for all the failings of the present system, it’s still far closer to the ideal than anything that the 
playoff fanatics are concocting on their Dr. Frankenstein drawing boards. With a plus-one, almost 
every big game would carry with it the notion of probable title elimination, just as it does now. 
While this year’s Red River Shootout would not have resulted in either team being squeezed out, 
isn’t that preferable to the mess we see now with Texas having a legitmate claim to a spot in the 
big game and the possibility of another split national title if they win big and Florida or Oklahoma 
wins ugly? When all of the possibilities are laid out, in the end, it’s the plus-one system that suc-
cessfully bridges the gap between removing the damage (at least, as much as possible) of the pre-
sent BCS setup and preventing the wholesale reduction in value of the regular season that a playoff 
would carry with it. 
 
I only hope that I’m able to watch it if it gets implemented once I get shipped off to the leper col-
ony along with any others who stand up to the “playoffs uber alles” crowd. 



Farewell Greg Maddux, One Of The Best Ever 
December 10, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
It's possible to make a solid case for Greg Maddux as a top ten pitcher in the history of baseball -- 
personally, I feel like he's right on the borderline -- given that he had one of the most dominant 
stretches in recent decades between 1992-1995 at a time when offense in the game was increasing 
exponentially. 
 
Certainly, he's top five all time in terms of pure control, when you consider that his entire career 
was predicated on "painting the black" rather than blowing the ball past hitters. He used his super-
lative accuracy to amass 355 career wins at a time when fans have come to question whether we'll 
ever see another 300-game winner -- and given that there are no suspicions about steroids circling 
around him, let's just say that it's fitting that he tallied one more victory than his contemporary 
Roger Clemens. Factor in 18 Gold Gloves -- a record -- and he stands out even among the peers of 
his era. 
 
His awesome career heads into the history books after his retirement announcement this week. 
 
Given that he was only 45 wins back of 400, he had a decent chance of eking out that number 
given a few more seasons. Even over the past few years as the "vintage Greg Maddux" faded, he 
still was slightly better than league-average, and he seemed like the kind of guy you could have 
pictured with a few more years of 10 wins and a 4.25 ERA. But clearly, that level of performance 
did not meet his standards anymore and he chose to walk away with his best days still a clear 
memory. 
 
So now we say goodbye to one of the greatest players, not merely one of the greatest pitchers, of 
his time and a very classy competitor, Greg Maddux. Enjoy your retirement. 

The NFL Youth Coaching Bubble Is Bound To Burst 
January 25, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
Right about now, several Super Bowl rings are sitting on the fingers of coaches who are using said 
digits to scratch themselves on their couches while supremely young coordinators (and in some 
cases, position coaches) have been promoted to head coach. What gives? 
 
Well, in a copycat league, teams are wildly overreacting to the success of young coaches (Mike 
Tomlin reaching the Super Bowl in just his second year in charge) and previously inexperienced NFL 
head coaches (Mike Smith and Tony Sparano finishing 1-2 in the AP Coach of the Year balloting 
with John Harbaugh as a strong candidate as well). 
 
Now, this is not to say that all of the new hires are mistakes -- chances are that at least half of 
them, if not the majority of them, are not -- but merely that the methodology is suspect. Look at 
the Pittsburgh Steelers: they seemingly were not going to consider anybody not in his 30s because 
their egos needed to be sustained after having the whole world jock them for giving Chuck Noll 
and Bill Cowher their big breaks at that age and it's worked out for them. Sometimes you can make 
a decision for questionable reasons and still get away with it, so there's probably only a few of the 
teams giving in to this trend who will suffer for it. With the collapse on Wall Street in recent 
months, we have heard much about "bubble mentalities" and how they fuel trends like we saw 
withthe rampant and asinine growth in the subprime mortgage industry. It would probably be ap-
propriate to view this NFL trend as a bubble that is bound to burst at some point.   
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 35) 



The NFL Youth Coaching Bubble Is Bound To Burst 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 34) 
And it's true that there's a fine line between previously successful coaches and retreads. So a Brian 
Billick doesn't necessarily deserve the benefit of the doubt over these young guys just because he 
lifted the Lombardi Trophy as a head coach eight years ago. But when the league appears to be 
surrendering to groupthink in terms of who should and should not get an opportunity, then you've 
got to wonder a bit. 
 
Take Tampa Bay for example. Weeks ago, the Bucs decided that Raheem Morris would be the per-
fect choice to fill the big shoes of Monte Kiffin as defensive coordinator. When some teams subse-
quently came sniffing around after Morris as a head coaching candidate, the Glazer family then 
panicked, weeks after the season had ended, and blew out Coach Chucky and GM Bruce Allen to 
start completely fresh with this youngster. Could it turn out to be a good move? Quite possibly. Do 
the Glazers deserve the benefit of the doubt, going back to when they prematurely got rid of Tony 
Dungy? Not at all. 
 
I always believe firmly that teams should do exactly what is right for their own situation regardless 
of any wider trends in the league. For that reason, as a Browns fan, I am disappointed that the 
feeble Lerner ownership rushed to hire Eric Mangini as head coach before retaining a new GM (and 
after mistakenly firing Phil Savage, but that's a whole other rant). But hey, he fit the bill! Young 
guy in his 30s, albeit with some previous head coaching experience.   
I do like the idea in theory of giving talented no-names a chance, because ultimately what matters 
in that equation is the talent as opposed to the Q rating of the name. But I fear that groupthink on 
the other extreme will prevail if enough of these young guys fall flat on their faces and that would 
be even worse. Not to diminish what they did before, but the world doesn't need to see Jerry Glan-
ville or Sam Wyche polluting any NFL sidelines any time soon. Unfortunately, we could be headed 
for a world like that if NFL owners continue to cling to a youth fetish that would put Michael Jack-
son to shame. 

Manny Has Shown That He Is Being Manny Roid-Mirez 
May 7, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
Well, today we found out what fuels baseball's ultimate man-child -- fertility drugs! And here we 
thought Johnny Damon was the only guy on those Red Sox teams with a va-jay-jay! 
 
That he cheated and tried to duck accountability shouldn't be a great shock. Witness his previous 
attempts to live "above the law" in terms of team guidelines and remember that the ultimate op-
portunist (apologies to Adam Copeland!) Scott Boras is his agent.  With the supersonic offensive 
numbers posted since roids took over the game in the mid-'90s, any megastar not proven to be of 
the finest moral fiber is essentially guilty until proven innocent. Sorry, but that's just the way that 
it is. If an Albert Pujols suffers the burden of suspicion unjustly, well, then maybe he should have 
spoken out against his peers who forced everyone in the game to choose between taking an unfair 
advantage and keeping your natural life expectancy. 
 
And in terms of who's innocent, can we put an end to the incipid "honesty depth chart" that the 
media seems intent on maintaining? After hearing that "Alex Rodriguez was the best clean player" 
and more recently, "no, Manny Ramirez was the best clean player," let's just admit once and for all 
the futility of this type of statement, shall we? While we're at it, the whole "Ken Griffey must have 
been clean because he was hurt too much to be on roids" angle isn't a credible one. Now, Griffey 
may not have been on roids (hopefully not), but let's not forget that Mark McGwire spent a lot of 
time on the DL himself.   
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 36) 
 



Manny Has Shown That He Is Being Manny Roid-Mirez 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 35) 
At the same time, it's good see Selena Roberts' book tanking. Now, she did excellent journalistic 
work in exposing ARod, but the story itself is tiresome and reporters who come along at this stage 
writing about the steroid plague are essentially vampires dining on the misery of the fans. Enough 
already! Most of these guys cheated, and on that level anyway, aren't very good people. We get it. 
The salt in our wounds doesn't seem to serve a purpose beyond enriching the folks with the book 
contracts.   
 
At this rate only the fat guys like Jim Thome (illicit substances: milkshakes and triple cheeseburg-
ers) are going to be above suspicion. In a world where your average MLB superstar is bound to be 
ringing up Batista looking for his hookup for clean urine, the onetime national pastime remains 
embroiled in the scandal that just won't die. 

Dream Sporting Event: New 
and Improved IROC 

The series would rotate between eight oval tracks and 
four road courses, with an eight-year cycle seeing one 
oval race on each track and two road races on each 
course. Here is what the first eight years would resem-
ble under the proposal: 
 
2010 
December 11: Daytona oval race 
December 18: Mexico City road race 
 
2011 
December 10: Las Vegas oval race 
December 17: Las Vegas road race [NOTE: A course 
could be assembled at any location in town that makes 
sense. Formula 1 used to race on a course specially 
constructed for those purposes at Caesars Palace.] 
 
2012 
December 8: Charlotte oval race 
December 15: Phoenix road race 
 
2013 
December 14: Fontana, CA oval race 
December 21: Long Beach, CA road race 
 
2014 
December 13: Atlanta oval race 
December 20: Mexico City road race 
 
2015 
December 12: Talladega oval race 
December 19: Las Vegas road race 
 
2016 
December 10: Texas/Ft. Worth oval race 
December 17: Phoenix road race 
 
2017 
December 9: Miami/Homestead oval race 
December 16: Long Beach, CA road race 

July 19, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
We're introducing a new feature in The FDH 
Lounge, and it comes at a great time since 
we're at the deadest point on the sports calen-
dar: Dream Sporting Events. Quite simply, 
each feature will discuss an idea whose time 
has come -- a big-time sporting event that 
could happen if only the Powers That Be in 
sports, television and marketing could appreci-
ate the fact that big money could be rolling in 
with proper execution. 
 
We lead off this series with a true world mo-
torsports championship: call it New & Im-
proved IROC. 
 
In theory, the IROC series was a dream come 
true, with top open-wheel and stock car driv-
ers squaring off in the same vehicles, leaving 
only a battle of skills to determine the win-
ners. The reality fell far short of the promise, 
however, as the heads of different mo-
torsports federations didn't want to do any-
thing to diminish the importance of their own 
big races. Instead of promoting the events 
with the equivalent of a warm hug, a limp-fish 
handshake was substituted. Also, with the 
races being held in the summertime, the great 
Formula 1 drivers were on the outside looking 
in because there was no way logistically for 
them to participate. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 37) 



Dream Sporting Event: New and Improved IROC 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 36) 
Currently, there is an event held after all of the major racing circuits are done for the year. It is 
called the Race of Champions. However, drivers are competing for their respective countries 
rather than purely head-to-head and the event does not register at all in America. If a tree falls in 
the forest, DOT DOT DOT. 
 
We propose a return for IROC, but in grand fashion: a two-race series after the seasons are com-
pleted for the main circuits. A treaty would have be finalized between NASCAR, Formula 1 and the 
IRL for participation among drivers and teams, as well as the division of spoils with the economic 
pie at stake. Additionally, the Race of Champions would have to be bumped back a bit, but there 
would still be time to run it during the "offseason." 
 
Think about this: with the NFL Network moving the traditional Saturday December NFL games to 
prime time, Saturday afternoons in that month are now wide open. An event such as this one, 
properly marketed, could pull huge numbers for ESPN or any of the over-the-air networks. 
 
These races would have extreme importance to the host cities and in many cases would receive 
even more local acclaim than the regular-season races being hosted. Regrettably, under this calen-
dar, it would be impossible to race at Indianapolis, but being able to bring over the F1 racers after 
their season must take precedence. 
 
The driver pool would participate of the following: the top 20 drivers from the season's NASCAR 
standings, the top 15 drivers from the IRL standings and the top 10 drivers from the F1 standings. 
Additionally, Internet voting would determine the last six spots, with two per circuit being allo-
cated. 
 
Driver points would be allocated according to the NASCAR points system, with an additional 15 
points awarded to the pole-sitter of the two races. In the extremely unlikely event that two driv-
ers would tie for first place at the end of the two races, the winner would be the one with the 
best cumulative finishes between the races. 
 
FDH Lounge Dignitary Nate Noy raised an excellent question about driver participation. The re-
spective circuits could make it mandatory, but would be able to throw in plenty of sweeteners 
(sponsor caysh, families being put up at posh resorts, glamorous parties). 
 
Ultimately, there is a tremendous amount of money waiting to be realized with a concept such as 
this one. The different associations involved would have to put aside their own petty, sectarian 
interests and realize that in the end, giving true motorsports fans what they want would be quite 
lucrative -- and thus, it would not have to be its own reward. Everybody wins! 

The FDH Lounge Dot Com 
Sports, Politics, Music, TV/Movies, Geopolitics,  

Pop Culture, Fun Web Stuff, Sports Entertainment  
… and so much more! 



Here is a sample of 
what the first sea-
son could resemble 
in 2011: 
 
Tuesday June 7 
DC at NY 
Seattle at LA 
 
Wednesday June 8 
Houston at Chicago 
 
Sunday June 12 
LA at DC 
NY at Houston 
Seattle at Chicago 
 
Thursday June 16 
Seattle at NY 
LA at Chicago 
 
Friday June 17 
DC at Houston 
 
Tuesday June 21 
Chicago at DC 
Houston at Seattle 
 
Wednesday June 22 
New York at LA 
 
Sunday June 26 
Chicago at NY 
Houston at LA 
DC at Seattle 
 
Wednesday June 29 
NY at DC 
Chicago at Houston 
LA at Seattle 
 
Monday July 4 
Semifinals 
 
Sunday July 10 
Championship 

Dream Sporting Event: Real American Soccer (Part I) 
July 26, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
We're introducing a new feature in The FDH Lounge, and it comes at a great 
time since we're at the deadest point on the sports calendar: Dream Sporting 
Events. Quite simply, each feature will discuss an idea whose time has come -- 
a big-time sporting event that could happen if only the Powers That Be in 
sports, television and marketing could appreciate the fact that big money 
could be rolling in with proper execution.  We led off the series with a true, 
best-of-the-best motorsports championship miniseries previously.  This install-
ment concerns a way to do what many think is truly impossible: make soccer 
really relevant in America. 
 
The premise is that FIFA would decide to make real penetration of the Ameri-
can soccer market its “Manhattan Project” as a means to expand its reach in a 
true global sense by tapping into the world’s most dominant consumer market. 
FIFA does have it within its reach to apply the pressure needed on the world’s 
soccer circuits and tournaments to be able to make this league happen.   
In order to have any chance of making soccer important in America, the best 
players in the world will have to participate, because Americans just won't 
embrace a game missing all but a small handful of the world's best stars -- and 
that's where the FIFA leverage comes in. They would need to arrange for clubs 
the world over to make their stars available for play in this league; after all, 
the money could take care of the leagues and their stars. 
 
The best time on the schedule for such a new league, if it were to avoid con-
flicts with other existing leagues, would be June/July. However, the obvious 
problem with this would be an overlap with the game's biggest event, the 
World Cup, every four years starting with 2010 -- and an overlap with the 
European championships and tournaments involving other leagues every four 
years starting with 2012. 
 
So we start from an admittedly controversial jumping-off point: a league that 
could only play its games every two years, starting in 2011. Hopefully, this 
condition would help to build anticipation -- because it would, after all, in-
volve the best of the best in the world. 
 
A draft would be held with all top soccer stars in FIFA-certified leagues being 
eligible, certainly to great anticipation at the outset. For these purposes, we 
selected the six cities most likely to be able to support big-time soccer in the 
form of sold-out football stadiums. They are: Los Angeles, Seattle, Chicago, 
Houston, Washington D.C. and New York. 
 
Each team would play everyone else one time, with an additional game being 
played in order to create a six-game regular season. From there, the playoffs 
would consist of semifinals based on regular-season records and a league 
championship. 

Given that even the MLS has been able to achieve national television in the form of ESPN2, it can 
be regarded as almost certain that this new league would achieve even higher visibility -- likely 
through a combination of ABC/ESPN outlets.  With such a small sample of games involving the 
world's best players, the league would be very likely to see each and every one of its games re-
garded as a big event. The amount of money generated from the gate and from television would 
likely be enough to help FIFA achieve what so many have thought impossible: making soccer impor-
tant in the United States. 



Baseball Purism: Outdated Thinking 
August 22, 2009 
By Tony Mazur 
 
Baseball has been subjected to much criticism in the past few years. Mainly, the target of criticism 
has been the steroid issue, which has become an epidemic since the mid-'80s. But baseball's big-
gest critics are its biggest fans. 
 
These are baseball purists. They are the people who are unhappy with the direction baseball is 
heading, and have been for many years. They believe in traditional baseball. According to the pur-
ists, the designated hitter, interleague play, and domed stadiums should cease immediately. 
 
As a lifelong fan, there are a some aspects of baseball purism that I agree with. I may have been 
born and raised in an American League city, I love National League baseball. The designated hitter 
was instilled in the AL in 1973, and has contributed to many high-powered offenses over the years. 
While I prefer to see the pitchers bat, I won't lose any sleep if Major League Baseball decides to 
keep the DH. 
 
Another issue that I agreed with the purists was the popularity of "cookie-cutter stadiums". This 
fad began in the 1960s where stadiums were built to house baseball and football games, along with 
rock concerts and religious crusades. The sightlines were always poor, and fans were usually too 
far from the action. This was a bad idea from the get-go, and the majority of those stadiums have 
since been demolished. In 1992, Baltimore's Oriole Park at Camden Yards was built to remind us 
that baseball parks are cathedrals, not multi-purpose facilities. 
 
I do not know whose bright idea it was to reward the winner of the all-star game home field advan-
tage for the World Series, but somebody needs a slap in the face. The team with the best record 
should have home field advantage, plain and simple. Again, I side with the traditionalists. 
 
However, I disagree with the purists on a few angles.  A former co-worker of mine, a self-
described purist, told me how much he detests interleague play. He feels that the only time the AL 
should meet the NL is in the All-Star game and the World Series. I comprehend the validity of that 
statement, but from a marketing standpoint, it is too much of a cash cow to abolish. It brings in 
fans from everywhere, and it is a novelty to watch teams you only get to see on the recap shows. 
 
NBC Sports' Bob Costas is a devout baseball fan, and he does not believe in the wild card. He feels 
that it takes away from the other three teams who have won their respective divisions, and the 
team with the best record should have a bye in the first round of the postseason. I understand 
where Costas is coming from, but there have been many cases over the years where a wild card 
winner has won more games that a division winner or where the wild card is in a tougher division. 
 
Purists worked themselves in a tizzy now that each team that began play post-1993 have all made 
it to the World Series. I'm sure they went into a conniption when the Florida Marlins and Arizona 
Diamondbacks took home titles. Personally, I do not mind seeing these teams contend for titles. 
However, recent title winners (Red Sox, White Sox, Cardinals, Phillies) are all traditional teams. 
 
The older purists resent baseball's version of Manifest Destiny. The westward expansion of the 
1950s (Milwaukee, Kansas City, San Francisco, Los Angeles), according to the older traditionalist, 
marked the end of the Golden Age of Baseball. It was bound to happen sooner or later, so I don't 
see a problem with baseball west of the Mississippi River. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 40) 
 



Baseball Purism: Outdated Thinking 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39) 
A hot button issue since 1965 is the domed stadium trend. Traditionalists claim that baseball 
should only be played outdoors and on a grass surface. While domes are not as trendy as they were 
in the '70s and '80s, they are a necessity in an wet or sizzling climates. Baseball (or football, for 
that matter) shouldn't be played in three feet of snow. Target Field, the Minnesota Twins' new 
ballpark, is an open-air stadium, and it will replace the decrepit Metrodome. However, Minneapo-
lis-St. Paul has an unpredictable climate throughout April and May, which is why they moved in the 
Metrodome in the first place. 
 
Baseball purists have to except the game the way it is. Just like life, the game changes as well 
over time. Ebbets Field and Baker Bowl are elements of the past. I love the history of the game, 
but I find it silly to root against teams that weren't around when Walter Johnson was alive. 

A Tribute To Steve Yzerman As He Enters The Hall of Fame 
November 9, 2009  
By Rick Morris 
 
My all-time favorite athlete and the reason I started following hockey in the first place, Steve Yz-
erman, took his rightful place in the Hockey Hall of Fame tonight. Beneath this highlight video of 
ten of his greatest NHL goals, I will reprint my tribute to him that I wrote for the FantasyDraft-
help.com blog when he retired in 2006. 
 
 
"Steve Yzerman retired yesterday. He is my favorite athlete of all time in any sport and I feel it 
necessary to add to the tributes coming his way at this time. 
 
Before I add my personal perspectives, I would like to mention why he is my favorite. He had out-
standing God-given talent, but also radiated class and became, in my opinion, the greatest leader 
in team sports. His two decades with the captain's "C" set a record by quite a wide margin, one 
that I believe will never be approached, much less surpassed. Hockey players as a whole tend to be 
the humblest and classiest in team sports and Steve Yzerman exemplified that better than most. I 
do not believe that we will see anyone quite like him ever again. 
 
I was not a fan of hockey until my freshman year of college in 1987. Growing up in the Cleveland 
area, where the media coverage of the NHL has always been woeful, I was simply not exposed to 
the greatness of the game. But working at public radio station WOUB in Athens, Ohio, I began to 
read about and see footage in the newsroom of the guy in Detroit with the odd-spelled name and 
the incredible scoring moves. I quickly began to wonder why he was so obscured by Wayne Gretzky 
and Mario Lemieux, because his numbers and his play didn't deserve to be hidden in the shadows. 
Singlehandedly, he made me a fan of the Winged Wheel and the game of hockey. 
 
As he grew as a player, embracing the role of captain and the greater emphasis on two-way play 
mandated by Scotty Bowman in the '90s, I suffered through the team's playoff setbacks. On a shut-
tle ride at the airport back in those days, an AHL player who struck up a conversation with me 
upon spotting my Wings jacket told me that the hot rumor was that Yzerman was soon to be 
traded to Ottawa. It seemed that the man and the team would never get what they deserved. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 41) 
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A Tribute To Steve Yzerman As He Enters The Hall of Fame 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 40) 
And then, in 1997, 10 years into my awareness and appreciation of this man and this franchise, 
they ended the 42-year drought and captured the Stanley Cup. To this day, my favorite video to 
pop into the VCR remains the postgame footage after Game 4 when Stevie Y accepted the Cup 
from Gary Bettman and performed his victory lap around Joe Louis Arena. I do not lightly lump in 
sports events with the greatest moments of my life, but I make an exception for that night, June 
7, 1997. That was one of the greatest moments of my life.  
 
Within a week the victory would be overshadowed dramatically by the car crash that would leave 
team trainer Sergei Mnatsakanov and defensive franchise player Vladimir Konstantinov fighting for 
their lives. With their friends permanently out of the game, the team went on one of the greatest 
inspirational runs in the history of sports in the spring of 1998 and successfully defended their ti-
tle. The on-ice celebration was even more stirring this time, as Stevie cut short his victory skate 
with the Cup to place it in the lap of Vladdie as the players wheeled him around the ice. They vali-
dated their slogan of "Believe," which conveyed their desire to win for their fallen friends. 
 
More playoff disappointments would come before the final Stanley Cup win of the Yzerman era in 
2002. The 7-0 pounding of Colorado in Game Seven of the Western Conference Finals provided a 
fitting coda to the playoff rivalry with the Avs -- a feud that was arguably the most heated in 
sports at the time. All throughout the playoffs, Steve Yzerman skated on a knee so shattered that 
he needed to be shot up like a racehorse and taped tightly before every game. The surgical path 
he chose had ended the career of every player who had suffered through it. But Steve Yzerman 
became the first man to come back from it. I think I can speak for all of his fans when I say that 
we never really had a doubt that he would be that pioneer. It just fit who he is. 
 
Throughout his career, he battled injuries, including various knee problems. He not only never 
complained, he sought to downplay the severity of them and the extent of the sacrifices he made 
for his team. To the end, his main concern was what was best for the team. He concluded, sadly, 
that the uncertainty about how his body would hold up next season would outweigh the solid pro-
duction that he could still provide when healthy. 
 
Having come to my appreciation of #19 in my own way, imagine my surprise when I read an ac-
count that eerily mimicked my circumstances. It's from John Buccigross of ESPN: 
 
'When I was senior at Heidelberg College, I cut a 2-inch by 1-inch picture of Steve Yzerman out of 
the newspaper and hung it on my dormitory door. I wasn't a Wings fan and had never seen Yzerman 
play. This was the mid-80's, I lived in Eastern Ohio, and the NHL was on SportsChannel. I wasn't 
one of the 47 people who had that network as part of their cable package. But his eyes mesmer-
ized me. I thought, this is a person who has big dreams. Big visions. He has a plan and a focus to 
see it through and stick it out. I knew nothing about him, had never seen or heard him speak, but 
something moved me to hang that picture on my door as inspiration that life's biggest joys and 
awards come from dealing with and overcoming pain and discomfort. Those eyes said, 'Nothing 
good comes easy.' Have a vision and stick it out.' 
 
That anecodote is part of a larger story on The Captain here, behind the ESPN Insider wall. It's 
great writing from a powerful wordsmith and fan of professional hockey. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 42) 
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A Tribute To Steve Yzerman As He Enters The Hall of Fame 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 41) 
The best way to sum up what he means to his fans is this: the best word that comes to mind when 
we think of his is "respect." The Canadian Olympic team chose to vacate the #19 during the Turin 
Games when Yzerman withdrew from the team for health reasons -- and that's saying quite a bit, 
because so many players of this generation wear that number out of respect for him. Respect, 
there's that word again. And as the Red Wings have become over the last decade hockey's version 
of the New York Yankees, the single most polarizing force in the sport, rarely if ever will you hear 
opposing fans speaking ill of Stevie Franchise. They will bash the ownership, or other Wings play-
ers, or Wings coaches, but not The Man. They know in their heart of hearts that they would kill to 
have him wearing their colors -- and we who love him know how fortunate we were that he wore 
ours. 
 
Doubtless Steve Yzerman is befuddled by the response his departure from the ice is evoking. That's 
part of his charm. In a day and age of entitlement, he not only acted devoid of ego, but was em-
barrassed when he received the acclaim he deserved. But it's important that his fans have this 
chance to relive the great moments he provided to us, because it helps take the sting out of the 
moment we all knew we would face someday but dreaded nonetheless." 
 
 
Congratulations on your well-deserved reward, Number 19. 

Time To Rip Apart Inaccurate Criticism of Lebron’s Teammates 
June 1, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
Ever since the Cleveland Cavaliers were eliminated from the playoffs in the second-round shocker 
at the hands of Boston, there have been some fans giving voice to the cry, “How come Danny Ferry 
couldn’t surround LeBron with better players?”  Only, that phrase should be spelled out “How 
come Danny Fewwy couddin suwwound LeBwon wit betta pwayas?” Because that incarnation cap-
tures the true infantile nature of the question itself. 
 
As a lifelong Cavs fan and somebody who saw this up close in the same media market for the past 
five years, I maintain that one can never truly understand the magnitude of what Ferry accom-
plished – yes, accomplished – without taking into consideration the two key factors concerning 
player acquisition in the LeBron era: 
 
1 LeBron held a gun to his head for the entire half-decade. That’s not to bash LeBron, merely to 
make an accurate observation of the circumstances. I cannot fault LeBron for wanting to be hands-
on in making sure that the organization surrounded him with the proper talent to maximize his 
skills. At the same time, that makes him significantly more than a co-signer for the moves that 
turned out not to work. Let us not forget that with his first (restricted) free agency pending in 
2006 that he goaded the organization the previous summer to bring home one of the “Big Three” 
free agents that year. When Ray Allen and Michael Redd stayed home, he pretty much forced Ferry 
to sign Larry Hughes. Likewise, his fingerprints were all over the Damon Jones, Donyell Marshall 
and Z signings of that summer. There’s not a move made in the past five years (or, in fairness, in 
the two prior to that during the Jim Paxson days) that LeBron did not approve (or, in some cases, 
dictate). While the ’05 moves are universally considered busts (with the possible exception of the 
Z re-signing, which I have always seen the merits in considering the league’s dearth of legit cen-
ters), his ’08 megatrade that unloaded such pantloads as Hughes and Drew Gooden and returned 
players such as Delonte West is considered to be inspired. And few if any can lay the blame for the 
’10 elimination at the feet of Shaq or Antawn Jamison (notwithstanding Jamison’s execrable 
“defense” on KG). All in all, considering the obvious handcuffs, Ferry did an amazing job. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 43) 



Time To Rip Apart Inaccurate Criticism of Lebron’s Teammates 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 42) 
2 Ferry had the right pieces in place by 2010. I have used the terms “shape-shifters” and 
“Transformers” to describe the 2009-10 Cavs and I will always stand by them. Much like when the 
Cleveland Browns (typically) cluelessly whacked Phil Savage along with Romeo Crennel when 
“Coach I’m Thinking Arby’s” misused the talent he was given in 2008, too many feebs out there 
are overlooking the fact that Mike Brown already paid the appropriate price for the team’s failure 
to live up to expectations. The team had tremendous success heading into the playoffs going big or 
going small, creating a range of options that no other team in the league could match. Cleveland’s 
ability to put Boston on the defensive on the (rare) occasions that the Cavs broke out the smaller, 
more athletic lineup spoke very eloquently to the “what might have been” factor with this roster. 
 
No, the denunciations of Danny Ferry reek of Cleveland’s favorite bitter beverage, a tall glass of 
20-20 Hindsight. At every turn, he was having to deal with the pressure being put on him by a 
megastar who was not-too-subtly threatening to book at the end of his deal if he felt that the 
team hadn’t arranged the talent to his satisfaction. And he continued to improve at that task over 
the five years, putting together a deep and talented cast of characters by the time of the final 
run. If LeBron does leave, the one card I expect him not to play is the “They didn’t give me enough 
to work with” one – because if he does so, that will reveal him as completely lacking in character.  

To Its Everlasting Shame, The NBA Turns a Blind Eye To Tampering 
June 10, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
   
The NBA already proved that it was selective at best and gutless at worst in terms of enforcement 
of tampering rules going into this “Summer of LeBron” when David Stern fined Mark Cuban for 
fairly innocuous remarks while remaining silent about clever but underhanded moves by other 
teams. Now the league’s fecklessness is extending to the cartel of star players who have always 
been the power behind the throne. 
 
LeBron, D-Wade, Amare Stoudemire, Chris Bosh and (with all due respect, one of these names is 
not like the others) Joe Johnson are openly discussing their upcoming “summit” in which they will 
deign to reshape the landscape of the league heading into the next decade. Of course, they and 
David Stern are also muddying the waters about whether this event will happen. 
 
At the risk of sounding as connected to contemporary mores as C Montgomery Burns, may I point 
out yet again that all of these players are under contract until the clock strikes midnight on July 1? 
For them to openly speculate about their surroundings at a time past that date is disruptive to a 
standard of equal justice that (theoretically) the league is supposed to propagate.  Now, this ESPN 
article contains items of an entirely contradictory note about this issue: 
 
“Last week, the NBA said Wade did not break any league tampering rules with his comments. 
Under league rules, players cannot tamper with other players, though it's a given that players talk-
ing among themselves not only happens, but is impossible to regulate.” 
 
AND 
 
“The NBA metes out discipline only in what it said are ‘the most egregious’ cases, and said Wade's 
comments ‘do not meet that standard.’” 
 
So which is it? Players cannot tamper or they can be judged to do so in “the most egregious cases?” 
As always, the answer will come down to what is most convenient for the league at that very mo-
ment. In the meantime, the hotel or resort hosting this summit might as well order toilet paper 
embossed with the NBA rulebook, because that will symbolize what is taking place anyway.  



How Could Lakers-Celtics Game 7 Not Be a Bigger Deal? 
June 17, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
Tonight, the NBA Finals reached the seventh game for only the second time since 1994 and only 
the third since 1988, Lakers vs. Celtics no less, and yet it has been greeted with the collective 
shoulder shrug of a relatively disinterested nation. Why? There are a few reasons. 
 
^ As was noted on THE FDH LOUNGE program, David Stern embraces 24-7 drama. "Just spell our 
names right" is the official mantra of the league. If you're talking about anything NBA, Stern is 
happy. As a result, when Dan Gilbert and Tom Izzo perpetrate a huge distraction in the middle of 
the Finals, Stern is perfectly OK with that. Had they tried that during the World Series or Super 
Bowl week if they were in those respective sports, those respective commissioners would have dis-
patched Mike the Cleaner from Breaking Bad to their doorsteps. The July 1 hoopla and everything 
even closely related to that (i.e. the coaching futures of Phil Jackson and Doc Rivers) is hanging 
over these games, depriving the league of the world's focus on the actual in-game action and no-
body among the Powers That Be seems to care. The price they're paying for the game's off-court 
water cooler talk is the relevance of on-court action. 
 
^ These teams are not inherently extremely exciting in terms of style. Most of the best players 
on both of these teams have a lot of city miles on them and the proficiency that each has in the 
defensive realm comes at the expense of exciting play. These ain't your father's Lakers and Celtics. 
And many of these games have really sucked. 
 
^ The depth is a joke compared to the 1980s clashes between these teams. Essentially, the Lak-
ers were doomed in this series two years ago because Andrew Bynum was unavailable. They were 
on their way to losing again this year because of Bynum's frail sticks until Kendrick Perkins went 
down and created a matchup problem the other way. When the health of key players threatens to 
drop an asterisk on the series' outcome, fan interest is bound to be compromised. Also, many key 
players on both teams can be woefully inconsistent. Pao Gasol can drop a 40-20 on you and just as 
easily come out as soft as dryer machine filter fuzz. Lamar Odom is one of the most maddening 
players in the league, equally capable of resembling a multiple-time All-Star or a developmental 
league refugee. Sheed is ... well, Sheed. Big Baby dropped to the second round of the draft not for 
lack of talent, but for lack of commitment and that's the main reason he's never garnered the min-
utes that his game would otherwise dictate. On and on it goes. Say what you will about James 
Worthy, Kevin McHale, the Chief and the rest of the '80s champions, but they showed up every 
night and you knew what you were going to get. How seriously can fans take a series when the 
number one question seems to be how many slackers will actually show up ready to ball? 
 
^ Bad luck in terms of timing relative to the NHL. This year's six-game Stanley Cup Finals fea-
tured plenty of super-exciting action, but they also had less competition on the calendar. The 
World Cup had yet to start and golf's US Open was not overlapping with any of the championship 
series. Plus, in addition to the league's aforementioned self-induced off-court hoops stories, 
they're also competing for headlines with the fascinating reworking of the college sports landscape 
as each day brings new stories and speculation about who's going where. Football is king in this 
country and the prospect of a completely changed landscape in the NCAA is going to be front and 
center regardless of what else is transpiring. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 45) 
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How Could Lakers-Celtics Game 7 Not Be a Bigger Deal? 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 44) 
^ Legacy fatigue is taking hold. The Yankees-Red Sox hysteria of the past decade has caused the 
alienation of everyone outside of those fanbases. The Red Wings have continued to be at the fore-
front of hockey with two titles and another Finals appearance since 2002. Tiger is bigger than any-
one in golf has been since the Golden Bear was about three decades ago and Roger Federer has 
ruled the tennis world since 2003 like nobody ever has. The Boston/LA deal stood out in the '80s, 
especially with the Bird/Magic angle putting it over the top. Now? Not so much, especially when 
you've got to break out the Hot Tub Time Machine to see Boston's (former) Big Three at their best. 
 
So what's the prediction for tonight? With Boston counting as much as they did down low on Per-
kins' bulk to push around the Lakers' fours and fives, they're in a tough spot without him -- much 
less being on the road, a scenario which is normally death in a Finals Game 7. Many of the biggest 
greats from the past will be in the building to watch their descendants carry out the latest phase 
of this rivalry. Regrettably, this grind-fest is unlikely to be worthy of the lineage. Lakers 93, Cel-
tics 84. 

Lebron’s Decision: Immediate Thoughts On a Sad Spectacle 
July 8, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
Just to give my background on the LeBron story before I break it down … 
 
I am a lifelong Cleveland Cavs fan, wearing my old battered Mark Price T-shirt on the day that sig-
nifies the end of the team’s most successful era. I remember the old wine and gold from times my 
parents took me to the now-defunct Richfield Coliseum as a small child. So I’m not one of the 
bandwagon-jumpers who only got with the Cavs when they were deemed cool by the masses. 
 
To me, LeBron James is the best player in the league, an unprecedented amalgam of skill sets and 
court vision the likes of which we have never seen before. Depending on the course he sets for 
himself – more on that below – he has an excellent chance to go down as the greatest player of all 
time. 
 
Notwithstanding his Akron heritage, I have never looked at him as more than that. He’s the best 
player in the game, playing for my team, but I never got too invested in him off the court. I didn’t 
hate on him, I just didn’t idolize him personally. There are a lot of people who foolishly inflated 
him into more than what he is personally – local boy growing up to save us all – and they are the 
ones who are the most depressed about this, because it goes against their false worldview. He’s 
never been my favorite player, Boobie and Z were my favorites. 
 
I never got on LeBron’s case for wearing a Yankees hat or any of the other idiocies people would 
give him garbage for doing (the one exception is that I did feel that he should set a good example 
for his fans and marry his baby mama since they were together anyway, but that’s more than a 
little more important than criticizing him for his team fandom). I thought the hate on him for the 
Game Five debacle against the Celtics was overblown and said so vociferously on Twitter that 
night, causing one friend piling on him to resent me to this day. But I saw him as somebody who 
was more injured than he was letting on and somebody who wasn’t dealing well with the frustra-
tion of the game flow and execution not working out, not as a quitter like so many in the “LeBron 
Messiah” crowd did when they bailed on him. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 46) 



Lebron’s Decision: Immediate Thoughts On a Sad Spectacle 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 45) 
So I feel that, all in all, while I was never measured in my on-court opinion of him or my insane 
optimism about what he could deliver for my team, I was more measured than most in what I 
thought personally. And that is almost definitely helping me to deal with this better than most fel-
low Cavs fans. 
 
Honestly, I was embarrassed by the banners on the highway overpasses and the “hometown” gaga 
that was being cited by so many to get him to stay in Northeast Ohio. As I said on our FDH LOUNGE 
show this past week, I wanted LeBron to re-sign and bring Cleveland championships as badly as 
anyone, but the community needs to keep its dignity. The fact that LeBron was in position to sign 
a contract for nine digits is something that I am fairly philosophical about – it is what it is, as far as 
I’m concerned – but it’s not anything that we as a society should glorify. For people to be lining up 
to give this guy tongue baths to sign for that much money is something that really rubs me the 
wrong way. 
 
I don’t feel that LeBron owes Northeast Ohio anything special just because he grew up here – and, 
notwithstanding his artificial distinctions between “Akron” and “Cleveland,” few in this area con-
sider them completely separate and distinct and even fewer nationally look at it that way. But to 
cite another team as providing a better chance to win championships is a humungous slap in the 
face inasmuch as he has been the co-signer for every significant move since he got here in ’03. 
 
[BTW, it’s also 20-20 hindsight to criticize the Cavs for catering to his every whim over these past 
seven years. He held a gun to their head and they would have had no chance to keep him, maybe 
not even the time he did re-sign back in 2006, had they not let him have his run of the place. You 
can hate the reality of modern big-time sports, but it’s displaced aggression to hate on the Cavs 
for doing what was necessary to even have a chance to keep him.] 
 
If the team doesn’t have as great of a chance to win right now as Chicago or Miami – and I would 
dispute that premise, given the team’s underachievement in the playoffs and remaining chits that 
could be used for impactful trades – then LeBron must certainly share in that responsibility. To 
shrug that off completely is not a sign of great character.  
 
Also, we are “Witnessing” changes throughout this process that led Cleveland Plain Dealer Brian 
Windhorst (who is, as I have said, the best beat writer in the country regardless of sport) to pro-
nounce on Wednesday that “this LeBron” making these moves is not the guy he knew all these 
years. He has always struck me as fairly savvy, but I think we have seen erosion there in the form 
of the constant yes-man conduct from his inner circle. He did not have one person around him with 
the authority to tell him some obvious truths: 
 
^ That kicking Cleveland (the pathetic mangy dog by the side of the road in the national image) in 
the nards with a steel-toed boot will damage his national reputation – to say nothing of the forum 
being chosen, an unprecedented hour of national television to rub additional salt in the wounds. 
 
^ That nobody anywhere buys his artificial distinction between his loyalty to Greater Akron and 
Greater Cleveland (given that they are connected by highway and only separated by some national 
park areas) and that he’s digging the PR grave deeper by trying to get people to believe something 
so disingenuous. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 47) 
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Lebron’s Decision: Immediate Thoughts On a Sad Spectacle 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 46) 
^ That leaving Cleveland after he laid such an egg in the Boston series, coupled with going to a 
team where he will automatically be viewed as a co-Pippen to a megastar who’s already won a 
ring will damage his legacy – he should go ask Kobe what it was like dealing with criticism for the 
THREE rings he won when Shaq was the greatest star on his team, in a situation that pales in com-
parison to the “big game” questions many have already put on LeBron. And for what it is worth, I 
will now root against the other co-Pippen, Chris Bosh, very strenuously for providing probably the 
last nail in the coffin via his petulant refusal to even consider playing on America’s North Coast. 
 
^ That because he is no longer graded on the curve of expectations relative to what was around 
him in Cleveland that he never wins another MVP award in Miami and will be deemed a failure if he 
doesn’t win at least four or five titles with that bunch – with one in his first year, of course (my 
personal prediction would be two titles for that nucleus, given the challenges that a lack of depth 
will bring and that getting good-to-great teammates to come in and take the league minimum 
would represent an unprecedented development in the league). 
 
^ That this TV special is almost uniformly viewed as obnoxious by the public at large – with his 
“charitable efforts” serving as an insulting fig leaf for ego – and that it plays into a disturbing im-
age with the “King James” Twitter account that was just opened. 
 
^ That he transformed himself into an object of widespread derision by the number of teams he 
ostentatiously flirted with before coming to a decision that reeks to so many as taking the easier 
path in the end. 
 
I realize that as an admitted lifelong Cavs fan that some of the above points may not seem com-
pletely objective, but I believe that they are and I stand by them. I am intellectually honest 
enough to say that my opinion of him, like that of Windhorst, did change as the process mutated. 
Had he returned, I would have been overjoyed at the implications for my favorite team, which 
would avoid the now-obvious need for a complete teardown/rebuild, but I would have been even 
more wary of him regardless. 
 
[But I do not by any means condone the reactions of this area that I know will be coming, from 
seeking to burn down murals and billboards with his likeness to any threats that will come to him 
and his family. It’s a sad commentary on society when you consider the lengths people will go to in 
a futile attempt to exact “revenge” on “Black Modell.” Having said that, again just to recognize 
the world for what it is, he’s as naïve as can be if he thinks he’s going to be able to live during his 
summer and post-hoops career in suburban Akron.] 
 
Speaking of that teardown/rebuild, I’m going to make it a point to go buy some Cavs merchandise 
very soon. This organization did EVERYTHING they could to be successful in all areas and did not 
deserve this outcome. If I’m going to criticize the Dolan regime that has run my favorite baseball 
team squarely into the ground, I have to be consistent and support good ownership when it has 
tried to do well for me. I can only hope that enough Cavalier fans agree with me on the need to 
stand by Dan Gilbert for what he has done. The fact that he owns the new casino coming to town 
and is thus anchored to the community gives me hope that he’s going to have the stomach for the 
inevitable rebuild. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 48) 
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Lebron’s Decision: Immediate Thoughts On a Sad Spectacle 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 47) 
When the day comes that the Cavs do acquire a new superstar to lead the team back into serious 
contention, I can only hope that the landscape of the league has changed by then. For while I have 
anger and disappointment that stems equally from the content of the decision and the manner in 
which it is delivered, I realize that these issues go far beyond the character and maturity levels of 
a filthy rich 25 year-old. They stem from the system that has created and nurtured the mania that 
led him through this process that was degrading to so many. David Stern is obsessed with market-
ing over substance and thinks any water-cooler talk is inherently good for the league, even if it 
overshadows a seven-game Finals series between the league’s two most historic franchises. My 
hope is that one way or another, by the time my team is restored to success years down the road, 
that the game is not governed by a commissioner who is so determined to aid and abet the culture 
of self-aggrandizement that leads to moments like this. I hope – in vain, probably – that this mo-
ment causes such a backlash that it rolls back this destructive tide once and for all. Characteristi-
cally, if it does, it will be too late to help my hometown. 
 
Also, this just in, Dan Gilbert absolutely destroyed LeBron. Good for him. 

Dream Sporting Event: Real American Soccer (Part II) 
July 14, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
As a part of last summer’s “Dream Sporting Event” series, I broached the subject of how soccer 
could potentially be elevated into an upper-tier sport in America. I even threw out a motive for 
why the Powers That Be might be interested in such a project: 
 
“The premise is that FIFA would decide to make real penetration of the American soccer market 
its “Manhattan Project” as a means to expand its reach in a true global sense by tapping into the 
world’s most dominant consumer market. FIFA does have it within its reach to apply the pressure 
needed on the world’s soccer circuits and tournaments to be able to make this league happen.” 
 
The league, as I imagined it, would be a short-season, every-other-year league comprised of the 
world’s best players. I’m not going to recap it in its entirety, so I urge you to click through to read 
about it. 
 
I reference that column here because of a very thought-provoking idea thrown out at Sports by 
Brooks: an American incursion into the English Premier League. With the World Cup upon us, 
Brooks tackles the quadrennial question of why soccer has never lived up to the billing of its back-
ers in this country. 
 
The idea is radically different from my own in terms of concept application – but the concept itself 
is the same: bring top-flight soccer to America in order to appeal to a sporting audience that 
yawns at anything but the highest level of competition. Now, I do share in the general skepticism 
that soccer could ever elevate past a certain level in this country, owing in general to the pace of 
play and level of attention that is demanded, but we will never know for sure until we are seeing 
(at least many of) the best of the best battling it out on the pitches. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 49) 
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Dream Sporting Event: Real American Soccer (Part II) 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 48) 
The way to do this would be to expand the EPL from 20 teams to 24, keeping the rest of the for-
mat the same. American franchises would be best utilized in New York, Seattle (which has already 
become an ideal soccer market in one year of having an MLS franchise) and the Los Angeles & 
Houston markets to tap into vast Latino interest. A case could be made for switching out Houston 
and Toronto in order to bring another country’s fanbase into the mix. Scheduling would not be su-
per-easy to be sure, but you could bring over four UK-based teams at a time to rotate through the 
American (or North American) games and send each of the American/North American teams on 
lengthy road trips through the UK in order to reduce travel issues. 
 
Relegation would be an obstacle, to be sure. The poorest-performing Premier League teams are 
sent down to a lower league, with others promoted in their place. The only way to make the 
American or North American teams work in this equation would be to replace any of them worthy 
of being sent down with MLS franchises, so as to keep the number of representatives on this conti-
nent constant. 
 
In the end, Brooks’ idea is equally as valid as mine and probably more realistic – keeping in mind 
that neither is especially realistic in the short term because powerful entities often are afraid to 
roll the dice on change. The league is already the most viewed worldwide, seen regularly by half a 
billion people in 202 countries. So the barons in charge of this venture could be forgiven for think-
ing that it can’t grow any bigger. I disagree strongly. Drop the New World into the mix and watch 
the printing presses cranking out money go into hyperdrive. 

Dream Sporting Event: Real American Soccer (Part III) 
July 14, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
As a part of last summer’s “Dream Sporting Event” series, I broached the subject of how soccer 
could potentially be elevated into an upper-tier sport in America. I even threw out a motive for 
why the Powers That Be might be interested in such a project: 
 
“The premise is that FIFA would decide to make real penetration of the American soccer market 
its “Manhattan Project” as a means to expand its reach in a true global sense by tapping into the 
world’s most dominant consumer market. FIFA does have it within its reach to apply the pressure 
needed on the world’s soccer circuits and tournaments to be able to make this league happen.” 
 
The league, as I imagined it, would be a short-season, every-other-year league comprised of the 
world’s best players. I’m not going to recap it in its entirety, so I urge you to click through to read 
about it. 
 
Part II of the series was posted just prior to this one and it concerns an expansion of the English 
Premier League that would incorporate four American franchises. But I think Part III contains the 
best idea of all. (Unsurprisingly, some would say) it wasn’t my idea. 
 
Our Senior Editor Jason Jones hatched a plan that would involve the best of the best club teams in 
the world coming over to America for a short-season league with playoffs to follow. Given that the 
best teams are in Europe, I’m limiting this to 16 teams from that continent. Because of the 
strength of the various leagues, I’m including four teams from England, four from Italy, four from 
Spain, two from Germany and two from France. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 50) 



Dream Sporting Event: Real American Soccer (Part III) 
Here are the teams from each league that would be 
most likely to make the cut in a given year and the 
American cities to which I have assigned them: 
 
Germany: Columbus (Bayern Munich), St. Louis 
(Werder Bremen), Milwaukee (Hamburger SV), Indian-
apolis (VfL Wolfsburg), Cincinnati (VfB Stuttgart) Min-
neapolis (Borussia Monchengladbach), Baltimore 
(Borussia Dortmund) 
 
Italy: Philadelphia (AC Milan), Chicago (Fiorentina), 
Miami (Internazionale), Pittsburgh (Roma), Detroit 
(Juventus), Providence (Sampdoria), Oakland 
(Palermo) 
 
Spain: Los Angeles (Real Madrid), Seattle (Barcelona), 
Dallas (Sevilla), San Diego (Villareal), Houston 
(Valencia), Phoenix (Deportivo La Coruna) 
 
England: New York (Manchester United), Atlanta 
(Chelsea), Denver (Arsenal), Washington D.C. 
(Liverpool), Cleveland (Aston Villa), Charlotte 
(Tottenham Hotspur), Nashville (Blackburn), Orlando 
(Manchester City) 
 
France: New Orleans (Lyon), Boston (Bordeaux), San 
Francisco (Marseille), Las Vegas (Lille), Tampa 
(Auxerre) 
 
Remember, not all of these teams can qualify, just 16 
each time, so not all of these American cities will be 
represented each time. Additionally, on the chance 
that any underdog teams that are not listed above 
make a strong run in their respective leagues, a 
“supplemental draft” could take place in the March 
before the league starts with the following cities 
(listed in no particular order) being allowed to sift 
through these additional potential participants: 
 
Kansas City 
Anaheim 
Austin 
Buffalo 
Memphis 
El Paso 
Birmingham 
Portland (games played in Corvallis, roughly 90 miles 
away) 
Oklahoma City (games played in Norman, roughly 25 
miles away) 
Louisville 

(CONTINUED ON PAGE 51) 
Similar to my Part I plan, it would only 
involve play in odd-numbered years, 
given that it would otherwise overlap 
with the World Cup and the European 
Championships in even-numbered years. 
 
The only point where my plan differs 
from Jason’s – for the better, I believe (I 
can say that since I already admitted that 
he had the best overall idea!) – is that he 
envisions a draft every time the league 
convenes, with cities re-choosing from a 
list of the top teams in the world every 
time the league plays. I believe strongly 
that his idea, while admittedly building 
interest in a “what are they going to do?” 
type of way, would undermine the bonds 
that would exist between these American 
cities and the teams involved. I believe 
that if each city “kept” a team for the 
purposes of this biennial league/
tournament, that there would probably 
even be some interest in what the teams 
did in their own leagues, inasmuch as 
there would be at least a partial reflec-
tion back on the US “sister city.” 
 
So I assigned the top club teams from 
each league to American cities, taking 
regional ethnicities into strong account. 
Teams from the Spanish league will obvi-
ously draw better in certain areas and the 
same with German and Italian teams, etc. 
Ethnicity was not a uniform reason for 
these assignments, but it did factor into 
many of them. 
 
Four divisions would be carved out each 
time the league convenes, since it is 
unlikely that the same 16 teams would be 
represented on a regular basis. Each divi-
sion would contain one team from Eng-
land, one from Italy, one from Spain and 
one from either Germany or France. 
There would be six regular-season games, 
three against the rest of a team’s division 
and three against another division.  
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 51) 
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Dream Sporting Event: Real American Soccer (Part III) 
These are some potential rival-
ries to guide in the divisional 
formulation. 
 
Cleveland-Pittsburgh 
Cleveland-Columbus 
Cleveland-Cincinnati 
Cleveland-Detroit 
Columbus-Detroit 
Cincinnati-Detroit 
Chicago-Milwaukee 
Tampa-Orlando 
New York-Boston 
New York-LA 
New York-Philadelphia 
New York-Miami 
LA-San Francisco 
Oakland-San Francisco 
Oakland-Denver 
Boston-Los Angeles 
Miami-Orlando 
Chicago-St. Louis 
Detroit-St. Louis 
New Orleans-Dallas 
New Orleans-Houston 
New Orleans-Atlanta 
Dallas-Washington D.C. 
Philadelphia-Washington D.C. 
Philadelphia-Dallas 

Based on current UEFA club rankings, for the sake of 
argument, I was able to construct what a 2011 season 
might resemble. These rankings were used to project the 
top teams from each league and thus, the participants in 
what would be the inaugural version of this league. 
 
Division A 
New York (Manchester United) 
Los Angeles (Real Madrid) 
Philadelphia (AC Milan) 
Boston (Bordeaux) 
 
Division B 
Washington D.C. (Liverpool) 
Dallas (Sevilla) 
Pittsburgh (Roma) 
Columbus (Bayern Munich) 
 
Division C 
Chicago (Fiorentina) 
St. Louis (Werder Bremen) 
Denver (Arsenal) 
Seattle (Barcelona) 
 
Division D 
Atlanta (Chelsea) 
New Orleans (Lyon) 
Miami (Internazionale) 
San Diego (Villareal) 

(CONTINUED 
FROM PAGE 
50) 
The one team 
that a team 
would not play 
from the other 
division would 
be the one 
from its own 
country (i.e. 
an English 
team would 
not play an-
other English 
team from 
another divi-
sion in the 
regular sea-
son). The the-
ory behind this 
is that the 
teams already 
play one an-
other in the 
regular season 
of their own 
leagues and 
that  th i s 
league   is  all  

about delivering fresh matchups. For these purposes, French and German teams would not play 
one another in the regular season also, but this cannot be avoided under the rest of this setup. 
Divisions would take geography into some account, but not to a huge degree inasmuch as there are 
only three home and three road games in the first place. They would be comprised taking into ac-
count existing sports rivalries between cities.  
 
Honestly, if you couldn’t get a good degree of American interest for a virtual all-star league like 
this one, you could pronounce the game hopeless on US soil once and for all.  
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Dream Sporting Event: Real American Soccer (Part III) 
And here is a potential league schedule. The 
first half of regular-season games would all be 
in-division. It is almost certain that ESPN/ABC 
would quickly snarf up at least partial or per-
haps full broadcast rights for such a league. 
 
Thursday, June 9 
New York at Los Angeles 
 
Friday, June 10 
Philadelphia at Boston 
Washington at Dallas 
 
Saturday, June 11 
Pittsburgh at Columbus 
Chicago at St. Louis 
Denver at Seattle 
 
Sunday, June 12 
Atlanta at New Orleans 
Miami at San Diego 
 
Tuesday, June 14 
New York at Philadelphia 
Los Angeles at Boston 
 
Wednesday, June 15 
Washington at Pittsburgh 
Dallas at Columbus 
 
Thursday, June 16 
Chicago at Denver 
St. Louis at Seattle 
 
Friday, June 17 
Atlanta at Miami 
New Orleans at San Diego 
 
Saturday, June 18 
Boston at New York 
Philadelphia at Los Angeles 
 
Sunday, June 19 
Columbus at Washington 
Pittsburgh at Dallas 
 
Tuesday, June 21 
Seattle at Chicago 
Denver at St. Louis 
 
Wednesday, June 22 
San Diego at Atlanta 
Miami at New Orleans 

Thursday, June 23 
Dallas at New York 
Los Angeles at Washington 
 
Friday, June 24 
Columbus at Philadelphia 
Boston at Pittsburgh 
 
Saturday, June 25 
New Orleans at Chicago 
St. Louis at Atlanta 
 
Sunday, June 26 
San Diego at Denver 
Seattle at Miami 
 
Tuesday, June 28 
New York at Pittsburgh 
Los Angeles at Columbus 
 
Wednesday, June 29 
Philadelphia at Washington 
Boston at Dallas 
 
Thursday, June 30 
Chicago at San Diego 
St. Louis at Miami 
 
Friday, July 1 
Denver at New Orleans 
Seattle at Atlanta 
 
Saturday, July 2 
Columbus at New York 
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles 
 
Sunday, July 3 
Washington at Boston 
Dallas at Philadelphia 
 
Monday, July 4 
Atlanta at Chicago 
San Diego at St. Louis 
Miami at Denver 
New Orleans at Seattle 
 
Saturday, July 9 
Seed #3 vs. Seed #6 
Seed #4 vs. Seed #5 
 
Wednesday, July 13 
Semifinal Match #1 
Semifinal Match #2 
 
Sunday, July 17 
Championship Match 
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Lebron Is The Cavs’ Deadbeat Dad 
August 7, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
I’ve broken down the LeBron James situation – comprehensively and almost immediately – before. 
But as I indicated on our THE FDH LOUNGE program, I felt a need to take my observations from our 
show’s post-mortem and respond to a lot of the continued idiocy that circulates unabated on the 
subject. 
 
It became clear in the days after LeBron’s departure that a number of imbeciles were circulating 
with the flimsiest of pro-LePippen talking points. Some of this was no doubt due to the sadly-
common “backlash against the backlash” phenomenon, which involves soft-brained trolls rebelling 
against deserved condemnation of a figure simply because they’re too childish to reflect on the 
reasons behind it. Some of it just involved people who wanted to continue to jock him regardless 
of circumstances. And some of it, frankly, came from the vocal minority in Akron that mindlessly 
embraced the “He’s still with us” gaga – these being the same kind of people who, when informed 
that a woman was beaten, ask “Well, what did she do to deserve it?” 
 
But fortunately, I am here as always to lend needed reason and enlightenment to the discussion. 
 
^ First and foremost, the reasonable Cavs fans who are bent that LeBron left (as opposed to those 
who believed in the mindless “hometown boy” crapola as a reason he shouldn’t go) recognize what 
I said on the program: LeBron operated as Tony Soprano for seven years, shaking down this organi-
zation as though it were a small, vulnerable business under the thumb of a mob kingpin. His 
“boyz” (who, speaking of TV analogies, each operate on the level of “Turtle” – the lowliest bag-
carrier on Entourage – notwithstanding the resumes that falsely claim they have ever accomplished 
a single thing in life on their own) displaced team officials and employees of the flagship broad-
caster on a regular basis (by the way, that excellent blog entry, written by a friend of a friend al-
though I do not know him personally, gives a comprehensive account of the behind-the-scenes gar-
bage that LeBron and Co. secretly perpetrated for seven years). LeBron could not leave with a 
clean slate after taking – and taking – and taking – for seven years. He shook down the organization 
for countless favors, coerced the owner into putting some of his “Turtles” on payroll and forced 
the team into countless short-term moves because he wouldn’t commit to them – only to leave 
town citing a better opportunity than the one HE created as a virtual co-GM and only to do more 
recruiting in the first seven days for his new team than he did in the previous seven years. If you 
understand nothing else, understand this: LeBron is the Cavs’ deadbeat dad. We often hear that 
pathologies repeat themselves in family dynamics and while by all notions LeBron has been a good 
and loving dad to his own kids, he has done to the Cavaliers organization exactly what his own bio-
logical dad did to him and Gloria (by the way, speaking of Gloria, props to Michael Beasley’s dad 
for the Tweet of the Year). Chalk this up to yet another cliché example of what the lack of a fa-
ther figure teaching accountability can do to a person. This sewage about “He was a FREE agent! 
He can play anywhere he like, yo!” completely ignores the moral debt that LeBron incurred 
through his seven years of shakedowns and forced short-term mode of operating. 
 
^ On a similar note to the last one, as we discussed on the show, the biggest steaming pantload 
came from some guy who writes for something called the Akron Law Café through the Ohio.com 
website (no, I will not be linking to his dung heap, thank you very much). On that site, he 
“bravely” stated the “controversial” point of view that “LeBron had the constitutional right to go 
wherever he wanted!” To which I replied on the show, “Nice straw man you built there, egghead.” 
Hey, I didn’t claim that it was a particularly civil reply! I truly didn’t think I had scraped the bot-
tom of the barrel until I found the person who tried to justify his LeBron sycophant status by 
claiming that hordes of people were somehow claiming that what he did violated everything the 
Founding Fathers held dear. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 54) 



Lebron Is The Cavs’ Deadbeat Dad 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 53) 
^ While Jesse Jackson was rightfully denounced in most corners for his moronic injection of race 
into this issue, as I said on the program, I give him credit for at least doing so openly. Nothing to 
me is more galling than those who covertly play the race card, hiding behind “one love” to try to 
find something good to say about a fellow brotha regardless of circumstances (see Orenthal). If you 
spend five minutes listening to jerks like Michael Baisden or Tom Joyner, you will find people going 
out of their way to defend LeBron – for reasons they don’t have the nards to talk about openly, 
just a bunch of “well, in fairness …” pabulum that is never accompanied by their stated motiva-
tion. Gutless! I even had some troll come after me on Twitter, denying that Spike Lee was playing 
the race card with his “40 acres and a mule” statement about Dan Gilbert! He actually claimed 
that I played the race card by correctly recognizing what Lee had done. This troglodyte is sadly 
representative of a part (hopefully a small part) of the population that looks for any excuse what-
soever to play the “Hate Whitey” card – but to do so in a subtle, cowardly manner. As long as our 
country is being poisoned by people more concerned with a group identity than with the common 
identity of being American that we all share, we’re going to be in trouble regardless of anything 
else that happens in the world. 
 
^ Speaking of cards to play, there is none more mindless than “You just hatin’! Hatas gonna hate!” 
The translation to English reads, “Yeah, I got nothin’, I’m just peddlin’ clichés because I don’t 
have a mind of my own.” 
 
^ Many have noted that the NBA legends who mocked LeBron for seeking to play with megastars 
rather than beat them are speaking of a different time. They are indeed. Can anyone say, though, 
that this is a better time in terms of the lack of killer instinct that most of today’s best players 
lack? Different isn’t necessarily worse, people, and advancement of time doesn’t always equal pro-
gress. 
 
^ Anyone who denies that LeBron carries forward two huge historical burdens is the worst kind of 
know-nothing. First, as Dan Gilbert mentioned, no megastar in the history of the game has had to 
deal with the very real probability that they quit on their team during multiple playoff games. As I 
have said, I’m still not 100% sure that he “quit-quit,” but at best, he dealt with his frustrations in 
a way that undermined his team. Look on down the line in this history books and you won’t find a 
precedent as smelly as that one among the all-time greats. Second, we have never seen – perhaps 
in the entire history of sports – a player on a glide-path to become the greatest of all-time in the 
history of his sport willingly throw it away. Unless D Wade gets hit by a bus in the next few years, 
LeBron will always be one title short of him, thereby completely obliterating the “greatest of all-
time” case. Of course, the Dastardly Trio in Miami has been getting spun as a bunch of unselfish 
winners by their jock-sniffers, but all they’ve proven is that they can’t do it themselves and want 
to collectively gravy-train each other. Granted, Wade is the closest to an exception to this rule 
because he’s already got a ring, but let us not forget that his was won at the tail end of “when 
Shaq was Shaq” and that his recruiting proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that he thinks he needs 
the 82nd Airborne to ever get back to that point. By the way, in terms of Wade deciding to join 
LeBron as a national laughingstock by becoming his biggest enabler – he might want to dial up 
some Cavs employees (past and present) to find out how that story inevitably ends when LeBron 
feels that you’ve outlived your usefulness to him. 
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Admiring The Jets’ Approach To Franchise-Building 
August 28, 2010 
By Jason Jones 
 
There are as many blueprints to building a successful NFL franchise as there are NFL franchises. 
The question is, "do all of them work?" Consider the Indianapolis Colts. Hall of Fame quarterback, 
elite wide receivers, running back by committee, a blue collar offensive line, and a relative no-
name defense (excluding Dwight Freeney). New England Patriots? 90% of their dynastic franchise 
was all no-names and system-grown talent (minus Randy Moss).  
 
I could go on, but the point is almost conclusive: every successful NFL franchise in history has been 
constructed with a healthy blend of star power, role players, and team-grown talent. However, 
that is clearly not the approach that the 2010 New York Jets are taking. Can it work?  Let's take a 
look at the players still around from just a few years earlier. D'Brickashaw Ferguson (first-round 
pick), Nick Mangold (later first-round pick, same year), Jerricho Cotchery, Shaun Ellis, and David 
Harris...all drafted by the Jets or a longstanding member of the team (at least three years).  
 
As for recent draft picks and highly-touted acquisitions, the Jets spared no draft value, trade 
pieces or free agent dollars. Dustin Keller, Damien Woody, Braylon Edwards, Mark Sanchez, Kellen 
Clemens, Kevin O'Connell, Shonn Greene, Tony Richardson, Kris Jenkins, Bart Scott, Calvin Pace, 
Darrelle Revis, Brodney Pool, and Jim Leonhard.  
 
Now if that were the end of the story, then so be it. That still leaves a level of balance between 
star power and role players. That is, of course, unless even more guys are brought in to take the 
place of those role players. Especially if those new acquisitions are considerably older and poten-
tially past their primes comparatively to their younger role-playing counterparts.  As a generality, I 
tend to defer to younger, bigger, and faster players, but that is a conversation for a different 
time. In this instance, I as an onlooker, am in a complete wait-and-see mode. However, if for some 
reason you have neglected to notice the 2010 offseason moves of the New York Jets, here's a re-
fresher: the Hall of Fame-bound LaDainian Tomlinson, the lifelong Jet-hater Jason Taylor, the op-
portunistic Antonio Cromartie, and former Super Bowl MVP Santonio Holmes.  
 
As an unbiased fan of football, this is clearly a fan's dream. Not one single hole at any position. 
Imagine your team; now, imagine going into this season with not one single glaring hole devoid of 
talent. Not only that but in Tomlinson's case, there is a logjam at one position. In the Braylon Ed-
wards vs. Santonio Holmes situation, are there enough balls to spread around to a receiver corps 
that as an average is accustomed to somewhere in the ballpark of 2,500 yds and 20 touchdowns? 
Incorporate the passing game to include Shonn Greene, Tomlinson, Joe McKnight, and Dustin Kel-
ler, and if math serves, that would put Mark Sanchez among the top five of quarterback production 
-- which may be a stretch.  As for defense, that's a pill that is easier to swallow. Shaun Ellis, Kris 
Jenkins, and Mike Devito/Rodrique Wright total a legit 3-4ish 900-plus pounds. Jason Taylor, Bart 
Scott, David Harris, and Calvin Pace may actually be the best linebacker unit in the NFL by a con-
siderable margin. If that isn't enough, the secondary simply defies the opponent to throw. Peyton, 
Brady, Brees, and Aaron Rogers would all be out of their minds to not alter their approach at least 
slightly. Let's hope their offensive coordinators don't get a hero complex. As for the Vince Youngs, 
Jake Delhommes, Kyle Ortons, and Alex Smiths of the league...they might as well get used to 
handing the ball off...a lot. 
 
Get one thing straight. I "nothing" the Jets. What that means is exactly what it sounds like. I don't 
love them and I don't hate them, I nothing them. Depending on the matchup, I will either root for 
them or against them. I am a huge fan of concepts otherwise disproven by lack of results. For ex-
ample, defense wins championships. I by no means disagree that the axiom is true. I am however, 
always in search of some team that has an insane offense and a disgraceful defense to find a way 
and win. In this regard, I will be rooting hard for a team loaded with star power and name recogni-
tion to defy convention and win where every other example of this nature has come up short. So 
while I will be rooting for my home team and adoptive team as I always will, short of those games, 
I say, "J-E-T-S, Jets, Jets, Jets". 



King Lebron Doesn’t Reign: Clarity Does 
December 6, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
Dennis Prager, one of my favorite talk show hosts, speaks often on the utmost need for clarity. In a 
world cluttered by fake sentiment and just plain misinformation, it is often in short supply. 
 
As a lifelong fan of the Cleveland Cavaliers and somebody who covered his entire tenure on the 
North Coast, I was often frustrated by the lack of clarity when it came to Lebron James. 
 
^ There were people in Cleveland who never seemed able to simply appreciate him for what he did 
between the lines. I railed against those who criticized his support of the Yankees and Cowboys. 
He had no special obligations based on where he grew up and my hometown has long had a self-
defeating “hometown boy” complex that warps how athletes are perceived, for better and for 
worse. If we were going to criticize him for anything, I felt, his disdain for the traditional nuclear 
family as it has always been defined in this country would have been a much better place to start 
given his vast influence in urban America. At least that would have been a substantive critique 
that dealt with his failure to set a better example for an impressionable fanbase. 
 
^ The national media also had their own blinders when it came to Lebron. It seemed that national 
media outlets had installed a countdown clock in Times Square as soon as the Cavs won the 2003 
draft lottery. Never mind that the Knicks (salary cap quicksand) and Nets (Brooklyn arena con-
struction postponements) would have to get their own houses in order, as I pointed out; it was 
taken on sheer faith that C-Town was only renting the eventual property of the Big Apple. Addi-
tionally, the hype that surrounded his game brought out some of the very worst know-nothing ten-
dencies I have ever seen. His two MVP awards are arguably at least one or two short of what they 
should be. This is because those who resented him for his hype managed to shout down all too of-
ten those who pointed out, reasonably, that he was the greatest amalgam of skill sets that we 
have ever seen in the NBA. 
 
After a summer in which Lebron and his posse themselves added to the lack of clarity around him 
by tossing up smokescreens about “doing it for the kids” and “not doing anything wrong,” it 
seemed as though we might never truly see him for the complex package that he is, both great (in 
terms of skills) and truly lacking (in terms of character). His massively-touted return to Cleveland 
didn’t seem poised to clear the air. 
 
But against all odds, it did just that. Not in terms of bad feelings, but in terms of the ability of 
people to sort through some complicated truths. 
 
In terms of revealing his moral shortcomings, we owe a huge debt to Lebron himself. His transpar-
ent attempt to get his coach fired in the week leading up the homecoming showed the nation ex-
actly what I was referencing in August when I christened him “the deadbeat dad of the Cavs.” 
Those of us who just wanted people outside the Cleveland bubble to understand just what a 
sociopath this guy is really got our wish. This was the Lebron whose boot we writhed under for 
seven years (very willingly in the good times, I will grant you). He took and took from the organiza-
tion, putting his sub-literate bag-carriers on the team’s payroll and took space away from working 
media and team employees on Cavs flights for his entourage. His poor tipping habits were infamous 
in town, exposing the mantra of “remembering where he came from” as a delusional lie. He in-
sisted on public adoration and stoking of his ego until the very end, holding his potential departure 
over everyone’s heads. In so doing, the more naïve among us thought that we were holding up our 
end of a bargain that would result in continued good times for our favorite franchise. Wrong-o. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 57) 



King Lebron Doesn’t Reign: Clarity Does 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 56) 
But he didn’t skate away unscathed after all, notwithstanding our initial fears. He is booed might-
ily in every league outpost these days and it’s only because of his lethal combination of arrogance 
and stupidity that it’s a surprise to him. His arrogance comes from never having to deal with any 
consequences before. He never lifted a finger to help the front office recruit other superstars – 
and indeed, he even scared many away by refusing to commit to Cleveland – and added insult to 
injury by working the phones for Miami immediately upon his arrival. Nobody criticized him for 
hobbling the front office as they worked so mightily and admirably to put talent around him. Even 
after his unforgivable tank-job in Game Five against Boston in last year’s East semifinals, the worst 
moment in team history by far (and one that I witnessed on the night of my birthday, thank you 
very much), local criticism of him was muted lest he take that as an excuse to leave town. I would 
submit that we in the fanbase and Dan Gilbert and the Cavs organization had no choice but to ca-
ter to his every whim because he held all the cards, but in so doing we reinforced his own sense of 
divine infallibility. Now that he’s somebody else’s problem, I’m glad that we did. You’re welcome, 
Miami! 
 
His aforementioned stupidity comes from failing to understand that his lies – from saying that he 
wouldn’t be satisfied until the Cavs could win a championship to telling Larry King that Cleveland 
had “an edge” for his services to his later ones about how Akron is completely separate from 
Cleveland (only in his own mind) and Dan Gilbert’s response proved that he never cared about him 
at all and most egregiously, about how his egofest “Decision” was “for the kids” – would brand him 
forever. Of all the reasons I was wrong in my prediction that he would sign an extension with the 
Cavs, my overestimation of his own sense of self-awareness was the greatest one. The second-
greatest one was the fact that Shaq back in ’96 was the only other big-time free agent to leave 
money on the table by going to a team that didn’t hold his Larry Bird rights, although in typical 
fashion Lebron was able to have his cake and eat it too in the form of a sign-and-trade. The third-
greatest one related to his lack of awareness about throwing away the chance to become the 
greatest player of all time to become a beta male on a team with a megastar who already has one 
ring. “SCOT-TIE PIP-PEN,” indeed. 
 
That week before the game and the press conference after it – with his typical can’t-help-himself-
moment coming in the form of “continue the greatness” – reinforced the image that those of us 
who root for a team he decimated have wanted to have stick to him. That form of clarity is not so 
good for him, to be sure. 
 
Additionally, there is growing clarity about the shortcomings of the Miami Heat. The only reason 
that the Cavs were within a few games of the Heat coming into the contest was that both teams 
had, largely, victimized the weak of the NBA. Now, such scavenging was to be expected for Cleve-
land, but Miami was supposed to at least split their games with their fellow members of the Asso-
ciation’s elite. But with a massive donut hole down low, chemistry problems stemming from their 
two best players each needing to play in a similar dominate-the-ball style, the softness of their 
third elite player and a dozen players filling out the roster who are best suited to the European 
minor leagues, Miami clings to the “elite” designation by the skin of their teeth. Sure, they 
spanked the Cavs. Congratulations, they’ve tallied one game so far in which they did exactly what 
they were supposed to do; unfortunately for them, we are several weeks into the season. The Heat 
are not who Dennis Green (and the rest of us) thought they were, but clarity has revealed their 
many shortcomings and one exultant night against a team decimated by Lebron’s departure does-
n’t change that. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 58) 
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King Lebron Doesn’t Reign: Clarity Does 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 57) 
And lastly, we now have clarity about that team he left behind so shabbily. Uneducated critics 
have had a field day pronouncing the Cavs as a one-man team ever since he arrived, but the fact 
that Miami’s “Dream Team” will have a devil of a time duplicating the 61-win and 66-win seasons 
the Cavs had the last two years shows the underrated depth that I said these teams had all along. 
Additionally, the Cavs’ continued contention for a playoff berth – one game out of the final spot 
right now even after their absolutely pathetic play of the past week – proves that what Lebron left 
behind is at least a borderline playoff team considering the horrific state of Eastern Conference 
basketball once you get past the top half-dozen or so teams. Those who said that they wouldn’t 
come close to contention are ignorant, as those of us who saw this with clarity said all along. 
 
But by the same token, the Cavs in their present state are by definition on a treadmill and nobody 
ever wins a title that way. While Dan Gilbert is admirable in his refusal to concede anything, real-
ity must intercede at some point and the shock of the past week’s carnage is delivering that clarity 
in spades to the front office and coaching staff. In addition, we are also now seeing much more 
clearly the softness and mental weakness of so many now wearing the wine and gold, those who 
cannot stop seeing themselves as Lebron’s sidekicks even though he proved he cares nothing about 
them. May the coming purge include them posthaste. I’m fighting the urge to go after my favorite 
player and say, “I’m looking at you, Boobie!” 
 
One last note: we also got clarity about Cleveland fans, about which I am often embarrassed. Cer-
tainly, our worst know-nothing, belligerent element is as bad as any in the country, but we do 
have the capacity to avoid being defined by them, as the passionate but non-violent response on 
Thursday proved. There were no jersey-burning idiots in attendance. 
 
All of this is not to say that everything is wrapped up into a neat and tidy package. The wreckage 
of Lebron’s departure – both in terms of his own reputation and the Cavs’ plight – will linger for 
years and the bad feelings will continue to pour out of the North Coast accordingly. But at least 
everybody now seems to know where everybody stands, including the national media and fans 
across the country, who have come to recognize the complicated truth that the game’s greatest 
specimen is also a feckless backstabber without a conscience. That has to count for something. 

How a Plus-One Would Work This Year 
December 6, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
I have written previously of my regard for a “plus-one” as a means of better settling college foot-
ball’s championship controversies on the field. It is not advisable to advocate such a format in po-
lite company, but I believe that it would preserve the sanctity of the regular season – which even 
BCS and bowl haters cannot deny is a hallmark of college football like in no other major sport. 
 
Naturally, I was curious about how such a system would look going into this year’s slate of games 
now that we know the final BCS rankings. For starters, we know that #1 Auburn would be matched 
up in a national semifinal against #4 Stanford, with #2 Oregon and #3 TCU fighting it out in the 
other one. The winners would then meet, of course, in Glendale, AZ on January 10 to determine 
the national championship.  I tried to use common sense to figure out how the present landscape 
would be integrated into a plus-one format. I stipulated that the bowl hosting the subsequent na-
tional championship game would get one semifinal game. That would be the Fiesta Bowl this time. 
I then stipulated that the bowl game two years away from hosting the national championship game 
would get the other semifinal game. That would be the Orange Bowl this time. This method would 
ensure that each of the four BCS bowl games would either host one national semifinal game OR the 
national semifinal game/national championship combo every other year. My guess is that the NCAA 
will look to space out those games in this manner when/if they implement the plus-one. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 59) 



How a Plus-One Would Work This Year 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 58) 
From there, I took bowl tie-ins into consideration. I stipulated that the bowl game attached to the 
national championship game – again, that’s the Fiesta Bowl this time around – would host the na-
tional semifinal involving the top-ranked team UNLESS the other bowl game hosting a semifinal had 
a conference tie-in with either of the two teams. Since Auburn’s tie-in is with the Sugar Bowl as 
the SEC champions and Stanford is not a conference champion, these circumstances do not apply. 
Similarly, neither #2 Oregon (Rose Bowl tie-in as Pac-10 champs) and #3 TCU (no BCS bowl tie-in 
since the Mountain West does not have one) are attached in any way to the Fiesta Bowl, there 
would be no need for them to relocate that game from the Orange Bowl. 
 
So here’s how we start the BCS setup under these circumstances: 
Fiesta Bowl: #1 Auburn vs. #4 Stanford 
Orange Bowl: #2 Oregon vs. #3 TCU 
BCS Title Game: contested between Fiesta Bowl and Orange Bowl winners 
 
That leaves the Sugar Bowl and the Rose Bowl, the latter of which would host Wisconsin as Big Ten 
champions. Oklahoma (Big 12 champions), Virginia Tech (ACC champions) and UConn (!!!) (Big East 
champions) would need to fit the three remaining slots. 
Using the present methodology, the Sugar Bowl would get first pick of those three, since they lost 
the #1 team in the country to one of the bowls with a national semifinal game. It’s pretty clear 
that Oklahoma would be the most attractive possibility of the three. The Rose Bowl would then get 
the next pick and they would almost certainly opt for Virginia Tech, leaving UConn as the second 
Sugar Bowl pick. 
 
So the last two matchups would look like this: 
Rose Bowl: #5 Wisconsin vs. #13 Virginia Tech 
Sugar Bowl: #7 Oklahoma vs. unranked UConn 
 
The Big East’s automatic bid would come under unprecedented scrutiny, since Ohio State and Ar-
kansas would each be relegated to either the Capital One Bowl or the Outback Bowl because of the 
weak-sister Huskies taking the automatic bid.  
 
With an unusual two at-large berths awarded in the national semifinal games, there would only be 
room for BCS conference champions among the remaining spots. As such, it’s clear that there 
would have to be a rule in place limiting the national semifinal berths to no more than two at-
large berths in order to keep the automatic BCS spots in place. It’s highly unlikely this would hap-
pen, but if there were three at-large teams in the top four of the BCS rankings, the third one 
would be passed over for the highest-remaining BCS conference champion. 
 
Of course, that point would be moot if Jerry Jones got his way and if the Cotton Bowl (now held at 
JerryWorld) were readmitted to the ranks of the elite, where they reigned for decades. If the Cot-
ton Bowl joined the rotation, the additional two at-large berths would remain and certainly, Ohio 
State and Arkansas would both end up in BCS bowls. 
 
Regardless, I would prefer the plus-one system in any incarnation and my mind is not changed at 
all by seeing how this year’s results would cause the teams to be slotted. 
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The Sports Mount Rushmore For American Cities (Athletes Only) 
January 15, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
Atlanta 
Dominique Wilkins 
Tom Glavine 
Greg Maddux 
Hank Aaron 
 
Baltimore 
Johnny Unitas 
Brooks Robinson 
Frank Robinson 
Cal Ripken, Jr. 
 
Boston 
Ted Williams 
Bobby Orr 
Bill Russell 
Larry Bird 
 
Buffalo 
Jim Kelly 
Bruce Smith 
Dominik Hasek 
Jack Kemp 
 
Cleveland 
Jim Brown 
Bob Feller 
Otto Graham 
Lou Groza (NOTE: 
Lou The Toe had his 
image restored to 
Cleveland’s mountain 
after Lebron was 
sandblasted off last 
summer.) 
 
Chicago 
Michael Jordan 
Ernie Banks 
Bobby Hull 
Walter Payton 
 
Cincinnati 
Johnny Bench 
Pete Rose 
Oscar Robertson 
Anthony Munoz 

Dallas 
Roger Staubach 
Troy Aikman 
Nolan Ryan 
Mike Modano 
 
Denver 
John Elway 
Joe Sakic 
Patrick Roy 
Dan Issel 
 
Detroit 
Gordie Howe 
Steve Yzerman 
Ty Cobb 
Barry Sanders 
 
Houston 
Hakeem Olajuwon 
Jeff Bagwell 
Craig Biggio 
Warren Moon 
 
Kansas City 
Len Dawson 
George Brett 
Derrick Thomas 
Dan Quisenberry 
 
Los Angeles 
Magic Johnson 
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar 
Kobe Bryant 
Sandy Koufax 
 
Miami 
Dan Marino 
Dwyane Wade 
Bob Griese 
Larry Csonka 
 
Milwaukee/Green Bay 
Bart Starr 
Brett Favre 
Hank Aaron 
Warren Spahn 
 
Minneapolis/St. Paul 
Kirby Puckett 
George Mikan 
Fran Tarkenton 
Rod Carew  

New York 
Babe Ruth 
Willie Mays 
Mickey Mantle 
Joe DiMaggio 
 
Oakland 
Reggie Jackson 
Ken Stabler 
Marcus Allen 
Catfish Hunter 
 
Philadelphia 
Mike Schmidt 
Bobby Clarke 
Julius Erving 
Wilt Chamberlain 
 
Phoenix 
Curt Schilling 
Randy Johnson 
Kurt Warner 
Charles Barkley 
 
Pittsburgh 
Terry Bradshaw 
Mario Lemieux 
Roberto Clemente 
Sidney Crosby 
 
St. Louis 
Stan Musial 
Bob Pettit 
Rogers Hornsby 
Albert Pujols 
 
San Diego 
Dan Fouts 
LaDainian Tomlinson 
Tony Gwynn 
Junior Seau 
 
San Francisco 
Joe Montana 
Jerry Rice 
Willie Mays 
Barry Bonds 
 
Seattle 
Jack Sikma 
Ken Griffey, Jr. 
Ichiro 
Steve Largent 

Tampa Bay 
Lee Roy Selmon 
Vincent Lecavalier 
Martin St. Louis 
John Lynch 
 
Washington 
Sonny Jurgensen 
Sammy Baugh 
Walter Johnson 
Elvin Hayes 
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Portrait Of a Historic Losing Streak 
February 3, 2011 
By Sean Trench 
 
As you know, the Cleveland Cavaliers are in the midst of the fourth-worst losing streak in the his-
tory of the National Basketball Association. They have now lost 22 games in a row. Last night was 
their shot at ending that streak, but in the end, they just couldn't put enough plays together to get 
it done. The team as it is constructed right now doesn't have the confidence to close out games 
like the last one. So the losing streak just continues right now with no end in sight.  
 
As a native Clevelander, sometimes it is hard to be an objective writer or fan. You always want to 
come to the defense of the home team when they are the subject of ridicule in the media. How-
ever, when the team goes from being on the cusp of an NBA championship to the worst in the 
league, you have to keep an open mind when it comes to the outside world of national writers and 
commentators that are just "kicking the dog when it is down". This team has had a multitude of 
key injuries this year that they couldn’t afford if they hoped to be competing for a playoff spot. 
Whether you like it or not, Anderson Varejao is the heart and soul of this basketball team. He is 
out for the season. Without him, there is no toughness or heart on this roster. 
 
With the trade deadline looming, the Cavaliers have to try and trade guys like Mo Williams and 
Antawn Jamison. Jamison doesn't look like a player that wants to be here, and with Ramon Ses-
sions stepping up in Mo's absence, it doesn't seem that Mo would be a fit here any longer. There is 
something very wrong with this team that goes beyond the game on the court. Ever since the horri-
ble beating that came at Quicken Loans Arena on December 2 at the hands of the Miami Heat, this 
team looks like it has mentally checked out and will not ever come back from that loss. So I think 
you have to explore the opportunity to trade some of these guys and get some fresh players in 
here. Otherwise, this situation could get a whole lot worse, if that is indeed possible.  
 
Now that brings me to something else that I want to touch on. Why in the world are the Cavaliers 
laughing and joking around with each other when they are 8-41?! Have some pride! If I was on a 
team that was the laughingstock of the league, I would be trying to get better instead of laughing 
and joking around. This league has changed. You would have never seen the stars in the past 
laughing and joking around with the opposing team. Now that's really all you see. What happened 
to the days of wanting to embarrass the player who was guarding you, or wanting to compete and 
be tougher than the opponent? I guess that has just gone away. As a fan, you want to see the guys 
have fun, but you also want to see them compete and be better than the opponent too. With this 
Cavaliers squad, you just don't see the fire in them that they want to be better. 
 
Head Coach Byron Scott has a tough challenge in front of him. I think he knew that when he took 
the job, but probably not to the extent that it has come to this year. Another question has to be 
posed: where would this team be if Mike Brown was kept on as the coach? I'm not sure there would 
be that much of a difference, maybe 3-5 more wins? I mean this team has had to learn a new of-
fense and defense. But these are grown men, right? They should have learned the system by now. 
It's almost 50 games into the season now. It's also interesting to think that we were talking about 
how many championships this team would win just a few years ago with Lebron James, to now 
talking about this team being possibly contracted or moved and not ever winning a title. 
 
The Cavaliers need to look at the Oklahoma City Thunder's roster and see that is possible to have a 
winning team again. You have to build up through the draft and get lucky with a few picks and 
move forward from there. With a record of 8-41, the Cavaliers are well on their way. I know as 
Cavaliers fans that is not what you want to hear. But with players able to manipulate the system 
and create a "superteam" like the Miami Heat have done, this is the only way to win again. Tear it 
down and rebuild. So Cavs fans, start paying really close attention to the NCAA this year and see 
who might be coming to Cleveland next year. Jared Sullinger? Kyrie Irving? Perry Jones? Kemba 
Walker? Who would be a good fit here? That answer might come sooner than you think. But for 
now, GM Chris Grant, it's in your hands. Start dealing. 
 
The Cleveland Cavaliers 2010-11 slogan should read: "It is what it is." 



How To Project a Bracket For Selection Sunday 
March 10, 2011 
By Nate Noy 
 
Come Sunday night, fans everywhere will be dissecting and filling out their NCAA Tournament 
brackets. However, some of us can’t wait until then and have been projecting what the bracket 
will look like. Below is my projection of what the final bracket will entail, along with an explana-
tion of the process I went through to create the bracket. 
 
To project a bracket, a fan should try to “get inside the head of the Committee”. This can be done 
by looking back at previous brackets and uncovering trends in how the Committee puts together 
the bracket. 
 
The first step in projecting a bracket is to establish who the #1 seeds are and assign them to the 
various regions. Next you need to project the #1, 2, 3 and 4 seeds and assign them to the various 
sub-regions. Keep in mind that the process the committee uses is to take the top team overall and 
assign it to the region closest to its home, then the next best team and assign it to the closest lo-
cation not yet assigned, etc, etc. 
 
The #1 overall seed will either be Ohio State or Kansas. As of today it is likely OSU, with Kansas a 
close 2nd. Both these teams WILL be #1 seeds regardless of what happens in the conference tour-
naments. The four regions this year are: Newark, San Antonio, Anaheim, and New Orleans.  
As of today, I would place Pitt and Notre Dame as the other two #1 seeds. If Duke wins the ACC, it 
could replace Pitt or Notre Dame. It should be noted that as I write this Pitt just lost to U Conn, 
however last year Syracuse went 15-3 in the regular season in the Big East and lost in its first game 
of the conference tournament, yet retained the last #1 seed. (Which is exactly what Pitt did this 
year). 
 
It should also be noted that the Committee, in theory, places the 1 and 2 seeds in serpentine or-
der, with the best #2 seed being placed with the worst #1, however location still comes into play. 
Also, remember that the #1 overall matches up with the 4th #1 seed and the 2nd and 3rd #1 seeds 
match up. 
 
Here is how I project it as of today: 
 
#1 overall: Ohio State, Newark; next #1 Kansas, San Antonio, third #1 Notre Dame (assuming a Big 
East tourney win), New Orleans; last #1 Pitt, Anaheim. Newark v Anaheim and San Antonio v New 
Orleans. 
 
The #2 seeds are Duke, San Diego State, Purdue, and Syracuse. I think the Committee will keep 
San Diego State close to home and place them in Anaheim. Duke to New Orleans, Purdue to San 
Antonio, and Syracuse to Newark. San Diego State could end up in Anaheim as the #3 seed, and 
placing but if the win the MWC they will likely get a #2, this breaks the serpentine rule, but SDST 
does have the #3 overall RPI as of today. 
 
My #3 seeds are: Texas, Florida, North Carolina, and Louisville. The #4 seeds are: BYU, Wisconsin, 
Kentucky, and Arizona. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 63) 

KeepItInTheRing.net 
Veteran sports — and pro wrestling — journalist Rich Mancuso breaks down the action with passion and professionalism. 



How To Project a Bracket For Selection Sunday 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 62) 
The sub-regions look like this: (Note a team 
cannot play on its home court or in the city 
which it is the “host” until the Final-4 i.e., Ari-
zona cannot play in Tucson. Also note that BYU 
cannot play on a Sunday, so they must be 
placed in Thursday/ Saturday regions and sub-
regions). 
Ohio State: Cleveland 
Kansas: Tulsa 
Notre Dame: Chicago 
Pitt: Cleveland 
Duke: Charlotte 
Purdue: Chicago 
San Diego State: Tucson 
Syracuse: DC 
Texas: Tulsa 
Florida: Tampa 
UNC: Charlotte 
Louisville: Tucson 
BYU: Denver 
Wisconsin: DC 
Kentucky: Tampa 
Arizona: Denver 
 
In terms of the regional breakdown I project: 
Newark 
#1 Ohio State 
#4 Arizona 
#2 Syracuse 
#3 Florida 
Anaheim 
#1 Pitt 
#4 Wisconsin 
#2 San Diego St 
#3 Texas 
San Antonio 
#1 Kansas 
#4 Kentucky 
#2 Purdue 
#3 UNC 
New Orleans 
#1 Notre Dame 
#4 BYU 
#2 Duke 
#3 Louisville 
 
Once you have your top 16 seeds established 
and placed in sub-regions, then it is time to 
tackle the remainder of the bracket. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 64) 
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How To Project a Bracket For Selection Sunday 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 63) 
Keep in mind that while the Committee does not want to place more than one team from any indi-
vidual conference in the same group of 8 teams, they will certainly have to break that rule this 
year with the Big East getting 10 or 11 teams, but I think they will try to adhere to that rule for 
the first 8 Big East teams slotted, meaning that exactly four Big East teams will be seeded 1, 4 or 5 
and exactly four will be seeded 2,3 or 6. So far from the Big East I have: 
#1 Notre Dame; #1 Pitt; with zero #4 seeds (meaning I will seed two Big East teams #5) and #2 
Syracuse, #3 Louisville, (meaning I will seed two Big East teams #6). 
 
To seed the remainder of the field you should next establish the hierarchy by team of the multi-
bid conferences. Keep in mind that the Committee relies heavily on RPI and Strength of Schedule 
(SOS). You should also establish a line within each conference, teams above the line are highly 
likely to make the tournament, teams below it are under consideration. 
Before getting into the at-large selections, I generally establish the 13, 14, 15, and 16 seeds at this 
point. To accomplish this you take the bottom 18 automatic qualifiers and rank them 1-18 to es-
tablish their seeds (yes a weak team could take an auto-bid from a major conference and end up 
on the 13 line like Georgia did a few years ago, but for now we assume that will not happen.) 
The best way to rank these 18 teams is by RPI, which is the most important factor at the bottom of 
the bracket for the Committee. I usually start from the bottom, with the team ranked 15 playing 
18 in the play-in round and the 16 v 17. Below are the bottom 18 teams with applicable RPI and my 
placeholder seeds, note that seven of these teams still have to complete conference tournaments 
and could be replaced by weaker teams, which could impact the bottom seeds up or down by a 
line. Note for now these are placeholders, when I make my final bracket I compare the teams up 
or down a line for things like quality wins and SOS, but the placeholder for today looks like this: 

RPI Team Seed 
34 Harvard 13 
52 Oakland 13 
53 Belmont 13 
77 Long Island 13 
78 Morehead State 14 
81 Bucknell 14 
84 Indiana State 14 
85 Kent State 14 
89 Long Beach State 15 
95 St Peters 15 
99 Northern Colorado 15 
110 Wofford 15 
134 Boston U 16 
146 UNC Asheville 16 
156 McNeese State PI 
166 Hampton PI 
176 Texas Southern PI 
192 Ark LR PI 

Pro Wrestling Archetypes For MMA 
April 9, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
FDH Lounge Dignitary Jake Digman is our chief MMA correspondent and, 
as a lifelong pro wrestling fan, he is fascinated by the nexus of pro wres-
tling and MMA. The earliest origins of pro wrestling, well over a century 
ago before the sport transitioned to worked outcomes, were similar to 
the straightforward presentation of today’s mixed martial arts. As such, 
FDH has a list of 20 pro wrestling archetypes and the wrestlers who best 
embodied them. It’s certainly interesting to ponder which of these could 
work successfully in the legitimate sport of MMA. 
 
Anti-hero: Steve Austin 
Coolest man on the planet: The Rock 
White bread babyface: Bob Backlund 
Underdog babyface: Mikey Whipwreck 
Hero for the kids: John Cena 
“Good of the company/sport” face: Tommy Dreamer 
Beloved elder statesman: Terry Funk 
Cool heel: Scott Hall and Kevin Nash 
Infantile face: Shawn Michaels & HHH 
Pretty boy face: Kerry Von Erich 
Narcissistic heel: Rick Rude 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 65) 
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Pro Wrestling Archetypes For MMA 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 64) 
Anti-American villain: Nikolai Volkoff 
Effeminate heel: Adrian Street 
Weird, scary foreign dude: Abdullah the Butcher 
Foreign savage: Kamala 
Lone wolf badass: Samoa Joe 
Supernatural dabbler: The Undertaker 
Blue-collar hero: Dusty Rhodes 
Saloon brawler: Bruiser Brody 
Troubled tweener: Mankind 

Breaking Down The 
Shocking Jim Tressel 
Resignation 

It’s a development that I’ve slowly come to see coming – but after the 2011 season, I thought. 
With surprising corners of the normally pliant Ohio media starting to call for the head of Jim Tres-
sel, I read the tea leaves and deduced that the next round of shoes to drop in the various ongoing 
investigations would be deemed too much. But I never thought that day would come so quickly. 
 
Cards on the table, from different perspectives:  
 
^ My dad is a season-ticket holder at Ohio State and I’ve been going to games all my life (on board 
with the home team except for the games against my alma mater, Ohio!).  
 
^ When OSU decided – more than ten years belatedly – to replace John Cooper, Glen Mason was my 
first choice. Unlike most, I didn’t think Tressel would be overmatched at this level due to his pre-
vious career experience having topped out at Youngstown State. I simply felt, as did a great many, 
that Mason was the next great big-time coach waiting to happen. Well, you can’t get them all 
right! 
 
^ I have been critical for a long time of the paranoid, self-righteous nature of so many in the Ohio 
State fanbase. There’s a whininess, a “the nash-null media hates us” pathetic quality that is far 
too prevalent and unbecoming. Such know-nothingism reflects poorly on the entire Buckeye com-
munity. Everything is a conspiracy against them, to hear them tell it. 
 
^ Although nobody in my family knows Jim Tressel personally, my parents got to know his family 
and worked with his brother in the Berea School District. I should backtrack for a moment and 
point out that the Tressel name is legendary and beloved in Cleveland’s southwest suburbs as Jim’s 
father Lee was a coaching legend at Baldwin-Wallace. In the corner of the universe where I’ve 
lived most of my life, the Tressel family is regarded as the salt of the earth and it was decades 
before Jim relocated to CBus in 2001. I have heard a great many stories about the kindnesses Jim 
has shown that he has kept quiet because they were not for show. 
 
It’s that last point that I wish to extrapolate first. The idiotic portrayal in the national media that 
this was a man who schemed to put forward a holy façade while gleefully looking for ways to 
cheat, lie and steal is the laziest kind of tripe.  
 
Clearly, clearly, he made mistakes. Not marching down the hallway to the university compliance 
officer over a year ago looms as the biggest of any of them. Because of the lie of omission on the 
form he turned in to the NCAA before last football season (“nope, nothing to see here”), I knew 
that more punishment was inevitable. I thought, I hoped, that it would be limited to a suspension 
for the 2011 season and vacating wins from the 2010 season. Under normal circumstances, that 
would be a draconian punishment – but as Monday proved, there could always be a worse outcome. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 66) 
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Breaking Down The Shocking Jim Tressel Resignation 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 65) 
The vaunted Sports Illustrated story that was due to drop today clearly drove the timing on the 
story and the “resignation” – side note, nobody has walked away from Ohio State fully voluntarily 
since the 1940s. The column got most amusing when Robert Rose played the “a brotha’s gotta eat” 
card – when talking about why he exchanged memorabilia for tats! You can’t make this stuff up! 
 
It’s interesting that almost the entire gist of the story is “this bad stuff was going on and he should 
have known about it and managed not to” (well, aside from the hearsay from a possibly bitter for-
mer associate of Tressel’s – who did NOT go on to the career heights of Tressel – who claimed that 
he screwed over some non-prized high school athletes at the expense of blue-chippers in some 
football camp raffles). I say “interesting,” because what did Tressel do, after all, if not prove 
wildly unsuccessful at working through the world of plausible deniability that most big-time 
coaches have to navigate? 
 
Think about it: the folks with the “Buckstaches” are right that a lot of these matters happen eve-
rywhere with the culture of entitlement that follows a lot of the top-ranked players in the coun-
try. BUT – coaches at other institutions keep these things under control. For example, Bob Stoops 
cracks heads, big-time. If you get caught doing something wrong at that school, be prepared to get 
dragged by your nuts down Main Street. Does that mean there’s no wrongdoing at Oklahoma? Of 
course not. But everything is under control there – which, in the sewer pit of big-time college ath-
letics, is the only realistic aim. Be clean – or keep the bacteria on your nose invisible. Tressel was 
far worse on the second point than the first. 
 
Frankly, for all of the Machiavellian conspiracy theories about how Tressel schemed to put up a 
false image all these years, most of his problems appear to stem from a softness that did him in. 
He never cracked skulls, Stoops-style. In the fateful email chain that ultimately did him in, he 
complained about the difficulties of keeping these kids out of trouble – while ultimately not having 
the stomach to put the fear of God into them. Does that sound like somebody gleefully and delib-
erately living a second life contrary to his public image? We don’t even need to get into the fact 
that he left a ton of money on the table with his resignation (even if the university does agree to a 
settlement of some sort) rather than put blood on OSU’s hands by having them fire him. 
 
I would say that the time for piling on is over, but I actually think that time is long overdue. To 
date, I see nothing that changes my original prescription for the situation (season-long suspension 
and vacating 2010 wins). I think that the NCAA should have allowed for the possibility of taking his 
good acts into account when the possibility of his “personal death penalty” arose. In Ohio, he will 
be regarded as one of the all-time great college coaches and somebody who paid a price for his 
actions – with many finding it excessive. The rest of the country will find that judgment narrow 
and parochial. For once – for once, they will be judging the fanbase wrong. 

SteveKallas.com 
Covering the intersection of sports, ethics and 

the law like NOBODY else can. 



FDH Top Players in The NFL, MLB, NHL & NBA 
NFL 
August 9, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
In the summer of 2010, to ex-
amine the impact of the 
vaunted NBA free agent class, 
FDH ranked the top 30 players 
in the league (averaging one 
per team) to determine the 
true strength of the class. We 
decided this summer to reprise 
the concept with each of the 
“Big Four” sports in North 
America, with all of these serv-
ing as non-fantasy rankings.  
TOP TIER 
1 Tom Brady 
2 Aaron Rodgers 
3 Darrelle Revis 
4 Andre Johnson 
5 Nnamdi Asomugha 
6 Chris Johnson 
7 Peyton Manning 
8 Troy Polamalu 
9 Dwight Freeney 
10 Julius Peppers 
11 Larry Fitzgerald 
12 Drew Brees 
13 Roddy White 
14 Ben Roethlisberger 
15 Patrick Willis 
16 Adrian Peterson 
17 Jason Peters 
18 DeMarcus Ware 
19 James Harrison 
20 Reggie Wayne 
21 Calvin Johnson 
22 Arian Foster 
23 Jamaal Charles 
24 Dallas Clark 
25 Nick Mangold 
26 Philip Rivers 
27 Maurice Jones-Drew 
28 Clay Matthews 
SECOND TIER 
29 Champ Bailey 
30 Antonio Gates 
31 Kevin Williams 
32 Ed Reed 

MLB 
August 13, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
TOP TIER 
1 Roy Halladay  
2 Jose Bautista 
3 Ryan Braun  
4 Joey Votto 
5 Albert Pujols 
6 Tim Lincecum 
7 Justin Verlander  
8 Josh Johnson  
9 Matt Kemp  
10 Troy Tulowitzki  
11 Felix Hernandez 
12 Cliff Lee 
13 Mariano Rivera 
14 Adrian Gonzalez  
15 Jered Weaver 
16 Carlos Gonzalez  
17 Dan Haren 
18 Josh Hamilton 
19 Miguel Cabrera 
20 Josh Beckett 
21 CC Sabathia 
SECOND TIER 
22 Prince Fielder 
23 Paul Konerko 
24 Justin Upton 
25 Jacoby Ellsbury 
26 Hanley Ramirez  
27 Robinson Cano  
28 Matt Cain  
29 Curtis Granderson 
30 Cole Hamels  

NHL 
August 14, 2011 
By Rick Morris  
 
This is a feature that we are serializing 
from PRO HOCKEY DRAFTOLOGY 2011. 
These are the top 30 players in the NHL 
at the present time – averaging one per 
team in the league – by my determina-
tion. Sportsology’s Russ Cohen offers 
analysis of where he agrees — and dis-
agrees. 
TOP TIER 
1 Sidney Crosby - Agreed, Crosby makes 
players around him better and he never 
has the same linemates from season to 
season. 
2 Alex Ovechkin - This spot may not be 
there for him next year.  
3 Tim Thomas - If Thomas is #3, then 
Lundqvist has to be higher than 17. 
4 Daniel Sedin - They should be 4 and 4a 
and give 5 to somebody not named Sedin. 
They are incredible players with a lot of 
upside. 
5 Henrik Sedin 
6 Corey Perry - He is a threat to get a 
“Gordie Howe Hat Trick" on any given 
night. 
7 Evgeni Malkin - He and Stamkos could 
swap spots depending on the season, the 
second half of a season, and as far as in-
juries are concerned. 
8 Steven Stamkos 
9 Pavel Datsyuk - The puck is glued to his 
stick and he's still one of the most amaz-
ing players to watch in the world. 

10 Martin St. Louis - He could win the Hart, probably should & 
he was once “too small to play in the NHL.” 
11 Ryan Kesler - He was hurt during the Cup; he will probably be 
5-6 spots higher next season and he continues to dominate the 
league. 
12 Henrik Zetterberg - Very boring superstar. 
13 Zdeno Chara - He is a game-plan changer, plain and simple. 
14 Pekka Rinne - Not such a meteoric rise; I wrote about him in 
a goalie magazine year's ago. 
15 Alexander Semin - If he can continue to be a better playoff 
performer, the sky’s the limit. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 68) 



FDH Top Players in The NFL, MLB, NHL & NBA 
NHL 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 67) 
16 Nicklas Lidstrom - Even at the age of 50, he'll be retired for just a few years, and he'll still be 
on this list. 
17 Henrik Lundqvist - Needs a Cup and a Vezina and he will be recognized as the best goalie in the 
game. 
18 Zach Parise - He plays one of the best all-around games in the league. 
19 Roberto Luongo - He wins a lot of regular season games, won a few tough playoff games; this is 
about right. 
20 Jarome Iginla - He will continue to be an underrated and under-appreciated player in this 
league.  
21 Jonathan Toews - Toews is already one of the best captains and clutch players in the league. 
Should be higher. 
22 Nicklas Backstrom - Does everything well and doesn't get a lot of credit for it. 
23 Ilya Kovalchuk - He settled into New Jersey and started to show off his mad scoring skills once 
again. 
SECOND TIER 
24 Lubomir Visnovsky - He might max out at this spot, but he is really a great offensive blueliner. 
25 Marian Gaborik - He is slipping and he could be off this list very soon if injuries creep back into 
his game. 
26 Bobby Ryan - He has worked hard to get out of Sidney Crosby's shadow (being picked behind 
him). 
27 Anze Kopitar - If he didn't get hurt this past season, he would have been higher. He is a true 
"rising star.” 
28 Ryan Getzlaf - Doesn't get enough credit for the points he continues to put up on the board. 
29 Patrick Kane - Will be higher next year, he had a bit of an off year, but he's still young. His up-
side is incredible. 
30 Teemu Selanne - One of the true "Greats of the Game" and a legendary scorer at any age. 

NBA 
August 14, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
NOTE: We have in parentheses 
the rankings from last summer. 
TOP TIER 
1 Dwyane Wade (4) 
2 Kobe Bryant (2) 
3 Dirk Nowitzki (9) 
4 LeBron James (1) 
5 Kevin Durant (3) 
6 Derrick Rose (14) 
SECOND TIER 
7 Chris Paul (5) 
8 Amar’e Stoudemire (12) 
9 Carmelo Anthony (11) 
10 Dwight Howard (7) 
11 Deron Williams (8) 
12 Steve Nash (6) 

13 Blake Griffin (NA) 
14 Kevin Love (NA) 
15 Chris Bosh (10) 
16 Rudy Gay (21) 
17 Russell Westbrook (NA) 
18 LaMarcus Aldridge (27) 
19 Monta Ellis (20) 
20 Kevin Martin (NA) 
21 Zach Randolph (22) 
22 Danny Granger (18) 
23 Joe Johnson (15) 
THIRD TIER 
24 Rajon Rondo (17) 
25 Pau Gasol (24) 

26 Brandon Roy (13) 
27 Brook Lopez (NA) 
28 Chauncey Billups (25) 
29 Michael Beasley (NA) 
30 Al Jefferson (NA) 
 
Players ranked in 2010 
Carlos Boozer (16) 
Tim Duncan (19) 
Paul Pierce (23) 
David Lee (26) 
Andre Iguodala (28) 
OJ Mayo (29) 
Antawn Jamison (30) 

MMA Ring Announcer Jake Digman 
Mic work that would make CM Punk jealous! 

Booking information available at JakeDigman.com 



Dream Sporting Event: NBA Lockout League 
ROUND 1 
1 TEAM WADE: Kevin Durant 
2 TEAM KOBE: Dwight Howard 
3 TEAM DIRK: Steve Nash 
4 TEAM DUNCAN: Chris Paul 
5 TEAM ROSE: Amar’e Stoudemire 
6 TEAM LEBRON: Chris Bosh 
 
ROUND 2 
1 TEAM LEBRON: Stephen Curry 
2 TEAM ROSE: Carmelo Anthony 
3 TEAM DUNCAN: Danny Granger 
4 TEAM DIRK: Brook Lopez 
5 TEAM KOBE: Blake Griffin 
6 TEAM WADE: Deron Williams 
 
ROUND 3 
1 TEAM WADE: Kevin Love 
2 TEAM KOBE: Rudy Gay 
3 TEAM DIRK: Joe Johnson 
4 TEAM DUNCAN: Ray Allen 
5 TEAM ROSE: Monta Ellis 
6 TEAM LEBRON: Russell Westbrook 
 
ROUND 4 
1 TEAM LEBRON: Pau Gasol 
2 TEAM ROSE: Zach Randolph 
3 TEAM DUNCAN: Tyreke Evans 
4 TEAM DIRK: Brandon Roy 
5 TEAM KOBE: Michael Beasley 
6 TEAM WADE: Andrew Bynum 
 
ROUND 5 
1 TEAM WADE: LaMarcus Aldridge 
2 TEAM KOBE: Lamar Odom 
3 TEAM DIRK: Andre Iguodala 
4 TEAM DUNCAN: Marc Gasol 
5 TEAM ROSE: Paul Pierce 
6 TEAM LEBRON: Kevin Martin 
 
ROUND 6 
1 TEAM LEBRON: Chauncey Billups 
2 TEAM ROSE: Rajon Rondo 
3 TEAM DUNCAN: Manu Ginobili 
4 TEAM DIRK: Kevin Garnett 
5 TEAM KOBE: John Wall 
6 TEAM WADE: Danilo Gallinari 

ROUND 7 
1 TEAM WADE: Eric Gordon 
2 TEAM KOBE: Luis Scola 
3 TEAM DIRK: Jason Terry 
4 TEAM DUNCAN: Tony Parker 
5 TEAM ROSE: Joakim Noah 
6 TEAM LEBRON: OJ Mayo 
 
ROUND 8 
1 TEAM LEBRON: Anderson Varejao 
2 TEAM ROSE: Carlos Boozer 
3 TEAM DUNCAN: Al Jefferson 
4 TEAM DIRK: Caron Butler  
5 TEAM KOBE: Jameer Nelson 
6 TEAM WADE: David Lee 
 
ROUND 9 
1 TEAM WADE: Luol Deng 
2 TEAM KOBE: Al Horford 
3 TEAM DIRK: Paul Millsap 
4 TEAM DUNCAN: Dorell Wright 
5 TEAM ROSE: Josh Smith 
6 TEAM LEBRON: Mike Conley 
 
ROUND 10 
1 TEAM LEBRON: Elton Brand 
2 TEAM ROSE: Gerald Wallace 
3 TEAM DUNCAN: David West 
4 TEAM DIRK: Jason Kidd 
5 TEAM KOBE: Derrick Williams 
6 TEAM WADE: Mike Miller 
 
ROUND 11 
1 TEAM WADE: Jrue Holliday 
2 TEAM KOBE: Hedo Turkoglu 
3 TEAM DIRK: Antawn Jamison 
4 TEAM DUNCAN: Ben Gordon 
5 TEAM ROSE: Shawn Marion 
6 TEAM LEBRON: Grant Hill 
 
ROUND 12 
1 TEAM LEBRON: James Harden 
2 TEAM ROSE: Raymond Felton 
3 TEAM DUNCAN: Rip Hamilton 
4 TEAM DIRK: Tyson Chandler 
5 TEAM KOBE: Devin Harris 
6 TEAM WADE: Kyrie Irving 

August 21, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
With the NBA players 
scattering to the four 
corners of the globe, 
the question comes to 
mind about what would 
happen if they lever-
aged their star power 
to form an all-star barn-
storming league?  We 
decided to take a look 
at what it might resem-
ble. 
 
First step: nominate six 
players to be team cap-
tains to conduct a 
draft.  We went for an 
amalgam of recent 
league MVPs and fran-
chise players to win 
NBA championships.  
That set up a “Kevin 
Durant lottery” as he 
was the obvious top 
choice for whichever 
player took the top 
spot.  A random draw-
ing gave that top pick 
to Team Wade.  The 
draft that we con-
ducted took into ac-
count the many factors 
that players would 
likely utilize in making 
their selections: from 
pure respect for talent 
to personal biases to 
chemistry formed 
through past associa-
tions. 
 
In terms of the struc-
ture, presumably the 
players association 
would shop this league 
to a network or combi-
nation of networks.  
Anyone presently deal-
ing with the NBA would 
certainly be out of the 
mix.  

For the sake of argument, let’s assume that the new Comcast-owned NBC 
Universal family shells out the necessary money, with weeknight games on 
Versus (soon to become the NBC Sports Network) and Saturday games on 
NBC (doubleheaders with both games taking place in a domed stadium).  In 
every city, non-NBA arenas would almost certainly be needed. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 70) 



Dream Sporting Event: NBA Lockout League 
TEAM WADE 
Kevin Durant 
Deron Williams 
Kevin Love 
Andrew Bynum 
LaMarcus Aldridge 
Danilo Gallinari 
Eric Gordon 
David Lee 
Luol Deng 
Mike Miller 
Jrue Holliday 
Kyrie Irving 
 
TEAM KOBE 
Dwight Howard 
Blake Griffin 
Rudy Gay 
Michael Beasley 
Lamar Odom 
John Wall 
Luis Scola 
Jameer Nelson 
Al Horford 
Derrick Williams 
Hedo Turkoglu 
Devin Harris 
 
TEAM DIRK 
Steve Nash 
Brook Lopez 
Joe Johnson 
Brandon Roy 
Andre Iguodala 
Kevin Garnett 
Jason Terry 
Caron Butler  
Paul Millsap 
Jason Kidd 
Antawn Jamison 
Tyson Chandler 

TEAM DUNCAN 
Chris Paul 
Danny Granger 
Ray Allen 
Tyreke Evans 
Marc Gasol 
Manu Ginobili 
Tony Parker 
Al Jefferson 
Dorell Wright 
David West 
Ben Gordon 
Rip Hamilton 
 
TEAM ROSE 
Amar’e Stoudemire 
Carmelo Anthony 
Monta Ellis 
Zach Randolph 
Paul Pierce 
Rajon Rondo 
Joakim Noah 
Carlos Boozer 
Josh Smith 
Gerald Wallace 
Shawn Marion 
Raymond Felton 
 
TEAM LEBRON 
Chris Bosh 
Stephen Curry 
Russell Westbrook 
Pau Gasol 
Kevin Martin 
Chauncey Billups 
OJ Mayo 
Anderson Varejao 
Mike Conley 
Elton Brand 
Grant Hill 
James Harden 

Saturday, November 12 on NBC: Draft/Selection Show 
Wednesday, November 23 on Versus: Team Wade vs. Team Kobe 
(Meadowlands) 
Saturday, November 26 on NBC: Team Dirk vs. Team Duncan 
(Indianapolis) 
Saturday, November 26 on NBC: Team Rose vs. Team Lebron 
(Indianapolis) 
Wednesday, November 30 on Versus: Team Duncan vs. Team Dirk 
(Chicago) 
Saturday, December 3 on NBC: Team Kobe vs. Team Wade (St. Louis) 
Saturday, December 3 on NBC: Team Lebron vs. Team Rose (St. Louis) 
Wednesday, December 7 on Versus: Team Kobe vs. Team Rose 
(Lexington, KY) 
Thursday, December 8 on Versus: Team Wade vs. Team Dirk (Columus) 
Thursday, December 8 on Versus: Team Duncan vs. Team Lebron 
(Cincinnati) 
Friday, December 9 on Versus: Team Rose vs. Team Kobe (Louisville, KY) 
Saturday, December 10 on NBC: Team Dirk vs. Team Wade (Detroit) 
Saturday, December 10 on NBC: Team Lebron vs. Team Duncan (Detroit) 
Wednesday, December 14 on Versus: Team Kobe vs. Team Dun-
can (Philadelphia) 
Thursday, December 15 on Versus: Team Wade vs. Team Rose (Baltimore) 
Thursday, December 15 on Versus: Team Dirk vs. Team Lebron (Pittsburgh) 
Friday, December 16 on Versus: Team Duncan vs. Team Kobe 
(Meadowlands) 
Saturday, December 17 on NBC: Team Rose vs. Team Wade (Atlanta) 
Saturday, December 17 on NBC: Team Lebron vs. Team Dirk (Atlanta) 
Wednesday, December 21 on Versus: Team Wade vs. Team Duncan 
(Greensboro, NC) 
Thursday, December 22 on Versus: Team Kobe vs. Team Lebron 
(Knoxville, TN) 
Thursday, December 22 on Versus: Team Dirk vs. Team Rose (Nashville) 
Friday, December 23 on Versus: Team Duncan vs. Team Wade (Raleigh) 
Sunday, December 25 on NBC: Team Lebron vs. Team Kobe 
(Indianapolis) 
Sunday, December 25 on NBC: Team Rose vs. Team Dirk (Indianapolis) 
Wednesday, December 28 on Versus: Team Wade vs. Team Lebron (St. Paul) 
Thursday, December 29 on Versus: Team Kobe vs. Team Dirk (Chicago) 
Thursday, December 29 on Versus: Team Duncan vs. Team Rose 
(Cleveland) 
Friday, December 30 on Versus: Team Lebron vs. Team Wade 
(Kansas City) 
Saturday, December 31 on NBC: Team Dirk vs. Team Kobe (Detroit) 
Saturday, December 31 on NBC: Team Rose vs. Team Duncan (Detroit) 
Tuesday, January 10 on NBC: Semifinal (Dallas) 
Wednesday, January 11 on NBC: Semifinal (Houston) 
Sunday, January 16 on NBC: Championship (Atlanta) 

would square off in semifinals and then a championship.  In the event that the lockout would end be-
fore this barnstorming league, then the remaining games could be finished on a vastly compressed 
schedule over the summer.  Given the possibility, perhaps probability of a winter without pro 
hoops, the alternate scenario sketched out here is plausible if the union could muster the neces-
sary unity among its top players. 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 69) 
Each team would play ten games, two 
against every other team.  At the end of 
the regular season, the teams with the 
four best records (with total best margin 
of victory among teams tied serving as a 
tiebreaker)   completed   the   season,  



FDH and Sportsology’s Top 10 Athletes Of All Time 
August 23, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
Inspired by a similar column from my good pal Russ Cohen of Sportsology, I’ve set a Top 10 list of 
the greatest athletes of all time.  And given that it’s commonplace for members of The 21st Cen-
tury Media Alliance to syndicate content among ourselves, we’ve got Russ’s original column. 
 
HONORABLE MENTION 
Gordie Howe 
Jackie Robinson (listed because of his prowess in multiple sports in addition to baseball: football, 
basketball, tennis and track & field) 
Walter Johnson 
Wayne Gretzky 
Michael Jordan 
Joe Louis 
Jack Nicklaus 
Bill Russell 
Wilt Chamberlain 
Muhammad Ali 
 
10 Oscar Robertson – His famous “triple-double” average for a season epitomized his unmatched 
versatility.  He could score inside and outside with equal aplomb and he was a key innovator in 
terms of the big guard position and some revolutionary means of scoring. 
9 Willie Mays – The game of baseball has never before seen, and may never see again, his blend of 
offense and defense. 
8 AJ Foyt – Open-wheel, stock cars, endurance races – he could win in any format. 
7 Sugar Ray Robinson – The greatest pound-for-pound fighter ever.  He established sustained domi-
nance at the amateur level before even entering the pro ranks. 
6 Pele – The most accomplished player in the one game played in all corners of the globe. 
5 Bobby Orr – He revolutionized the game, dominating offensively as a defenseman.  Until his 
knees went bad, he defined the word unstoppable. 
4 Jim Brown – He was a man among boys physically, running amok against the defenders of his day.  
He is also a member of the Lacrosse Hall of Fame!  
3 Babe Ruth – He is on a short list of the greatest sluggers of all time and surely would have ranked 
in the same spot among pitchers had he stayed on the mound. 
2 Babe Didrikson Zaharias – The greatest female athlete of all time – by far – dominated at track 
and field and golf and made a mark in countless other sports as well. 
1 Jim Thorpe – The man defined versatile dominance with his exploits in track and field and foot-
ball – to say nothing of the fact that he was also a good enough baseball player to crack the major 
leagues! 

The Thank You Economy 
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FDH and Sportsology’s Top 10 Athletes Of All Time 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 71) 
Russ’s Rants: My Top Ten Athletes in the History of Sports 
By Russ Cohen 
 
I know the minute I post this that there will be tons of comments telling me I left out this guy or 
should have included another guy. My criteria relate to how dominant they were in their sport and 
as an athlete. I’ve been putting together this list mentally for quite some time and now I am ready 
to reveal it. 
 
10) Babe Ruth – Before you kill me for this, remember the vast majority of pictures and video clips 
of “The Babe” are from the time he got a bit heavy, but he was in great shape for a good portion 
of his career. Nobody has ever dominated one sport at two different positions the way that he did. 
Some football players have come close, but to pitch the way that he did and then become the all-
time homer king is off the charts. He still has records that haven’t been broken in pitching and 
hitting. 
9) Gordie Howe – His longevity, strength, and dominance on the ice gets him on the list and I don’t 
think Wayne Gretzky would disagree. Six Hart Trophies, Six Art Ross Trophies, and he played after 
fracturing his skull.  Plus, he could shoot righty or lefty! 
8) Wilt Chamberlain – He had his 100-point game, he was a beast under the boards, and he could 
dribble the ball up the court. His only downfall was the fact that he couldn’t shoot a foul shot. He 
could high jump 6-6, he ran the 440 in 49 seconds and broad jumped 22 feet! He was also a wiz at 
volleyball and played that professionally. 
7) Muhammad Ali – He was the “greatest,” and I wasn’t fan but I respected his athletic prowess. 
He had a long and prosperous career and nobody could inflict punishment and take punishment like 
he could. He could dance for 15 rounds! 
6) Michael Johnson – He won four gold medals and he was a world champion eight times. He is the 
only athlete in the history of the Olympics to win a 200m and a 400m at the same event. He would 
gain speed on the turns! 
5) Jackie Robinson – His baseball career speaks for itself but it was his basketball, football, and 
track career at UCLA, before he made it in baseball, which set him apart. In the sport of baseball 
he could dance off the bag and just create havoc. Nobody has ever and will ever steal home the 
way that he did over and over again. 
4) Jim Brown – He could carry a pile of players on his back and still gain 10 yards. He made the 
biggest impact in his sport in a very short time because he chose another profession – not because 
his skills were in decline. His six games with at least four touchdowns remain an NFL record and he 
was arguably the best lacrosse player in the history of that sport. 
3) Bruce Jenner – A knee injury ended his football career and started his decathlon career? Really? 
He trained eight hours a day until he won a gold medal in the Olympics, setting a world record at 
the time. 
2) Jim Thorpe – He won two Olympic gold medals for the pentathlon and decathlon, and played 
professional football, baseball and basketball! In 1950, the AP voted him the greatest athlete of 
the first half of the twentieth century. 
1) Lance Armstrong – The “Tour de Lance” is still going. He won an amazing seven-consecutive 
Tour de France races after surviving testicular cancer. This sport is grueling, and yet he excelled 
at it, and he continues to race at the age of 39! 
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Part II: Entertainment Columns 

WWE Transitional Periods, Then And Now 
November 1, 2007 
By Rick Morris 
 
With the WWE clearly caught up in a transitional period right now, I was curious to check back in 
the history of the company to determine if we might be able to draw any conclusions about the 
future success or failure of the company based on present events. I limited my examination to the 
period coinciding with Vince Junior running the company, because comparing circumstances with a 
national promotion to the previous regional one would be apples and oranges. 
 
The old WWWF really didn’t feature transitional periods like the ones we’ve grown accustomed to 
in the modern era, anyway. When Bruno Sammartino captured the WWWF Title from Buddy Rogers 
on May 17, 1963 and started his legendary eight-year title reign, the overall style of the promotion 
didn’t change much at all. The next sets of title changes did have transitional champions in the 
mix, as Ivan Koloff shockingly won the belt from Sammartino on January 18, 1973, only to drop it 
to Pedro Morales (the Hispanic equivalent of Bruno’s ethnic champion appeal in the urban North-
east) three weeks later. Then, when Vince Senior decided to move back to Bruno on top, Pedro 
lost to Stan Stasiak on December 1, 1973 and Bruno beat the big heel nine days later. For all in-
tents and purposes, the overall style of the promotion did not change appreciably during the 
course of any of the title changes. 
 
The next two switches actually had no transitional champions in the mix at all. Superstar Billy Gra-
ham started the first long-term heel title run in WWWF history when he ended Bruno’s time on top 
once and for all on April 30, 1977. His flamboyant run on top, which a subsequent WWE DVD cor-
rectly labeled as ahead of its time, ended when the promotion put the strap on the man it had 
been grooming for the big spot, Bob Backlund on February 20, 1978. With the old-school Vince Sen-
ior still running the show, Graham’s wild charisma did not auger any major changes for the promo-
tion and the reign of Backlund solidified the company as a Northeast regional promotion with a 
white-bread babyface champion. Backlund had a couple of disputed title changes along the way, 
but stayed firmly atop the (now renamed) WWF until Vince Junior assumed control, started the 
national era and with it, the first real transitional period in the style of the promotion. 
 
1 THE START OF THE NATIONAL EXPANSION, THE PAY-PER-VIEW ERA AND WHAT WOULD COME 
TO BE KNOWN AS SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT. This era started with the Iron Sheik’s controversial 
victory over Backlund on December 26, 1983 when “The All-American Boy’s manager Arnold 
Skaaland threw in the towel with Backlund trapped in the Camel Clutch. As with Koloff more than 
a dozen years before, the Sheik was used as a hot-button foreign heel transitional champion, but 
the man who he would deliver the title to was used as a vehicle to change pro wrestling forever. 
Just a month later, Hulk Hogan began the modern era with a bang as he took the belt from the 
Iron Sheik in decisive fashion and was booked in more of a show-biz fashion than any other baby-
face champion ever. This was due in equal parts to his insane charisma, his larger-than-life phy-
sique and his inability to work in the ring in a traditional lengthy main-event fashion. Throughout 
1984, Rowdy Roddy Piper was established as the dominant heel personality of the new era with his 
unprecedented “Piper’s Pit” segments. By year’s end, when he attacked Hogan allies Captain Lou 
Albano and Cyndi Lauper during a charity award ceremony at Madison Square Garden, the seeds 
were sown for the culmination of the transitional period. The “War to Settle the Score” between 
Piper and Hogan from MSG, broadcast on MTV in February of 1985, introduced red-hot celebrity Mr. 
T into the mix and set the stage for the first WrestleMania at the end of March 1985. That event, 
with the potent mix of the most over wrestlers in the country, massive celebrity involvement and 
an undercard of wrestlers ready to be introduced to the national spotlight, set the company in mo-
tion with no looking back. That year’s return to national TV with “Saturday Night’s Main Event” 
and the first-ever pay-per-view The Wrestling Classic were anticlimactic events: the transitional 
period had ended at WrestleMania and started the first national wrestling boom since the 1950s. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 74) 



WWE Transitional Periods, Then And Now 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 73) 
2 THE POST-HOGAN ERA BEGINS AND THE NEW GENERATION IS FORESHADOWED. Hogan dropped 
the belt to Andre the Giant in 1988 and The Ultimate Warrior in 1990, but his shadow never left 
the main-event scene, nor did the fact that the promotion was still built around the show-biz, 
style-over-workrate principles he embodied. And when the smoke eventually cleared, he ended up 
with the belt again both time. However, business had been falling off from the peak period of the 
boom, starting in earnest with the Warrior’s run on top in 1990. When the title was held up in De-
cember of 1991, to be filled at The Royal Rumble the next month, it seemed inevitable that Hogan 
would stay in the mix – almost certainly to be wrestling in the main event of WrestleMania VIII 
against the man who became the new champion, Ric Flair (the acquisition of Flair, who left his old 
promotion without dropping either the WCW or NWA World Titles in the ring in the summer of 1991 
is another story in and of itself – proving that the most cyclical element in wrestling is the ten-
dency to make mistakes, the WWF never put Hogan and Flair in the ring one-on-one on pay-per-
view during their time together, wasting the ultimate “Dream Match” and foreshadowing how 
badly they would screw up the acquisition of WCW itself ten years later). But the eruption of the 
industry’s first major steroid scandal in the winter of 1992 made the poster child for the bulked-up 
modern era too hot to handle for the company, so a “retirement match” against Sid Justice was 
booked for ‘Mania instead. For the next several months, the 1980s direction of the company 
seemed intact, as Flair and Randy Savage traded the title back and forth and kept the focus on the 
established names of the era with the Warrior also in the mix. But when Flair suffered an inner-ear 
injury that necessitated the promotion taking the belt off of him, the direction they chose was 
very fateful. Young Bret Hart, a second-generation synonymous with the traditional type of pro 
wrestling that had been around for decades before the boom, won the title from Flair in his home 
country of Canada on October 12, 1992. While the company would not institute the “New Genera-
tion” marketing campaign for almost another two years, in retrospect the transition to that era 
started on that night up north. The following month, Hart and Shawn Michaels, the two most domi-
nant figures of the “New Generation” era squared off in the main event for the title at Survivor 
Series and signaled that the focus would be on new names and a new direction. Right about then, 
the Warrior left, Flair was preparing for his final few months with the company and Hogan was pre-
paring a comeback that fizzled due in equal parts to bad booking and a breakdown in understand-
ing with the company. Hogan did have a title run that started with an infamous impromptu match 
against new champion Yokozuna at the end of Wretlemania IX and ended with a screwy finish at 
King of the Ring two months later. Fans long accustomed to seeing the Hulkster avenge every 
wrong were shocked when he quietly faded from the promotion after the loss due to an inability to 
come to terms with the company. When Lex Luger turned babyface and adopted the persona of a 
super-patriot by bodyslamming Yokozuna on the USS Intrepid on July 4, 1993, the similarity of his 
new character to that of Hogan made it clear to one and all that the King of the 1980s era was 
dead and the new crop of main eventers would be left to carry on in his place. As such, the transi-
tion had been completed. The “New Generation” campaign, officially adopted in 1994 as a market-
ing counterpoint to WCW’s signings of Hogan and other stars made famous by the WWF, fizzled. 
Business never approached the heights of the boom and the company floundered as more top stars 
jumped ship over the next few years. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 75) 
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WWE Transitional Periods, Then And Now 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 74) 
3 THE SECOND NATIONAL BOOM: THE ATTITUDE ERA BEGINS. This is the murkiest transitional era 
in the history of the company, as the origins were very difficult to trace. For all intents and pur-
poses, however, the November 20, 1995 episode of RAW marks the start of the period. This pro-
gram was one of the most historically significant in the long history of the company. Diesel, fresh 
off the loss of the WWF title to Bret Hart at Survivor Series the previous night, gave a speech in 
the ring in which he declared independence from Vince McMahon and the promotional machine 
(marking the “outing” of VKM as the real-life owner of the company) but did not turn heel in typi-
cal style – instead adopting an intriguing “tweener” character. At the end of the show, Shawn 
Michaels “collapsed” in the ring as the result of a kick to the head from Owen Hart. This marked 
the beginning of an effort to infuse as much real-life drama as possible in the show as viewers 
were subtly led to believe that HBK’s injury was legitimate and unstaged. The next month, Bret 
Hart and Davey Boy Smith wrestled in a title match that heralded the return of blading to the com-
pany, foreshadowing a wilder in-ring style. The start of this transitional era went into a deep-
freeze, however, as business-as-usual promoting took over again until King of the Ring 1996. Steve 
Austin, who had been given the tournament victory to punish Hunter Hearst Helmsley for breaking 
script in the infamous MSG “curtain call” incident of May 19, 1996, mocked Jake Roberts’ faith 
with his groundbreaking “Austin 3:16” promo. Throughout the year, Austin’s blue-collar tough-man 
style caught on with the fans and it was getting harder and harder to keep him as a heel, even af-
ter efforts to make him appear as a heartless predator with the Pillman gun storyline. Subse-
quently, however, the warming of the crowd to Austin coincided with the cooling of the crowd to 
Bret Hart’s classic style and the resulting double-turn at Wrestlemania XIII in March 1997 launched 
Austin as the first mega-star of the Attitude Era (which wouldn’t actually be named as such until a 
year later). Everything that followed (Austin’s run as face champion starting at WrestleMania XIV, 
the establishment of DeGeneration X as one of the top acts in company history and the creation of 
The Rock’s character as a cornerstone antihero rivaled only by Austin) was an anticlimax from the 
moment Austin broke through by passing out in a bloody heap rather than tapping out to Hart at 
Mania. That moment launched a period of prosperity that by some measures even exceeded the 
first boom of the ‘80s. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 76) 
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WWE Transitional Periods, Then And Now 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 75) 
4 THE ATTITUDE BOOM GIVES WAY TO THE BRAND SPLIT. Vince McMahon’s second boom period 
was initially fueled by the desperation of competition. The Monday Night Wars started off badly for 
the WWF as Nitro began to thrash Raw in the ratings after an initial period of rough parity in 1995-
96. Even the early days of “Attitude” in 1997 saw the company trailing WCW, although business 
was picking up (as a certain announcer might say). The primal need that Vince had to transcend 
the accomplishments of WCW served as the incentive to adopt the “old rules are dead” wild style 
of this new era. But once the epoch of brash shoot-style promos (with questionable language and 
hand gestures), wild sexuality on display from the “Divas,” the reliance on weapons and wild 
brawling and the overall “anything can happen” atmosphere took hold, WCW and its corporate re-
strictions and short-sighted management never had a chance. By 2001, red ink was on the verge of 
putting both WCW and the country’s third-largest promotion ECW out of business. The WWF came 
in and scooped up the assets (well, some assets – they turned out to be unable to use the ECW 
name on-camera due to snags in the bankruptcy proceedings) of each in the spring of 2001. With 
Austin and The Rock coming off a red-hot main event in the sold-out Astrodome for Wrestlemania 
XVII, the company seemed poised for many huge years to come. But from that point on, everything 
they could do wrong, they did do wrong. They stuck with an ill-advised Austin heel turn that did 
nothing but demoralize an audience that never wanted to boo “The Texas Ratttlesnake.” They 
botched the WCW/ECW invasion, wrestling’s ultimate dream storyline, in such a brutal manner 
that the abrupt ending to it at Survivor Series was more of a mercy killing than anything else. And 
as the company was distracted by the steroid scandal of the early 1990s and their subsequent 
World Bodybuilding Federation debacle, they were also focused too much on trying to force their 
insipid XFL down the throats of their fans. Ratings were a complete disappointment, as the promo-
tion was left with only their share of the Monday Night Wars audience. So with their dream of a 
WWF-run WCW circuit keeping up a semblance of competition dead, the company decided to 
launch a brand split just after WrestleMania XVIII. On April 8, 2002, the Raw show featured a 
“draft” in which all stars from the promotion were assigned to either the Raw program or Smack-
down program exclusively. This began in earnest the transition to the post-boom reality. Initially, 
the storyline featured Ric Flair as the on-air boss of Raw and Vince McMahon at the helm of Smack-
down. However, the best-laid plans disintegrated as events caused the company to go into a fran-
tic spring and summer of hot-shotting. First, the company made a huge miscalculation about Ho-
gan’s viability as a 21st century titleholder when they regarded his massive ovation at by the crowd 
in the dome in Toronto at Wrestlemania XVIII as anything more than the nostalgia pop it was. They 
abandoned HHH’s first run as babyface champion (and unified world champion, with his belt now 
having the lineage of both the WCW and WWF World Titles) quickly, although the horrible booking 
of HHH in that role necessitated some form of abandoning the reign. Then, Austin walked out of 
the promotion rather than do a job to mega-pushed newcomer Brock Lesnar. The company pan-
icked and hot-shotted a match instead that saw McMahon take unified control of the two brands 
from Flair. What, then, would serve as the continued rationale for a brand split if one man was in 
charge of both programs? Bringing in a new authority figure, of course! Eric Bischoff was crowned 
as general manager of Raw in a desperate attempt to conjure up that old Monday night magic. In 
the midst of all of this, the company yielded to legal realities in the form of legal challenges from 
the World Wildlife Federation and changed their name to World Wrestling Entertainment. Mean-
while, rather than push some of the wrestlers who had been on top in ECW and WCW like Lance 
Storm, Mike Awesome and Raven, the company awarded half-hearted pushes to Rob Van Dam and 
wrestlers broken out of tag teams in the split for no apparent reason, such as Bradshaw and Bubba 
Ray Dudley. After the Hogan experiment crashed and burned, the belt was quickly put on The Un-
dertaker and then The Rock, who lost it at SummerSlam to the aforementioned Lesnar. Immedi-
ately thereafter, the “unified” aspect of the belt was lost as HHH campaigned successfully to be 
given a World Title for the Raw brand only and a second set of tag team titles was likewise cre-
ated. These actions signaled that, whatever fans hoped to the contrary, the brand split was here 
to stay. Like the New Generation gimmick before it, it did not yield an era of prosperity. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 77) 



WWE Transitional Periods, Then And Now 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 76) 
5 A REAL ATTEMPT TO BUILD POST-BOOM STARS. By early 2004, fans had lost patience with the 
floundering lack of direction in both WWE brands. HHH started the Raw-only World Title era by 
failing to elevate RVD and Kane, then engaged in a surprisingly mediocre feud with old friend 
Shawn Michaels, a self-indulgent display of backroom power at the hands of Booker T at Wrestle-
Mania XIX and lackluster programs with Scott Steiner, Kevin Nash and Goldberg. Smackdown fared 
somewhat better with Brock Lesnar and Kurt Angle at the forefront of the WWE Title picture, but 
distractions like another ill-fated Hulk Hogan comeback kept the show from reaching its full poten-
tial. With Austin having retired after WrestleMania XIX, The Rock coming back much less frequently 
due to Hollywood commitments and Mick Foley surprisingly staying retired, the company was in 
dire need of developing new stars. Having hyped the 20th edition of WrestleMania for a full year, 
the company saw an opportunity and took advantage of it. And they were compelled to make a 
better effort of it, with the WWE a public entity now and stock prices hanging in the balance 
throughout their period of stagnation. The transition to the era of new stars began in earnest at 
the 2004 Royal Rumble when upper-midcard fixture Chris Benoit was elevated with a stirring vic-
tory. He ended up on Raw, winning the World Title at Mania. On Smackdown, Eddy Guerrero was 
tabbed for a promotion to the top of the card, inspiring the wrestling world by capping his come-
back from drug issues by capturing the WWE Title at No Way Out and successfully defending it at 
WrestleMania XX against Kurt Angle. However, the challenges facing the promotion were only just 
beginning at that point. Mania served as the final WWE match for both Lesnar and Goldberg as two 
legitimate main eventers quit the scene after one infamous final match. Bradshaw was quickly re-
packaged on Smackdown as Texas tycoon JBL and thrust into the main event scene so quickly as to 
defy all credibility. He defeated Guerrero and held on to the belt until the next Wrestlemania, 
becoming the third man the company tried to elevate that year. He ended up having a longer ten-
ure on top than either Benoit or Guerrero, but never achieved the potential of his great character 
due to the knee-jerk start to the storyline. Meanwhile, Benoit held onto his belt until Summerslam, 
but due to questionable booking, still loomed in the shadows of the mighty HHH. Benoit dropped 
the strap to Randy Orton, the fourth man the company attempted to elevate during this frantic 
transitional period on both shows. Orton, a relatively hot heel, was inexplicably turned face as 
champion to go against his mentor HHH. The fundamentally unlikable Orton predictably fizzled as 
a sympathetic character and his title reign was ended after only a month! Meanwhile, however, 
HHH’s associate in the Evolution stable Batista was quietly becoming the most over wrestler on 
Raw. The company did a slow burn with the storyline, culminating in Batista turning face, chal-
lenging HHH at Wrestlemania XXI and winning the World Title. On Smackdown, charismatic young 
John Cena had captured the United States Title, his first taste of gold in the promotion, at Wres-
tlemania XX. Throughout the year, fans took to his exciting character in such a manner that he was 
the logical choice for JBL to drop the World Title to at Wrestlemania XXI. On that show, he joined 
Batista as the final wrestlers in this frantic transitional era to be elevated to the status of world 
champion. Coincidentally, Cena and Batista were elevated to the “big leagues” not long after the 
brand split in the spring of 2002 when the company was trying to broaden the rosters of the two 
shows. When they completed their post-WrestleMania programs with the deposed champs months 
later, they each moved to the other show in another WWE “draft” that ended this transitional era 
with each man set as the dominant babyface franchise of his show moving forward. Cena, how-
ever, would see his character watered down on Raw, and has never matched the insanely over 
face status he had on Smackdown – although he has still been the most over wrestler in the promo-
tion, owing to the fact that his crowd reactions are incredible and pretty much unprecedented 
with women, children and a minority of males loudly cheering him and a majority of males loudly 
booing him. Batista, due to injuries and incompatible work styles, has never recaptured the magic 
of his program with HHH. So this era, like the first of the brand split chapter of history, did not 
lead to massive mainstream success. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 78) 



WWE Transitional Periods, Then And Now 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 77) 
6 THE POST-BENOIT ERA. This is where we’ve been since that horrible weekend in late June 2007 
when Chris Benoit shockingly gave in to his demons and slaughtered his wife, son and himself. In 
the months prior to the tragedy, the company did not necessarily seem on the cusp of a new 
boom, but it did seem at least somewhat possible. With his rap, movie and commercial ventures, 
John Cena was earning more notoriety in the mainstream than any other star created since the 
Attitude days. WrestleMania XXIII, held in a sold-out domed stadium for the first time in four 
years, earned a good deal of mainstream attention as Donald Trump played a key role in the 
“Billionaire vs. Billionaire Hair Match” between his and Vince McMahon’s proxies. And the company 
seemed to moving in a pretty decent direction creatively in the first half of 2007, overcoming an 
injury to HHH that decimated existing plans for Mania and an Undertaker injury that short-
circuited his face vs. face feud with Batista. The company did stub its toe somewhat with an ill-
advised “Mr. McMahon death” storyline in which it was depicted that the company chairman’s car 
was blown up with him in it. Resolution of the storyline was interrupted by the Benoit mur-
der/suicide, which shocked and demoralized a fanbase that had already absorbed many previous 
tragedies, but nothing this twisted. Benoit’s drug issues caused enormous headaches for the com-
pany and exposed massive holes in the company’s alleged enforcement policies. In September, 
many stars were abruptly suspended for drug use, an unprecedented amount of simultaneous pun-
ishment brought down the by company. Embarrassing and potentially threatening Congressional 
hearings await on the issue of the company’s attitudes on drug use. Other main-event stars have 
gone down as well, including Lashley and Cena (who walked out of WrestleMania as world cham-
pion each of the last three years and surely would have been the man holding up the belt with 
fireworks going off overhead at WrestleMania XXIV in the Citrus Bowl next spring). McMahon 
quickly wrapped up the “fake death” storyline of his character, only to substitute a “Mr. McMa-
hon’s illegitimate son” mystery storyline that concluded in the most anticlimactic fashion possible, 
with a midget wrestler being bestowed the “honor” and the matter being played for laughs instead 
of mined for potential big-money matches. A series of teaser videos have played on WWE program-
ming recently, seeming to hint at the long-awaited return of former star Chris Jericho, but, to the 
dismay of fans, he has yet to materialize. This transitional period is the most chaotic we have seen 
in the modern history of the WWE, which is not completely surprising in that it is the first one to 
feature three brands (ECW was added to the mix full-time in June 2006, although it bears little in 
common with the underdog promotion of the 1990s that bore the same name). The company is 
frantically throwing one idea after another at the wall to see what sticks. This desperation paid off 
with the Attitude boom, but failed in each of the last two transitional eras. All indications are that 
their unfocused approach will backfire this time as well. 

Wrestling Heels Who Should Have Turned Face 
February 2, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
My post from the last week addressing Vince McMahon spitting in the face of his fans by not elevat-
ing Jeff Hardy to become a legitimate main-event player at the Royal Rumble, combined with my 
stint as a guest co-host on Pro Wrestling Insider on SportsTalkNetwork.com this past Tuesday night 
where we elaborated on the Superstar Billy Graham precedent and others in company history, led 
me to wonder about other times promoters dropped the ball.  This column does not delve much 
into situations like that of Jeff Hardy, because Hardy was a red-hot babyface who could have 
taken the final step into superstardom. Rather, I will examine situations involving Graham and 
other insanely over heels who could have parlayed their status into main-event face runs. I rank 
them in order of the impact I feel that they could have had on the business had they been given a 
chance to convert the cache of their bad guy personas into dramatic face turns. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 79) 



Wrestling Heels Who Should Have Turned Face 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 78) 
1 Superstar Billy Graham (circa 1978). I covered his situation a bit in the aforementioned previous 
column, but the mind still reels at the alternate universe possibilities if the WWWF had decided to 
make him "Hulk Hogan before there was Hulk Hogan" back in '78. As the man who basically in-
vented the colorful, arrogant musclehead persona in the business, he was attracting unbelievable 
crowd heat before dropping the strap in very anticlimactic fashion to the charisma-challenged Bob 
Backlund in February of 1978. Had Graham instead been attacked by former tag team partner Ivan 
Koloff, how wild would the New York territory have been for his before-his-time character as a 
sanctioned crowd favorite instead of cult antihero face? We'll never know. 
 
2 Ric Flair (circa 1987 or 1988). We saw in late 1989 and early 1990 how popular Flair could be 
even with the Four Horsemen by his side. He was only turned heel again in February 1990 to make 
way for Sting as the #1 face in the NWA at the time. Now, Dusty Rhodes as the me-first booker 
would have never shared the fan favorite spotlight with Flair and the Horsemen in the '80s, so this 
is another pipe dream. But "what if's" are very fun to imagine, and few more so than this one. 
Imagine a conglomerate formed by mid-level heel managers like Jim Cornette and Paul Jones tiring 
of the Horsemen dominating the title picture and launching a vicious attack on Flair and his co-
horts (the Blanchard/Anderson vs. Midnight Express feud of 1988 was a miniature version of what 
might have been, but it was cut short by Tully and Arn splitting for the WWF in September). Imag-
ine the ultimate "strange bedfellows" situation, Dusty having to tag up with the Horsemen for War 
Games matches back in the mid-'80s. The Four Horsemen retrospective DVD put out in the last few 
years by WWE makes clear just how much the fans seemed to be dying to have a reason to outright 
root for Ric Flair and the Four Horsemen. What if they were turned face during the phase when 
they were drawing their strongest collective crowd reactions? Ric Flair could have had great main 
event matches against strong heels (they could have accomplished this merely by never turning 
Luger face in '87, keeping Sting heel after the UFW merger, etc.). 
 
3 Nick Bockwinkel (circa 1980-84). I admit it, I'm going through a huge Nick Bockwinkel markout 
phase, hence the videos you will now see for the time being on the right-hand column of this page. 
He gave perhaps the most articulate interviews of all time and could generate outstanding crowd 
heat -- plus he had a good moveset and could execute excellent matches all the time. Imagine him 
breaking away from Bobby Heenan and feuding with the Heenan Family. Imagine if such a feud 
started in 1980 after Bock lost the AWA World Title back to Verne Gagne for the last time and if 
Gagne/Bock had joined forces for tag matches prior to Gagne dropping the title to his "new friend" 
in his retirement match, "a respect match" (as with Dusty's ego being the impediment to Scenario 
#2, Gagne's selfish desire to "retire as World Champion" drained credibility from the belt and would 
have easily precluded this smart business decision). The fans would have really gotten behind the 
cocky, tanned, smooth-talking Hollywood champ battling the bad guys. If the AWA could turn such 
hated bad guys as Crusher, Bruiser and Mad Dog Vachon face to great success, there's no question 
this would have worked. Why wasn't it tried? In all likelihood, it's because Bockwinkel's vast credi-
bility, as a great-drawing titleholder from 1975 to 1980, would have been the foundation for a face 
run that could have even eclipsed the popularity of Verne Gagne himself. And nobody is ever al-
lowed to surpass the booker -- that's the first lesson of pro wrestling. Even if Bock's turn had been 
saved for the end of the AWA Heenan era in 1984, he still would have been way more over than 
Rick Martel, the white-bread babyface who inexplicably got a face title run with the belt for a year 
and a half when Gagne was doubling down on pure scientific wrestling in the face of Vince's loom-
ing "sports entertainment" empire. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 80) 
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Wrestling Heels Who Should Have Turned Face 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 79) 
4 Arn Anderson (circa 1991-1992). Another admission -- I am a tremendous Double A mark. But I 
think that if you look back at Gene and Ole Anderson in the 1970s or Ole and Arn in the 1980s, they 
almost fell into that cult face classification in that there were a lot of fans who cheered because 
of their toughness and greatness. Picture Arn as a "lone wolf" tweener-type face battling the Dan-
gerous Alliance and holding them off for the World Title. Picture Arn doing battle with Big Van Va-
der during the behemoth's heyday. WCW probably could not have gained on WWF at that time no 
matter what they tried, but Arn Anderson riding the cheers of the crowd all the way to the top 
certainly would have been outside the box -- and there was no more public acclaim for a Ron Sim-
mons title run then than there was for an Arn championship opportunity. 
 
5 Finlay (circa 2007). The crowds are reacting well to Finlay in his role as a newly-turned face as 
part of the "Littlest McMahon" storyline. But I have long maintained that his tough-guy style, which 
has faint elements of a 1996-97 Steve Austin flair to it, would be massively over if he were going 
against the bad guys. When Smackdown was suffering the period of countless main event injuries 
last year, could they really have done worse than to try Finlay on top as a babyface? The question 
answers itself -- this is a company that wasted several months on The Great Khali as a monster 
heel champion when they didn't even trust him to wrestle an important pay-per-view match the 
previous year.  

Great Old-School Wrestling Angles 
 February 17, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
It's a truism of the pro wrestling business that the most basic and (in many instances) inane story-
lines keep getting recycled over the years. The excuse frequently given is that there's nothing new 
under the sun and that repetition of ideas is a necessary evil. But if it were as simple as that, we'd 
have seen some of the greatest ones ever recreated in some new incarnation instead of gathering 
dust in our fond-memory banks. 
 
To celebrate the greatest angles never brought back to life, we are listing our five favorites here. 
 
When I said I forgave you, I lied. In early 1988, Lex Luger was coming off a stint with the Four 
Horsemen that saw him at odds with former friend Barry Windham. Soon, they tagged up to win 
the NWA World Tag Team Titles from the Horsemen combo of Arn Anderson and Tully Blanchard. 
But nothing was as it seemed, as Windham never bought into the pairing completely and was sus-
ceptible to a Horseman recruitment campaign. The subtle tensions crested in a tag title rematch in 
which Windham ended up betraying Luger, handing the championships back to Anderson and 
Blanchard and claiming Luger's vacated spot as the fourth Horseman. 
 
The "Dream Date" ... with Miss Atlanta Lively??? Ric Flair's lust for Jimmy Garvin's valet (and real-
life wife) Precious led him to a fateful offer in the summer of 1987: he would put his NWA World 
Title up against Garvin in return for a shot at the "Dream Date" with Precious if he held off Garvin's 
challenge. Due to typical Horseman outside interference, Flair was able to win and he preened 
endlessly in anticipation of the big night. Holed up in a luxury hotel suite with manager JJ Dillon, 
Flair approached a blond figure as she approached in a dimly-lit room. As "she" whirled around to 
knock Flair out with one punch, it emerged that Precious was nowhere in sight; rather, Jimmy 
Garvin had dispatched his brother, fellow wrestler Ronnie Garvin under the guise of his occasional 
female alter ego Miss Atlanta Lively. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 81) 



Great Old-School Wrestling Angles 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 80) 
The Launch of the Superpowers. In the summer of 1986, the Magnum TA/Nikita Koloff feud 
burned brighter than any other in wrestling, including the Hulk Hogan vs. Paul Orndorff battles or 
the latest version of Dusty Rhodes vs. Ric Flair. With the US Heavyweight Title having been vacated 
due to a temper outburst of Magnum's that the Russians triggered, TA and Nikita engaged in a 
coast-to-coast best-of-seven series to crown a new champion. If you guessed that the series went 
the full seven, then chances are you understand how the business works! Koloff won, but before 
Magnum could get any further shots at the belt, he suffered a horrific car crash that ended his ca-
reer. Indeed, in the early autumn days of 1986, it was thought that he might never walk again 
(thankfully, he regained his ability to walk and lives a normal life today). With the shock of the 
promotion's #1 babyface out for good in heartbreaking fashion, his in-ring replacement surfaced in 
the most unlikely of ways. Dusty Rhodes walked to the ring for a tag team match against two of 
the four Horsemen in a contest in which he was supposed to tag with Magnum -- and with him 
strode his new tag team partner, Nikita Koloff! The "Russian" superstar explained shortly thereafter 
that his battles with Magnum instilled a deep respect in him and that he was dedicating the rest of 
his career to his fallen rival. He would form a team with Dusty called The Superpowers and many 
subsequent events would branch off of this single move (Dusty's longtime partner and friend Dick 
Murdoch turned on Dusty for teaming up with a "dirty Russkie," Nikita ended up in a strongman vs. 
strongman battle for the US title against new Horseman member Lex Luger and The Superpowers 
teamed up to win the 1987 Jim Crockett Sr. Memorial Cup when Magnum TA made his first public 
appearance since the accident by walking them to ringside to the batsh#% reaction of the crowd). 
 
Oh brother, where art thou? Brett Wayne was making a difficult climb during 1983, from young 
and inexperienced wrestler in Georgia Championship Wrestling to skilled young champion. That 
fall, in a tremendous upset, he upended Larry Zbyszko for the National Heavyweight Title, only to 
meet the wrath of the National Tag Team Champions, the Road Warriors. These dominant and ego-
tistical bullies felt that seeing the vulnerable young Wayne ascend to his perch as the top singles 
wrestler in the territory "tarnished" their accomplishment. As they were beating him severely, who 
came to his aid? The fiercest "bad guy" in the territory, Buzz Sawyer. To the shock of everyone, 
Sawyer cleared house and saved the innocent young "good guy." The subsequent interview was a 
shocker: Brett's full name was Brett Wayne Sawyer and the two polar opposites were in fact broth-
ers! Buzz explained that he had kept the relationship a secret to keep the pressure of the associa-
tion off of Brett, but that he had to break the secret and save Brett when the Warriors attacked. 
Shortly thereafter, the Sawyer Brothers won the National tag titles and traded them back and 
ended up trading them back and forth a few times. This was the greatest reveal of a secret asso-
ciation in wrestling history; the only one that is even close or remotely similar was when Jimmy 
Garvin rescued Ronnie Garvin from the Midnight Express in 1987, but the two had been known to 
be storyline brothers in other territories (Ronnie was actually Jimmy's stepfather in real life). 
 
They call him Mr. R. Any old-school Georgia Championship Wrestling fan will tell you this was the 
greatest angle in wrestling history. Former friends Ted Dibiase and Tommy Rich were engaged in a 
feud in the winter of 1984, which was supposed to end with a "Loser Leaves Town" match. Rich 
lost, but a masked newcomer named Mr. R immediately surfaced. Sporting Rich's flowing blond hair 
in back and his mannerisms and speech patterns, it was immediately obvious who the Mr. R really 
was. An enraged Dibiase put up his National Heavyweight Title for a chance to put Rich out of the 
game permanently. An entertaining, high-energy match ensued, which culminated in Dibiase un-
masking Mr. R to reveal ... Brad Armstrong??? As Tommy Rich strolled to ringside to tauntingly 
wave at Dibiase, Armstrong rolled up Dibiase for the three-count to claim the National champion-
ship! Subsequently, Dibiase gained revenge on Armstrong by severely injuring his father, fellow 
wrestler "Bullet" Bob Armstrong with his legendary "loaded" glove and the feud rolled on from 
there. 



Guiding Light’s Producers: Defecating On Tradition 
April 8, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
For many years now, CBS's vaunted daytime show GUIDING LIGHT has been rumored to be on the 
brink of extinction. Ratings have been poor relative to other shows of the same genre, and the 
program has received the proverbial kiss of death in terms of attractiveness to advertisers: the 
perception that the demographics are disproportionately skewed towards the elderly. As a fan of 
Saturday afternoon PBA broadcasts when I was growing up, I know full well how that view can sink 
even a series with high ratings, much less the poor numbers of GL. 
 
[Now, full disclosure here -- I was a longtime fan of GL, which is certainly not perceived in some 
quarters as the manliest thing to cop to, but I've always believed that true manliness lies in telling 
the truth and letting the chips fall where they may in terms of perception. So yes, I watched GUID-
ING LIGHT for almost half my life, do with that what you will!] 
 
In my youth, when I discovered GL though my exposure to it when I came home from school every 
day to find my mom checking it out, I enjoyed it almost immediately. To my friends who ragged on 
me for watching "a crappy soap opera," I replied that it was certainly much less over-the-top than 
other shows allegedly so similar. As a budding writer, I appreciated the fact that the show gener-
ally paid at least a modicum of attention to character continuity and the storylines were at least a 
bit more down-to-earth than other daytime shows. I attributed these qualities to the lineage of 
GL, which is the oldest TV drama in existence and dates back to its form as a radio program in the 
1930s. 
 
In the late '90s, when the show digressed into the DYNASTY-like silliness of the San Cristobal story-
lines, I tuned out. I only resumed watching seven years later when the Phillip Spaulding character 
was being prepared to be killed in a "whodunit" storyline. I always believed that Phillip was one of 
the greatest and most complex characters in TV history and I was fascinated to watch his charac-
ter's demise and the subsequent fallout that ensued (in a twist I should have seen coming, Phillip 
ended up not being dead after all, but due to the incompetence of the show's writers, they alien-
ated him so much that he ended up not wanting to come back and the storyline never fully 
achieved closure). Along the way, I became acquainted with the Gus Aitoro character, Phillip's 
half-brother (hey, they only do half-brothers and half-sisters on soaps!), who I also found to be 
well-written and well-portrayed. Subsequently, poor writing again drove me away as a viewer, this 
time after less than two years. 
 
The looming cloud of cancellation due to the rating situation has hovered over the show for years 
and whether I have been an active viewer or not, I have always wished for the program to achieve 
at least enough success to keep from disgracing the aforementioned lineage -- or at least to go out 
with a bang if it does get cancelled. Sadly, the mediocre direction embarked upon a decade ago 
and re-embraced in the last two years was almost enough to erase the memories of greatness from 
before. Just recently, GL killed off Gus Aitoro in completely asinine fashion after completely oblit-
erating the direction of his character over the previous year. But never before has GL gone as far 
off the rails as they have recently, and in a way that makes "death with dignity" when the show 
inevitably ends irretrievable. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 83) 
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Guiding Light’s Producers: Defecating On Tradition 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 82) 
What did they do that was so bad? Well, this once-classy program, with an unmatched television 
heritage, decided that their return to relevance was contingent on adopting choppy, MTV-style 
filming with awkward camera angles, epilepsy-inducing shot segues and random zoom-ins that 
leave one with the ability to count the pores on an actor's face. At least now there is a sad consis-
tency -- the lazy rewriting of history to fit today's stupid storylines is now matched by a presenta-
tion style equally infantile. 
 
Upon learning of the changes and deciding to see them for myself, I taped a recent episode and 
was, as you can tell, horrified. It's not too much of an exaggeration to say that I felt like I did 
when I drove by a half-demolished Cleveland Stadium in 1996 and felt like my childhood memories 
had been crushed in the rubble. It makes me ill to think of the hours I spent watching this show 
growing up with my mother and seeing it defiled like it has been now -- and knowing that the 
alienation of more core viewers is just bringing the day of reckoning that much closer. 
 
What's most sad is the fact that when the show inevitably gets axed, it won't be remembered for 
the television classic it once was, but for the festering piece of putrid garbage the present Powers 
That Be have created. The end of the road will be richly deserved for the hacks who have presided 
over this mess, but GUIDING LIGHT and its 75-year legacy sure don't deserve it. For shame. 

Top 10 Pranks From The Office 
April 8, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
With the writers' strike having been settled awhile back, TV shows that had been in limbo went 
back into production. This Thursday, April 10, television's greatest program, The Office, returns to 
NBC in its usual 9 PM EDT timeslot. Incidentally, if you argue that there is a finer program any-
where on TV, you are flat-out wrong. 
 
To celebrate the return from the mini-hiatus of Michael, Dwight, Jim, Pam and the gang, The FDH 
Lounge blog is proud to present to you the Top 10 pranks in the history of the show (and if you're 
looking for more background on the show, check out show transcripts here, the official show web-
site and the Television Without Pity Office section. I'm not going to be too specific about these 
pranks, because I want to encourage those unfamiliar with the show to check out the episodes, so 
I'm not going to ruin anything with too much detail. 
 
10 Pavlov's Altoids (Phyllis' Wedding, Season 3). Jim hands Dwight a breath mint every time his 
computer makes a certain noise and tries to condition him to expect an Altoid on his own. 
 
9 My name is Dwight! (not shown but recounted during Conflict Resolution, Season 2). Can $5 
per person convince an office full of people who already don't care much for Dwight's antics to all 
call him "Dwayne" for a day? Jim tries to find out. 
 
8 Getting Dwight to creep out a waitress (A Benihana Christmas, Season 3). When a heartbroken 
Michael goes to Benihana's with his "entourage" to try to get over being dumped by Carol, Jim finds 
an opportunity to screw with Dwight. With the Schrutemeister seated at the other end of the table 
and desperate to participate in conversation with Michael and the others, Jim tricks him into ex-
plaining loudly, for the benefit of the waitress and everyone else, how to slaughter a chicken in 
graphic detail. Ironically (or not), this was the same episode in which Jim told Pam he was trying 
to give up pranking people -- which turned out to be a feeble and futile attempt to stay out of 
Pam's orbit. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 84) 



Top 10 Pranks From The Office 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 83) 
7 Mind Control (Casino Night, Season 2). In the same episode that changed the Jim-and-Pam dy-
namic forever when Jim "put his cards on the table," these two characters pulled off one of their 
greatest pranks right before the start of their yearlong schism began. Jim convinced Dwight that 
he was capable of moving objects with his mind and when Dwight called his bluff by trying to get 
him to alter the location of a specific object, Pam took it upon herself to help out. 
 
6 Gaydar (Gay Witch Hunt, Season 3). In the opening episode of Season 3, Jim has put the shock 
of Casino Night behind him by moving to the Stanford office. Although shaken to the core by the 
way that everything blew up, he was still able to focus when Dwight and Michael called him to find 
out if he knew of a device that could help spot gay people. His "help" was classic indeed. 
 
5 Inventing diseases (Health Care, Season 1). If you ever needed proof that Jim and Pam are 
without equal when it comes to messing with someone, this episode provides it. When Michael, in 
his typical clueless manner, allows Dwight to choose the new company health plan and Schrute 
predictably tries to cut benefits to the bone, Jim and Pam get revenge by inventing a slew of dis-
eases on the health forms that he must try to verify. Here's one: "hot dog fingers." Even humorless 
Angela laughed at that one! 
 
4 The website comes alive (Launch Party, Season 4). When Dwight annoys the office by being 
even more over-the-top than usual during his "sales challenge" (attempting to gain more sales in a 
day than the new company Internet store logs in the same day), Jim and Pam strike back. They 
send him instant messages that are purportedly from the website itself. He believes that the web-
site has come alive and is taunting him about his inferiority. Hilarity ensues when Dwight gets into 
a flamewar "with the website." 
 
3 Future Dwight (Branch Closing, Season 3). In the last episode before the Stamford branch 
merges with Scranton, Jim reveals to the cameras his latest ongoing prank on Dwight. He stole 
some of Dwight's letterhead before he went to Stamford and has been sending him faxes from 
"Future Dwight." Never has Dwight's gullible nature been more hysterical -- even if Stanley doesn't 
think so! 
 
2 Nickels in the handset (not shown but recounted during Conflict Resolution, Season 2). How 
can you get somebody to hit themselves hard in the head with their own phone? Slowly, over time, 
load up their headset with nickels until a peak weight is reached, then when the conditioning has 
taken over, abruptly remove … 
 
1 Cell phone in the ceiling (The Return, Season 3). The greatest prank in the history of the show 
stemmed from unlikely circumstances, at least on the surface -- demonstrating the genius of the 
writers. Andy was behaving very annoying, even more so than usual, and had already become a 
resented figure in the office by forcing Dwight's resignation at the end of the previous episode 
(how much of a turd do you have to be to make Dwight a sympathetic figure?). When he repeatedly 
tormented Jim with his stupid new ringtone on his cell phone, Jim pursued revenge. He first 
sought out his girlfriend at the time, Karen, then Ryan (how desperate do you have to be to go to a 
stiff like Ryan for pranking purposes?), then Pam when he was rebuffed by the first two. This was 
meant to convey the depths of the alienation between the two, as this was at a low point in com-
munication between them. But when Pam, not seeming to care that she was the last resort for 
executing the prank, eagerly agreed to help, the best prank ever was underway. The two schemed 
to get their hands on Andy's phone, hide it in the ceiling above his desk, then call it repeatedly to 
sound the ringtone. They may have suspected that Andy had an anger management problem, but 
they wouldn't fully learn the depths of it until he went out of his mind trying to locate his phone. 
His shocking reaction was the icing on the cake of this outstanding moment and foreshadowed the 
turn Jim and Pam would eventually take by showing how well they worked together even when 
communication was at a minimum. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 85) 



Top 10 Pranks From The Office 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 84) 
I'm not implying that the show consists merely of moments like these; if you appreciate writing 
that accurately conveys a lot about relationships between people (not just romantic relationships, 
but certainly including those), the absurdities of office life and subtle nuances that the camera 
barely picks up due to the mockumentary format, you'll love it as well. But most people I know 
love it for the humor and these pranks reflect it better than anything else does. 

The Genius Of The $100 Cheesesteak 
May 29, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
I love a good cheesesteak as much as anyone. OK, perhaps more than most, although I have what is 
perceived as the odd habit of forgoing mushrooms, onions and anything other than cheese as an 
accompaniment to the steak. 
 
But even I have never had a cheesesteak that would cause me to consider it worthy of a C-Note 
(although the ones at Harpo's Sports Cafe and Mr. Hero's in the Cleveland area come close). Can 
you even imagine spending $100 on this item? 
 
Apparently the folks who run this restaurant can fathom exactly that. 
 
It's fair to say this isn't your average sammich, though: 
 
"Chef James Locascio, of Rittenhouse Square's Barclay Prime, created Philadelphia's "haute" 
cheesesteak, an upscale version of the sandwich that includes butter poached lobster and shaved 
truffles. 
 
'It's every ingredient you want to try in a life time in one,' said Locascio. 
 
Still, that kind of lavishness doesn't come cheap. For one cheesesteak, expect to pay $100. That is 
nearly 15 times more than the original. 
 
"We made sure we had the best beef we could find, the best lobster and the right cheese," ex-
plains Locascio. 
 
To get top of the line ingredients, Locascio says it costs $17 per pound for cheese, $21 per pound 
for Kobe beef and $900 per pound for summer truffles." 
 
I guess this shouldn't be a huge surprise. A member of our FDH family, Jon Adams, once apprised 
me of finding Kobe beef meatloaf on a menu, so I suppose anything is possible in this age of crea-
tive cuisine. 
 
As for me, I'll be glad to keep buying versions with far lesser ingredients for 5-7% of the price of 
this monster, but then again, I don't light my stogies with Ben Franklins either. 
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Five Times Pro Wrestling Could Have Gone National Sooner 
May 29, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Pro wrestling existed as a regional, highly segmented enterprise until it was pulled into the mod-
ern age in 1983 by Vincent Kennedy McMahon. He was in the process of buying out his father and 
his father’s partners and taking full control of the promotion. He was not content to merely con-
trol the Upper Northeast territory, lucrative though it was with such metropolises as New York, 
Philly, Boston, Pittsburgh, Baltimore and D.C. He wanted to be the boss of the first territory with-
out borders – and he succeeded. 
 
Previously, the barons of each area maintained a gentleman’s agreement that kept them from ex-
panding into other territories. Although some minor promotional skirmishes erupted from time to 
time, the “dons” of old-time wrestling respected promotional boundaries for the most part and did 
not “run opposition” against one another. The overwhelming majority of promoters prior to 1983 
belonged to the National Wrestling Alliance, a governing body that had a “traveling” world cham-
pion (as opposed to a “company” champion, a traveling champion defended his title in multiple 
territories anywhere and everywhere). The two major exceptions to the rule of NWA governance 
were Verne Gagne’s American Wrestling Association (AWA – an Upper Midwest territory that broke 
away from the NWA) and Vince McMahon Senior’s World Wide Wrestling Federation (WWWF – the 
aforementioned Northeast territory that was later renamed the WWF and then the WWE). While 
Vince Senior and Gagne both left the NWA auspices in the early 1960s, they still refrained from 
active competition against any NWA promoters, and indeed, kept some measure of co-promotion 
from them with time to time. 
 
When Vincent Kennedy McMahon (often referred to as Vince Junior) took over the WWF and 
launched his national expansion plan, it is impossible to overstate how much his actions violated 
the “gentleman’s club” atmosphere that ruled the industry for the previous several decades. The 
direction he charted was so shocking that there are some stories that circulate to this day that 
indicate that Vince Senior was strongly opposed to it out of loyalty to his friends and colleagues. At 
a bare minimum, it’s been confirmed by those close to him that he did at least call his fellow pro-
moters to warn them that they were going to be under attack. The full story of Vince Senior’s atti-
tude about the expansion may never be known, since he perished due to cancer in 1984.  Vince 
Junior’s actions unleashed complete fury among his peers – now competitors – because with few 
exceptions he was now steamrolling them in their own backyards. A short-lived competing 
“national promotion” called Pro Wrestling USA existed in 1984-85 and it was nothing more than an 
amalgam of the biggest regional promotions (mostly NWA but also the AWA). It collapsed because, 
predictably, many of these chieftains imagined themselves the biggest of the bunch and nobody 
wanted to take a back seat to their peers. 
 
These potentates were angry both out of fear for their own survival (a fear that would be justified, 
as most would be out of business by the end of the decade once Vince buried some and the Char-
lotte-based Jim Crockett Promotions would swallow most remaining NWA-affiliated promotions), 
but also in some cases jealousy. When Vince brought the red-hot Hulk Hogan (fresh off of his Rocky 
III role) back to the WWF in 1983 and set in motion big plans with MTV, Cyndi Lauper and other 
national entities, he was taking advantage of circumstances that were rare, but not quite unprece-
dented. On at least five previous occasions, promoters had potential opportunities to throw off 
their regional shackles – only one of them attempted to do so and he did so, unsuccessfully, in the 
same maverick mode McMahon would emulate about a decade later. Had the others tried, the 
course of history would have been different because Vince Junior wouldn’t have been going against 
as much precedent in doing what he did. But it’s another matter altogether to imagine that any of 
these wrestling minds could have broken through as Vince Junior did and made the jump success-
fully. The fact that he jumped on the back of cable television as it transformed American society 
in the 1980s (through the troika of CNN, ESPN and MTV) was the most important indicator that only 
that man in that circumstance could have managed the transformation of the industry. But it’s 
always fun to look at what-ifs in whatever realm – so here are the five instances that could have 
preceded Vince Junior’s efforts in 1983-84. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 87) 



Five Times Pro Wrestling Could Have Gone National Sooner 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 86) 
^ 1965: NWA/WWF Title Unification bout falls apart. In Lou Thesz’s book “Hooker,” he recounts 
the negotiations that took place between NWA President Sam Muchnick and Vince Senior. Having 
just broken away from the NWA two years earlier, Vince and his partner Toots Mondt wanted addi-
tional validation for their already-successful champion Bruno Sammartino. Specifically, they 
wanted to set up a title unification match with Thesz, then the NWA World Champion. This match 
would take place on closed-circuit television across the country, then an unthinkable aspect of 
promotion for pro wrestling. Thesz was to drop the belt to Bruno, thus unifying the world title 
claims, then win back only the NWA belt at an unspecified date in the future. Thesz was unim-
pressed with the amount of money he was being offered, especially because the “New York 
swifties” (his colorful name for Vince Senior and Co.) were looking at a potential payday in excess 
of seven figures. A legitimate amateur wrestler and tough guy (the term “hooker,” like the similar 
moniker of “shooter,” referred to a wrestler who could apply holds in such a manner to win legiti-
mately, not just in a worked, professional-style “match”), Thesz was a throwback to a time when 
the traveling champion had to be able to handle any situation in the ring lest a local promoter try 
to pull a fast one by having his local star “win the world title” in an unscheduled manner. As such, 
if he didn’t cooperate with the limited-in-skill Sammartino in the ring, Bruno wouldn’t necessarily 
leave with the belt even if that was the sanctioned outcome. Muchnick was happy with the payoff 
he was to receive and tried to order Thesz to go along with the match, but was unsuccessful due to 
Thesz’s threat to double-cross him on the match finish if he did. Had the match actually come off, 
Vince Senior’s resolve not to cross territorial boundaries might have weakened in the face of what 
could have been monster profits at the gate and from closed-circuit. While not expressly identified 
as an influence for national expansion, Mondt was always an advocate for a very aggressive manner 
of operation and remained so until his retirement in 1969. The effects of receiving big money from 
a “one time only” crossing of promotional boundaries via closed circuit could have transformed the 
promotional mindset of the Vince crew – in addition to controlling the unified WWF/NWA champion 
in Sammartino. There was some doubt as to whether Bruno’s Italian character would be as over in 
the rest of the country as it was in the Northeast, but these fears were ridiculous – his hometown 
and base of operations was Pittsburgh, which is very representative of Middle America. Ultimately, 
though, the failure to financially satisfy Thesz prevented the window of opportunity from opening 
for the formation of the first national promotion back in the 1960s. 
 
^ 1975: A maverick from “outside the family” tries, and fails, to establish a national beach-
head. Those who have compared pro wrestling to La Cosa Nostra need look no further than the 
similarities in terms of how competition is tolerated – or more accurately, not tolerated. “Running 
opposition” against an established operation in an area was the biggest no-no among the kingpins 
back in the day. So one can only imagine the shock and anger coursing through booking offices 
across the country when an interloper tried to set up shop nationally. Eddie Einhorn, a longtime 
sports television executive who, among other things, helped pioneer big-time college basketball 
coverage (and is now an executive with the Chicago White Sox), picked up the pieces of the NWF 
promotion that ran in upstate New York, Pennsylvania and Ohio in the late 1960s and early 1970s 
when it folded. He signed several big-name stars of the day, including Mil Mascaras (who would 
serve as his first heavyweight champion), Ivan Koloff, Ernie Ladd, Ox Baker and announcer Jack 
Reynolds (the voice of NWF wrestling, later to be heard in the WWF) for his brand-new IWA promo-
tion. With national syndication, a slot on New York’s cable superstation WOR and cutting-edge 
1970s tools such as instant replay being deployed, this TV bigshot was trying to make a huge 
splash. His early shows against Crockett Promotions in the Mid-Atlantic area and against WWWF in 
the Northeast got the attention of the powers that be and ultimately, they waged a successful 
counterattack by invoking exclusive clauses to keep the IWA out of any prime arenas. Court fights 
to end these practices were unsuccessful and as such, the life span of the promotion only lasted 
from January to October 1975 – enough time to cost Einhorn a cool half a million. His attempt to 
change the system from the outside was unsuccessful and demonstrated to Vince Junior that the 
way to build a nationwide territory was to start with an established one and build from there. In-
terestingly, Einhorn would return to the wrestling wars nine years later as part of the aforemen-
tioned Pro Wrestling USA super-promotion. But adding the chief outlaw of yesterday to a volatile 
mix of promoters who already didn’t trust each other fully was doomed to failure and both of Ein-
horn’s ventures ended up going down in history as “what might have been” footnotes. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 88) 



Five Times Pro Wrestling Could Have Gone National Sooner 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 87) 
^ 1976: Ted Turner puts WTBS on national cable and Georgia Championship Wrestling goes 
along for the ride. Following the IWA show on WOR by just a year, the second wrestling program 
to be televised nationally since the Dumont Network broadcasts of the 1950s happened by accident 
– or at least, not by design of the promoters, who were irrelevant to the decision. In the 1970s, 
business mogul Ted Turner was in the process of expanding his business base beyond the South-
east. He decided to take his television station, Atlanta’s Channel 17, and put it up on the satellite 
so that it could be viewed coast-to-coast on cable television. His newly-purchased Atlanta Braves 
were envisioned to be a prime beneficiary, since they would be the first Major League Baseball 
team with games that could be seen nationally. But it would be the Georgia Championship Wres-
tling promotion that would eventually realize some unexpected gains. As the 1980s dawned, the 
territory expanded into uncontested “open” areas in Ohio, Michigan and West Virginia. Executives 
realized almost by accident that they were gaining in popularity in certain geographic areas not as 
a result of the syndicated program, but because of the nationally televised Saturday evening pro-
gram on the rebranded “SuperStation.” However, the makeup of the Georgia territory kept the 
promotional braintrust from having any national designs. In addition to the aforementioned verbo-
ten nature of promoting shows in “other people’s territories,” the Georgia group was constrained 
by its NWA membership. They exchanged booking dates for the NWA World Champion with all of 
the other local affiliates, and for that matter, the promotion also depended on moving talent back 
and forth between the local territories. At that time, it was widely perceived that territories 
would go stale with too much of the same talent around for too long, so wrestlers moved fairly 
freely between many of the different areas. The Georgia promotion would have had to create its 
own “world champion” and lock down a core group of talent if they were to break off from the 
NWA and promote shows in many of the major cities across the country that viewed their shows on 
TBS. Additionally, in the early ‘80s, Ole Anderson held the position of “booker” (matchmaker) for 
both the Georgia and Mid-Atlantic territories and there’s no way the two territories could have 
maintained a sufficient affiliated basis with Georgia firmly outside the NWA fold. Ultimately, the 
TBS show did serve as the basis for Crockett’s Mid-Atlantic group to launch a national expansion in 
the mid-‘80s – once Vince Junior had already gone national and Crockett had worked within the 
NWA to buy up many territories, including Georgia. But that doesn’t necessarily mean that the 
Georgia promoters could have surmounted the obstacles they’d have faced by “following their 
television show” in the late ‘70s and early ‘80s. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 89) 
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Five Times Pro Wrestling Could Have Gone National Sooner 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 88) 
^ 1978: Vince Senior takes the title off the Hogan precursor. When Bruno’s final title run came 
to an end in April of 1977, Vince Senior traveled an unconventional path by elevating Superstar 
Billy Graham, a charismatic, jive-talking, flashy-dressing heel muscleman from the Southwest. 
Wrestlers without much technical wrestling ability had traditionally been relegated to the upper 
midcard at best, but there was something special about Graham’s package of qualifications that 
made him an intriguing choice to lead a promotion as champion. The gamble paid off, as Graham 
provided the spark the New York office sought and sold out buildings in both the bigger and 
smaller markets all over the area. Notwithstanding the gutsy decision to put Graham on top, how-
ever, Vince Senior stayed true to his original plan of getting the territory red-hot with Graham in 
order for his young star “The All-American Boy” Bob Backlund to become established immediately 
as a superstar by toppling him for the title. With the area on fire, however, Graham believed that 
he should be turned babyface as significant portions of the fanbase were already cheering him de-
spite the unsportsmanlike tendencies of his character. Vince Junior, who would light the world on 
fire with a very similar character to what Graham envisioned in Hulk Hogan six years later, was 
sympathetic to this wish, but wielded no real power in his father’s enterprise. Graham dropped 
the title to Backlund as anticipated in February of 1978, never to return to his peak level of star-
dom. In Graham’s subsequent WWE-produced career retrospective DVD “20 Years Too Soon,” he 
expresses frustration that he did not get the opportunity to deploy what would have been for all 
intents and purposes the same character that Hogan conquered the world with in 1984. With hated 
Russian wrestler Ivan Koloff as a former tag team partner, Graham had an ideal opponent to facili-
tate a babyface turn – and as the Sgt. Slaughter/Iron Sheik feud also from 1984, demonstrated, 
there was huge box office potential in a rivalry that could appeal to jingoism at a time when the 
United States was perceived as struggling to deal with some of its foreign adversaries. Granted, 
Vince Senior did not have Mondt around as an aggressive influence and had settled back into a 
friendly association with the NWA, so he wasn’t philosophically inclined to push full-steam ahead 
nationally even if Graham had actually gotten a chance to become Hogan-before-Hogan. Plus, 
without a national television outlet, the WWWF would have faced significant obstacles in taking 
their success in the huge Northeast media outlets nationwide. But he also would have had the in-
dustry’s first real larger-than-life figure as a world champion and having that kind of mold-breaker 
on top is a wild card that makes calculating the odds of success fairly difficult. 
 
^ 1982: World Class Championship Wrestling goes on Trinity and builds a substantial syndica-
tion network, with unprecedented production values. Much in the same way that Vince Junior 
imprinted his very different vision of wrestling on the WWF when he took it over, Fritz Von Erich 
transformed his country greatly at about the time he retired as an active wrestler to focus on pro-
moting in 1982. With his young, athletic, photogenic and insanely over sons about to anchor the 
promotion for as far as the eye could see, he changed the entire feel of Texas wrestling to reflect 
the new age in every possible way. A new TV crew came in and brought a revolutionary, high-tech 
feel to the televising of pro wrestling. Older names who had anchored the area for so long were 
replaced with a new generation of exciting wrestlers. And eventually, a syndication network 
sprung up in far-flung areas and his show landed on the national evangelical cable channel Trinity 
Broadcasting Network (World Class was fairly overt in its pro-Christian messages, more so than 
most wrestling organizations before or since). Like the Georgia promoters a few years earlier, 
though, Fritz refused to “follow his program” with actual shows across territorial lines, as he did 
not want to become an outcast in his fraternity of promoters (even when he broke away from the 
NWA in 1986 and proclaimed his company champion Rick Rude as the “World Class World Heavy-
weight Champion,” he ignored his sons’ pleas and still refused to compete against his former NWA 
breathren!). And while he had a host of fresh, new, over wrestlers (exemplified by, but not limited 
to, his own sons), it’s debatable if he’d have had enough organizational depth to maintain a na-
tional promotion, and the drug problems of his sons and many other core wrestlers might have 
choked such an effort in the cradle. But it remains a very interesting what-if regardless of all that. 



Handicapping The Jay Leno Sweepstakes 
July 12, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
This week's Entertainment Weekly explores the circumstances surrounding the upcoming Jay Leno 
jockeying among various networks and syndication entities. To recap briefly: in 2004, Leno an-
nounced that he would be retiring and handing over "The Tonight Show" in 2009 to Conan O'Brien. 
Faced with potentially losing O'Brien to a competing network, NBC was more than happy to imple-
ment this plan and rumors spread quickly that Leno did not jump, but was pushed. Given that Leno 
does not plan to completely retire -- he will certainly be maintaining, and perhaps expanding, his 
schedule of stand-up comedy traveling -- suspicions that Leno plans another high-profile job are 
well-founded. 
 
By the time this is all said and done, the story will probably rival the circus of the early 1990s, 
when late-night legend Johnny Carson relinquished the "Tonight" throne. At that time, Carson too 
was thought to have been at least nudged out the door; Leno's ruthless operative Helen Kushnick 
(played to devastating effect by Kathy Bates in the awesome movie "The Late Shift," which drama-
tized the Carson succession process) took it upon herself to try to get Carson out of the way and 
keep David Letterman from moving up one hour on the schedule at NBC. Having followed the tale 
in the media as it unfolded at that time and having greatly enjoyed "Shift," I didn't think that late-
night TV would ever see another saga quite like that one. But notwithstanding the segmentation 
that has materialized from an ever-increasing number of cable television channels, the late-night 
universe apparently remains lucrative enough that big-time TV potentates want somebody they 
consider to be a legitimate franchise player. 
 
And Leno, despite a comic persona that Entertainment Weekly correctly notes does not cater to 
television's ever-present desire for the young and the fresh, is perceived by these executives po-
tentially as one of the biggest cash cows in TV even into the future. A battle with Letterman that 
ensued when "The Late Show" debuted on CBS in 1993 was once close, but is now in the process of 
being decisively won by Leno for the 13th consecutive year. Leno's farewell tour will begin in ear-
nest in a few months, making a 14th straight victory inevitable. Truly, he will have gone out on top 
-- and this admission comes from someone who isn't quite in tune with his older sense of humor. 
 
So where does he end up when the succession plan is set to take effect next year? The FDH Lounge 
handicaps the odds … 
 
4-1: Staying in the NBC Universal television family. NBC will pull out all the stops to continue util-
izing Leno in either a singular role or a multitude of roles across channels. With several cable 
channels that could benefit from his presence (including USA and Bravo) and NBC potentially dan-
gling a 10 PM talk show that could air on the big network a few nights a week, the possibility of 
hanging around the present environs in a kind of Tom Brokaw Elder Statesman role could appeal 
greatly to him. Also, Leno cannot legally entertain any other offers before November 2009 and 
can't move anywhere until the next year, so any acceptance of another job would have to wait 
until well after his final program. Hence, unless he accepts an offer to stay put before the farewell 
tour commences, he will leave under a cloud of uncertainty and intrigue as to what his next move 
will be -- something that cannot thrill NBC. 
 
6-1: Moving to ABC for a three-way battle with O'Brien and Letterman. ABC came hard after Let-
terman back in 2002, demonstrating that they would jettison "Nightline" under the right circum-
stances. They would risk offending their current 12 PM host, Jimmy Kimmel, who they have tried 
very hard to push as a top late-night entity in his own right, but Kimmel would then become the 
heir to a potential empire at 11:30 PM if Leno, approaching his 60s, would retire for real in a few 
years. Smelling blood in the water with NBC losing the reigning ratings king and CBS locked into 
Letterman until at least 2010, Disney can be expected to push hard to make a deal happen. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 91) 



Handicapping The Jay Leno Sweepstakes 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 90) 
8-1: Syndicating a show through Sony or Tribune. Syndication is not looked upon as a very viable 
option by many in television, owing to the fact that Arsenio Hall's program was eventually out-
gunned by his network rivals in 1994. If Leno accepts this option, he moves off of most network-
affiliated local stations (and therefore moves off most of the highest-rated local stations), but he 
would own a substantial piece of the pie and could earn the rights to produce other shows. More 
than almost any other option, it has substantial pros and cons. 
 
10-1: Moving to CBS to take over for Letterman. Dave has had well-known health issues and has 
stated that he doesn't see himself in the "Late Night" chair for the rest of his life. CBS, operating 
under the assumption that if you can't beat them, you should ask them to join you, might try to 
finagle Leno in that chair with or without Letterman's consent to move on peacefully. Such a 
move, particularly if it were to happen over Letterman's objections, would be particularly ironic -- 
not merely because Leno beat him out for "Tonight" back in 1991, but because Letterman paved 
the way for years of ratings defeats at Leno's hands by watering down his act and being less daring 
at 11:30 as an alleged means of competing with Leno. Given a choice between a legitimate practi-
tioner of middle-aged and older humor (Leno) and someone who cast aside his wild 12:30 humor to 
try to succeed in a more mainstream time slot (Letterman), CBS may opt for the original and not 
the imitator. 
 
15-1: Staying at "The Tonight Show." NBC would have to pay O'Brien a $40 million penalty for tak-
ing the job back and they'd have to resolve a separate issue of Jimmy Fallon being slated to re-
place O'Brien at 12:30, but this option is not completely impossible. Five years ago, O'Brien was 
perceived as the rising star at NBC late-night, but as the time for the switch draws nearer, some 
executives may be wondering if they should just go ahead and risk the embarrassment of reneging 
on the changeover. This option is unlikely, but far from impossible. 
 
20-1: Moving to FOX to do a show at 11 PM. The legacy of FOX late-night failures from the early 
days of the network, from Chevy Chase to Joan Rivers, lives on. The notion of having to follow the 
late local news a half hour earlier (and competing with other local news programs, a not-
inconsiderable variable for Leno's demographic) makes the vast amount of money that Rupert Mur-
doch could throw something of a non-factor to a man who already has more money than he could 
ever spend. 
 
30-1: Moving to CNN to take over for Larry King in 2010. Rumors that Leno would inherit King's 
show have lived on for years, but it's not a great fit. No matter the desperation of CNN executives, 
Leno could surely earn a bigger check elsewhere, and a show that doesn't leave room for his be-
loved monologue doesn't seem a great fit for him. 
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Starrcade’s 25th Anniversary: The Night The Business Changed Forever 
November 9, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Most people tend to draw the before-and-after line in the modern history of pro wrestling in terms 
of the WWF's national expansion in 1984 with new champion Hulk Hogan redefining the concept of 
the top wrestler as a comic book superman figure. But in reality, the first shot of the modern era 
was fired 25 years ago this month -- by the promoter who would be the only real competition for 
Vince McMahon within a few years. 
 
Jim Crockett's Mid-Atlantic Wrestling produced the first Starrcade card on November 24, 1983. It 
was designed as a blowoff to several storylines that had been building throughout the territory all 
year long with one extra-special element on top: the return of local hero Ric Flair to the position 
of NWA World Champion in a cage match with the man who had dethroned him and put out a 
bounty on him, Harley Race. The bout did what it was designed to do, cement Flair as a legitimate 
traveling world champion (which an NWA titleholder was, since the National Wrestling Alliance was 
comprised of several member territories all over the world, each of whom was entitled to appear-
ances from the top man) poised to build on the creative successes of his first run from late 1981 to 
early 1983. 
 
Starrcade was not a pay-per-view card like the later WWF efforts, but it was available on closed-
circuit television in several markets in the territory. It was not even the first closed-circuit card, 
as the AWA and WWF had dabbled with it on a very limited basis (mostly in terms of televising a 
big show to an overflow crowd in a nearby arena), nor was it in a huge outdoor stadium like other 
promotions had done (such as the Comiskey Park and Soldiers Field events from the 1960s through 
the 1980s, the NWF at Cleveland Stadium in 1972 for the Super Bowl of Wrestling, the interpromo-
tional 1978 Orange Bowl show and the WWF Shea Stadium events of 1972, 1976 and 1980). What is 
was was the first event with the branding of a name like "Starrcade" behind it and it carried the 
promise of something heretofore revolutionary in the business: the prospect of a big card to be a 
culmination of several angles that much of the territory could witness as opposed to one market. 
 
Think about it: the industry had always run on a model that had shows scattered all over the vari-
ous territories but the most important happenings saved for events held in the main market: At-
lanta in the Georgia territory, Madison Square Garden in the WWF (and the WWWF before it), etc. 
Some territories like the AWA were large enough geographically to move some big doings around 
from time to time and others like Mid-Atlantic had a rough parity with several different cities be-
ing rabid enough for the product to merit seeing something big, but even in those instances, the 
rest of the territory would have to wait for the next week's TV show to learn of those events. And 
significant happenings tended to be spaced out with one big angle at a time culminating on one of 
these shows as opposed to a mega-show where several different big things might go down. The 
aforementioned stadium shows didn't always even blow off the MAIN angle of the promotion! Bruno 
Sammartino and Pedro Morales, past and present WWWF champions, squared off at Shea in a 
"dream match" in 1972, an oh-so-rare megaface vs. megaface confrontation of the day -- and 
fought to a draw because the promotion didn't want either man to take the loss. After 
(legitimately) breaking his neck in 1976, Bruno didn't even get a pinfall win in his grudge match at 
Shea against Stan Hanson, but rather a countout win! AWA champ Verne Gagne was also known to 
win by countout at stadium shows, proving that these events may have been promoted as some-
thing special and different, but certainly weren't booked that way. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 93) 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 92) 
Compare and contrast this to Starrcade '83. There were several extremely noteworthy bouts on 
this card. The Charlie Brown-Great Kabuki match was a mask vs. title bout that ended with a title 
change. On Roddy Piper's WWE DVD, his dog collar match with Greg "The Hammer" Valentine was 
referred to by Jerry Brisco as the precursor of today's showstealing matches at WrestleMania -- and 
it was. Speaking of Jerry Brisco, he and his brother Jack defended the NWA World Tag Team Titles 
against Ricky Steamboat and Jay Youngblood in a blowoff of their classic feud. And of course, in 
the main event, Race and Flair put on a match for the ages that set the template for the PPV main 
event of the modern era just as surely as the event itself set the tone for the PPV events that fol-
lowed. 
 
Race notes in his memoirs that Vince McMahon, Jr. tried to blow up the event at the 11th hour, 
summoning Race to New York for a big-money offer to no-show the event and bring his belt to the 
WWF for a "unification" match. Although tempted, Race declined. Not to glorify McMahon's busi-
ness tactics, but one can understand how a man of his value system would want to disrupt 
Starrcade at all costs. He had just assumed control of the Northeast-based promotion from his fa-
ther with grand plans to go national and he surely was beginning to envision his own supercards 
like WrestleMania -- with the first Mania taking place in March 1985. The thought that one of the 
regional promotions that he looked down upon could beat him to the punch by structuring an event 
in a revolutionary style had to be galling -- and it probably explains perfectly why he took a pass 
on using the Starrcade name even when he purchased the rights to it along with all WCW (the suc-
cessor to Jim Crockett Promotions) property in 2001. 
 
The NWA promoters who allowed Flair to regain the belt on such a stage surely had no idea of 
what was in store for themselves, as Crockett became the lead bulwark against the WWF expan-
sion by 1985-86 and subsequently ended up taking over many of their territories. In an age where 
fans tended to get their information about other territories from the Apter mark mags, Starrcade 
legitimized Mid-Atlantic as something more than "just another territory." 
 
But Crockett's subsequent use of the show as the means to become McMahon's main national com-
petitor, while a matter of substantial importance in the history of the last quarter-century in the 
industry, pales in comparison to the significance of the template he created. By decades's end, the 
pattern of booking from one PPV event to the next was in place in both of the remaining megapro-
motions, WWF and the Crockett-dominated NWA. By the middle of the next decade, the promo-
tions were running monthly PPV shows and the revolution was taken a step further. 
 
So on November 24, if you're a fan disillusioned with the predictable re-chewed modern business, 
turn off Raw and pop in a DVD (or pull up clips on YouTube) to check out moments from the night 
that created the modern world in the pro wrestling industry exactly 25 years before, Starrcade '83. 
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Believe It Or Not, Iran’s Mullah’s Have Never Heard Of Pro Wrestling! 
December 14, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Doggone it, I guess it couldn't remain a secret forever! After numerous decades of pro wrestling 
using Arab and Persian wrestlers as mega-bad guys, the Iranian government found out -- but they're 
blaming a movie! 
 
"The country's media has reportedly condemned ["The Wrestler'] in part because of a fight se-
quence in which Rourke's character, Randy 'the Ram' Robinson, battles an opponent dubbed the 
Ayatollah.  
 
During the fight, the Ayatollah, played by actor and former professional wrestler Ernest "the Cat" 
Miller, waves an Iranian flag before ramming the pole under his opponent's neck. Rourke's charac-
ter then grabs the flag and snaps the pole over his knee before tossing it into the crowd. 
Newspapers and websites in Iran say the Darren Aronofsky-directed film is just the latest manifes-
tation of Western prejudice towards Iran in Hollywood films." 
 
Yeah, it's Hollywood making something up and not reflecting what's been going on in arenas, Na-
tional Guard armories and high schools for multiple decades now. Whatta buncha maroons. 
 
Right about a quarter century ago, as I was a mere tiny tyke, my dad yielded to constant nagging 
from my brother, my cousin and I and took us to see the old Georgia Championship Wrestling crew 
when they were on a swing through Cleveland. Just before he would leap to the WWF to take the 
company title from Bob Backlund, he was wrestling one of his final matches against either Ronnie 
Garvin or Tommy Rich (I think it was Garvin, but that memory is less vivid than what I'm about to 
describe). As the Sheik is going through his anti-American routine, the whole place is chanting "U-
S-A! U-S-A!" We children are of course chanting along; meanwhile, my dad is sitting next to what 
look to be a couple of Persian gentlemen -- glowering silently at him as the kids he's with are 
screaming their heads off loudly. My dad just looks over at us with one of those defeated, "This 
could only happen to me" looks. Classic. 

The WWF’s 1993: The Most Disjointed Wrestling Year Ever 
January 11, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
I have recently been reading Bret Hart’s new book “Hitman” and a review will be forthcoming 
shortly. But in the course of perusing it, I became aware of just how strange a year 1993 was in the 
World Wrestling Federation. It may be the most crazy, disjointed 12 months that any promotion 
has ever experienced. 
 
The year dawned with the aftermath of the firings of the Ultimate Warrior and Davey Boy Smith, 
both of whom were fired not long after wrestling in the co-main events at the epic SummerSlam 
’92 show. Also, Randy Savage was on his way to the announcer’s booth at the conclusion of a long 
feud with Ric Flair and Flair was on his way back to WCW after Vince McMahon made the decision 
to take him out of the WWF Title picture. A new sometimes-live program, Monday Night Raw, was 
set to replace Prime Time Wrestling on the USA Network and become the flagship program of the 
company. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 95) 
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The WWF’s 1993: The Most Disjointed Wrestling Year Ever 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 94) 
With these developments all having taken place before the traditional “Road to WrestleMania” got 
started in earnest, the promotion was free to set its lineup for the big event and beyond. Bret Hart 
was set to defend the WWF Title against Yokozuna, who won the championship match by capturing 
the Royal Rumble in the first year that the stipulation was in place. Also appearing in positions of 
prominence heading into the big event in Las Vegas were the following: 
 
^ Hulk Hogan: He came back in an attempt by McMahon to recapture the interest level of the glory 
days. Programmed into a tag title match with Brutus Beefcake against Money Inc., he would end up 
leaving WrestleMania IX as the WWF Champion after “an impromptu extra match.” 
 
^ Curt Hennig: “Mr. Perfect” was one of the greatest pro wrestlers of his time and was in the midst 
of a moderately successful face run after surprisingly returning from a severe back injury the pre-
vious autumn. 
 
^ Ted Dibiase: Now a part of the tag team title unit Money, Inc., his wealthy jerk persona was con-
tinuing to sow major heat as it had since his debut in 1987. 
 
^ Jerry Lawler: He had come on board recently as a heel announcer and utility upper-card heel. 
 
^ Doink, Lex Luger and Razor Ramon: They were being pushed heavily as upper-card heels. 
 
All seven of these performers were being called upon to fill top-level spots on the card early in the 
year. What else did they have in common? They were all gone by later in the year. 
 
Now, Doink, Luger and Ramon were still with the promotion, but all were turned face in fairly 
abrupt fashion during the year. Luger’s transition was the most abrupt and stunning – from the ar-
rogant, self-obsessed “Narcissist” to the selfless all-American hero when Hogan left and McMahon 
felt the need to have a muscular babyface challenging Yokozuna for the title. 
 
As for the others … Hogan left after dropping the belt to Yokozuna and not to Hart due to circum-
stances we may never fully understand because Hogan, Hart and McMahon all tell different stories 
… Hennig left the company in the fall after the Survivor Series … Dibiase hurt his back in Japan and 
was through as a wrestler for the company after SummerSlam … Lawler was taken off of TV later in 
the year when charges arising from a sex scandal made it necessary for the company to distance 
itself from him. 
 
Additionally, the company had brought in possibly the greatest tag team in the world in the Steiner 
Brothers early in 1993 and put the straps on them that summer – but by the fall, they were moving 
down the card rapidly and would be gone early the next year. And Sensational Sherri left the com-
pany midway through ’93 after seconding a series of main-event heels over the years. In a similar 
vein, Jimmy Hart left with Hogan and Bobby Heenan would take off later in the year, so the 
mouthpiece/announcer ranks were changing as well – and Jim Ross’s surprising arrival at Wrestle-
Mania further set the tone that times were changing. 
 
The landscape at the end of 1993 that would not have been recognizable earlier in the year had 
some other new and returning faces to distinguish it also. Savage got involved in some in-ring ac-
tion again with a feud against new heel Crush. Diesel began what would be a storied WWF career 
in the ring after starting as just a bodyguard. Jacques Rougeau came back as ½ of a tag team 
known as the Quebecers and they would shortly capture the tag straps from the Steiners – and be 
managed by Scott Levy’s Johnny Polo character. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 96) 



The WWF’s 1993: The Most Disjointed Wrestling Year Ever 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 95) 
The company was flailing due to the revolving door of wrestlers coming and going as well as abrupt 
changes in direction that were being made due to sheer panic. The steroid scandal, which had 
erupted in the media in the months prior to WrestleMania VIII in early ’92, was well on its way to 
degenerating into McMahon’s federal trial in the summer of ’94 and the product was suffering for 
it. Many decisions were completely unfocused, such as putting the belt on Hogan at a time when 
Raw was becoming the company’s flagship program. McMahon had spent so much time in the glory 
days bragging about he and Hogan taking wrestling out of the “small, smoke-filled arenas” that the 
early Raw programs in the small halls seemed a jarring throwback. 
 
Ultimately, the desperate, grasping moves of a promotion trying to get back to the recent boom 
period defined the chaotic 1993 WWF period. Ironically, WCW is probably a bit more infamous in 
the minds of wrestling fans for their own miserable moments that year (Paul Roma as a member of 
the Four Horsemen, the Hollywood Blondes breakup, the Shockmaster, the Arn Anderson/Sid Vi-
cious scissors shoot brawl), but the WWF’s year was more consequential because it set in motion 
the stupid “New Generation” theme that characterized the company’s aimless direction until the 
next boom began to bubble up in ’97-98. And in a further ironic touch, several of the underutilized 
wrestlers in WCW in 1993 would form a big part of the core of the Attitude Era (Steve Austin, Mick 
Foley, Dustin Rhodes, Davey Boy Smith, Big Van Vader). 
 
That last note perfectly exemplifies the cyclical nature of the wrestling business, because the next 
time that the WWF (soon to become WWE) would go through a post-boom hangover in ’02-03, they 
again tried to throw as much muck as they could at the wall to try to get the good times to come 
right back – and who were some of the big names they brought back at that time? Hogan, Ramon 
(now known as Scott Hall), Diesel (now known as Kevin Nash) and Scott Steiner. Ah, the wacky re-
volving door in the wrestling business!  

Forecasting The Conan Tonight Show Era 
May 29, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
The late-night era that began with the struggle to succeed Johnny Carson (chronicled so memora-
bly in the 1996 HBO movie "The Late Shift") ends tonight with the final chapter in the saga that 
lasted the better part of two decades: Leno vs. Letterman. On a somewhat amusing note, the CBS 
show went out of its way to load up on guests this week, as though pulling out a win in the ratings 
in the very last days of the battle would erase a nearly 14-year beatdown! 
 
The dynamic that will follow from this point forward is truly unique in television history. Conan 
O'Brien takes over Tonight starting this Monday to fulfill a promise made five years ago by the net-
work when they sunsetted Leno's role as host. But for the first time in the history of the property, 
O'Brien will not be the unquestioned alpha dog of NBC talk shows merely by virtue of that post -- 
Leno's new show that will appear from 10-11 PM EDT every weeknight starting in September will 
keep him in a slot of ascendancy on the network. That opinion is shared by no less an authority 
than Mediaweek TV columnist Marc Berman, who voiced it on our FDH LOUNGE program this past 
Wednesday. Although both sides are dismissing concerns about network hierarchy as it relates to 
guest booking, the issue seems certain to assert itself by the end of the year at the very latest. 
 
Moving from the 11:30 spot was never Leno's idea, nor was rocking the boat of his success some-
thing that made a tremendous amount of sense for the network. In fairness, though, they were 
caught in the midst of a potential bidding war for Conan's services back in '04 and they faced the 
possibility of seeing him become a formidable competitor. Whether or not they made the right 
choice, it must be acknowledged that they faced a tough choice. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 97) 
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As his remaining time wound down, Leno began to explore a number of different options, thus put-
ting the network in a mirror image of their Conan conundrum! Last summer, we handicapped the 
Leno sweepstakes and we were correct in installing a stay at NBC Universal as the most likely op-
tion. After putting a number of possibilities on the table, the network ultimately built him a virtual 
Mayflower van for his "Irsay" move an hour-and-a-half earlier. He is taking with him essentially his 
entire Tonight Show identity with the network's blessing. 
 
He faces long odds in winning ratings battles in that timeslot, but his show is so much cheaper to 
produce than a scripted network production that NBC likely won't care -- unless the affiliates see 
their 11:00 news ratings fall into the dumper as a result and riot. In all likelihood, the show will 
probably fare moderately well, enough to keep everyone happy. 
 
The new Jay Leno Show will likely put a dent in Tonight, however, as the channel will be putting 
forth three hours of late night programming each night, interrupted only by the late local news. 
The middle-aged and older folks who are the backbone of Leno's audience won't have to stay up as 
late to watch the program, nor will they be forced to accustom themselves to O'Brien's brand of 
hosting. 
 
So how will this affect the new Conan vs. Dave battle? Well, Letterman decided long ago to change 
his style (creatively, for the worse) to become more "accessible" to the older audience at 11:30. 
"12:30 Dave" is a distant memory and it's uncertain as to whether the decision to placate the ear-
lier viewers paid off for him. Would he have been trounced worse by Leno had he kept his old per-
sona, or did his ratings victories in the initial two years of the head-to-head mean that a core of 
people followed him from 12:30 hoping for the show to devolve into what it used to be? We will 
never know. 
 
What we do know is that Conan's 12:30 style was even more experimental and younger-skewing 
than Letterman's show was -- and that's saying something. A change to safer and more traditional 
comedy at 11:30 would be an even more abrupt change for Conan than Dave's watering-down was 
when it began 16 years ago. Hopefully he won't try anything too over-the-top in his attempts to be 
palatable, like wearing a sweater vest. 
 
The guess here is that the challenges in front of Conan -- deciding on how many of his quirky ele-
ments to retain in the new time slot and internal posturing against Leno's new show when it debuts 
-- will give Letterman an opening to take the ratings lead after the initial curiosity factor wanes. 
Factor in George Lopez starting on TBS later this year as another potential spoiler, plus whatever 
Jimmy Kimmel tries to put himself in the picture, and this era is easily going to be on par with the 
final years of Carson (with Arsenio and the other competitors) and the first few of Jay/Dave. The 
network must see this arrangement through at least for a year as the new shows at 10:00 and 
11:30 try to get their sea legs. In the end, though, if both timeslots are significantly weaker a year 
from now, the network may revert to the tried-and-true formula at 11:30 and turn back to Leno to 
be the Grover Cleveland of Tonight Show hosts. 

FantasyDrafthelp.com 
Did you stay away from players like OJ Mayo and Rashard Lewis,  who would have tanked your team last year?   
You’re welcome (they were on our overvalued list)! 
Did you end up with players who helped you succeed last year like Michael Beasley, Blake Griffin and Kevin Love?   
You’re welcome (they were on our undervalued list)! 
FantasyDrafthelp.com: Helping you to find tomorrow’s success stories — today. 



The Wrestling Business Needs Buddy Landel 
March 21, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
On Episode #94 of THE FDH LOUNGE, we had the pleasure of interviewing one of the great stars of 
wrestling’s territorial days, “Nature Boy” Buddy Landel. We’ve had dozens and dozens of inter-
views in the course of our show’s history, but rarely have we had any thoughts that occurred to us 
afterwards that we felt would merit a column on the site – let alone two of them. 
 
This one deals with Buddy’s place on the current pro wrestling landscape. During the interview, it 
emerged that he is hopeful that some tentative feelers that have been put in the direction of TNA 
Wrestling might result in a comeback to the industry (that led, of course, to my inevitable joke 
that he was too young at age 47 to expect a push in TNA – since the median level necessary for 
that seems to be 55-60 these days). He indicated that he is back in great shape and because he 
was underutilized for such a long time, his body has not taken nearly the bumps as many other vet-
erans his age.  But I started thinking afterwards about how hopeful I was that his efforts would 
bear fruit – and how much of a shame it is that he is identifying what looks right now to be his sole 
hope for breaking back out in a big way. If you don’t think that is true, examine the alternatives: 
 
^ WWE: With the company’s lack of faith in the institutional memory of its audience, they would 
surely regard Buddy’s super-brief late-‘90s stint as something beyond the remembrance of today’s 
audience. That would leave them faced with the dilemma of how to get him over with a crowd 
that they might fear would not be able to connect with him. Bear in mind that in recent years only 
Jim Duggan and Tatanka have been brought back for big comeback runs and both were longtime 
WWF fixtures back in the day. They’ve also always had an inability to treat anything they regard as 
“southern ‘rasslin” in an appropriately credible manner, so you’d have to worry that even if he got 
in the door that he could get the right opportunity to be taken seriously. One shudders to think of 
him being saddled with a “hot tub time machine” gimmick (“and now, hailing from 1986, Buddy 
Landel!”) or being treated as an “NXT rookie.” If you don’t think the latter possibility could hap-
pen, consider that former ROH World Champion Bryan Danielson has been given that designation. 
Buddy would bring a breath of fresh air to the company, livening up the product with a style and 
charisma that does not come along every day, but unless the company were to experiment and 
free up a spot on Smackdown (which is the one place they’ve been halfway willing to take chances 
from time to time), it’s hard to visualize. 
 
^ ROH/Evolve/Dragon Gate USA: While in-ring workrate has continued to improve from the 1990s 
in the country’s high-level independent promotions, it has come at a cost. There was room for the 
likes of Terry Funk and Tommy Rich in the ECW of the mid-to-late ‘90s and most people would re-
gard that as a strong positive. But as today’s otherwise great promotions have taken shape, there 
is a uniformity of athletic expectation that is a bit off-putting. There could be no better evidence 
of this than the way that ROH “smart” fans shat all over Jerry Lynn – one of the truly great workers 
of the 1990s and a man who still puts most others of his age and experience level to shame – when 
he was working a comeback storyline en route to the ROH World Title last year. With that having 
been the case, it would be hard to imagine the fanbase being willing to give a fair shake to a man 
who unapologetically works a different style and who has never pretended to be a spot monkey 
(spoken as somebody who has a lot of appreciation for spot monkeys, by the way!). 
 
In the pro wrestling business, variety is the spice of life. A man like Buddy Landel, who has a great 
story to tell in terms of beating severe drug abuse (the story he recounted on the show about WWF 
wrestlers telling him that they lost money on him in a “dead pool” back in the 1990s is astounding 
in its insensitivity, even for crude humor in a business known for it) and who projected great cha-
risma and entertainment in the squared circle should be welcomed anywhere he has an interest in 
donning the tights (not addressed in this column are behind-the-scenes opportunities, which could 
conceivably be more plentiful in the aforementioned promotions and in which he could doubtless 
succeed as well). Instead, our hopes for seeing a high-level comeback are more or less reduced to 
the chance that somebody in Nashville will smell the money in “Nature Boy vs. Nature Boy, 25 
years later” and make the consequential phone call. Such is life in a business with too few high-
level opportunities and substantially fewer places with the wherewithal to appreciate a top talent.  



Top 75 Christmas Movies of All-Time  
December 24, 2010 
By Jason Jones 
 
CHRISTMAS MOVIE RING OF FAME 
1 Scrooged (1988, Bill Murray) 
2 A Christmas Story (1983, Peter Billingsley) 
3 National Lampoon’s Christmas Vacation (1983, Chevy Chase) 
4 Santa Claus: The Movie (1985, Dudley Moore, John Lithgow) 
5 A Christmas Carol (1999, Patrick Stewart) 
6 It’s a Wonderful Life (1946, James Stewart, Donna Reed) 
7 Miracle on 34th Street (1994, Richard Attenborough, Dylan McDermott) 
MOVIES THAT CANNOT BE MISSED 
8 The Most Wonderful Time of the Year (2008, Henry Winkler) 
9 Christmas Do-Over (2006, Jay Mohr) 
10 Chasing Christmas (2005, Tom Arnold) 
11 Debbie Macomber’s Mrs. Miracle (2009, James Van Der Beek, Doris 
Roberts) 
12 Santa Baby (2006, Jenny McCarthy, George Wendt) 
13 Santa Baby 2: Christmas Maybe (2009, Jenny McCarthy, Paul Sorvino) 
14 Holiday in Handcuffs (2007, Melissa Joan Hart, Mario Lopez) 
15 Call Me Claus (2001, Whoopi Goldberg) 
16 Moonlight and Mistletoe (2008, Candace Cameron, Tom Arnold) 
17 Snow (2004, Tom Cavanaugh, Ashley Williams) 
18 Snow 2: Brain Freeze (2008, Tom Cavanaugh, Ashley Williams) 
19 Fred Claus (2007, Vince Vaughn, Paul Giamatti) 
20 How the Grinch Stole Christmas (2003, Jim Carrey) 
21 The Santa Clause (1994, Tim Allen) 
22 Mr. St. Nick (2002, Kelsey Grammer) 
23 Santa Jr. (2002, Lauren Holly, Nick Stabile, Judd Nelson) 
24 Santa Who (2000, Leslie Nielsen, Tommy Davidson) 
25 Christmas in Boston (2005, Marla Sokoloff, Patrick Adams) 
26 Snowglobe (2007, Christina Milian) 
27 Single Santa Seeking Mrs. Claus (2004, Steve Guttenberg, Crystal Bernard) 
28 Meet the Santas (2005, Steve Guttenberg, Crystal Bernard) 
29 Surviving Christmas (2004, Ben Affleck, James Gandolfini) 
30 Christmas Choir (2008, Jason Gedrick) 
31 The Santa Clause 2 (2002, Tim Allen) 
32 The Santa Clause 3: The Escape Clause (2006, Tim Allen) 
33 A Christmas Carol: The Musical (2004, Kelsey Grammer, Jason Alexander) 
34 When Angels Come to Town (2004, Katey Sagal, Peter Falk) 
35 A Colbert Christmas (2008, Stephen Colbert) 
36 The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993, Tim Burton) 
37 The Christmas Wish (1998, Neil Patrick Harris, Naomi Watts) 
38 Debbie Macomber’s Mrs. Miracle (2010, Doris Roberts)  
39 How the Grinch Stole Christmas (1966, Dr. Seuss) 
IF YOU HAVE TIME, STILL PRETTY GOOD 
40 Home Alone (1990, Macauley Culken) 
41 Twelve Days of Christmas Eve (2004, Steven Weber, Molly Shannon) 
42 Twas the Night Before Christmas (1974, animated special) 
43 Elf (2003, Will Ferrell) 
44 A Christmas Carol (2009, Jim Carrey, animated movie) 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 100) 

Ranking the  
WrestleManias:  
26 to 20 
March 27, 2011 
By Kyle Ross 
 
26. WrestleMania 9 
(1993): Not only was 
this show the unoffi-
cial kickoff to the 
company's "bad period" 
(1993-96) and features 
one of its more bone-
headed booking deci-
sions in history 
(putting title back on 
Hogan), but it also had 
no good matches. The 
big angle, which was 
the return of Hulk Ho-
gan, would have really 
fallen flat without the 
impro mpt u t i t l e 
change as he was 
placed in a mid-card 
Tag Title match w/ 
B rutu s  Beefcake 
against Money Inc. The 
only criticism of this 
show that I really don't 
agree with is the 
venue as I didn't mind 
Caesar's Palace, as it 
was definitely differ-
ent. Obviously, "the 
Worlds Largest Toga 
Party" theme was 
dumb. The HBK-
Tatanka IC Title 
opener was probably 
the best match on the 
card, but had a horri-
ble (and predictable) 
finish w/the unbeaten 
Tatanka winning via 
countout so to protect 
the streak -- but they 
couldn't justify putting 
the title on him. Stein-
ers-Headshrinkers was 
fine, but underwhelm-
ing  like  the  Steiners’ 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 100) 
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45 I’ll Be Home for Christmas (1998, Jonathan Taylor Thomas) 
46 White Christmas (1954, Bing Crosby, Danny Kaye) 
47 Bad Santa (2003, Billy Bob Thornton) 
48 Garfield Christmas Special (1987, animated special) 
49 Polar Express (2004, Tom Hanks) 
50 A Muppet Christmas Carol (1992, Michael Caine) 
51 Richie Rich’s Christmas Wish (1998, David Gallagher, Eugene Levy) 
52 A Carol Christmas (2003, Tori Spelling, William Shatner, Gary Coleman) 
53 Christmas Town (2008, Nicole De Boer, Patrick Muldoon) 
54 Finding John Christmas (2003, Valerie Bertinelli, Peter Falk) 
55 Holiday Inn (1942, Bing Crosby, Fred Astaire) 
OK, THIS IS PUSHING IT 
56 Mickey’s Christmas Carol (1983, animated special) 
57 A Charlie Brown Christmas (1965, animated special) 
58 Frosty the Snowman (1969, animated special) 
59 Christmas with the Kranks (2004, Tim Allen, Jamie Lee Curtis, Dan Aykroyd) 
60 Deck the Halls (2006, Danny DeVito, Matthew Broderick) 
61 The Year Without a Santa Claus (1974, animated special) 
62 A Very Married Christmas (2004, Joe Mantegna) 
63 An Accidental Christmas (2007, Cynthia Gibb, James Hong) 
64 Eve’s Christmas (2004, Elisa Donovan, Cheryl Ladd) 
65 Four Christmases (2008, Vince Vaughn, Reese Witherspoon) 
66 The Christmas Blessing (2005, Neil Patrick Harris, Rob Lowe) 
67 All I Want for Christmas (1991, Leslie Neilsen) 
YOU HAVE TO DRAW THE LINE SOMEWHERE 
68 Jingle All The Way (1996, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Sinbad) 
69 Three Wise Guys (2005, Judd Nelson, Tom Arnold, Katey Sagal) 
70 The Dog Who Saved Christmas (2009, Mario Lopez, Elisa Donovan) 
71 The Santa Suit (2010, Kevin Sorbo) 
72 Mrs. Santa Claus (1996, Angela Lansbury) 
73 Jack Frost (1998, Michael Keaton, Kelly Preston) 
74 Ernest Saves Christmas (1988, Jim Varney) 
MR. IRRELEVENT 
75 Star Wars Holiday Special (1978, Harrison Ford, Mark Hamill, Carrie Fisher) 

Ranking the  
WrestleManias:  
26 to 20 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 99)  
whole WWF run. I actu-
ally enjoyed the finish of 
Doink-Crush, but some 
would argue that it com-
pletely sunk the career 
of a potential top baby-
face. I really didn't see 
Crush succeeding though 
in that role. From there, 
the show goes totally 
downhill. Who the fu%& 
booked Bob Backlund vs. 
Razor Ramon?Crowd was 
cheering supposed heel 
Razor, who thankfully 
went over clean as he 
was turning face soon 
anyways. As mentioned 
earlier, Money Inc-Mega 
Maniacs was terrible and 
made worse by a non-
finish. In retrospect, it's 
kind of obvious some-
thing bigger had to be 
planned for Hogan as 
that kind of return 
would have been point-
less. Perfect-Luger was 
another disappointment 
with another bad finish. 
It seemed as if the an-
nouncers were teasing a 
Bret-Narcissist post-WM 
program, but that never 
happened. Undertaker-
Giant Gonzales was obvi-
ously terrible, a nega-
tive star affair with AN-
OTHER non-finish (fu%
&ing ether?)! Then, we 
got to Bret-Yoko. Funny 
how in other eras, they 
had the babyface go 
over the supposed mon-
ster heel. Not here. The 
original plan was for Ho-
gan to put over Bret 
Hart clean at Summer 
Slam (w/Bret  still  going  

over at KOTR to re-establish him as #1 contender), but Hogan vetoed 
that, so Vince buried him at KOTR. Unfortunately, this really set back 
Bret Hart, who thankfully by 1994 would become champion again. If not 
for some funny interplay between the debuting JR and Bobby Heenan, 
this would have been one of the worst shows in wrestling history. 
 
25. WrestleMania 15 (1999): Because this show falls into the Vince Russo 
booking period, it is a convenient WM to bury. But the reality of the 
show is that it doesn't hold up well at all, despite the fact that it did a 
big number on PPV at the time. It features the first ever Austin-Rock 
PPV main event, but other than that **** match, this show blows. For 
whatever reason, people always focus on what was considered a terrible 
booking decision at the time to swap the Road Dog and Billy Gunn in 
multi-person matches. Gunn was involved at the time in a decent IC Ti-
tle program w/ Ken Shamrock and Val Venis. But for some reason, he 
won the Hardcore Title six days before the show and thus defended that 
title against Al Snow and Hardcore Holly, who were feuding with Road 
Dog at the time – but James then inexplicably won the IC Title right be-
fore this show too! 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 101) 
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Vintage Russo, as was a Tag Title match featuring the challengers of D-lo Brown and Test, the for-
mer a face & the latter a heel, b/c Mark Henry was hurt and Test won a battle royal on the pre-
show. More Russo goodness saw Chyna (a heel) turn on Kane (a heel) to reunite with Triple H (a 
face) only for the reunited Triple H and Chyna (faces) then to turn back heel in the next match on 
X-Pac against Shane McMahon. Sadly, Shane/X-Pac was the second best match on the card. Triple 
H/Kane is a dog just like all their matches were. Then, you have the confusing saga of Mick Foley, 
who goes over the recently debuting Big Show by DQ so that he can be the special ref in the main 
event. That booking did NO ONE any favors. Then, you have one of the worst WM matches ever w/ 
Undertaker-Bossman, a heel vs. heel match that is easily the worst Hell in a Cell match ever. My 
god, just typing all this makes me realize this show deserves all the sh%& it gets. Austin-Rock eas-
ily makes it better than WM9 though.  
 
24. WrestleMania 2 (1986): 1986 was an awesome year for WWF. You just wouldn't have known it 
by watching this show, which is famous for emanating from three different cities as a reaction to 
NWA Starrcade 85, which was presented from both Atlanta and Greensboro. It is universally under-
stood that the idea didn't work and there was definitely no Magnum-Tully here. However, it really 
isn't the three-city gimmick that ruins this show, it's the rushed and bad wrestling. None of the 
first six matches break one star. Starting in NY, there is a phoned-in opener of Orndorff-Muraco. 
Only good part there is Orndorff making the "oriental eyes" pose at Fuji. Then you have Part 2 of 
the never-ending Savage-Animal Steele saga and Savage doesn't go over clean and Steele kicks out 
of the elbow drop. Jake Roberts then wins a squash over George Wells in the kind of match that 
would never make a major show today. The NY main event was a worked boxing match between 
Piper and Mr T where the Nassau crowd turns on supposed babyface T. Chicago starts out with two 
real "blink and you'll miss it" affairs of Moolah-McInytre (why?) and Kirschner-Volkoff. Then comes 
the battle royal with NFL players, which is the kind of mainstream attention the company would 
die for today. It's pretty bad though, save for Bill Fralic and Refrigerator Perry getting into it with 
John Studd. The fact that the Bears were coming off a Super Bowl win helped. Then, you have the 
first great Wrestlemania match with a Tag Title switch of Bulldogs over Dream Team (****). No way 
that today they could have held off Bulldogs winning the belts for so long. If there was an Internet 
in 1985, the IWC would have demanded the Bulldogs get the belts six months earlier and that's not 
a good thing. Los Angeles might be the best of the three host cities with Steamboat going over 
Hercules (could have been Bret Hart, but they did the match in Boston the month earlier!) and 
Adonis bumping like a mother fu%&er for Uncle Elmer before thankfully going over. Then there is a 
really underrated brawl between Santana/JYD and the Funks, which is almost as good as the Tag 
Title match. The Hogan-Bundy angle pretty much set the template for every Hogan feud vs. a mon-
ster heel that would follow. Unfortunately, no one really bought the idea of Bundy winning, so do-
ing a Steel Cage match was probably a good idea. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 102) 
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23. WrestleMania 11 (1995): This occurred right in the middle of the dead period for the company. 
It also took place in Hartford, of all places. Anytime you have a show so celebrity heavy and main 
evented by Lawrence Taylor, a man who followed his recent conviction of soliciting a 16 year-old 
prostitute by saying "I don't ask for no birth certificate," you know it’s a rough time. The angle with 
Bigelow at the Rumble was actually pretty good; it just shouldn't have been a main event match as 
Bigelow's loss pretty much cemented the fact it would be his last ever main event – as who could 
take him seriously again? Then you had a really messed-up dynamic in the World Title match of 
Diesel vs. HBK. For the first time since WM 3, you had a babyface go into WM as champ and retain. 
Needless to say, this didn't draw the money of Hogan-Andre. Also, the crowd pretty clearly wanted 
HBK to win as they were booing Diesel towards the finish. That's probably why they had HBK turn 
face the following night on RAW after being turned on by bodyguard Sid. Funny, I promised myself 
I was gonna give up watching wrestling after this show and skipped that RAW. When I found out 
HBK turned face, I immediately got sucked back in. It's sad when Pam Anderson overshadows your 
World Title Match. Too much J.T.T. as well. The rest of this show is just plain uneventful. Luger/
Bulldog vs. the Blu Brothers as an opener? Geez, I know Lex didn't work out as a main event baby-
face, but no wonder he left! Razor-Jarrett was a fine IC-level title program, but wouldn't you have 
guessed that no one gave a sh%& about champ JJ at this point? Bret Hart vs. Backlund, which was a 
good match and a World Title change just five months earlier, was way disappointing and a formal-
ity that Bret was getting his win back. Roddy Piper was also a very annoying referee. One thing I 
did like was Owen Hart bringing out the returning Yokozuna as a mystery partner and the two 
squashing the not-over Smoking Gunns for the Tag Titles. Still, wrestling in general was just so bad 
and unpopular at this time.  
 
22. WrestleMania (1985): The best thing I can say about the original WrestleMania is "well, it was 
the first one." Like WM11, this was a celebrity-heavy show featuring the wrestling debut of Mr T 
alongside Hogan – who was just immensely over by this point and had an excellent foil in Roddy 
Piper (who just awesome during this period) to play off of. Paul Orndorff was just kind of "there," 
as his apex would come in 1986 after turning face, then turning heel on Hogan. I do admit that, 
historically speaking, this is a very important show and most would probably rank it a few spots 
higher. My bone of contention, however, is that this is a glorified MSG house show with a celebrity 
main event (which was the key). And I know it was only 1985, but the production value here was 
very low for a WWF show. The first three matches are all throwaways to put over guys they wanted 
to push later in the year. That's not a criticism per se (I wish we'd see more of it today actually), 
but, again, it was very house show-esque. Tito returns from injury (Valentine) to defeat the 
Masked Executioner (Buddy Rose). King Kong Bundy sets a fake record by squashing SD Jones as he 
was getting programmed for Andre, then Hogan. Ricky Steamboat wins an overrated squash against 
Matt Borne, which is only interesting b/c Borne was Doink I. David Sammartino-Brutus Beefcake 
looked dreadful on paper, but is actually not bad -- despite the fact it was just there to set up a 
tag match the following month at MSG with Bruno/David vs. Beefcake/Johnny V. Funny how the 
crowd totally woke up when Bruno got involved. The IC Title match of Valentine-JYD is total RAW 
material these days as the Hammer was actually feuding with Santana at the time. And of course 
it's a schmozz finish with Tito figuring in. JYD was really over here and was not yet Junkfood Dog. 
The tag title switch of Shiek/Volkoff over Windham/Rotundo was considered shocking at the time, 
but would be predictable today. The Andre/Studd bodyslam challenge is pretty bad. A women's 
title change featured this high on the card will never happen again (Richter over Kai). Funny that 
women's matches always get this spot on the WM card these days, but just as a buffer between a 
hot match and the main event. The Main Event here is definitely the best match on the card, but 
when Hogan and Mr T earn workers of the night honors, that's not a good thing.  
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 103) 
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21. WrestleMania 6 (1990): At the time, this show drew some favorable reviews, particularly com-
pared to its two predecessors, WM 4 and 5. I don't know why. Other than what I must admit is an 
excellent face vs face World Title Match of Hogan vs. Warrior, this show pretty much blows. Some 
of the major feuds coming in (Jake-Dibiase, Piper-Brown) resulted in really disappointing matches 
with horrid countout finishes. As to who was doing more coke before the show between 
Jake/Dibiase (two notorious users) and Piper (came out painted half black), that is a question I 
would like answered. Also, I could argue that Randy Savage was Mr Wrestlemania before Shawn 
Michaels took that moniker and Macho Man was totally miscast here, bumping around for Dusty 
Rhodes and Sapphire in a mixed tag match. As for the rest of the show, it is a bunch of matches 
where the results were often obvious and there was no build up beforehand. Martel-Koko, Earth-
quake-Hercules, Barbarian-Tito and Rude-Snuka were all throwaways to put over the heels, none 
of whom would be in a prominent position within the company by 1991. I do have to admit I 
marked out big at the time for Demolition's 3rd Tag Title win, which was super over with the live 
crowd at Skydome. The Colossal Connection were not exactly the finest Tag Champs of a genera-
tion though, but it was nice to see Andre getting a face turn following the loss considering Vince 
kept using him so shamelessly for years. I'd be angrier about Beefcake getting the first pinfall win 
over Perfect on TV, if not for the fact that Henning got the IC Title shortly thereafter. Harts-
Bolsheviks was kind of an amusing way to put over your next champs strong as opposed to today 
when they'd job for weeks, then get the straps. It's been oft-rumored that the Rockers were not 
sober for a head scratching countout loss to the Orient Express. Speaking of things that would 
never happen today, how about Jim Duggan waving an American flag, chanting "USA, USA" in Can-
ada, and getting over as a babyface vs. canuck Dino Bravo? The match is just a backdrop for the 
push of Earthquake, who squashes Hacksaw after. They really put Bossman over strong against 
Akeem, even having him jumped by the Million Dollar Man beforehand, and that's fine as I had no 
issue whatsoever with Ray Traylor during this time period. As for the main event, no matter what 
revisionist history may say, putting Warrior over Hogan was absolutely the right move at the time 
as the latter's act was getting stale (see the next two years!) and they needed to try something 
new. The match was well laid out (thank you Pat Patterson!) and drew a ton of heat. Hogan does 
deserve credit for carrying it. It's not the promotion's fault that Warrior turned out to be a head-
case, but it is their fault for booking him so poorly after the title win. A rehashed Rick Rude feud 
was not the answer, particularly considering Hogan continued to be the focus with the Earthquake 
angle.  
 
20. WrestleMania 18 (2002): The "other" SkyDome WrestleMania. Again, other than a Hogan match, 
this show is not good. And in this case, the Hogan match with Rock actually isn't as good as the one 
with Warrior, but the rest of the show is slightly better than the undercard of the 1990 show. 
Funny how there have been two instances of Triple H going into a Wrestlemania as a babyface 
chasing the World Title and both times the match came up underwhelming. In this case, it was 
considered a formality that he would go over Chris Jericho and there have been enough jokes 
made about Lucy the dog, so let's move on. As for Hogan-Rock, I probably like this match less than 
"you" the reader. To this day, I just don't "get it" as to why this Toronto crowd was so smitten with 
Hogan. I thought the whole point of the Attitude Era was a reaction to the dead 1980's and what 
was going on during the Monday Night Wars in WCW. Oh well. The match does have ungodly heat 
and would rank higher than say Hogan-Andre on the sliding scale of "important wrestling matches 
with subpar wrestling." It did put over Rock (in spite of the Toronto crowd), who had to tone down 
his act in near-embarrassing fashion so that Hogan could keep up. The rest of this show almost 
doesn't matter save for a decent Undertaker-Ric Flair match. This was during the period when the 
‘Net  was  pulling its collective hair  out  over  the  booking  of  Taker,  who  was squashing  almost  
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everyone and never should have been turned heel in the first place. Loved that Arn Anderson 
spinebuster though! Both Steve Austin and Kurt Angle are wasted on this show and not in the sense 
Austin's opponent Scott Hall probably was. Austin being the "odd man out" on this card in part be-
gan the ill-will that would cause him to temporarily leave the company in the summer. Angle had a 
better match with Kane on a prior Smackdown than what they did here. Given how over he was at 
the time, it is criminal that RVD curtain-jerked here, but at least he wins the IC Title. Dallas Page 
and Christian deserved better as did Edge-Booker, who were feuding over a shampoo commercial. 
It was all downhill for Maven after that dropkick in the Royal Rumble as he wasn't ready despite 
the crowd wanting him to be. I have no idea why he was wrestling Goldust here. The tag title 
situation with Billy and Chuck as champs was really lame. Trish not going over in her hometown vs. 
Jazz would be sad if it wasn't so predictable. 

Ranking the WrestleManias: 19 to 10 
March 27, 2011 
By Kyle Ross 
 
19. WrestleMania 13 (1997) - For me this is the hardest WrestleMania to rank. It was the lowest-
drawing WM on PPV, occurred at a time when the WWF was regularly getting its ass kicked by WCW 
on Monday Nights and had perhaps the least intriguing "main event" in WM history. The majority of 
the undercard is beyond hideous. But there is that Austin-Hart match, not only the best WM match 
ever, but the best match in company history. Consider this: before we all knew Austin would go on 
to become the #1 draw in company history (and this was the launching pad), this was voted 1997 
Match of the Year by almost everyone that mattered in a year that also featured HBK-Taker in the 
1st Hell in a Cell and Eddie-Rey at Halloween Havoc (which is considered by some to be the best 
WCW Match of the 90's). As for the match itself, it is flawless, pulling off an impossible double 
turn, where the key was that the crowd WANTED each guy to turn and it wasn't forced by the pro-
motion. The fact that Hart was a virtual career babyface that had been with the company for over 
10 years is a dynamic that can't be replicated. Neither can the incredible level Austin was working 
at here, as he could do no wrong. No matter what Bret may say about his feelings about going 
heel, his performances every week were phenomenal, both leading up and the aftermath 
(particularly the promo the following night). You know what's ironic? Everyone crucifies Michaels 
for the "losing my smile" stunt, but if not for that, we would not have gotten Austin-Hart here. Un-
fortunately, we did get a World Title Match of Undertaker-Sid, which is the second stinker put on 
by Sid Eudy in a WM closer. This was a crazy booking period for the Title, so it was nice to see 
Taker win and get a nice run. I must admit that the Ahmed/LOD vs. Nation of Domination street 
fight is not bad and Ahmed coming out with the LOD shoulder pads is a sight that would make a 
lesser man sh$& himself. Speaking of sh@&, how about the IC Title match of Rocky Maivia (he's a 
blue chipper, you know) vs. the Sultan, who was Rikishi doing an Arab gimmick co-managed by Bob 
Backlund and Iron Shiek. Neither guy was remotely over here and this was the start of the "Die 
Rocky Die" business. The Tag Title match was supposed to be a title change from Owen/Bulldog to 
Vader/Mankind, but Bret Hart apparantly pulled the "creative control" card so that Owen and 
Davey could have the belts for the Hart Foundation reformation and I have zero problem with that 
considering how it worked out. Also, the rest of the "tag division" was featured in the opening four-
way and considering the Headbangers went over, depth was a major issue. Who thought that the 
New Blackjacks were a good idea? The only match I have yet to mention is Triple H-Goldust, which 
was simply a backdrop to get Chyna more over (and thus Helmsley too!).  
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 105) 
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18. WrestleMania 5 (1989)  
17. WrestleMainia 4 (1988) 
I'm going to talk about these two shows together. These are the two Trump Plaza WrestleManias 
and they are much maligned for the quality of the matches and the very non-wrestling crowds at 
the venue. Most would probably rank these two shows lower than I have them. However, for what-
ever reason, I have a soft spot in my heart for them and that probably has to do with how I was 
young and such a big mark at the time. One positive about these shows that MUST be mentioned is 
the almost unheard of synergy between them. When Randy Savage was standing in the ring with 
Hulk Hogan at the end of the 1988 show, it was known at the time that the two Mega Powers 
would be splitting up later in the year and wrestling in the main event of the 1989 show. Folks, you 
just don't get that kind of foresight anymore in this industry. 
 
As for WrestleMania 4, I laugh at the notion that the show is "too long." Yeah, because internet 
wrestling fans have issues watching four hours of wrestling. Please! Now, the tournament is obvi-
ously not done in ideal fashion. But if you are expecting the 1994 Super J Cup from a Vince McMa-
hon-booked show, well then keep waiting. It's unrealistic. Now, I will complain until my dying day 
that it is criminal not to have done Savage-Steamboat 2 in the second round, one year following 
the classic in Pontiac. Consider that when it came time for Savage-Valentine (who goes over 
Steamboat in Rd 1), the only two other guys left in the tournament were Million Dollar Man and 
One Man Gang, making the booking of Savage to the finals obvious. But that's the way they wanted 
it and since Steamboat was leaving, they weren't going to feature him in any way. As for the rest, 
Dibiase-Duggan isn't exactly reminiscent of their 1985 classic in Mid South. Muraco-Bravo has a ter-
rible finish. Valentine-Steamboat MIGHT be the best match of the show. Savage-Reed is like every 
Randy Savage match between 1992-95 where he gets beat up the whole time and hits the elbow 
out of nowhere. Bigelow-Gang and Roberts-Rude are both disasters. At the time, I would have fig-
ured Bam Bam would make a run in this thing, but little did I know he was injured and soon to be 
86'd. Why did they do a 15-minute draw with Roberts-Rude? So boring. Hogan-Andre kicks off the 
second round and probably peaked interest of the live crowd. This (and the whole tournament) 
was set up by Hogan and Andre rematching their famous WM3 showdown on NBC in February in 
front of a record TV crowd for wrestling. They did the famous twin Hebner finish and the post-
match angle with Andre surrendering the title to Dibiase and the rest is history. As for Hogan-
Andre 3, the spark is gone, the match is terrible and has a non-finish to boot. In defense of the 
booking, they had to do that finish to open it up for Dibiase and Savage. It's obvious that would be 
the Tourney Final from there and by the time they get there, everything is sort of rushed. Hogan 
coming out to be in Savage's corner was so obvious, but fine. This was probably the height for both 
Savage and Dibiase's careers. As for non-tourney matches, the less said about Warrior-Hercules the 
better. Had to keep Warrior out of the Tournament b/c they didn't want him to have to lose a 
match. Opening a major show with a battle royal full of Jobbers To The Stars is typically lazy, but 
the ending involving Bad News Brown and Bret Hart is semi-famous and helped turn Hart babyface. 
The IC Title match with Honky Tonk Man (!) and Brutus Beefcake was just an excuse to give Jimmy 
Hart a bad haircut. The tag title change of Demolition over Strike Force was a formality and even 
had the 1988 marks cheering for the heels. Strike Force NEVER would get a title reign that long 
today as they were transition champs from the Hart Foundation to Demolition and it was probably 
known months in advance Demolition was going over here. The British Bulldogs and Koko B Ware 
were absolutely buried in a clean loss to Bobby Heenan and the Islanders, but who cares? A tip of 
the cap to Bob Uecker for the best ever performance by a celebrity at a WrestleMania.  
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WrestleMania 5 for some reason was the start of a three-year WM trend where there were like 14 
matches and almost none of them had well-built programs. The obvious exception is Savage-
Hogan, which some would say is not as good a match as their initial house show run in late 1985. 
It's still good for a Hogan match. Too bad for Savage though, who had done the awesome heel turn 
two months prior on NBC, but was faced with an inevitable result. Much of the scorn for this show 
is directed at the Piper's Pit featuring Brother Love and Morten Downey. It is terrible. As for the 
matches, let's hit ‘em one by one. Hercules over King Haku in the opener was a way to put Herc 
over a member of the Heenan Family after being "sold" to Dibiase as a "slave" in a forgettable 
"angle." Rockers vs. Twin Towers was actually fun while it lasted. Today, everyone would bitch 
about the Rockers jobbing clean. I am more concerned with how Shawn & Marty were feuding with 
the Brain Busters at the time and those teams never had a PPV match. Jumping ahead, the Busters 
go over Strike Force in one of the better matches on the show. This was shortly after Martel's re-
turn from injury and he turned heel on Santana, which lost some of its impact due to Hogan and 
Savage doing the same angle two months prior. In between, you have Dibiase-Beefcake, two guys 
that were high on the card, but doing nothing at the time. You can smell the double countout dur-
ing introductions. Bushwackers going over the Rougeaus is unforgivable. Perfect-Blazer is too 
short. Demolition are still champions a year later, but now are babyfaces and they go over the 
Powers of Pain and former manager Mr Fuji in a handicap match. Dino Bravo vs Rugged Ron Garvin 
just goes to show why everyone complains about Garvin being a former NWA Champ. (Probably 
why he jobbed so badly!) The Jake Roberts-Andre feud is one of my least favorite ever as it was 
impossible to have a good match with a desirable finish and John Studd as a babyface referee to 
reprise the old Andre feud did not help. There was actually an angle behind the Hart Foundation 
going over the not yet named Rhythm and Blues. Rude going over Warrior was a stunner at the 
time and not nearly as good as the rematch the two would have at Summer Slam that year. Hack-
saw-Bad News was a double DQ waiting to happen. Only Al Snow could defend Rooster-Heenan. 
Hey, I remembered Terry Taylor was in the popcorn match at WrestleMania 5. He must have been 
over! 
 
16. WrestleMania 25 (2009): The second time a WrestleMania was "headlined" by a babyface Triple 
H in a World Title Match, only for him to get outshined by another match. This time it was the 
classic Undertaker-HBK match (much better than Hogan-Rock), a near 5-star affair that probably 
ranks in my top five WrestleMania matches ever. Would anyone have guessed that 12 years after 
their classic Hell in the Cell Match that these two would go out and do it again? And then do it 
AGAIN a year later! I think that this was the peak of "the streak," which for years was a non-issue 
until someone woke up and was like "wow, Undertaker has never lost a WM match." For the most 
part, the streak has come at the expense of terrible opponents, so I had no issue with it. The only 
time I thought it "hurt" someone was Randy Orton in 2005, but by that point the Orton ship had 
kinda sailed anyways. I certainly didn't mind him going over Michaels here, particularly because it 
set up the rematch the following year. As for the rest of the show, blah. I actually made a bit of a 
mistake in my WM 18 writeup, inferring Triple H was "chasing" the title here. He was actually the 
defending champ vs. Randy Orton. It's sad when I had to look that up, but can run through WM 4 in 
my head and that show occured over 20 years ago. Anyways, the Triple H-Orton feud started hot, 
then got progressively less interesting as the weeks went by. I honestly have nothing of note to say 
about Cena vs. Edge vs. Big Show, the "other" World Title Match on this show. I don't know what to 
say about Rey vs. JBL either as it wasn't the most ideal way to put someone over on your way out, 
but he did put someone over. Jeff vs. Matt Hardy is kind of sad when you consider what they've 
become in TNA, but was solid, although the feud sputtered. The Chris Jericho vs. legends seg-
ment/match could have been a disaster if not for the insertion of Ricky Steamboat into the fray. 
Mickey Rourke's involvement came off as lame. CM Punk's second straight Midcard in the Bank win 
was good, but the match was short and the gimmick, while solid, was losing luster. Santina Marella 
is not funny. 
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15. WrestleMania 16 (2000): Funny how in the midst of one of the greatest periods in WWF history 
that year's WM turned out to be a real dud. Maybe it was because of the fact that for the first time 
in WM history a heel went over in the Main Event as Triple H's reign continued with the first of 
what would be many McMahon reunions. They probably should have just done Rock vs. Triple H 
here with Rock going over as evidenced by the following month's Backlash, which is a much better 
show than this. The four-person main event was a desperate attempt to involve all four McMahons, 
pretend that Big Show hadn't been a terrible investment when they signed him the year prior and a 
way to make Mick Foley look bad one month after he lost an outstanding retirement match. To be 
honest, multi-person matches were both the rule and the death of this show as there was not ONE 
singles men's match on the card! There was the first "Tables and Ladders" match between Edge & 
Christian, the Hardys and the Dudleys, which takes home match of the night honors, despite being 
at a noticeable level under what the three teams would do later at SummerSlam. Funny how that 
it was considered a stunning move to put E/C over here considering how "hot" the other two teams 
(particularly the Dudleys) were at the time, but a well executed heel turn worked for the best. 
The Radicalz did not exactly get the best booking here as Guerrero, Malenko and Saturn jobbed to 
Chyna and Too Cool. Sigh. The two-fall, two-title three-way between Angle, Jericho and Benoit is 
good, but was actually considered a disappointment at the time. Certainly a unique way to book 
two title changes. If you are wondering why Rikishi and Kane teamed up here to face X-Pac and 
Road Dog, I believe the original plan had Undertaker returning from injury and be in the Rikishi 
spot (who would then work w/ Too Cool). That return was held off for May's Judgement Day and 
wound up being awesome. Terri Runnels vs. the Kat is one of the worst "matches" in WM history 
which should not be a surprise. This show was during the "height" of the Hardcore Title and had a 
15-minute "battle royal" with continuous falls. Hardcore Holly won and this started the 24/7 gim-
mick that would get run into the ground. T&A over Head Cheese was four career JTTS guys mixing 
it up. Bossman and Bull Buchanan over Godfather and D-lo is not exactly Bret-Owen when it comes 
to openers. Shame on Ice-T for participating in this! 
 
14. WrestleMania 7 (1991): Probably because of the rather tasteless exploitation of the Iraq War, 
which Vince McMahon shamelessly then used as the reason why the company needed to move the 
event to the LA Sports Arena from the much larger (and outdoor) Coliseum (hint: the reason was 
sluggish ticket sales), this was a WrestleMania that did not get favorable reviews at the time. But I 
think it actually wound up being a better show than its three predecessors. Sure, anyone could 
guess the result of the main event of Hogan-Slaughter. They even went to so far as to push Slaugh-
ter would intentionally get DQ'd to build doubt, but the two went out and actually had a decent 
match. And the switch to a smaller venue actually worked out because this was as hot an early 90's 
WWF crowd as you'll ever find. The real 'crown jewel' of this show is the 'career-ending' match be-
tween Ultimate Warrior & Randy Savage, which if you're keeping score at home is the first time 
they've reneged on that stipulation. How they got this performance out of Warrior is remarkable. 
Whoever came up with the idea of him NOT running to the ring (and thus ensuring he'd be blown 
up five minutes into the match) deserves kudos. It also gave the match a 'special' feeling. Again, 
Savage has to be considered the original Mr. WrestleMania. I give the match ****1/2 and when you 
add in the hokey, yet great post-match angle involving Elizabeth that turned Savage face again, 
that rating actually feels a bit low. This had incredible heat and it goes to show that wrestling 
crowds actually used to buy the retirement stip. There are two good tag matches on this show with 
Rockers over Haku/Barbarian and Nasties over Hart Foundation for the titles. The whole tag divi-
sion was pretty interesting at this point. The Harts had won the titles at SummerSlam the year 
prior from Demolition and I don't think it was planned for them to do a long title reign. In fact, we 
had the "phantom" switch involving them and the Rockers (who were the best team in the company 
at the time). I believe the Rockers were going to then lose to Power & Glory, who were then  going 
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to do a job to the LOD (maybe here?), who had just come over from WCW. Well, the "phantom" 
title switch was negated and in the interim, Vince also stole the Nasties from WCW (after they had 
a great match with the Steiners at Halloween Havoc). I guess because he had to justify getting the 
Nasties, Vince put the titles on them here and had them job to the LOD at SummerSlam. LOD had 
to settle for squashing P&G in under a minute here as Roma was injured. There is plenty of other 
filler on this show: Texas Tornado vs. Dino Bravo in a match between two guys that would be dead 
within two years. Bulldog vs. Warlord was actually an okay power vs. power match. The blindfold 
match between Roberts and Martel is obviously silly and is probably one of the worst WM matches 
ever, but is somewhat saved by some INCREDIBLE commentary from Bobby Heenan ("I think Martel 
should be able to take the hood off, close his eyes and work on the honor system!"). I love the Un-
dertaker squashing an over-the-hill Jimmy Snuka. Maybe he can remember someday what its like 
for a veteran to put over a hot new act. If you're wondering what the point of Demolition vs. Ten-
ryu and Kitao was, the WWF was partnering with Tenryu's new SWS promotion in Japan, so this is 
one of those political deals. A lot of people expected Bossman to go over Mr Perfect here for the 
IC Title, but it’s better that he won by DQ and Bret Hart got to become the next champ instead. 
I'm not sure who decided Greg Valentine as a babyface was a good idea. He gets squashed by 
Earthquake. Virgil-Dibiase was a memorable feud, but this match is nowhere near as good as the 
SummerSlam one. Tito Santana's WM losing streak hits six with a loss to the Mountie.  
 
13. WrestleMania 12 (1996): The very definition of a one-match show. And while the booking of 
Hart-Michaels was probably not as good as it could have been due to the ill feelings between the 
two, it is still the two best workers of the decade wrestling for over an hour in a ****1/2 affair. I 
think it has gone from overrated to underrated in the world of the IWC. Still, not having a single 
fall in the hour was pretty dumb. I mean what's the point of having an Iron Man match then? What 
they should have done (in retrospect) is not do an Iron Man Match, but just have a "regular" match 
go 60 minutes, then they could have done the same finish and the match probably would have had 
more heat. Funny that the WWE thinks they have to announce a match will be 60 minutes ahead of 
time, so that the audience won't get "bored." Instead, what happens is the crowd gets bored for 
the first 40 minutes, then wakes up at the end. Nothing was terrible on this show. They brought 
back the Ultimate Warrior, who absolutely squashed Triple H in under two minutes, but that run 
didn't last long. Some will insist that Warrior, not the Iron Man Match, actually drew the house as 
people were seen leaving their seats at the start of Hart-Michaels. Undertaker-Diesel was thought 
to be the end of Nash as it was known by many he was bolting for WCW soon after, but surprisingly 
Vince put Nash in a world title program with HBK right after this. It led to the best match of Nash's 
career at "Good Friends, Better Enemies," and they actually were doing better ratings than WCW 
for that month. Roddy Piper vs. Goldust is not for everyone. The OJ material was really bad. Of 
course, it has long been rumored that Vince wanted OJ to wrestle (!) here against Goldust. Now 
that would have been awesome. They also asked future WCW main-eventer Dennis Rodman to do 
the spot, but I think Bischoff threw a ton of money at him to come to Turner. I could be wrong 
with my timeline there. Steve Austin makes his WM debut with a win over Savio Vega. Yes, because 
Steve Austin needs a mouthpiece. He took off soon after. The opener was a six-man between Ah-
med/Jake Roberts/Yokozuna vs. Camp Cornette (Vader/Owen/Bulldog). Not terrible.  
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12. Wrestlemania 22 (2006): If I recall, we didn't give this show a favorable review on my old wres-
tling talk show SNS at the time. Also if I recall, I was hammered by the post-show. The show really 
still doesn't stand out as a great WrestleMania though and overall 2006 was a terrible year for 
WWE. Triple H vs. Cena is funny if you read the Internet, but your supposed #1 babyface getting 
booed out of the building in the main event of the biggest show of the year against a career heel is 
not good. That said, the (ahem) "traditional" wrestling crowd in Chicago made this entertaining. Of 
course, most people remember this show for Rey Misterio winning his only World Title in the wake 
of Eddie Guerrero's death. At the time, the company was ripped for doing this. Some time has 
passed and I'm actually going to defend the company here. This is a rant I went on to FDH’s Rick 
Morris recently. Remember that Monday Night Football game where Brett Favre played right after 
his father died? And how John Madden spent the WHOLE time reminding us Favre's dad had just 
died and how the subsequent performance was so awesome? No one got on the NFL for this. These 
kind of similar stories are always played up in sports. Was some of the stuff after Guerrero's death 
in poor taste, particularly some scripted comments for Orton? Yes. But Rey Misterio winning the 
World Title in the wake of his friends death as a dedication is absolutely fine. Would Rey have ever 
won a World Title had Eddie not died? Probably not, but I thought that some of the "elite Wrestling 
media" took themselves way too seriously during this period in an effort to get on a convenient 
"soapbox." Now the booking of Rey as champ was a different issue. As for the rest of this 
show....Edge/Foley and Vince/Shawn were two great brawls (the former being a **** affair) and its 
overall highlights. The Money In The Bank match, won by RVD, was not as good as the previous 
year's, but was still celebrated b/c everyone knew RVD would be getting the title down the road at 
the 2nd One Night Stand PPV. Didn't turn out so well though after all that waiting. There are two 
terrible matches on this show w/ Boogeyman vs. Booker/Sharmell and Undertaker/Henry. There 
are two women's matches, one watchable and one bad. Mickie James really had those "traditional" 
fans on her side, didn't she? Remember when title matches used to be a big deal? Masters/Carlito 
vs. Show/Kane and Benoit/JBL were not examples of those. 
 
11. WrestleMania 24 (2008): An outdoor show headlined by Ric Flair and Floyd Mayweather at the 
Citrus Bowl. They had been doing the angle with Flair leading up to this where if he lost any 
match, he had to retire. So for the biggest show of the year, he hand-picked the man who idolized 
him growing up, Shawn Michaels, to be the opponent. Shawn of course goes over in dramatic fash-
ion (I'm sorry, I love you), but overall the match was only good, not great. Wade Keller giving it 
five stars was just dumb. The true highlight came the following night on RAW when the locker 
room said goodbye to Flair. And it’s not the WWE's fault that Flair somewhat tainted this by going 
to work for TNA. The other draw was a 'match' between boxer Floyd Mayweather and the returning 
Big Show. Of course, when they feature a big celebrity angle on a WrestleMania, as we've learned 
through these rankings, it typically means the overall storylines of the company are rather weak. 
With Mayweather, they did an angle at No Way Out where he punched a returning Show, who was 
attacking Rey Jr and made legit contact with said punch. At the time, Mayweather was supposed 
to be the face and Show the heel. From there, the dynamic would get all screwed up as May-
weather is a natural heel who the wrestling fans didn't like anyways. So they switched roles leading 
up to the event, but the problem there is that Mayweather was obviously gonna go over and that 
makes Show look bad, but really by that point Big Show had been poorly booked for years anyways. 
In retrospect, I'm not sure if Mayweather was worth what they were paying him. Incredibly, the 
World Title Matches were probably the third and fourth most-anticipated from the top. Edge-
Undertaker does go on last and is very good (****1/4). It was Edge's first pinfall loss at a WrestleMa-
nia and was a match between the two guys who were unbeaten at WM, which was something fans 
had wanted for two years. Meanwhile, Orton-Cena-Triple H was underwhelming and treated as an 
afterthought. CM Punk wins the first of two Money In The Banks, leading to his first World Title win 
later than year. JBL-Finlay was the blowoff of a terrible feud, surprisingly won by the heel. Finlay 
as a face just doesn't really work. I can't remember the storyline surrounding Batista vs. Umaga, 
which speaks volumes. Kane squashes Chavo Guerrero for the ECW Title, which is cruel. 
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10. WrestleMania 8 (1992): This show is of course famous for the match that didn't happen (Hogan 
vs. Flair) despite the fact that it seemed like a formality to headline as soon as Flair came to Titan 
in September and then won the Rumble (and the title) in an incredible performance in January. 
But it really never clicked at the house shows and probably peaked too far in advance to be pulled 
off properly here. Plus, Hogan decided to "take some time off" after this show, so it’s not like they 
could put the World Title on him. And by 'take some time off' I mean "run for his life from steroid 
accusations." So, the end result was a double main event featuring a Flair vs. Savage title match 
and Hogan vs. Sid in a farewell match. This show was viewed quite favorably at the time and starts 
hot. The newly turned heel Shawn Michaels gets his first big singles win over El Matador, whose 
WM losing streak hits seven. By the way, Monsoon and Heenan were incredible on the mic all night. 
LOD does an interview reintroducing Paul Ellering, but that goes nowhere, unless you count a ven-
triloquist act (Rocco) as 'somewhere.' Undertaker buries Jake Roberts on the way out the door, no 
selling three DDT's. Again, please remember this on your way out, Mr Calloway. Then comes an 
outstanding face vs. face IC Title match between champ Piper and challenger and former champ 
Bret Hart (****). Hart goes over in a very rare clean pinfall loss for Piper that featured some rare 
blood. This was a cool setup. Hart was a solid IC Champ when some contract negotiations went bad 
and they took the belt off him on a house show, having him lose to the Mountie of all people (it 
was played up that Hart had the flu). Obviously, having the Mountie as a major singles champ isn't 
a good idea, so Piper, who had never held a singles title, beats him at the Rumble. The Hart con-
tract situation works its way out, so they did the obvious champ vs. former champ thing. As for the 
blood, Hart lied to Vince afterwards saying it was hardway so to avoid problems with the office. 
Ric Flair should have done the same thing, but he was under the impression that blading was cool 
and got chewed out after his match with Savage. He references this in a tremendous interview in 
early 2002 after his return. After a meaningless 8-man between Slaughter/Duggan/Virgil/Bossman 
vs Mountie/Repo/Nasty Boys that featured some alleged "comedy" from the late Ray Combs, we 
get that Flair-Savage match, which is the forgotten classic from the era. This was just excellent 
and I give it ****3/4 as Savage's string of incredible WM performances continued. This had a ton of 
heat due to an angle they did after they booked the match as Flair started claiming he used to 
bang Elizabeth. Mr Perfect, in Flair's corner, gave a tremendous performance by just cheating at 
will and I like the finish with Savage cheating to win the title after fending off all the interference. 
Good postmatch brawl as well followed up by some great promos from each. Must be watched 
again to be enjoyed. From there, the show goes downhill with Martel-Tatanka, Money Inc-Natural 
Disasters and Owen-Skinner. Then comes Hogan vs. Sid, which was set up by a Sid heel turn on a 
Saturday Night's Main Event, which led to Hogan "asking" out of the title match to face Sid and set-
ting up the double main event scenario. The match is absolutely terrible, easily one of the worst 
WM closers ever, and makes you wonder why this show is so fondly remembered until the Ultimate 
Warrior makes a shocking return to save Hogan from Sid and Papa Shango. The ending is botched, 
in case you care, with Shango missing his cue and not running in time to break up a Hogan pinfall, 
so Sid has to kick out of the leg drop. Considering both Hogan and Sid leave after the show, this 
led nowhere good, but Warrior's return was a huge surprise at the time and was thought to be a 
highlight of the show. I can hear Dave Meltzer now counting off the buys the company "cost" itself 
by not announcing Warrior beforehand!  
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9. WrestleMania 23 (2007): Twenty years later, they return to the Detroit area to celebrate the 
anniversary of WM 3. This show did monster business (record 1.2 million buys) in large part to the 
Donald Trump vs. Vince McMahon hair vs. hair stip involved in the Bobby Lashley vs. Umaga match. 
McMahon deserves credit for following through, but what's more important I think is that this 
match was supposed to turn Bobby Lashley into a star for years to come and that just didn't mate-
rialize as he wasn't with the company even a year later. Both of the two World Title Matches - 
Cena/HBK and Batista/Taker - are given time here and as a result it's the only WM in the "brand 
split" era where one of the World Title matches isn't really treated as inferior. Of course, there 
was plenty of controversy as to which match would go on last behind the scenes. The call was 
made for Cena/HBK (although Taker won the Rumble) and Batista and Taker were reportedly not 
happy. They go out and have a tremendous match, probably slightly better than Cena/HBK, which 
didn't have as much drama b/c who thought HBK (in reality a sub for the injured Triple H) was go-
ing over? Interestingly, there would be rematches of both title matches in the following month and 
in both instances the rematch was even better. Mr Kennedy won the last very good Money In The 
Bank match. That should have kicked off a great WWE career as they had big plans for him (main 
eventing WM 24), but injuries (story of his career) ruined that. Honestly, nothing else on this show 
mattered. 
 
8. WrestleMania 26 (2010): The string of recent WMs continues with last year's event, which was 
very good. Almost nothing sucked save for Bret-Vince, which was so anticipated and after all that 
time just came off flat. I remember the song in the video package being very bad. I had no issue 
with the chair shots to Vince as that's what the payoff should have been given the history. Of 
course, after they tore the house down the year prior, Taker and HBK go on last here in streak vs. 
career and to Michaels' credit, there hasn't even been a peep about a comeback. As for the match, 
I'd give the previous year's a slight nod, but this was still ****1/2. Cena-Batista was a good World 
Title match (****) that could have meant even more had they not rushed a program between the 
two several years earlier at a SummerSlam. From the Smackdown side, Edge-Jericho and Rey-Punk 
both deserved more time, yet were still very good. Did Triple H really need to go over Sheamus, 
given that he was leaving? The answer is no. When the decision was made to go with Orton as a 
face and ditch Legacy, it was pretty much projected that kind of booking would do no favors to 
Rhodes and Dibiase. That turned out to be very accurate. Orton was getting the title back soon 
anyways. The Money In The Bank match, won by Jack Swagger of all people, was the weakest of 
the six ever at a WM. One year later and it’s almost comical to think that Swagger was ever a 
champion. The Tag Title opener was so rushed, it could have fit in at WM2.  
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7. WrestleMania 21 (2005) - Call me old-fashioned, but I've never really been a fan of the "two 
world titles" idea. I think it just devalues the concept of a World Title match and confuses John Q 
Walmart as to who the focal point of the promotion should be. Look at the top drawing periods in 
company history. There was a singular guy on top - Sammartino, Hogan, Austin, etc. That being 
said, I thought the one period where having two World Champs was beneficial was here as (Dave) 
Batista and John Cena both won their first World Titles at this show. It's pretty interesting to go 
back and look at this. At the time, it wasn't really known which guy was going to be the future of 
the company. Funny how it turned out to be Cena, but it was Batista's title win that drew the 
house here and was featured more prominently. I wonder if in retrospect they would still have 
them "switch brands" mid-year. As for the matches themselves, neither is really that good and both 
were considered disappointing at the time. In both cases, there were eventual rematches that 
were MUCH better (Cena-JBL at Judgment Day & Batista/HHH at Vengence). The Batista-Triple H 
storyline building up to the event was very good and was a huge save after the Orton turn was 
fumbled. Cena's title win over JBL didn't get nearly as much time on the show and I think everyone 
was just happy to see JBL finally lose the title after way too long of a reign. There are two out-
standing matches on this show and they are the first HBK/Angle PPV match (****1/2) and the first 
Money in the Bank ladder match (****1/4). I remember being quite happy at the time that Angle 
went over. It's a Top 10 WM match all-time. As for Money In The Bank, it kicks off the push of heel 
Edge, which actually worked out better long term for the company than Angle going over HBK did. 
Other than Kane in MITB, it was quite the lineup w/ Benjamin, Benoit, Jericho and Christian. I 
thought the Guerrero-Mysterio opener was a bit disappointing as Eddie had not yet turned heel and 
this was another instance of a later rematch being better. Some of the brand-only PPV's really 
weren't that bad during this time. As I think I mentioned before, I really wouldn't have minded Or-
ton going over Taker here, but in retrospect that probably would have been a bad idea and didn't 
Orton take time off following this show anyways? There were two real "dogs" on the card w/ Big 
Show/Akebono and Stratus/Hemme, but thankfully both were kept very short, leaving the majority 
of the time for six matches. This was probably the best Hall of Fame class ever as well w/ Hogan 
and Piper both going in the same year and both made appearances on this show; Hogan saving 
Eugene from Mohammed Hassan and Piper hosting a Piper's Pit with Steve Austin.  
 
6. WrestleMania 19 (2003) - From a "wrestling" standpoint, this WM show has few peers. However, I 
had major issues with the booking at the time and still do today. Looking at the show "in a vac-
cum," I might have this lower than you think. It did see a noticeable drop in business from the 
other WM's of the era, so I can't be alone in thinking something just wasn't right. This is the first 
WM with two World Title matches. The featured one is Brock Lesnar vs. Kurt Angle. The match it-
self was very good (****1/4), although I don't know if I liked the whole Lesnar losing the title and 
turning face thing from the fall of '02. Angle deserves MAJOR credit for going out there and doing 
this match as his neck was injured very badly at the time. In retrospect, coming back so soon 
probably led to his eventual downfall. Lesnar failing to hit that Shooting Star Press properly was a 
major letdown. The other title match was not as well received with Triple H spending weeks tell-
ing Booker T that "you people" aren't good enough to be a World Champ, then beating him. As far 
as major injuries go, Steve Austin almost didn't make this show either. I remember at the time be-
ing very happy he lost to heel Rock, but that just turned out to be a vehicle for Rock to then job to 
the incoming Goldberg, which I didn't think made sense at all since a WWE crowd will lean towards 
Rock over Goldberg. Anyways, Rock-Austin was their usual good match. The best match on the 
show was Jericho-HBK (****1/4) and again at the time, I really thought Jericho should have gone 
over. Hulk Hogan vs. Vince McMahon is actually fine for what it was supposed to be. It's right there 
with Vince's other WM matches vs. Shane and vs. HBK. The undercard was very rushed to get to the 
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five main matches. Rey Jr vs. Matt Hardy deserved way more time. No one is complaining about 
Undertaker winning a handicap match over Big Show and A-Train in brief fashion. This was sup-
posed to be a tag match involving Nathan Jones, but after all those vignettes, Jones turned out to 
be the biggest bust this side of Outback Jack. There were triple threat matches for both the 
women's and Tag Titles and in both instances the champs (Stratus and Team Angle) retained. My 
biggest contention with this show is that there is very little excitement coming out of it. It didn't 
leave you looking forward to anything. The PPV's that followed mostly blew and I can't even re-
member most of them. That wasn't the case in 2004. The booking in 2003 was a disaster for the 
most part. Compare the feeling at the end of this show to the end of the following year's show (up 
next) and you'll see why I buck convention in rating this below the 2004 show. 
 
5. WrestleMania 20 (2004) - OK. Let's just get this out of the way. I loved this show at the time. In 
retrospect, it is a tough show to "love" as the main focus is Chris Benoit, easily the biggest piece of 
sh%& in the history of the industry, winning his first World Title. At the time, the title win was 
celebrated by the Internet like none other. Benoit and Guerrero standing in the middle of a WWE 
ring, both as World Champions, at the end of this show, was mark city even for this guy. After 
watching these two grow from the midcard to the main event over the course of a decade, it was a 
remarkable achievement even as talented as both were in the ring. For years, whether it was in 
WCW or WWE, the glass ceiling kept coming into play. It was only after Rock and Austin both left 
that Vince decided to elevate some fresh blood. I still really like the show today and have the main 
event ranked as the greatest Triple Threat Match in company history and sixth best match in WM 
history (****3/4). This is something that only an Internet wrestling fan would say, but had Benoit 
not murdered his family, it probably goes down as my favorite match of the decade. It’s still top 
five, as fair is fair, but I liked the first Taker-HBK WM match better and the three other matches 
from the decade I liked better were: Austin/Triple H vs. Jericho/Benoit from RAW in 2001, the 
first TLC match at SummerSlam 2000 and Angle/Benoit vs. Edge/Misterio at No Mercy 2002. So, I 
guess that's still three Benoit matches top five, so shame on me. As for the match itself, I had an 
issue with HBK's involvement going in, but that went away as he put in an incredible performance 
here. But Benoit owned the crowd. Triple H was excellent in his role and everyone wanted to see 
him lose and he tapped clean. While Benoit makes you more angry than anything in retrospect, 
watching Eddie Guerrero beat Kurt Angle (***3/4) is just kind of sad. Eddie won the title the previ-
ous month from Brock to much fanfare, but could not deal with the pressures of being on top, 
which is why we ended up getting JBL so soon. The rest of this show has both good and bad, but 
there was a lot that seemed like a big deal. Rock N Sock vs. Evolution was great, the 2nd best 
match of the night, with EVERYONE playing their roles perfectly and a surprise move putting Orton 
over Foley clean. You wanna watch a good promo/build? Check out Orton's promo/recap of the 
Foley feud prior to the match. This was probably the peak of Randy Orton, culminating in the win 
at Backlash over Foley, which is a Top 15 match of the decade. Jericho-Christian is a very good 
midcard match (***1/2). In the middle of this show, you have Lesnar vs. Goldberg, one of the big-
gest clusterfu$%s in wrestling history. However, it is enjoyable in a perverse sense with the crowd 
turning on both guys en masse and cheering special ref Austin (who pretty much smiles at both 
guys in a real "sucks to be you" moment). Undertaker went back to "old school" at this show, which 
was welcomed. Another match with Kane was not. John Cena wins the US title from Big Show here 
in a decent enough opener. Booking two four-corner, one-fall tag title matches was the perfect 
illustration why they never should have split the division. Rikishi & Scotty 2 Hotty as champs was 
another reason. Poor Molly Holly got her head shaved here.  
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4. WrestleMania 14 (1998) - I imagine that having this show ranked this high will come as a sur-
prise. I loved this show at the time and it remains a shining example of getting the most out of 
what you have. Was the wrestling as good here as it was at some points in the previous three WM's 
we've discussed? No, but the talent level was also significantly lower. I can't stress how much more 
talented and deeper the WCW roster was at this point. That's what makes the WWF's stunning run 
during this period all the more incredible. They were thought to have a weak roster in 1997 and 
then they GOT RID OF Bret Hart! Shawn Michaels karmically hurt his back and this was going to be 
his swan song for four years. But what they did have is Stone Cold Steve Austin, as over an act as 
there ever was in wrestling history at this point, winning his 1st World Title in the Main Event. It's 
the best match of the show at ****, so from a wrestling standpoint this show is definitely below the 
WM's I have ranked 5-7, but the booking and build here were phenomenal. The Boston crowd was 
arguably the hottest ever for a WM show. And after this show was over, you knew something spe-
cial had just happened and couldn't wait for RAW the following night (which was great) and even-
tually they overtook WCW and never looked back. Again, look at the rosters of the two company's 
at the time. Obviously, Austin was the key for the turnaround, but the booking was so superior to 
that of WCW at the time. The involvement of Mike Tyson was also a key. I was there live in Cleve-
land when he joined DX and it was a brilliantly done angle (JR: "This wasn't exactly the SportsCen-
ter moment I was looking for!"). The end of the main event was obvious, but it should have been. 
And given Michaels' jobberitis at the time, maybe the result wasn't so obvious at the time? The rest 
of the show featured five other well built programs. There was the first Undertaker-Kane match, 
which given all that build was considered somewhat disappointing at the time as a match. I re-
member being shocked that Kane was given his heat back (he also tombstoned Pete Rose before-
hand in an awesome bit) as I assumed he'd bite the dust like every other previous Taker monster 
opponent. 13 years later and he's still with the company! Triple H going over Owen Hart was con-
sidered a major surprise at the time, and while Owen deserved better in the wake of Bret's depar-
ture, putting Helmsley over was absolutely the right move as he was getting moved into the lead-
ership role of DX. He would be joined by X-Pac, who debuted with a great promo the following 
night, and the New Age Outlaws, who lose here to Cactus Jack and Terry Funk only to win the ti-
tles back on RAW. Remember when the NAO were considered a hot act? They sure were here. 
Again, the build was great with an angle on RAW having the NAO pushing the hardcore legends off 
the ramp in a dumpster. (This was a dumpster match). And what about the stunning improvement 
of Rocky Maivia from the previous year? After a career-making heel turn, he wins (is given) back 
the IC Title he lost to no fanfare earlier in 1997 and starts a feud with Ken Shamrock, who was get-
ting a big push and was actually very over at the time. They did a screwjob finish where Rocky 
tapped to the anklelock, but the decision was reversed when Shamrock kept kicking his ass. (JR: 
"The Irishman has been robbed in Boston!"). The visual of Rocky raising up the title belt while be-
ing stretchered out is beyond awesome. But when it comes to stunning, nothing was more stunning 
on this show than the performance of the second most over act in the company at the time - Sa-
ble. She and husband Marc Mero win a mixed tag over Goldust/Luna that is better than anyone 
thought was humanly possible. Do yourself and watch this again, the heat is incredible. Goldust, 
despite getting fatter by the day, was a bump machine here. Taka-Aguila is okay, but not close to 
the kind of Cruiserweight matches WCW was doing at the time, which is why the division was even-
tually ditched after never being taken seriously in the first place. The opening battle royal, there 
only to put over the new look LOD, is the only misfire on this show. Again, while some of the fea-
tured acts did not last, I love shows that not only meet, but exceed their potential. When was the 
last time we could say that about a WWE show?  
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3. WrestleMania 10 (1994) - When I think of the booking of this show, one word comes to mind - 
"ballsy." Not before and not after has Vince McMahon booked a show successfully in such a unique 
and creative manner. This is generally considered to be the apex of the "down period." Here's the 
setup: As we told you earlier, WrestleMania 9 was the worst WM ever and saw the title get put 
back on Hogan, a bad decision compounded by the fact that the Hulkster then refused to put over 
former champion Hart at SummerSlam. In the interim, Hogan got bounced and Yokozuna was made 
champion, which did not exactly translate into box office success. Vince wanted a "new Hogan" and 
thus turned to Lex Luger of all people, who after a hot start in the top babyface role started sput-
tering in his chase of the World Title, which was pretty much the story of his career. They proba-
bly should have given him the title at SummerSlam '93, but the decision was made for a long chase 
and build to WrestleMania despite the fact that as the months passed by, people started caring 
less and less about Lex. A funny thing then happened as the crowds continued to support Bret and 
an "audible" was called for the Royal Rumble with the infamous "tie" finish so that McMahon could 
evaluate who was going to be his top babyface - Luger or Hart - moving forward. Rather than do 
what they would do today and book a triple threat match (those really didn't exist in '94), they de-
cided to book two World Title Matches here - one with Luger challenging and one with Hart chal-
lenging. A coinflip was held to decide who faced Yokozuna first and the winner of that match 
would defend against the loser of the coinflip in the final match. Luger won the coin flip. To offset 
the disadvantage, it was decided Hart would also have to wrestle earlier in the night and it would 
come against younger brother Owen, who had been asking unsuccessfully for months for a match 
with Bret and turned heel on him in a Tag Title Match at the Rumble. Whew. 
 
So, when Bret-Owen opened WM 10, it was generally believed that Bret would go over b/c after 
all, he was challenging for the World Title at the end of the night and there would be a reconciilia-
tion with Owen. Instead, what we got was a ***** classic that turned Owen Hart from a JTTS to a 
main event player in one 20 minute swoop. The crowd going into shock when Owen gets the 
(clean) pin is a great reaction and not the kind of "bad heat" you get from some shock endings to-
day. Skipping ahead, you have Luger getting screwed by special guest ref Mr Perfect in the first 
title match against Yokozuna (remember WM9?). That angle didn't really lead anywhere, but it did-
n't matter as Lex was again branded as a loser and his main event run was done. This left the 
seemingly unbeatable Yoko vs. an already defeated Hart in the final match w/ Roddy Piper making 
a surprise return to be special ref (introduced by a hammered Burt Reynolds as "one of his all time 
favorites"). And thankfully, one year later, all the wrongs are righted as Hart goes over in what 
admittedly is not a very good match, but afterwards McMahon surprised him by emptying all the 
babyfaces out of the locker room to celebrate. One guy who is not celebrating is Owen, who comes 
out and bang - you have your main event feud for 1994.  
 
Of course, Bret-Owen wasn't even the best match on this show as Shawn and Razor "steal the show" 
with the first PPV ladder match, making this the only show in history where I've given two seperate 
matches ***** and puts both in the top four all-time WM matches. Although Razor goes over, this 
was the Shawn show and he'd be main eventing WM the following year. With the careers of Bret, 
Owen, Shawn and Razor (four key players for the next several years) being made and Lex and Yoko 
getting de-pushed, does it even really matter what is on the rest of this show? You have Savage's 
last hurrah, winning a Texas Death Match over Crush. Thankfully, the Doink and Dink are beaten 
clean by Bam Bam and Luna. Also, I appreciated Men on a Mission NOT winning the Tag Titles from 
the vastly underrated Quebecers. Alundra Blayze brought the women's title back to this show 
(yawn!) and Adam Bomb vs. Earthquake was just a backdrop for the scintillating Whippleman-
Finkle feud. Earthquake was actually in line for a big push, but he quit soon after. 
 

Ranking the WrestleManias: 9 to 3 



Ranking the WrestleManias: 2 to 1 
April 2, 2011 
By Kyle Ross 
 
I couldn't imagine anyone having their top 2 not be the 2 in question, so I'll rank them first, then 
explain.......... 
 
2. WrestleMania 17 (2001) 
1. WrestleMania 3 (1987) 
 
Surprise. Surprise. These are clearly the two best WM's representing the two "boom" eras of the 
company. I assume that most will have my ordered reversed, but "most" would be wrong. Here's 
why… 
 
WrestleMania 17 ends with the terrible decision of turning Steve Austin heel. This essentially led to 
the end of this "boom" period as ratings dropped significantly in the month that followed. They 
were given a tremendous "mulligan" with the Invasion angle, but instead they continued with Aus-
tin as a heel siding w/ WCW/ECW and that was that. WrestleMania 3 is a "celebration" of its era 
with the "right" ending. They did not turn Hulk Hogan heel, have him side with Bobby Heenan and 
reveal it was all a ruse to fool Andre the Giant. That would have been the equivalent. 
 
As for the wrestling on both shows, WM 17 is clearly superior. However, it should be pointed out 
that of the two shows, WM 3 has the best overall match with Savage-Steamboat clocking in at ***** 
as the 2nd best WM match in history and best WWF Match of the 1980s. Dave Meltzer is much bet-
ter at doing these things than I am, but him giving that match "only" ****1/2 is beyond ridiculous.  
WrestleMania 17 features an incredible three matches at ****1/4 or higher and five at ***1/2 or 
higher. That doesn't happen very often, if ever, on a non-Japanese show. The best match is TLC 2 
(****3/4), which I rank just slightly below the first one from SummerSlam the year prior. It is a Top 
7 WM match all-time. They build off the incredible bumps set forth in the original (with the high-
light being Edge's spear of Hardy), but the only minor quibble is that the crowd is basically waiting 
for the massive bumps as opposed to the SS version when they all were coming as surprises. Rock-
Austin (****1/4) has lost some of its luster through the years, again due to an absolutely terrible 
ending, about which everyone (even Austin) now agrees. Had they done ANY other ending (and I 
don't have that answer), this would have been a near ***** affair as it was - dare I say - All Japan-
ish with all the kicking out of big moves. The third-best match is clearly Angle going over Benoit 
and these two obviously had even better matches as time went on. At the time, this was consid-
ered one of Angle's best matches ever. Now, it's not even top ten. Vince-Shane is about as good as 
it gets when you have two non-wrestlers. They wrapped up a bunch of storylines here & I have to 
say that Linda McMahon getting out her chair to kick Vince in the balls was a great call by some-
one. Triple H & Undertaker likewise benefited from being allowed to do the kind of wild brawl that 
midcarders aren't allowed to do. Just to illustrate how "the streak" was viewed back then, Taker 
was reportedly booked to lose here, but Triple H got punished for HBK showing up wasted to a 
RAW. At least that's what they tell me. As for the rest of the show, there is actually quite a bit of 
the same filler that a show like WM 20 gets knocked for. The legends battle royal features some 
excellent commentary from Okerlund and Heenan (Okerlund: "The Repo Man got my mother-in-law 
about six years ago.” Heenan: “Everyone got your mother-in-law six years ago!"), but is a real 
atrocity when you get past the nostalgia factor as most of those guys sucked when they were in 
their "primes." I don't even want to discuss Chyna-Ivory. In all seriousness, considering the shape 
the economy is in now, you should never "root" for someone to lose their job, but I was doing back-
flips when Joanie Laurer got her pink slip. Jericho deserved better than curtain-jerking, didn't he? 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 117) 
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Same thing as RVD the following year as Y2J beat Regal in an IC Title Match. Speaking of underap-
preciated, Stevie Richards and Right To Censor's run comes to an end with a squash at the hands of 
Tazz and the APA. Good promo from Bradshaw beforehand and, hey, the Orange guy wins a WM 
match! The hardcore match featuring Raven, Big Show and Kane was a bit silly, but a proper use of 
all three guys. Eddie Guerrero was floundering when he beat Test for the European Title. One 
thing I really love about this show is that it’s the only WM with Paul Heyman on color and he does 
his usual fabulous job of annoying the sh#% out of JR. Overall, this was the best WWE show of the 
decade, without question, and better than any show in the 90's, but it is not the greatest PPV or 
even WM of all-time with the ending being the sole reason. And yes, an ending alone can taint a 
show.  
 
WrestleMania 3 is the most famous show in wrestling history and features the most famous match 
in wrestling history, Hulk Hogan vs. Andre the Giant. As you recall, I have been very critical of the 
"match" itself and was surprised that the Belfi crew at The Sports Talk Network was so surprised at 
that. I actually like the match more than probably most on the net. The build is obviously incredi-
ble and was responsible for drawing the house, which is an inflated number, but at 80,000 is still a 
phenomenal achievement. The epic staredown at the beginning is as dramatic as it gets in this 
business, as is the bodyslam to end the match, but in between, c'mon it's very fair to be critical. 
Of course, this show also not only features the most famous match ever, but the "best" match of 
the era w/ Savage vs. Steamboat culminating a brilliantly-done feud that represents the height of 
the IC Title. Both guys would later admit to wanting to "steal the show" from Hogan/Andre and 
they did just that, putting forth a kind of match that just isn't done anymore. Because of its length 
(under 15:00), I think that if you weren't around then, you might not have this in as high a regard 
as I do. But this was so different than what's considered "great wrestling" today as it is non-stop 
action from the bell and not overbooked in the least. Some (on you-know-what message board - 
the one where the people lost their minds about five years ago) criticized this as not being "violent 
enough" for a blowoff match. Given the era and given that Steamboat had been DQ'd in numerous 
matches on the house show circuit with Savage leading up to this and this was billed as his final 
shot, "those people" clearly do not know what they are talking about. And for God’s sake, Steam-
boat picks him up and starts choking him one minute into the damn match! So there. I also love 
how ref Dave Hebner gets gassed from counting all the near falls. I think the point when you real-
ize that something special is happening here is when Jesse Ventura (never a shill) turns to Gorilla 
and says "This is one of the greatest matches I've ever seen." The reaction from the crowd when 
Steamboat is announced as the new champ is chilling. Fun fact: the original angle that set this up, 
when Savage "crushed" Steamboat's larynyx resulted in my dad having to break the news to a 
stunned six-year old Kyle Ross that wrestling was indeed "fake."  
 
As for the rest of this show, there are at least five other matches that resulted from famous and 
well remembered angles. Billy Jack Haynes vs. Hercules is a solid power match with cool psychol-
ogy as both guys were using the full nelson as a finisher. Of course, a double countout finish isn't 
desirable, but if you liked this, they actually did a Chain Match later that can be found on one of 
the "Most Unusual Matches" Coliseum Tapes. Good luck finding that now. YouTube it? JYD-Harley 
Race was the promotion's final attempt to pair Junkfood Dog (who was fat as fu#% here) with an 
aging bump machine (see also Funk, Terry and Adonis, Adrian) in a futile attempt to keep him rele-
vant. Thankfully Race goes over clean, but of course JYD gets his heat back in a match where the 
loser had to bow to the winner. Is there a more historically underrated feud than Piper-Adonis? Do 
a YouTube search for "Pipers Pit vs. Flower Shop" and watch Adonis go from mid-card joke to main 
event threat. Speaking of "jokes," this was billed as Piper's farewell match. Crowd was wild for this 
though and it was used as a vehicle for the Beefcake face turn after a confusing finish in the previ-
ous match w/Rougeaus (miscast as faces) vs. Dream Team. Since it was never adequately ex-
plained, the backstory had Adonis "accidentally" cutting off some of Brutus' hair in a six-man tag 
prior to this. So, he becomes “the Barber” helping Piper shave Adonis bald (this was a hair vs. hair 
match). Screw business numbers, I'll take this over Lashley and Trump vs. Umaga and Vince any 
day of the week and twice on Sundays.  
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 118) 
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I was also always a sucker for evil referee Danny Davis, who makes his wrestling debut here along-
side new Tag Champs The Hart Foundation vs. the Bulldogs and Tito. As a ref, Davis had screwed 
the Bulldogs out of the belts vs. the Harts (Dynamite was legit hurt going in) and in an amazing bit 
of continuity, someone looked it up and saw he was the ref when Savage cheated to beat Tito for 
the IC belt the year prior (no storyline in place then). For the first of two straight years, the Bull-
dogs are jobbed in a six-man with Davis getting a cheap pinfall. Kinda weird considering Davis 
never did anything as a wrestler and with no tag titles on the line, the faces easily could have gone 
over here. Everyone recalls the famous Jake the Snake-Honky Tonk Man angle from the Snake Pit 
where HTM bashed a guitar over Jake's head (turned him face) after HTM had just turned heel him-
self following a disastrous initial face run. HTM went over in a shocker here and I'm not sure if it 
was actually known he would be the next IC champ at this point. Bees-Sheik/Volkoff is the popcorn 
match, more funny if anything else due to Sheik's relations with B. Brian Blair and Hacksaw Duggan 
“outside the ring.” Koko B. Ware-Butch Reed continues the tradition that all black wrestlers must 
either team up or feud. King Kong Bundy squashing a midget is fun. The opener of Can Am Connec-
tion vs. Orton/Muraco is good.  
 
So there you have it, hope you enjoyed. 

The FDH Lounge Top 50 Pro Wrestlers Of All Time 
April 9, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
A few months ago, the WWE released their list of the Top 50 wrestlers of all time. The list was 
fairly absurd, with no clear rationale for how the wrestlers were slotted. FDH has prepared a list of 
its own with very clear criteria: success at drawing money, since that is the most substantive 
measurement in an industry with worked outcomes. Success in main events took precedence over 
those who were special attractions, with the exception of the biggest special attractions of all 
time. We limited the list to success in the United States and Canada to simplify the process of 
comparison. Like the WWE list, this one is sure to engender debate. Enjoy! 

TOP TIER 
1 Hulk Hogan 
2 Steve Austin 
3 Ric Flair 
4 Lou Thesz 
5 Bruno Sammartino 
6 The Rock 
7 Dusty Rhodes 
8 Verne Gagne 
SECOND TIER 
9 Andre the Giant 
10 Roddy Piper 
11 The Undertaker 
12 Gorgeous George 
13 Randy Savage 
14 Antonino Rocca 
15 Jim Londos 
16 Harley Race 

17 Triple H 
18 Nick Bockwinkel 
19 Shawn Michaels 
20 John Cena 
21 Buddy Rogers 
22 Bret Hart 
23 Jerry Lawler 
THIRD TIER 
24 Fred Blassie 
25 Sting 
26 Goldberg 
27 Bob Backlund 
28 Kurt Angle 
29 Dory Funk, Jr. 
30 Ed Lewis 
31 Mick Foley 
32 Ted Dibiase 
33 Terry Funk 

34 Frank Gotch 
35 Billy Graham 
36 Danny Hodge 
37 Jack Brisco 
FOURTH TIER 
38 Bobo Brazil 
39 Ray Stevens 
40 Gene Kiniski 
41 Gorilla Monsoon 
42 Abdullah the 
Butcher 
43 Johnny Valentine 
44 Pedro Morales 
45 Sgt. Slaughter  
46 Junkyard Dog 
47 Kevin Nash 
48 Rick Steamboat  
49 Edge  

TIE 50 Chris Jericho, Rey Mys-
terio, Jr. George Steele, Pat 
O’Connor, Randy Orton and 
Batista 
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Ripping Apart The MTV Movie Awards 
June 6, 2011 
By Samantha Jones 
 
I look forward to any MTV awards. Or at least I used to. I may just be getting old, but boy, have 
things REALLY changed at MTV. Granted, I can't remember the last time I saw an actual music 
video on that channel, but I can feel how old I am just by watching five minutes of any show. 
 
Hosted by Jason Sudeikis, the MTV Movie Awards were not a COMPLETE disappointment. He is one 
of my favorite cast memebers of Saturday Night Live. He's got a dry wit and delivery that I just 
love. It's just sad that he was the only thing funny about the whole night, and that includes Chel-
sea Handler, whom I usually love. The writing was just crap. 
 
In typical MTV fashion, the pre-produced open included a cameo from Taylor Lautner, who is actu-
ally pretty funny. They did a spoof on The Hangover 2 (which I did see, and no, I did not like it - 
the only saving grace for that movie was the repeated appearance of Bradley Cooper's chest), 
which was predictable. Of course, he loses Taylor, and walks through different movies looking for 
him. Jason made the most of the bad writing, though, and I actually did laugh a couple of times. 
 
Once our host got onstage, it started to slide downhill. Despite a valiant effort, the monologue was 
peppered with bad Arnold Swartzenegger jokes. I'm going to chalk that all up to horrible writing on 
MTV's part, and I'm not going to fault Mr. Sudekis for it. 
 
On to the first award, Best Male Performance which Justin Timberlake and Mila Kunis presented: 
-Jesse Eisenberg for The Social Network (I still do not understand the hype over this movie. The 
performances may have been good, but I was bored out of my mind.) 
-Robert Pattinson for The Twilight Saga: Eclipse (Ugh. Him again.) 
-Daniel Radcliffe for Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1 (YES. Good pick.) 
-Zac Efrom for Charlie St. Cloud (I didn't even bother to see that movie to save myself two hours of 
boredom) 
-Taylor Lautner for The Twilight Saga: Eclipse (Better than Robert Pattinson, but still...meh) 
Winner: Robert Pattinson 
 
Obviously, twelve year old girls were the only people to vote. I don't think he's that great of an 
actor, and he's just awkward in real life. Daniel Radcliffe would have been my pick. Harry Potter 
as a character is growing, and Daniel Radcliffe is making the most of it. We've reached a point in 
his story where he's angry and is going to do something about it, and I am LOVING every minute of 
it. I cannot wait for Part 2. 
 
Next, J.J. Abrams, Elle Fanning, Joel Courtney and Steven Spielberg came out to show us a small 
preview of the movie Super 8. No, it's not about the hotel chain, but judging from the preview I've 
seen before EVERY single movie this summer, it may have been more interesting that way. I'd still 
like to see it in hopes that I'll be proved wrong. I love me some Spielberg, and with J.J. Abrams, 
there's going to be all kinds of good explosions. 
 
Award time! Best Villian, presented by the cast of Crazy Stupid Love - Steve Carell, Emma Stone 
and Ryan Gossling. Steve Carell is still hilarious, by the way. 
 
-Leighton Meester for The Roommate (Who?) 
-Christoph Waltz for The Green Hornet (I still haven't seen this and it makes me angry) 
-Ned Beaty for Toy Story 3 (How can you NOT love those movies? If you didn't like any of the Toy 
Story movies, you are a soulless robot.) 
-Tom Felton for Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1 (He did okay, but I've always consid-
ered Draco Malfoy a weak villian.) 
-Mickey Rourke for Iron Man 2 (THIS DUDE WILL KILL YOU.) 
Winner: Tom Felton 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 120) 
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Again, the teeny-bopper pick. But, he's a decent actor, so I wasn't too angry. Not sure who I'd pick 
for this one, but I'm leaning towards Mickey Rourke, just because comic book villians are always 
cooler. And P.S., I love Emma Stone. 
 
Cut to Jim Carrey wearing a suit that in his words is "the cutting edge in Chromakey technology,” 
where they put up clips of bubbles, fire, but mostly, two English bulldogs humping. Classy. But, he 
was introducing the Foo Fighters who played their new single "Walk". Hooray for new Foo! Dave 
Grohl is one of my favorite rock stars. He's a drummer, singer, guitar player, can scream pretty 
well when he wants to, and writes quality music. Well played, sir. 
 
Ok, how old is Sway (the VJ with the dreadlocks always hidden under a huge knitted hat of some 
sort)? I remember watching him on MTV when I was a kid.  
 
Back from commerical, Captain America (also currently known as Chris Evans) graces the stage to 
remind us to vote for Best Movie. Screw that, I want to see Captain America already! 
 
Next award presented by the cast from 30 Minutes or Less (Danny McBride, Aziz Ansari, and Nick 
Swardson...these guys were just awkward), Best Jaw Dropping Moment. 
-Natalie Portman for Black Swan where she pulls the skin off of her finger (Eeeeew!). 
-Ellen Page and Leonardo DiCaprio for that awesome scene where he's teaching her how to bend 
reality in Inception. (Ellen Page should get every award, no matter what. She's amazing.) 
-Justin Bieber for ....I don't know what in his concert DVD Never Say Never (WHY IS THIS NOMI-
NATED? I couldn't see anything interesting enough to deserve this award in the clip they showed) 
-James Franco for cutting his arm off in 127 Hours. (Again, eeeeeew, but awesome.) 
-Steve-O for the Port-o-Potty slingshot in Jackass 3D. (It does not get more gross than this.) 
Winner: Justin Bieber 
 
WHAT? Over people tearing off body parts and bending reality? WHAT THE HELL. This pick hurts 
me. 
 
Back from the commerical again, Jason Sudeikis talks to a guy in a rubber suit that's supposed to 
be the rock from 127 Hours. Shame on you, MTV. This was REALLY not funny, and I'm appalled you 
made Mr. Sudekis do something so poorly written...but then again, SNL hasn't been all that great 
lately, so he's probably used to it. 
 
Oo! Another sneak peek! This time, brought onstage with some pyro (which was a nice surprise) 
Shia LeBeouf, Rosie Huntington-Whiteley, Josh Duhamel (or as my Jason says "Da-hu-ma-mu-ma-
mel"), and Patrick Dempsey bring us a clip from Transformers: Dark of the Moon and present the 
award for Best Fight. 
 
-Emma Watson, Rupert Grint and Daniel Radcliffe vs. the Death Eaters in Harry Potter and the 
Deathly Hallows Part 1. (It's always a good fight when magic is involved.) 
-Joseph Gordon-Levitt vs. Hallway Attacker in Inception (This was just a cool concept, and it was 
VERY well choreographed.) 
-Amy Adams vs. the Sisters in The Fighter. (Hot girl on girl face punching action!) 
-Bryce Dallas Howard and Xavier Samuel vs. Robert Pattinson in The Twilight Saga: Eclipse. 
(Sigh...of course! How can we have a category without this movie?! Insert eyeroll here.) 
-Mark Strong vs. Chloe Grace Moretz in KickAss (She's pretty good for a kid. The movie was kind of 
meh, but she was all right. She kicked a good amount of ass.) 
Winner: (duh) The Twilight people. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 121) 
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Now I'm really getting pissed. Children, I'm going to let you in on something. Just because you 
think the guys in a movie are hot, it does NOT mean it has to win EVERY award. Inception should 
have won for this one, just for the choreography. The execution was excellent. 
 
Jason Sudeikis treats us to some of his music stylings with some theme songs to the different mov-
ies out this year. This was funny, and instead of sitting through the entire awards show, I recom-
mend watching it on YouTube. Emma Stone and Dave Grohl make appearances as well. 
 
Ryan Reynolds and Blake Lively (Green Lantern! Yes!) present the award for Best Kiss. I'm sure 
there is going to be some big to-do on the internet over laser boners, so I'd recommend YouTubing 
this part as well. Ryan Reynolds had some pretty funny lines. 
-Taylor Lautner and Kristen Stewart in The Twilight Saga: Eclipse (....This gives me a head-
ache...at least it's not her and Robert Pattinson again...) 
-Natalie Portman and Mila Kunis in Black Swan (Girl on girl...of course the guys love it, but it was 
actually pretty hot.) 
-Emma Watson and Daniel Radcliffe in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1 (It's the part 
where Ron Weasley is watching some sort of hallucination type situation. It's weird, but it looked 
cool.) 
-Ellen Page and Joseph Gordon-Levitt in Inception. (Let me just say, that Mr. Gordon- Levitt has 
come a long way from 3rd Rock from the Sun.) 
-Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson in The Twilight Saga: Eclipse (Thought you could get away 
from it, didn't you! Ha! You were wrong!) 
Winner: Kristen Stewart and Robert Pattinson 
 
I shouldn't even have to comment at this point. You know my frustration, anything but Twilight 
should have won, we can move on now. The only good thing about them winning was that after a 
very awkward exchange with Kristen, Robert Pattinson ran off the stage, and planted a big wet 
one on Taylor Lautner. We all knew Edward and Jacob would do it someday. This was the day. 
 
Emma Watson - looking fabulous with her new short hair - gave us a sneak peak of the last Harry 
Potter movie. Three words - I can't wait. 
 
They presented Reese Witherspoon with the MTV Generations award. I'm glad I didn't fast forward 
through the entire thing when I watched it again to write this. During his ad-libbing section, Robert 
Pattinson dropped an F-bomb that the censor didn't catch in time. Hooray for live TV! Have fun 
with your FCC fine! 
 
Next, a pre-produced spot "A Message from Fast Five" with Tyrese Gibson and Jason Sudeikis in a 
horribly (on purpose?) done skull cap about texting while illegal street racing. This is hilarious. 
Watch this on YouTube. 
 
The next award is presented by Jason Segal and Cameron Diaz - Best Line From A Movie. I'm ex-
cited about this one. Twilight never has any good lines. 
-Justin Timberlake in The Social Network - "A million dollars isn't cool. You know what's cool? A 
billion dollars." 
-Alexys Nycole Sanchez (shame on her parents for spelling her name in such a fashion) in Grown 
Ups - "I wanna get chocolate wasted!" 
-Amanda Bynes and Emma Stone in Easy A - (Amanda) "There's a higher power that will judge you 
for your indecency." (Emma) "Tom Cruise?" 
-Jesse Eisenberg in The Social Network - "If you guys were the inventors of Facebook, you'd have 
invented Facebook." 
-Tom Hardy in Inception - "Don't be afraid to dream of a bigger gun." (Or at least that's what I think 
he said...He mumbles and has an accent.) 
Winner: Alexys Nycole Sanchez 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 122) 
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OK, she's cute, I'll give her that. But, Aaron Sorkin wrote the Facebook movie, so that alone should 
have made ONE of them win. 
 
Nikki Minaj and Ashton Kutcher present for Best Female Performance. 
-Emma Stone for Easy A 
-Emma Watson for Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1 (It's the year of the Emmas, and 
that's a good thing.) 
-Jennifer Aniston for Just Go With It 
-Kristen Stewart for The Twilight Saga: Eclipse 
-Natalie Portman for Black Swan 
Winner: (Despite someone yelling very clearly "Emma Stone!") Kristen Stewart 
 
SHE IS NOT A GOOD ACTRESS! THE ONLY EMOTION SHE CAN DO IS AWKWARDNESS! AND THAT'S NOT 
EVEN AN EMOTION! SHE CAN'T EVEN GET THAT RIGHT! People, please. Was Twilight the only movie 
you saw this past year? Natalie Portman was the clear winner here, but no. Gotta vote for the 
crappy vampire movie. I don't think I'd be as mad if the crappy vampire movie wasn't so crappy, 
but it is, and I'm angry. 
 
At this point, I'm so ticked off about Twilight pretty much sweeping, that I fast forward to the next 
award. All I missed was a performance by Lupe Fiasco featuringTrey Songz, but it's okay because I 
don't like their music, anyway. 
 
Jason Bateman, Charlie Day and Jason Sudeikis save us from the debacle that is this show by pre-
senting Best Comedic Performance. 
-Zach Galifianakis for Due Date 
-Emma Stone for Easy A 
-Ashton Kutcher for No Strings Attatched (Has anyone else noticed how many movies there are 
about friends with benefits? Strange trend in movies...) 
-Adam Sandler for Just Go With It 
-Russell Brand for Get Him To The Greek 
Winner: Emma Stone 
 
Emma Stone is very good. But up against Russell Brand as Aldus Snow? There's no comparison. Way 
to get it wrong again, MTV. 
The Twilight kids come out and preview the next movie. Snore. I'll probably still go see it, though.  
I like to torture myself every once in a while. At least they make the wolves look badass. 
Wait...they're seriously splitting Breaking Dawn into two movies? These people are shameless. 
 
We finally get to the award for Best Movie, presented by Gary Busey in a giant hamster ball. Wow, 
MTV. You've offically gone bonkers. Even Peter Facinelli looked confused when they cut to the au-
dience. 
-Inception 
-The Twilight Saga: Eclipse (Apparently they misunderstood the word "best.”) 
-Black Swan 
-Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1 
-The Social Network 
Winner: Twilight 
 
I cannot even begin to describe to you how angry this made me. To quote Jason Jones, FDH Digni-
tary "This is a case study in why people shouldn't be allowed to vote for everything." I cannot be-
lieve that this won out over, well ANY of the other movies. 
 
In summation, I'm offically convinced that my time watching any MTV Awards has past. I am too 
old, and kids these days think crap movies are good. They vote with their raging hormones, not 
with actual opinions. So if nothing, take this from my review. Teenagers like stupid movies, Jason 
Sudeikis is funny as hell and twenty-eight is ancient in MTV years.  



Programming The WWE Network 
August 22, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
For years, WWE has been making preparations for a full-fledged TV network of their own.  Their 
24/7 On-Demand service, launched a few years ago, was the first thrust in their campaign. 
They’ve been snarfing up tape libraries for a decade now, ever since getting the second-biggest 
one in the form of the WCW one (that also included footage from the Georgia and Mid-Atlantic 
predecessor territories).  Aside from a few notable exceptions (UWF/Mid-South, Memphis, the old 
NWF, international promotions and of course, TNA), Vinny Mac has it all, way more than enough to 
stock a TV network with outstanding content. 
So then the logical question arises: what’s the best way to utilize the overwhelming resources and 
tape libraries owned and housed by WWE?  What follows below is a proposed seven-day-a-week 
schedule for the channel.  Weekday daytime schedules would carry the same shows, with the ex-
ception of Monday (although it would also have programming in common with the rest of the week 
until noon).  The show titles below are admittedly generic, but at least accurately capture the 
thrust of the individual programs for these purposes.  All times are EDT. 
 
Weekdays 
Midnight to 3 AM – Classic PPV – Rerun of a pay-per-view, alternating from among WWE, WCW, ECW 
and AWA. 
3 AM to 6 AM – Classic Moment in Time – Rerun of a segment from the previous weekday afternoon 
(on Mondays, the WWE one from the previous week would be rebroadcast, explained below). 
6 AM to 8 AM – Excerpts of Monday Night Wars – Rerun of a piece of that week’s Monday Night Wars 
block (explained below). 
8 AM to 9 AM – Classic WCW – A program from the WCW archives, with Mid-Atlantic and Georgia 
programming also used in this block.  Programs would be presented as they were initially broadcast 
whenever available, with additional post-production and commentary overlaid when needed. 
9 AM to 10 AM – Classic WWE – A program from the WWE archives.  Programs would be presented as 
they were initially broadcast whenever available, with additional post-production and commentary 
overlaid when needed. 
10 AM to Noon – Documentaries – Broadcast from the WWE Home Video archives. 
 
Monday 
Noon to 8 PM – Monday Night Wars – Each eight-hour block would be from a different month during 
the Monday Night Wars era (September 1995 to March 2001).  It would feature all of the most nota-
ble moments in that month, bouncing back and forth liberally (but sequentially) between Raw and 
Nitro.  Each two-hour sub-block of the show would be rebroadcast during the 6-8 AM timeslot 
listed above.  A poll on WWE.com would be taken each weekend to determine the best of the four 
sub-blocks from that week, with the winner being rebroadcast during the 6-8 AM Monday morning 
slot. 
8 PM to 8:30 – Classic Interviews and Promos – This would be along the lines of a bloopers show, 
but with notable interviews and promos used instead of actual bloopers.  Each show would inter-
sperse segments from different eras and promotions.  This daily show would be broadcast all other 
weekdays from 7 to 7:30 PM. 
8:30 to 9 PM – WWE Livewire – This old studio talkshow would be revived as a daily WWE magazine 
show (broadcast all other weekdays from 7:30 to 8 PM).  The Monday (pre-Raw) and Friday (pre-
Smackdown) editions would focus largely as preview shows for that night’s programming (and there 
would be a one-hour special Sunday Livewire that would serve as pre-PPV programming on the 
nights of such events).  The Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday ones would be more in the classic 
magazine-style format, with out-of-the-ring features on WWE wrestlers, at least one interview 
each day with a wrestler, some general updates on storylines and a “This Day in WWE History” fea-
ture. 
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9 PM to Midnight – WWE Interactive – Essentially, this would be a complementary experience to the 
live Raw show (with similar versions for Smackdown and PPVs).  In many ways, it would be similar 
to the NFL Sunday Ticket Player Tracker that provides up-to-the-minute player updates.  A live 
chat with WWE personalities that would appear on WWE.com would stream here, along with perti-
nent commentary and interaction from Facebook and Twitter.  During commercial breaks, the 
commercials would be simulcast here on half the screen to assuage any concerns by advertisers at 
having people flip over and miss their ads.  After every event, the program would run until the top 
of the next hour. 
 
Tuesday-Friday 
Noon to 3 PM – Classic Moment in Time – This would be a three-hour block of footage from a con-
centrated period of time in rotating promotions (Tuesdays-WWE, Wednesdays-WCW, Thursdays-
AWA, Fridays-ECW). 
3 PM to 6 PM – Classic Live Events – These would be rebroadcasts of old house shows that exist on 
tape.  Inasmuch as the majority of the ones on file are probably WWWF/WWF/WWE ones, they 
might make up the majority, but ones that exist from other promotions would be interspersed as 
well. 
6 PM to 7 PM -- Classic WWE – A program from the WWE archives.  Programs would be presented as 
they were initially broadcast whenever available, with additional post-production and commentary 
overlaid when needed.  This would be a different program than the one broadcast earlier in the 
day. 
7 to 7:30 PM – Classic Interviews and Promos (see above). 
7:30 to 8 PM – WWE Livewire (see above). 
 
Tuesday 
8 PM to 9 PM – JR’s Legends Interview – This would be a one-hour shoot interview conducted by Jim 
Ross with a legend of the past. 
9 PM to 10 PM – Behind The Match – Classic matches would be shown, along with commentary from 
those involved about everything that went into them. 
10 PM to Midnight – Legends Roundtables – These would be the ones used on the WWE 24/7 service 
and some new ones would be shot also.  For those not familiar with the format, different legends 
were assembled for roundtables on different wrestlers, eras and other topics. 
 
Wednesday 
8 PM to Midnight – Superstar Compilations – There would be four one-hour segments, each devoted 
to a different wrestler with some of the best matches of his career. 
 
Thursday 
8 PM to 9 PM – NXT – This would be a broadcast of the NXT program. 
9 PM to 10 PM – Superstars – This would be a broadcast of the Superstars program. 
10 PM to Midnight – Best Stipulation Matches – This would be a compilation of different stipulation 
matches over time, from cage matches to strap matches to multiple falls to everything in be-
tween.  It would cover different promotions and eras. 
 
Friday 
8 PM to 11 PM – WWE Interactive (see above). 
11 PM to Midnight – This Week in WWE – This would be a recap show for the week in the entire pro-
motion, with clips interspersed from Raw, Smackdown and a PPV (if applicable). 
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Saturday and Sunday 
NOTE: From midnight to 10 AM both days, the “Territory Block” will bring programs from the old 
wrestling territories.  None of the promotions that are broadcast during the weekday archives are 
involved. 
Midnight to 1 AM – Ohio Valley 
1 AM to 2 AM – Ultimate Pro Wrestling 
2 AM to 3 AM – Central States 
3 AM to 4 AM – Stampede 
4 AM to 5 AM – Smoky Mountain 
5 AM to 6 AM – Florida 
6 AM to 7 AM – Maple Leaf 
7 AM to 8 AM – St. Louis 
8 AM to 9 AM – AWA 
9 AM to 10 AM – World Class 
10 AM to 11 AM – This Week in WWE (rerun from Friday night). 
Saturday 
11 AM to Noon – Behind The Match (replay from Tuesday night). 
Noon to 2 PM – Legends Roundtables (replay from Tuesday night). 
2 PM to 3 PM – Superstar Compilations (replay from Wednesday night, with a poll on WWE.com de-
termining which of the four was the best and should get a replay). 
3 PM to 6 PM – Classic Moment in Time: Territories – This would be a version of the weekday Classic 
Moment in Time show that focuses on major promotions.  This one would rotate from among the 
more notable territories (Stampede, Smoky Mountain, Florida, Maple Leaf, St. Louis), delivering 
three hours of footage from a concentrated period in the promotion’s history. 
6 PM to 8 PM – WCW Saturday Night – This would be a rebroadcast of old Saturday night footage, as 
it was originally shown whenever possible, with post-production and added commentary as 
needed. 
8 PM to Midnight – Classic MSG – This would be a revival of the program previously on the MSG net-
work that rebroadcast classic Madison Square Garden house shows. 
 
Sunday (non-PPV day) 
11 AM to Noon – JR’s Legends Interview (replay from Tuesday night). 
Noon to Midnight – Classic PPV (see above). 
 
Sunday (PPV day) 
Noon to 6 PM – Classic Clash of the Champions and Saturday Night’s Main Events – This would be 
similar to the format of PPV rebroadcasts. 
6 PM to 7 PM – Best of Tuesday Night Titans – This would be a rebroadcast of old Tuesday Night Ti-
tans footage. 
7 PM to 8 PM – WWE Livewire (see above). 
8 PM to Midnight – WWE Interactive (see above). 
This would be programming with a strong dose of variety, using the old footage in several different 
manners and augmenting the existing Raw, Smackdown and PPV shows as well.  There are other 
features that could be added to the schedule from time to time, such as broadcasting live from 
WrestleMania Axxess and SummerSlam Axxess in the lead-up to those events. 
So there it is. Now that we’ve planned it all out for you, Vince, get the consulting check on the 
way! 



Movie Review: Moneyball 
October 2, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
A movie that is comprised equally of the entertaining and the inaccurate, Moneyball is a movie 
that isn’t quite sure what it aims to be. That’s not at all surprising, given the hugely awkward fit 
of the subject matter to a Hollywood project. But it is a worthwhile use of your time. 
 
While Deadspin is busy labeling any criticisms of the film’s accuracy as pedantic, those of us who 
really enjoyed Michael Lewis’s namesake book can’t help but notice some of the biggies: 
 
^ There was no “Peter Brand” in real life, although you’ve got to cut the filmmakers some slack on 
this one since Billy Beane’s real-life right-hand-man Paul DePodesta asked that his name not be 
used. Then again, had they not cast Jonah Hill in his last “fat man role” for a part ripe to be 
viewed as the personification of the sabermetrics nerd, perhaps DePodesta wouldn’t have seen the 
casting as fatal to his chances of ever securing another general manager job. 
 
^ Brand/DePodesta wasn’t hired away from the Cleveland front office after the 2001 season; that 
happened three years prior. 
 
^ The 2002 draft, which was the centerpiece of the book, does not play any part in the movie. 
 
^ Art Howe may not have been completely enamored of the top-down structure in Oakland, where 
the front office ran many aspects that were traditionally within the control of the manager. But 
there is no evidence whatsoever that he was such a passive-aggressive obstacle to Beane’s pro-
gram (again, though, I’m cutting some slack, because casting one of today’s finest thespians, Phil-
lip Seymour Hoffman, made every Howe scene subtly hilarious). Likewise, David Justice was not 
apprised by the front office of his role as a science experiment (how long a past-his-prime star 
hangs on to valuable remnants of his skill set) and as such, had no clash with Beane, DePodesta or 
anyone else. But the writers chose to use these characters to inject dramatic tension. I am sympa-
thetic to Howe’s hostility to the depiction, though, as it presents real challenges to his future em-
ployment in the team-first atmosphere of Major League Baseball. 
 
^ Speaking of contrived conflicts, Oakland scouting director Grady Fuson never got fired and did 
not publicly blast Beane afterwards – although he did call out Beane for seeming unappreciative 
towards his scouts in the Moneyball book, a critical distinction. Fuson did have a different philoso-
phy than Beane and DePodesta, but not nearly to the extent featured onscreen. 
 
^ Barry Zito, Mark Mulder and Tim Hudson were three of the very best pitchers in the game during 
this time period and they were on the Oakland roster (because they were still young enough not to 
cost much yet). Their names were never mentioned during the movie, because it would be hard to 
present the As as a big underdog story with these mound dominators as part of the narrative. 
 
^ Billy Beane did not hit up any general managers for free pop for his players in the clubhouse. 
 
The arrogance of Mark Shapiro is accurately captured, though! 
 
I disagree with Deadspin that noticing these matters is nitpicking. I think it’s valid to question how 
much they should affect your enjoyment of the movie, though. 
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Again, it’s an awkward movie to make, because the As of the early 2000s were overachievers, es-
pecially relative to payroll, but they never won the World Series and only captured a single playoff 
series in 2006, four years past the end of the book and the film. The movie is set from the end of 
the 2001 season – which culminated in a loss to the Yankees in the American League Division Series 
– to the end of the 2002 season – which culminated in a loss to Minnesota in the American League 
Division Series. This revision to the status quo ante would do a sitcom proud! 
 
If this review is giving the impression of a mixed bag, that would be 100% accurate. Brad Pitt’s em-
bodiment of Beane was very well-done and, by all accounts (including Beane), very accurate. His 
portrayal of the struggles of the intense and hyper-competitive Beane could put him in line for 
something come award season. At the same time, I would have liked a bit more structure to the 
flashback scenes about Beane’s playing career, maybe even with a narrative format. Speaking of 
elements that could have been featured more, Ron Washington’s coaching of Scott Hatteberg at 
first base left more room to be explored for entertainment value, as did Hatteberg’s real-life chat-
tiness when opposing players got on base. 
 
You have to give the filmmakers credit for not taking the easy out of a happy ending, as it would 
have been easy to invest everything in the jubilation of the team’s turnaround and subsequent, 
shocking, record-breaking 20-game winning streak. But the lead characters dismissed it in relation 
to a World Series title, which was not forthcoming. Granted, Beane was given some credit prior to 
the final credits for Boston’s historic 2004 World Series title, since they aped his methodology 
when they were unable to hire him away, but Beane would probably be the first to label that as 
cold comfort. 
 
Again, the story’s not easy to present, especially without the happy ending that Hollywood usually 
demands. There are two key target audiences for this film and they are not exactly complemen-
tary of one another: 
 
1 People who want to see a typical sports movie and are perhaps additionally drawn to it because 
of Pitt, Hill and/or Hoffman. 
 
2 People like myself who greatly enjoyed the book and understand the real-life story. 
 
Group 1 probably doesn’t dig the ending and Group 2 probably wanted less inaccuracy. As a mem-
ber of Group 2, it may seem that I have been a bit harsh toward the movie, but I am being honest 
about my biases. However, at the end of the day, given that the movie was neither fish nor fowl in 
terms of checking off the usual movie-industry boxes for a sports movie, I’m inclined to be gener-
ous and grade on the curve of how such subject matter is generally presented. By those standards, 
the film can be enjoyed for what it is and I give it thumbs-up.  
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Part III: Inspiration Columns 

Remembering a Century-Old Institution: The Cleveland Athletic Club 
January 1, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Over the last quarter-century, America has seen the demise of many old big-city institutions. The 
end of 2007 marked yet another occasion, as the Cleveland Athletic Club shut its doors for good on 
December 31 just as it was about to celebrate its 100-year anniversary. 
 
As a department manager at the CAC in the late ‘90s, I had a front-row seat to the proceedings as 
this institution’s tailspin developed in earnest. The club had been losing members in droves to up-
start competitors in the suburbs since the 1980s and the 1990 federal tax hike that removed the 
ability of businesses to write off club memberships on their tax returns (a classic empty class-war 
rap foisted on the American people by George H.W. Bush and the Democratic Congress that ended 
up hurting the “little guy” employees of private clubs much more than the “business barons” who 
were members). The downward spiral that ensued was somewhat predictable, as declining reve-
nues led to dues increases and ever-increasing assessments on members – which led of course to 
fewer members and less revenue. 
 
In 1997, faced with the absolute financial brink for the first time, the club decided to sell to inves-
tors and end their 89-year history as a member-run institution. The new ownership slashed mem-
bership prices dramatically as a near-term means of boosting the number of paying customers. The 
strategy was forged by the “turnaround specialists” who crafted a plan for the CAC along similar 
lines of previous corporate takeovers they had instituted, notwithstanding the vast differences be-
tween the CAC and conventional businesses (not coincidentally, this was the first of their at-
tempted turnarounds to fail to succeed). From my perch as club pro and manager for the CAC 
bowling center (the unit that was the economic engine of the entire club, providing financial fuel 
for the entire enterprise through the prodigious bar bills of league bowlers and corporate events), I 
observed that most of the new members joined only because the club was now an affordable fam-
ily expense and no level of improvement to club services was going to be sufficient for them to 
stay on when the membership rates rose again. Many of these people said this directly to me. But, 
faced with a new insular management team that wasn’t entertaining contrary observations, I 
wisely kept them to myself as did everyone else and did what I could to co-exist with the new or-
der. Unchallenged by any of the holdover managers, the members enraptured by the "white 
knights" or anybody else, the regime embarked on a wild spending spree which included a huge 
new workout facility and a marble floor in the men’s locker room that cost into the millions! 
 
As my fellow managers and I moved on to greener pastures professionally, we continued to monitor 
how the institution was faring. As far back as my tenure (1996-1998), the date December 31, 2007 
was stamped on the consciousness of everyone associated with the CAC – because that was the 
date that the sweetheart deal on the 99-year lease signed in 1908 would expire. Given the worsen-
ing financial situation, everyone involved knew that a relatively favorable renewal of the lease 
would have to be reached in order for the situation to avoid tipping into the abyss. And that did 
not happen. The “snowball effect” of the negative financial situation in recent years led to the 
members having to assume control of the institution unexpectedly once again in 2006, and the ur-
gent status quo before the acquisition in 1997 reemerged. Rising dues and assessments were nec-
essary to meet the basic expenses – and membership dropped through the floor. Half-measures in 
terms of modified bankruptcy filings and the shutdown of the food and beverage operation were 
desperate attempts to stop what appeared to be inevitable. Ultimately, the clock ticking towards 
the end of the 99-year lease proved to be the final straw, as the insanely cheap rent negotiated 
towards the start of the previous century was never going to be even remotely feasible for a re-
newal. 
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As a student of history who understood and appreciated the lineage I was a part of during my time 
at the Cleveland Athletic Club, I am saddened by its passing. The bowling center I ran was in and 
of itself something extraordinary, an 8-lane house towering above downtown Cleveland on the 15th 
and highest floor of the building. Like the rest of the club, it saw a ton of history, including the 
annual Interclub tournament with the Detroit Athletic Club, a competition dating back almost to 
the inception of the club. There has never been a feeling of competitive accomplishment in my life 
to match my victory over the Detroit pro in head-to-head competition on his own lanes (where he 
had never previously lost) in 1998, a win that avenged my shellacking the previous year on my own 
lanes and a triumph that resulted in my grateful members winning several thousands of dollars in 
side bets from their Motown counterparts. 
 
I don’t wish for our blog to be a forum for pointing fingers by name at the decision-makers who 
ensured this fate over the last decade, that’s not how we operate here, but members and employ-
ees alike are showing no such reticence as they look back at the final chapters of the story. This is 
to be expected; if someone such as myself - on the outside for years - is disappointed at this out-
come, imagine how those presently involved in any capacity feel at this time. The recriminations 
are flying fast and furious in the conversations these days and while some bear more blame than 
others, there does seem to be a decent amount to go around. This is because there were many 
people at the center of club operations over the years and a wide consensus that made possible 
the huge gamble that the financial doubling-down in terms of spending on facilities represented. 
The Euclid Corridor project, which is a massive transportation adjustment project that has torn 
through the heart of downtown for the past few years, is being blamed in part for putting a crimp 
in the wedding reception-hosting business, and there may be some truth in this, but decisions 
made at the club level far outweigh this outside factor in terms of the overall impact. 
 
If for no other reason than the fact that the expiration date of the lease was etched on everyone’s 
mind long ago, it almost feels like fate to have the doors close for good at the stroke of midnight 
going into the 100th year. While the institution deserved better than its ultimate fate, as did those 
who worked to build and sustain it over the decades, everything does happen for a reason and the 
memory of what it was can never be erased. RIP CAC. 

Inspiration Has a Name: Terrence Webster 
February 9, 2008 
By Jason Jones 
 
Terrence Webster.  
 
You may not know him. I did not know him. We should have. We all would have been better people 
had we known him. For those that did, you should feel extremely privileged. Terrence was a 
smart, clever, funny, witty, and educated young man from what I gathered. I may not have known 
Terrence, but I do know a handful of people who knew him.  
 
To show my support for their loss, I felt compelled to attend Terrence Webster’s Memorial Service. 
It truly was more of a celebration than a memorial service, and by far the best one I had attended 
to date. When we first walked in, I felt completely out of place. Within the first 3 minutes of the 
service, I felt as if I knew Terrence. So much so that I began fabricating memories of what it must 
have been like to know him. When it was over, I had shed tears and shared moments that will 
probably have a positive effect on my life going forward. Maybe that is the greatest compliment I 
can give to the recently departed. We all want to think that we have reflected our family posi-
tively. For most, that would be enough. For the entire Webster family and all of Terrence’s friends 
and acquaintances, you all should be proud you had the opportunity to know him and know his life 
reflects well on all of you. I never had that opportunity, however, I will take with me a piece of 
Terrence in the hopes that he may affect me in the way he affected all of you. 
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Terrence Webster was a junior at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs who tragically lost 
his life some 60 years before he should have. If you are interested in learning more, I am sure 
there is no shortage of people who would love to share his life with you in a way that I cannot. 
Terrence was the guy you see in the movies. He is the guy who knows almost everyone. He’s the 
guy no one has ever uttered a negative word about. He’s the guy that makes everyone feel a little 
better about anything. When you hear someone mention how a certain person walks in a room, and 
the room lights up and all of the perils of the world melt away. Even if for only a moment, the per-
son they are speaking of is Terrence Webster. He was active in school functions…often. He had 
already been to Europe. That alone is something most Americans cannot claim they’ve done, re-
gardless of age. He seemed to be a very self aware individual, yet a focused person who under-
stood his potential impact on the world, whether or not he knew how that conclusion would come.  
If I had an opportunity to know Terrence Webster, I believe a certain number of things to be true. 
We would absolutely share an affection for everything Irish. We conversely, would disagree often 
on politics. I would probably question and maybe even razz him over his musical preferences, 
while in good fun. Inevitably, the most important, I would put myself in a position to be around 
him as much as possible within any social capacity. He was that kind of guy. He was the IT guy. 
The guy everyone wanted to be friends with, the guy people would want advice from, he was the 
friend everyone should've had.  
 
Tonight, I watched as people of all varying ages and demographics came forward to share stories 
and their feelings of loss. Friends, family, and other people from the community all shared the 
same concept. Terrence was a great person who deserves to be recognized. Not because he 
would’ve expected it, but for the exact opposite reason. Terrence gave himself to everyone un-
conditionally. He never expected any recognition for it; he did it because that’s the guy he was. As 
a sign of unified thanks for all he had done for everyone around him, everyone around him came 
together to thank Terrence. Just about everyone has been asked, “If when you die, you have the 
opportunity to talk to anyone, who would it be?” Most people defer to Presidents, Religious icons, 
Musical heroes, or other famous people. After tonight, Terrence Webster is on my short list of peo-
ple I await the opportunity to speak with.  
 
On top of all of it, Terrence is the potential in all of us that is often never realized. In my own 
twisted way, Terrence is the guy I always wished and saw myself to be. He is the part of all of us 
who does more than seem humanly possible. He did all that he is required to and still finding time 
for everyone else, without hesitation. The sky may not have been the limit for this young man. 
Just by being around people who knew him, you felt strongly that whatever his goals and aspira-
tions were, he would realize them. Ask yourself, “are you as successful as you thought you’d be?”, 
“are you as friendly and outgoing as you ought to be?”, “are you consistently as good a person as 
you can be?” These are all questions we should ask ourselves often. As evident from the people I 
witnessed today, these are questions that Terrence Webster would never have to ask himself.  It is 
never easy to lose someone prematurely. Whether you knew Terrence or have lost someone who 
may have effected you the way Terrence has affected so many, give them their due. There are 
millions of people who just go about their lives not stopping to do anything for anyone unless there 
is something in it for them. When you come across a person who gives him or herself so unselfishly, 
they should be revered whether they are with us currently or not. Those that are close to Terrence 
need to relish in what he had to offer. Don’t just “deal with it," celebrate him. It may be hard 
now, but there will be a time when it is easier. You will see him again, and if tonight was any indi-
cation, he will have some great stories and experiences to share with you. If you don’t know of 
Terrence Webster, I hope this has helped you to appreciate those around you and help you to 
strive to be a better person; as Terrence did. 
 
It is clear to me; Terrence Webster affected a colossal number of people during his life. Although I 
never met him, you can add my name to the list of people he has affected. 



RIP William F. Buckley, Jr. 
February 27, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Today saw the passing of an icon, one of the truly influential figures of the second half of the 20th 
century. Perhaps fittingly, William F. Buckley Jr. passed away at his desk, probably preparing an-
other brilliant column from his incomparable mind. 
 
Almost singlehandedly, he helped forge what would come to be known as the conservative move-
ment in the mid-1950s, when the New Deal was still the dominant influence in national politics and 
good old placid Ike was presiding over a solidification of the second American Revolution that FDR 
instituted by executive fiat two decades before (just as Ike's VP Tricky Dick Nixon would end up 
strengthening LBJ's Great Society in the early '70s). There was no countervailing force in the USA 
standing up for the concept of limited government and a muscular, forward-thinking approach in 
the Cold War. Bill Buckley pioneered the power that would capture the White House in the form of 
Reaganism a quarter-century later. 
 
There were times when he would take stands that would annoy his friends and followers. I myself 
was annoyed by a few of his columns, but that's probably not too bad considering that I've read 
hundreds of them. What he accomplished was as unique as it was impressive: he pulled together 
strains from disparate sources and created a coherent intellectual and political movement that will 
outlive him for centuries, even though it is severely bruised at the moment. 
 
I was influenced greatly by his National Review magazine and I was thrilled as a young public policy 
intern in D.C. to find a treasure trove of old NRs boxed up in the basement of the living quarters I 
inhabited at the time. I wasn't permitted to take any of them with me, but I greatly enjoyed delv-
ing into the chance to see how Buckley and his writers were assessing the important events of the 
Cold War era as they unfolded. That same year, as a young firebrand attending the Young Ameri-
cans for Freedom national convention, I had the pleasure of hearing Buckley speak to our banquet. 
I was thrilled for my good friend Stu Grimes, who had become a national officer of the group and 
consequently got to be photographed shaking hands with the legend himself. YAF is an important 
although overlooked part of the Buckley legacy, as he helped found the group and write one of the 
most important philosophical statements of our time, The Sharon Statement: 
 
"In this time of moral and political crises, it is the responsibility of the youth of America to affirm certain 
eternal truths.  
We, as young conservatives, believe:  
That foremost among the transcendent values is the individual's use of his God-given free will, whence 
derives his right to be free from the restrictions of arbitrary force;  
That liberty is indivisible, and that political freedom cannot long exist without economic freedom;  
That the purpose of government is to protect those freedoms through the preservation of internal order, 
the provision of national defense, and the administration of justice;  
That when government ventures beyond these rightful functions, it accumulates power, which tends to 
diminish order and liberty;  
That the Constitution of the United States is the best arrangement yet devised for empowering govern-
ment to fulfill its proper role, while restraining it from the concentration and abuse of power;  
That the genius of the Constitution- the division of powers- is summed up in the clause that reserves pri-
macy to the several states, or to the people, in those spheres not specifically delegated to the Federal 
government;  
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That the market economy, allocating resources by the free play of supply and demand, is the single eco-
nomic system compatible with the requirements of personal freedom and constitutional government, and 
that it is at the same time the most productive supplier of human needs;  
That when government interferes with the work of the market economy, it tends to reduce the moral and 
physical strength of the nation; that when it takes from one man to bestow on another, it diminishes the 
incentive of the first, the integrity of the second, and the moral autonomy of both;  
That we will be free only so long as the national sovereignty of the United States is secure; that history 
shows periods of freedom are rare, and can exist only when free citizens concertedly defend their rights 
against all enemies;  
That the forces of international Communism are, at present, the greatest single threat to these liberties;  
That the United States should stress victory over, rather than coexistance with, this menace; and  
That American foreign policy must be judged by this criterion: does it serve the just interests of the 
United States?" 
 
It's because of the esteem I have had for so long for National Review that I have not hesitated to 
criticize it harshly on this blog during this presidential primary season when I felt it lost its way. To 
reopen those issues today would be disrespectful to Bill Buckley, but I'll note that I firmly believe 
that the magazine would have been in much better shape had he not bowed out in 2004 -- al-
though I certainly don't begrudge him his right to take it a bit easier in his golden years with his 
health declining. 
 
The outpouring today on National Review Online is heartening and may portend the beginning of 
the revival of NR and, dare we hope, perhaps the broader movement it represents. Any column 
written about him deserves to be read, but I especially suggest the following: 
 
^ the symposium featuring mini-columns from many right-wing luminaries 
^ John O'Sullivan's take on how WFB helped to win the Cold War 
^ the NRO editorial noting his passing 
^ thoughts from many of his appreciative fans 
 
I'm heartened to read in the tributes such an awareness of the specific functions he performed in 
terms of helping to reshape American political thought. At a time when the conservative move-
ment has lost its way, maybe the refocusing that WFB's passing has brought can regenerate it for a 
new generation. If you believe in Providential acts as I do, that might have even been the cause of 
the timing. We can only hope so, and the old genius would no doubt see this as the ultimate trib-
ute. Godspeed Bill Buckley. 

RIP Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
August 10, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
One of the greatest and most important, although underrated figures of the second half of the 20th 
century passed from the scene this week. Alexander Solzhenitsyn was 89. 
 
His 1973 book THE GULAG ARCHIPELEGO helped change the world by shining a spotlight on the bru-
tal reality that had been inflicted on Soviet dissidents over the decades, a reality that he himself 
endured repeatedly as a matter of conscience. As a child of the final chapters of the Cold War, it 
is a book that I have never read but have long aspired to set aside the time to go through. I have 
always admired greatly those who resisted the Communist dictatorships that served as an ugly scar 
on the world and Alexander “The Prophet” deserved more admiration than perhaps anyone else. 
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During the sickening period of “détente” in the mid-‘70s, he helped set in motion the forces that 
would transform America, and later, the Evil Empire itself. After he had been expelled from the 
Soviet Union, Solzhenitsyn journeyed to America in 1975 and was rumored to be interested in a 
meeting with President Ford. In a move that captured his pusillanimous administration in a nut-
shell, Ford capitulated to the wimpy recommendation of Henry Kissinger that Solzhenitsyn not be 
granted an audience lest the Russkies have their feelings hurt. Ford’s cowardly display swayed 
Ronald Reagan, who was on the fence about whether or not to challenge for the 1976 Republican 
presidential nomination. Crusading against the entire corrupt concept of détente, Reagan came 
within an eyelash of unseating the incumbent and ended up positioned perfectly for the defeat of 
the hapless Jimmy Carter in 1980. As the first president to reject Harry Truman’s defeatist 
“containment” policy in favor of “rollback,” Reagan’s aggressive challenge to the Soviets in the 
‘80s proved too much for the decaying dictatorship and soon hundreds of millions of people were 
freed from their shackles. 
 
It’s worth noting that Solzhenitsyn was also a fierce critic of the moral decadence of the West, 
chronicling our decline into obsessive materialism and our rejection of traditional values. In his 
final years after he returned to Russia, he was frustrated to find that we had exported many of our 
less admirable traits to his homeland. During this time, he was saddened and befuddled by what 
the world around him had become and many became critical of some of the conclusions he drew 
about the state of the world. I say that he was entitled to whatever opinions at this point he had 
that others might have deemed strange, inasmuch as he had done so much important work already 
on behalf of the world. 
 
In a world where people are always looking to find inspiring icons, there are always a few that 
stand out. Many love to hold up Gandhi as an example, still others Nelson Mandela or Martin Luther 
King, Jr., dopey stoner kids for 40 years have looked to Che, and the ones who look to Jesus or the 
pope find that you can never go wrong there. But if we’re going to look to a secular figure for in-
spiration in terms of the human spirit, I couldn’t recommend anybody any more than Alexander 
Solzhenitsyn. 

A September 11 Remembrance 
September 11, 2008 
By Steve Cirvello 
 
I'm not much for attention, or even blogging, but I kind of felt that sharing this story would be a 
good thing. 
 
Yesterday, I attended a memorial service at my alma mater for the 27 graduates of the College 
who lost their lives on September 11th, 2001. They were being inducted into the school's Hall of 
Fame. When I walked over to the service, I was handed a program of the events of the day. I read 
down the list of the names and was surprised to see the name of a guy I graduated high school 
with. 
 
His name was Mark, and although I knew he had died in the tragedy, I didn't know we were at the 
same college at the same time, graduating the same year. I remember being in homeroom and dif-
ferent classes with him back then but I barely knew the guy, for no other reason that we just ran 
in different circles. In fact, if he were alive today and we bumped into each other he probably 
wouldn't have even known who I was. 
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At the conclusion of the service, which was very well done and respectful with members of the 
FDNY and colorguard present, along with a bagpipe player, they unveiled a lasting memorial with 
the names of all the honorees engraved on it. After the dedication, they invited the family mem-
bers of the victims to come up and place a rose at the base of the new memorial. When I saw the 
members of Mark's family, who I didn't know at all, get up and receive this honor for their son, I 
made a decision that I was going to go up and speak to them after the service was over. 
 
Now, granted, this was no easy thing for me. I didn't lose anyone close to me in those attacks 
(although I did know of one other guy who did die in them). I mean, what do you say to someone 
who's son has basically been murdered? I approached a tall man who looked to be Mark's brother if 
I had to guess. I introduced myself and said "I went to high school with Mark. I just happened to 
see his name in the program and I just wanted to say I'm sorry for your loss". He thanked me and 
then called his parents over. He was Mark's older brother, Al. "This guy went to school with Mark", 
he told them. 
 
Mark's parents came over and before I said anything immediately shook my hand, I explained to 
them that although I didn't really know him, I knew he had died, and I didn't know we had at-
tended the same college. When I looked into Mark's Father's eyes, a real sadness came over me. I 
said I used to work in the World Trade Center, I was in the middle of New York Harbor when the 
planes hit, and if a plane had hit the water that day I would not be here most likely. My wife was 
pregnant with our son at the time, and I would have never seen him be born if I had died that day, 
so 9/11 hits a little close to home for me. 
 
I asked Mark's Mom if he had any kids since I knew he was married from reading his obituary. She 
said no, but was happy to tell me that his wife Nicole had remarried. I asked, "How does that make 
you feel?" She said, "Hey, she's young, she has to get on with her life". There was not a hint of any 
kind of hard feelings from her about that. I learned a couple of things about Mark from his Mom. 
She said that he didn't even work in the World Trade Center, he was actually located across the 
street, and was up in Cantor Fitzgerald for a meeting. He had just gotten his Broker's license. The 
plane cut through the building making it nearly impossible for those who were trapped on the top 
floors to escape the tower he was in. 
 
What she told me next was quite unbelievable - "His brother Al (the tall man who I first spoke to) is 
a fireman...and he was off that day. The one who wasn't the fireman was who we lost". (The New 
York City Fire Department lost 343 members that day). She also even mentioned that Mark's ashes 
had been recovered and where they had been spread. I have to tell you, this woman did not cry 
one time in front of me as we were talking, she seemed to be at peace with where her son is. 
 
In the course of speaking with the family, Mark's Dad must have shook my hand 2-3 times. I could 
tell that they were happy and appreciative that someone new, someone, anyone, wanted to let 
them know that their son was remembered, that he wasn't just another name on a long list. 
 
I told them, "My Dad died back in 2001 also, not in the attacks, but on an operating table. It was a 
total shock, and I always remember that after the wake and funeral were over, all the phone calls 
stopped. All I was left with was loneliness." What I wouldn't have given for just one person to come 
out of the blue and want to talk about my Dad, or just offer me some sympathy. I had friends who 
didn't even show up at the wake, and didn't even call when I spread the word that he had died. I 
didn't get that support, but it didn't stop me from giving it to someone else. 
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Mark's family told me that today there will be a memorial service at our old high school. I won't be 
able to attend that, but it's good that every year they also honor all their former students who lost 
their lives that day. At our 20 year reunion in 2010, I'm sure he will be mentioned, as he was the 
only member of our graduating class to die that day. 
 
We parted company, but not before getting a nice hug from Mark's Mom and a hearty handshake 
from his Father and Brother. 
 
Meeting an actual family who lost their son on 9/11 is something that I'll probably never forget, nor 
should I. I'm currently going through my share of problems - my Mom was just diagnosed with 
breast cancer, and I've been going through a separation, I'm even having a problem with a co-
worker at my job, but all of that dosen't matter to me quite as much today, because as a close 
friend once told me..."Every day above ground is a good day". 
 
One more thing...If you happen to see a soldier in fatigues walking around in an airport, in a mall, 
at a game, or just down the street sometime, if possible, walk up to them and thank them for 
serving us. I started doing that about a year or so ago. You have no idea how much that means to 
these men and women. If it wasn't for them, we wouldn't have what we have, and who knows, my 
own son and/or daughter may become one of them someday. 
 
(Hey, somebody's gotta defend our right to make bad fantasy draft picks, right?) 

Remembering Harry Kalas 
April 13, 2009 
By Steve Cirvello 
 
I have been covering Phillies games since 2004 when they moved into their new Stadium. During 
that time, I have met and talked with everyone on their announcing team. Just last Wednesday, I 
was at the game where the Phillies received their 2008 World Series rings. Guess who threw out 
the first pitch that day? Harry Kalas. To a standing ovation. (It almost reached the plate.) 
 
I used to run into Harry in the Press Box before and during the games when he used to shuttle back 
and forth between the Phillies' TV and radio booths (he still called innings on radio). When I saw 
him last week, I went up to him and congratulated him on last season and shook his hand, and he 
was wearing his ring. One of my goals was to eventually try to get him to come on The FDH Lounge 
like I was able to do with Jim Jackson, Tom "The Phillie Phanatic" Burgoyne and Jayson Stark. 
 
There is a stairwell right off the Press Box where Harry used to smoke before games and during 
whatever inning he had off that day. If I happened to run into him in there, I would always stay 
and talk with him for a few minutes or so about the team and things that had happened on the 
field. I remember one time when the movie'Leatherheads' had come out, Harry had done the 
voiceover for the movie preview trailer and commercial. I asked him, "So Harry, what's George 
Clooney really like?" He took a puff and responded, "Ha, Ha, Ha.......LEATHERHEADS!!!!" He did it 
right there in front of me and I totally marked out for it. I'll always remember that one. 
 
As someone who recently lost his mother to lung cancer, hearing this news was very disappointing 
to me. In life, you just get used to seeing some people in certain settings. Everytime I walk in my 
mom's house, it makes me sad that I'll no longer be able to just say hello to her anymore, and the 
void in my life is huge from that. Now, not seeing Harry Kalas walking through that Press Box any-
more will be really bizarre. I'm glad I got to meet him and talk with him, and that he was willing to 
chat baseball with some young mark like me. To me, he WAS The Phillies. 
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I would also like to mention that I always enjoyed his voiceover work with HBO's Inside The NFL 
Highlight Show. He was great. At some point this year, I will bring at least one member of the 
Phillies family on The FDH Lounge to talk about and remember Harry Kalas. You can count on that. 
Thanks for the memories, Harry, and I'm glad you went out a World Series Champion. 

Requiem For A Friend And Mentor 
January 24, 2010 
Posted by Rick Morris 
 
Most of the time we relish cross-posting great columns from our friends at Sportsology – not so this 
time because of the sad circumstances. 
 
This past week, one of the co-authors of 100 RANGER GREATS, John Halligan, passed away. When 
Russ Cohen called to inform me about this, I asked if this was entirely unexpected, as I knew noth-
ing of John’s health but knew he was of retirement age. I was told that it was, which makes this a 
much greater shock for his family and his many friends and admirers. Yet again, I felt something 
that FDH Senior Editor Jason Jones has spoken of so well – a sense of loss about somebody you did 
not get to meet, somebody whose path might well have crossed with yours in time and somebody 
who you really would have relished knowing on a personal and professional level. 
 
The New York Times had an excellent tribute to John; here it is. 
 
Longtime Rangers broadcaster Sam Rosen, who contributed to the Rangers book, delivered a stir-
ring tribute that can be seen here. 
 
And of course you had to know that Russ would find the right words for the circumstances. His col-
umn is a reprint from when John received one of his greatest professional awards in 2007 – with a 
short postscript – and it helps to capture him as I am sure he would love to be remembered, as a 
man who got to live his dream. RIP John. 
 
Lester Patrick Would Be Proud 
By Russ Cohen 
 
The 40th Lester Patrick Award ceremony had four winners this year, former NHL star Brian Leetch, 
hockey broadcast legend Stan Fischler, hockey historian John Halligan and Team USA standout 
Cammi Granato; they were all being honored for their outstanding service to hockey in the United 
States. 
 
John Halligan has worn many hats in his illustrious career. He worked for the New York Rangers 
and the National Hockey League for over 40 years. His story is truly unique because he has literally 
spent every moment of his life around the hockey rink. So when did he get his calling? 
 
“I would say about 13 or 14, because I remember I was a student at Fordham Prep and I knew the 
subway system inside and out and I loved going down to the Garden on Wednesdays right after 
school and on Sundays from my home in New Jersey,” Halligan said. “I knew that I had fallen in 
love with the game at that point and those were the Rangers of the ‘50s, good teams but not great 
teams. Andy Bathgate, Dean Prentice, Camille Henry, Harry Howell, Gump Worsley, of course, and 
those were the teams that made me fall in love with hockey, so I’ve known that for 45 years.” 
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John wasn’t a season ticket holder and he bought the best seats that he could afford. 
 
“The ones I bought were for $2.50 and they were in the mezzanine,” he said. 
 
Were they the best seats in the house? 
 
“No,” he laughed. “You couldn’t afford the best; they would have been another five bucks. But 
when we were really flushed with money it was $3.50 and we would sit in the end arena. Closer to 
the ice, but the mezzanine was the best seat in the house, really.” 
 
When asked how many games he would take in every season, he quickly snapped back with, “Every 
one of them. Oh sure, there were 35 home games and a 70-game schedule. I was a nut. I was con-
firmed and that was it. I tried to go to every game.” 
 
The reason he wasn’t a season ticket holder was the fact that he could buy all of tickets the day of 
the game except against Montreal. When the Habs were in town, he had to go down to the box 
office a little bit earlier. 
 
“Chicago was the easiest,” said Halligan. “You could go in the third period and get a ticket.” 
 
In his early days with the Rangers, he had the arduous task of trying to get the fans interested in a 
club that wasn’t drawing many fans. 
 
“I graduated from Fordham in 1963 and in August of that year, two months after my graduation, I 
got a job at the Rangers as the assistant publicity director. It was a seasonal job, until I became 
publicity director which morphed into public relations director, in time.” 
 
One of his hardest tasks was trying to put a positive PR spin when the Rangers made the playoffs, 
but had to forego a few of their home games because of a longstanding contract that MSG had with 
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus. 
 
“That was one of the toughest things you had to spin because there was no way around it; the cir-
cus was a two-month booking at that time, but the real spin over the regular season was put fan-
nies in the seats,” he recalled fondly. “Sell tickets, because they were not selling out with the ex-
ception of the Canadiens games. The other five teams came in – this was the Original Six – simply 
were not selling out. You had to concentrate your efforts on getting into the paper and getting as 
much hard publicity. The job hadn’t morphed into public relations, and being nice to people at 
that point, but it was quickly coming to that point.” 
 
If you are wondering where hockey ranked among the other major sports in New York City, his an-
swer might surprise you. 
 
“I have to be honest and say in those days hockey among the four major sports was fifth,” he 
smirked. “It was baseball, football, basketball, zero, then hockey.” 
 
Since he has retired from the NHL, he has been working diligently on multiple book projects. He is 
always around the game, he is always watching the game; it’s in his blood. 
 
During his speech he talked about how William Jennings got he and Emile Francis together and in 
about ten minutes they had come up with the idea for the award. The rest is history. 
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # 
John was a friend, a mentor, a writing partner, and the nicest person I ever met. I feel very fortu-
nate that I had a chance to work with him and be able to call him a friend. 
 
John is survived by his wife Janet. 



How Pro Wrestling Legend Junkyard Dog Fought Racism In The South 
March 21, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
On THE FDH LOUNGE, we had the pleasure of interviewing one of the great stars of wrestling’s ter-
ritorial days, “Nature Boy” Buddy Landel. We’ve had dozens and dozens of interviews in the course 
of our show’s history, but rarely have we had any thoughts that occurred to us afterwards that we 
felt would merit a column on the site – let alone two of them. 
This one deals with our discussion about Buddy’s close personal friend and a major superstar who 
took Buddy under his wing when he broke into the business, The Junkyard Dog (Sylvester Ritter). 
 
First of all, I want to mention the great poem that Buddy wrote immediately upon receiving word 
of JYD’s demise in a 1998 car crash. As a fellow writer, I told him how amazing I thought it was 
that he was able to summon up the ability to honor him so eloquently right after receiving such 
jarring and horrible news. His tribute can be read here. 
 
We talked about JYD’s run in the Mid-South territory from about 1980 to 1984, when he was re-
sponsible for drawing more money than probably 99% of the wrestlers who have ever laced up a 
pair of boots. Buddy made an observation to the effect of “he was the only black guy in the world 
who could have signed autographs at a KKK meeting.” We laughed pretty hard, because it was a 
great line. 
 
But the more you think about it, the more you realize the accuracy behind it! 
 
JYD was insanely “over” among fans of all races in a Deep South territory about half a generation 
removed from the worst Jim Crow practices. To this day, there are certainly pockets of 
“peckerwood country” that contain, shall we say, less-than-evolved racial attitudes. 
 
Given the composition of the wrestling fanbase in such areas, it is almost a certainty that there 
were fans who spoke words such as these, “You know, I hate how these ni#$%^& are getting so up-
pity. Somebody needs to put them in their place. By the way, did you see how The Junkyard Dog 
was beating up on Michael Hayes last week? Man, I would hate to be the Freebirds when JYD gets 
his hands on all of them!” 
 
And while there were a great many fans who probably never resolved the internal contradiction of 
looking down on blacks as a whole and revering JYD, there had to be at least some who saw it for 
what it was. The textbooks teach us about Martin Luther King, Rosa Parks and other influential 
figures who played public roles in changing the malignant role of racism in society. They do not 
speak about a charismatic pro wrestler in the Deep South who won the hearts of people with a 
chain, some funky interviews and matches that struck a deep emotional chord with the audience. 
 
But maybe they should. 
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Fare Thee Well, Wig Man 
May 25, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
If you find the headline for this column to be too flippant on the subject of a man’s death, then 
you didn’t know Daniel Vovak. Somebody as completely over the top as him would have been 
bored to tears with a simple “Daniel Vovak, RIP.” 
 
He gained a degree of fame in 2004, when he launched his “Wig Man” gimmick in a long-shot bid 
for the presidency. I knew him starting in 1995 – when I had the unforgettable experience of going 
to work for him at a startup business magazine in the Cleveland area. 
 
We were in less-than-sporadic touch over the years, but I had the idea to invite him on our FDH 
LOUNGE web TV show – because I knew that he would be an unforgettable guest. Over the last 
year or so, I Googled him a few times, but I didn’t sense that he had a huge front-burner project 
that he wanted to push and I figured I’d time it for a chance when he could benefit from plugging 
whatever his latest and greatest idea was. But I never got the chance.  
 
When I Googled him today, his Wikipedia page listed last Saturday as the date of his passing and 
online obituaries confirmed it. He was 39, claimed by Stage IV cancer in his intestines. 
 
Daniel was the epitome of a “just spell my name right” kind of guy, so I’m sure he’d appreciate my 
brutal honesty even in a tribute column. I had conflicted-at-best feelings about him for quite 
awhile after working for him. When he hired me as his editor in 1995, there was no Google and 
thus pretty much no way of seeing past the Potemkin village he had erected and labeled a 
“publishing company.” As a kid not long out of college, struggling to get a foothold in journalism 
and with one unsuccessful stint as a technical writer behind me (in a job I talked my way into de-
spite being wildly underqualified), I found myself being owed a small fortune in back pay in a com-
pany that redefined “undercapitalized.” It would have taken a saint to be 100% OK with him at 
that time, and I am certainly no saint. 
 
But what I came to appreciate about him is that even though he was definitely a carny, he was a 
carny who meant well. He was a man of a great many dreams and schemes, but when they went 
south, he paid the price as well and he didn’t leave others in worse shape than he was left him-
self. My significantly greater exposure to the carny world since then has taught me how atypical 
that is. Most carnies look to screw you over and that was not Daniel’s intent. 
 
Additionally, how could you not appreciate someone showing as much comfort in their own skin? 
We’re talking about a guy who had me get a tux with a Mickey Mouse pattern all over the vest 
when he had me be a groomsman in his wedding! And somebody who ghost-wrote columns for his 
magazine under the name “Rick Morrison” to try to fool unobservant people into thinking I still 
wrote for him after I quit! And somebody who wrote a thinly fictionalized book about people beg-
ging a candidate based exactly on himself to run for president! That’s gold! 
 
Running for president in a goofy white wig while being constitutionally ineligible because of his age 
at the time (31) – for most people that would be the most outrageous feat of a lifetime. I’m not 
even sure that one cracked Daniel’s Top Ten. I’d have to say that it ranks below him recruiting 
Paula Jones for a screenplay (tragically unfinished) about Bill Clinton labeled THE BLUE DRESS. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 140) 
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He was a very talented guy and very smart and driven. He graduated with three degrees in only 2 
½ years from Baldwin-Wallace College, a prestigious small college in the Greater Cleveland area. 
Although given to indulging in colorful if goofy efforts – check out his WigAwards YouTube channel 
– he was capable of applying his intellect in serious ways as well, as the videos listed here attrib-
ute. 
 
The last time we talked was back in 2005, and while he knew I was still somewhat wary about his 
dealings based on my sub-par experience, I’m at least glad that he could see that I had moved to 
the point of laughing with him rather than at him. While I’d rather that we had stayed in touch and 
had the great experience of having him steal the show on THE FDH LOUNGE, at least we left every-
thing good the last time we talked, and that does count for an awful lot. 
 
He truly was an American original and he lusted like few people I’ve ever known to live in a truly 
epic way and make a mark that would have the whole world talking. Whether he was running for 
office, writing books, promoting his film project or indulging any of his other interests, he wanted 
to leave a grand mark. 
 
Well, he passes on less famous than he would have wanted, but he gets an asterisk – he only made 
it to 39 (it’s almost as though he had a sense this might happen for all of the stories that he 
packed into his life) and given that social media tools were built with the carny in mind, would you 
have bet against him in the long term? I wouldn’t. But he gets another distinction he truly would 
have cherished – being one of the most unforgettable people to everyone he ever met. 
 
Rest in peace, Daniel, and I know you are in a better place. 

Hanging Out With The Greatest Sports Fans In The World 
August 28, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
There are certain times in life when you get approached on short notice and rearrange your plans 
to set new ones with people.  This column chronicles one such time just last night. 
My new friends “The Prince” Gary Herman and “The King” Mike Casiano of Royalty Tours USA (who 
attend 350+ sporting events every year and have been to every MLB/NFL/NHL/NBA venue and 
countless other minor-league and college ones) needed to keep their summer baseball-watching 
streak alive and from their home base of NYC, that wasn’t going to happen with Hurricane Irene 
bearing down like a load of bricks.  So when Gary texted me that they were coming to town and 
asked if I’d like to join them for the Indians game Saturday night.  I couldn’t say yes fast enough. 
 
As has been previously recounted (in great detail on our FDH LOUNGE fourth-anniversary show, 
when Gary appeared right after Bob Barker, audio here), I first met the fellas last November when 
they came to town for the Browns-Jets game.  I was sitting in the stands talking with our show 
contributor Ira Lieberfarb (the Jets superfan who attends every game, home and away, preseason, 
regular season and postseason) when Ira summoned them over to meet me.  A friendship was 
quickly born, we agreed in principle to the show appearance listed above and we’ve stayed in 
touch ever since. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 141) 
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A few weeks ago, I missed what I thought would be my only chance to take in a game with them in 
the next year or so when I was denied the opportunity (the less said about that, the better!) to 
take in a Wednesday afternoon game that they were catching during a midsummer Midwest swing.  
Of course, that turned out to be the Ervin Santana no-hitter!  I did catch them for breakfast on 
Saturday when they were driving through Cleveland (from a Friday night game in Detroit to a Sat-
urday nighter in DC) and that was great, but I wanted the full-on Royal Experience.  I’m so glad 
that I got it. 
 
They battled horrific traffic to get here as a bunch of dolts ended up clogging I-80 for most of their 
journey, and tickets were scarce with Jim Thome having finally come back where he belonged 
(more about that below), but I was able to snarf up some cheapo Upper Reserve seats and the fel-
las and I settled in and had fun. 
 
It was very enlightening to talk to Gary and compare notes on our experiences.  I’ve been involved 
with a few other people in trying to look for a documentary or reality show opportunity for these 
guys because, even though they’ve been going at this pace for well over a decade, the costs are 
going to wear them down eventually and they need to find a way to solidly profit from this experi-
ence to keep it going.  While I wouldn’t have immediately recognized how much we had in com-
mon, the obstacles he’s facing in his quest are not so completely different from those I am con-
fronting every day in working to lead and build a unique media brand.  While such issues are a part 
of life, ones deliberately created by others do not have to be the case.  It is quite comforting to 
talk to somebody else in the same boat and realize that others also have to battle to avoid being 
ground down by pettiness and political silliness. 
 
On a personal note, when Jim Thome hit his home run, I’m not going to lie, I was a little unpre-
pared for the rush of emotion.  He was one of my mother’s favorite players and we attended so 
many games together back in the day.  The Dolan destruction of the team coincided with my 
mother’s rapidly failing health.  The Dolans greased the skids for him to leave town when she was 
gravely ill and it was one more area of depression for her – so much for sports as an escape!  See-
ing him hit that home run in an Indians uniform brought back so many memories and I got immedi-
ately choked up when it happened.  In an odd kind of way, it seemed to put a little salve on the 
wound of what his forced departure did to my mom and that felt good.  Interestingly enough, Mike 
saw Thome’s first major-league home run in New York 20 years ago next month.  Mike will take in 
his 7,000th baseball game next June or July and he has seen over 11,000 sporting events overall.  
The younger Gary is behind Mike in both categories, but still ahead of 99.999% of the population! 
 
On a beautiful summer night, the kind that is way too rare in Cleveland, it was a true pleasure to 
sample the Royal Sports Experience with my friends.  I take inspiration from those who chase their 
dreams and achieve success.  Gary and Mike are a work in progress – they’ve experienced six life-
times worth of memories thus far, but they’re going to have to get some type of media or endorse-
ment deal to continue this indefinitely.  Along with the other friends they’ve met across the way, I 
want to be of help to them in their journey and I look forward to the day when they are regaling 
all of America with the stories and anecdotes they have shared with me. 
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9/11: 10 Years Later 
September 11, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
Although I love to write, I’m not huge on writing about anything involving my own life. It feels self-
indulgent, although I don’t judge others who do and who feel that their own experiences are uni-
versally enthralling. Maybe they are. Point is, I’m not somebody for whom this comes naturally, so 
it must carry more authenticity when I do this. And authenticity is what we are all about in The 
FDH Lounge. 
 
When I say that I had a unique 9/11 story, it feels wrong, because it wasn’t tinged with heroism or 
terror or any of the wild swings that those directly involved felt on that day. For example, my 
partner The FDH New York Bureau Steve Cirvello was on the ferry that day on his way to work 
when the planes hit the tower, while his wife was home pregnant with their child. Now that’s 
somebody who was connected to the events way more than I was that day. 
 
Nonetheless, my story seems like it was a bit more out of the ordinary than those all across the 
country who went to work that day, were sent home when the panic hit and watched the rest of 
the coverage on TV. 
 
Earlier that year, the road to creating FDH started in earnest when I met Nate Noy in the keeper 
league baseball draft that I entered. I joined him as a partner in Drafthelp.com (the mothership 
that FDH subsequently spun off of five years later) and I began working with him on the main 
Drafthelp project of the time, the book STRANDED: A GUIDE TO LIFE WITHOUT MAJOR LEAGUE 
BASEBALL. We self-published this book as a means for baseball fans to get through what was to 
(supposedly) become the MLB lockout. 
 
All through the summer, I worked on my parts of the book and Nate got his done. He had set a 
deadline of September 15 with the publisher we retained for the book to be finished. 
 
It was my job to edit his work as well as to write my own (my mother also edited my work and per-
formed extra duty editing Nate’s and it was a thrill for me to involve her in a book project in some 
way, which I didn’t even know until later had been a long-deferred goal of hers). Suffice to say 
that I got Nate’s copy in early September and it required a lot of rewrite. Now, Nate is the most 
brilliant person I’ve ever met, so it really chapped my a%& to have to rewrite as much of his mate-
rial as I did! When I complained to him, he proved yet again how much smarter he was than me, 
laying on the Uriah Heep act about how he was sorry that his rural Ohio education didn’t prepare 
him for this and that I had graduated from one of the top journalism schools in America. As in-
tended, I felt badly for him and that I had apparently made him feel bad. It wasn’t until we hung 
up that I remembered his excellent liberal-arts undergrad education, his law degree and the MBA 
that he was pursuing and realized how badly he hustled me yet again! 
 
I remember like it was yesterday going over to my parents’ house for dinner on Sunday, September 
9 with my laptop and complaining that I would never get everything done by Friday. My dad ad-
vised me in his usual common-sense manner that I’d have to take a day off of work to do this. For-
tunately, I had a few vacation days banked, but I said, “It would be too much of a hassle to take 
off tomorrow. I’ll work tomorrow and let them know I’m going to take off Tuesday.” 
 
And so it unfolded. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 143) 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 142) 
I stayed up late Monday night editing and watching the Monday Night Football season opener (I am 
a huge multi-tasker!), knowing that I’d have the luxury of sleeping in on Tuesday. Somewhere in 
the 9 AM EDT hour, I woke up to the local sports-talk station on my clock radio. I hit the sleep but-
ton, thus buying nine extra minutes. 
 
Those nine minutes symbolized the before and after moments of 9/11 perfectly. 
 
Because that station was an ESPN affiliate, that also meant somehow that they had access to other 
properties under the Disney banner like ABC News. I re-awoke nine minutes later to Peter Jennings 
talking about major damage to the World Trade Center towers. 
 
What was going on? 
 
I stumbled, bleary-eyed into the living room, flipped on CNN and saw a split-screen image of what 
was to become Ground Zero and the crash at the Pentagon site. Welcome to the chaos of the day 
and what was to become the “new normal” of post-attack America. 
 
I tried to edit our book that day, but I was in a daze. I was on the phone with friends and family 
throughout, trying to make sense of everything. I went over my parents’ house for part of the day 
as well. My mom was convinced that there had to be explosives in the Towers to bring them down, 
as it was not commonly understood at the time just what the flaming jet fuel was capable of under 
the circumstances (and regrettably, there are still “Truthers” out there who would give credence 
to my mother’s initial guess, but that’s another story for another time). 
 
I consider copy-editing to be among my biggest professional strengths, so it’s a testament to the 
shock of that day that so much slipped past me. It’s an equal testament to the superhuman quali-
ties of my mother that she caught – that very day, mind you – so many errors that I’m convinced 
never would have gotten by me if I was in a normal frame of mind. I’ll never know how she did it, 
but she ensured that the book was completed in a fashion that would do us all proud. 
 
Fortunately, we had absorbed the lesson in priorities that the day rammed home so forcefully, be-
cause we weren’t even mad when the premise of the book vanished with the violence. MLB and 
the players, cowed by the prospect of a baseball shutdown after the unthinkable shock to Amer-
ica’s system, papered over their differences and subsequently put together a status-quo preserving 
agreement (thus ratifying the growing payroll imbalance and punting on steroid testing for many 
years, but again, another story for another day). So we lost our chance at helping baseball fans fill 
a void during a work stoppage that most certainly would have come otherwise. How could we com-
plain when others had lost so much more? 
 
There was much talk that day and in the days to come about not forgetting 9/11 and not allowing 
our mindset to go back to what it was before. I have taken that seriously in the last ten years, be-
lieving security issues to be paramount. From my paleocon political perspective, the most tragic 
byproduct of the Iraq War was the fact that the false pretences of the conflict allowed for so many 
to “throw out the baby with the bath water” on the need to take all necessary measures to protect 
our country and its vital interests. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 144) 
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But some hopeful signs have blossomed over a period of time. The spontaneous demonstrations of 
national joy – the “We Got Him!!!” wave of positivity – however short-lived, proved that we could 
rally around a common purpose again. Additionally, the continuing use of Guantanamo Bay and the 
drones by the Obama Administration have restored a much-needed bipartisan consensus on doing 
whatever it takes to keep this country safe by whatever means necessary. Believe me, I’m not a 
fan of this administration, but I always give credit where it is due. 
 
 On this tenth anniversary of the definitive before-and-after day of our lifetimes, reflect on what 
the day taught us about the extremes, the best and worst of humanity on display side-by-side. Re-
member the innocents who died, the heroes of Flight 93 who resolved to limit the damage caused 
by their plane even as they proceeded with their own death sentence and the heroes who worked 
to rescue the victims – with many of them ending up laying down their own lives in the name of 
duty. Remember the effectiveness of those who worked to save others in the Twin Towers -- it's a 
miracle the death toll wasn't into five figures. The 9/11 Digital Archive is especially useful for re-
storing the vivid images of the day and the time. We must always remember that life is comprised 
of equal parts what happens to you and what you do about it and that you always need to process 
events to take a step forward. If you don’t think in the long run that 9/11 affected you, then you 
are dead wrong, because it affected everyone. If you take some inspiration from the bravery and 
goodness that was all around in America’s darkest moment and you can do some good as a result of 
that, then nobody died in vain. We owe those who didn’t make it out of that day nothing less than 
that. 
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Happy To Mark The End of The Karl Rove Era 
August 15, 2007 
By Rick Morris 
 
Rush Limbaugh interviewed Karl Rove today, "interviewed" actually being a kind euphemism for the 
most shameless sucking up since the last time he had an Establishment Republican on his show. 
The next time Limbaugh starts with his "conservative grass roots" charade, remember this display 
when he whiffed on his chance to confront George Bush's main man about: 
 
^ the attempted Dubai ports sellout 
^ the attempted travesty of Harriet Miers on the Supreme Court 
^ the attempted immigration amnesty monstrosity 
^ aiding and abetting the drunken-sailor spending and pathetic pork-barreling of the Congress 
when it was under unified Republican control 
^ aiding and abetting the Congress in running from any shred of the Contract with America reforms 
when it was under unified Republican control 
^ this administration's passive tolerance of Iraq's slide into chaos and the complete collapse of our 
capacity for military deterrence before this year's troop surge 
^ the No Child Left Behind boondoggle and the double-cross of poor families who voted for Dubya 
believing his rhetoric about fighting for school vouchers 
^ a fight for Social Security reform waged with such ineptness and such a political tin ear that the 
resulting rout has poisoned the waters for needed reforms for at least the next decade 
^the Medicare prescription drug boondoggle that didn't even succeed in its only cynical goal: brib-
ing a decent number of old people to switch to the Republican party 
^ a federal response to Katrina that somehow managed to match, if not trump, the incompetent 
local and state efforts and which the Bush crew decided to whitewash by pushing reckless and 
loosely regulated federal spending 
 
In other words, Limbaugh, who shilled for Bush during the 2000 primaries and made fun of Pat Bu-
chanan for leaving a Republican party which was stacking the deck in W's favor, did exactly what 
you would expect. 
 
Next, we come to some amusing wishful thinking from the Ragin' Cajun, James Carville. Here, he 
opines that Bush and Rove's many blunders have led to a Republican "lost generation." Now, I have 
long been a skeptic that a figure as politically polarizing as Carville's girl Hillary Clinton could be 
elected. But with the "Reagan precedent" of 1980 looming increasingly large -- a scenario in which 
a woefully unpopular incumbent can cause the nation to turn to a candidate of the opposite party 
previously dismissed as unelectable -- Hillary stands a good chance of becoming the next presi-
dent, if for no other reason than the fact that the Republican nominee will have to work a John 
Kerry-esque straddle between denouncing Bush's above-noted failures and praising his successes 
(the tax cut-fueled economic expansion, two Supreme Court justices who interpret and don't legis-
late, the success of the Global War on Terror in most areas except Iraq). But nothing will bring 
back Republicans and independents chased away by Bush and Rove like the presidency of Madame 
Hillary, a figure already reviled in much of Middle America. Carville is greatly exaggerating the 
shelf life of the Republicans' toxic unpopularity in a nation with such a short attention span. Will 
he overreact with similar vigor to a second President Clinton presiding over the Democrats' second 
loss of the Congress in the 2010 midterm elections? Somehow, I doubt it. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 146) 
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Finally, we come to the analysis of one of my all-time favorites, Pat Buchanan. Unsurprisingly, I 
find his thoughts closest to the mark. I should note also that I am glad that his many years of well-
received exposure on MSNBC since his presidential campaigns have exposed the lie about his brand  
of politics being hateful and destructive to the public interest. He is a true patriot, and is entitled 
to the "I told you so's" that he does not stoop to taking in this fine assessment of Bush and Rove's 
unpleasant legacy. As noted above, Rush Limbaugh and the rest of the Republican Establishment 
were in the tank for Bush in the 2000 primaries and were working feverishly against Pat in 1996 
when he appeared for one brief shining moment to be on the verge of sparing the party from the 
specter of horror known simply as "Republican Presidential Nominee Bob Dole." Were Rush and the 
rest of the backroom Republican elite capable of learning from their mistakes, one might well ask 
if they're happy they got what they wished for, but that would of course be an exercise in futility. 
 
But for all of Buchanan's many cogent points, he hints at but does not actually state the heart of 
the matter about the Bush and Rove mistakes. He denounces the Wilsonian neoconservatives who 
co-opted the Bush presidency after 9/11 and led our country to increase our over-commitment 
around the globe and he also excoriates their insane immigration policies, but he does not mention 
the solution. It's called paleoconservatism, a school of thought to which he and I both subscribe 
and the Bushes and Roves of the world have tried in vain to exterminate. It places the needs of the 
Old American Republic over those of the New World Order, whether it be by resisting the efforts to 
erase our borders and submerge our people into an amorphous North American Union or by fighting 
only the battles vital to our national security. It is a coherent and brilliant theory of who we are as 
a people and a celebration of how we got to this point. It is intellectually consistent and honest, 
unlike the Bush crowd, which sees nothing contradictory in decrying the bigotry of low expecta-
tions for schoolkids in the underclass and toadying to Hispanic voters by assuming that those who 
got here legally will vote Republican if they abandon control of our borders. And it is the true re-
flection of where the American people are, post-Rove. While the alienation this country feels from 
the Republican party and what has come to be defined as conservatism is deep and true, it is most 
assuredly not a repudiation of what conservatism has historically been and could be again. The 
assumption that Bush and Rove have inadvertently driven this country to the left could not be 
more false, as voters continue to express disillusionment with Washington from the right on a fairly 
regular basis. While the Republican elite has quashed Buchanan and any other adherents of paleo-
conservatism in the past, in part because they tolerate no dissent on an absolutist free trade 
agenda that does not take into any account the predatory trade policies of other countries, they 
may not always be in position to do so. What we need is for a prominent presidential contender to 
find the guts to pick up Populist Paleocon Pat's megaphone and rally the people with his memora-
ble cry from the '96 primaries: "Mount up, everybody, and ride to the sound of the guns!" 
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Iraq War FAQ 
September 13, 2007 
By Rick Morris 
 
The Iraq War is the single most divisive issue of our time, with most elements of it still remaining 
confusing to the American public nearly 4 ½ years into this conflict. As previously stated, my posi-
tion on domestic and international issues is that of the paleoconservative, as opposed to that of 
the somewhat militaristic neoconservative wing which dominates the Republican Party and the 
pacifist philosophy of the Democrats. I believe strongly that the paleo position is the one most in 
touch with the approach of the American people on this most difficult of matters. As such, I’m go-
ing to apply my paleo philosophy to the dominant questions of this war and create a “Morris Re-
port” of sorts. On The FDH Lounge program this Sunday night, we will hold a straight up-or-down 
vote on the contents of my answers to ascertain what my fellow Lounge Dignitaries think. I believe 
that they will agree with me that it is a fairly accurate unified position of what the American peo-
ple feel deep down about this war. 
 
Was the initial invasion a mistake? 
This is the question that sets the tone for how almost every person reacts to everything that has 
happened since – which is certainly not wise. It is also a question which most people consider to be 
a fairly easy one in one direction or the other – which again, is certainly not the case. 
On the positive side of the ledger, we must admit that by 2003, Saddam Hussein was wiggling its 
way out of the post-Gulf War “box” that we had fashioned for him. Aided by the usual leftist dem-
onstrators in this country whining about the effects of U.N. sanctions on the Iraqi people, Saddam 
was constructing a strong case of “punishment fatigue” in the world community. As we have subse-
quently learned, Saddam made a mockery of the Oil-For-Food Program by getting governmental 
and non-governmental stooges from England, France, Russia and a number of other countries to 
help him evade the world body’s limits on his weapons programs. If left in place in 2003, Saddam 
Hussein would surely not be nearly as boxed in by the U.S. and the U.N. as he was in the initial 
years after the first war. 
 
Additionally, we must disregard the spurious surface logic of anti-war demonstrators that Saddam, 
as the perpetuator of a secular regime, could not possibly be in cahoots with terrorists who were 
religious fanatics. The Middle East as a whole is rife with countless examples of the old phrase 
“the enemy of my enemy is my friend” – and among anti-American actors in that corner of the 
world, the United States and Israel are always the instruments of the devil no matter what. So 
every time you hear a leftist raise the differences between Saddam and terrorist groups as evi-
dence they would never work together, you are listening to the perfect embodiment of smug faux 
intellectualism. Hussein’s Iraq did have links to numerous terrorist groups and even had training 
facilities in Baghdad – although this admittedly was all-too-common in the Arab world and there 
was in all likelihood no connection between Saddam and 9/11. While it seems like more jihadists 
are materializing there every day, we are killing a boatload of them in Iraq and our successes in 
Anbar province at the expense of Al Qaeda have reversed most of the propaganda gains they 
chalked up during the war. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 148) 
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Iraq War FAQ 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 147) 
The other obvious positive involves the fact that many stretches of the country, especially those in 
the Kurdish north, are better off than they were before our invasion and most people in the af-
fected areas are greatly appreciative of our help. And it should not be minimized that, although 
chaos has ensued since the war began, we saved Iraq from genocide by Saddam Hussein. This actu-
ally starts the segue to the other side of the ledger, however, since mass killings take place in 
other regimes around the globe and our country has never thought of itself as a global policeman. 
 
The negative side needs far less explanation, because these points have been drummed into our 
heads for most of the duration of the war. Let’s start with Iran, which unquestionably has a nu-
clear weapons program underway and has always been a graver strategic threat to us than Iraq. 
Iran is much stronger without the Iraqi counterbalance in the Gulf region, and has been embold-
ened by sectarian rivalries in Iraq and the fact that we have gotten bogged down there and are 
automatically less of a threat to confront them militarily. The strengthening of the mad mullahs of 
Iran outweighs our total gains in and of itself. And all of our enemies in the Arab world have rev-
eled in the propaganda gains we have handed them during the course of the war, with the Abu 
Ghraib scandal topping the list. These enemies have also had forces coming in and out of Iraq all 
throughout the war as that country has served as the training ground for urban warfare that Af-
ghanistan used to be. 
 
But from there, we have a death toll of what will likely exceed 5,000 of our best and bravest and 
an injury assessment several times in excess of that. As brutal as this statement may be, death and 
destruction are inevitable in war, and we lost far more men than this at the Battle of the Bulge 
alone. But with the Axis powers posing a global threat, we knew that this blood had at least been 
shed for a vital and necessary purpose. Unforgivably, we cannot with certainty say the same of our 
fallen heroes in Iraq. To add insult to their deaths and injuries, many units were not properly 
equipped with body armor and other defense against the merciless enemies we have faced – and 
they were saddled with a failed status quo policy for almost four years until the 2007 troop surge 
turned the tide somewhat. The years of wasted motion while we lingered without a credible coun-
terinsurgency strategy represent one of the greatest blunders in American history. We have an ex-
hausted military, with much degraded and destroyed weaponry needing to be replaced at great 
cost. And we have soured the American people on the very concept of war when it may be neces-
sary in our clear national interest against some other entity in the near future. The overreach of 
the 2000s has been every bit as damaging as the pacifism of the ‘60s, ‘70s and ‘90s. 
 
We addressed the blood, now let’s examine the treasure. It’s almost inevitable that over $1 trillion 
will be spent in the desert of Mesopotamia by the time we cease serious combat operations. At a 
time of reckless pork-barrel federal spending (the bill for which will be passed on to our grandchil-
dren), underfunded port security and a looming entitlement crisis that will bankrupt this country 
soon enough anyways, it’s more than an understatement to say that we could sure use that trillion 
dollars back. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 149) 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 148) 
So the answer, while not as overwhelming as the knee-jerk anti-war protestors would have you 
believe, is that the decision to go to war was not worth it. Even given the fact that the intelli-
gence community for whatever reasons put forth the notion that Iraq had weapons of mass de-
struction, every other justification for war was flawed even when viewed through the lens of the 
time (and I was one who was queasy about our decision to invade). As addressed above, we had no 
semblance of a counterinsurgency strategy to follow the first part of the war when we would top-
ple Hussein. We willingly put ourselves in a position to be ganged up and marginalized in the world 
community by opportunists in the French and German governments and countries looking to assert 
themselves on the world stage at our expense in Russia and China. We put all of our propaganda 
hopes on the swift success of democracy, when centuries of human history have shown it to be an 
institution that can only work well amongst a people who have taken the time to embrace and un-
derstand it. Democracy itself has been discredited in the eyes of countless Arabs, a blunder of his-
toric impact. And by toppling a minority Sunni government and empowering the Shiite majority, 
we ensured that their co-religionists, our enemies in Iran, would inevitably be strengthened. Of 
course, the neoconservative war theorists believed that we could march right into Iran after we 
pacified Iraq, but we’re years away from that possibility as the Iranian nuclear program becomes 
more of a threat each day. Also, the Sunni-Shiite-Kurd rivalries frozen by the Saddam Hussein dic-
tatorship were very reminiscent of the Balkan feuds kept under the surface by Communist rule – as 
it turned out in both instances, once the totalitarians were gone, vicious rivalries never firmly set-
tled reemerged with a vengeance and toppled any attempts at regional stability. 
 
On balance, the war was not worth it, certainly in retrospect and arguably at the time. Given the 
best we are likely to still accomplish in Iraq, it is very unlikely that history will be kind to the deci-
sion to invade. 
 
Did Iraq possess weapons of mass destruction? 
Notwithstanding the answer to the first question, and the fact that the absolute consensus seems 
to be that they did not, I am still a bit uncertain on this issue. Rumors have floated for years that 
Baathist thugs trucked the WMDs across the Syrian border to be stored by their allies in the Damas-
cus dictatorship. It seems highly unlikely that the Bush administration would keep that information 
under wraps, especially given its need to defend an unpopular war – but, with the urgent impera-
tive to keep Israel from engaging in shooting wars unhelpful to us in Iraq, anything is possible. Even 
if Iraq did have WMDs, however, I still believe that we should have held off on invading, at least at 
that time – because we did face reality and realize that invading North Korea was a bad idea and 
we haven’t invaded Iran (yet). 
 
Should we own up to the fact publicly that the idea to go to war was a mistake? 
No, there’s nothing to be gained by it in any sense, morally or logically. First and foremost, we 
would be dishonoring our troops by undermining the rationale of what we professed to be accom-
plishing with their blood. The wounded and dead and their families don’t deserve that, not by a 
longshot. Also, any goodwill we would regain with any erstwhile allies would be more than negated 
by the fact that our enemies would be emboldened by a public admission of failure. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 150) 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 149) 
Has this war damaged our deterrence factor? 
No question about it. Sadly, it ruined the incredible level of deterrence we earned by accomplish-
ing in months what the Soviets couldn’t in several years by wining in Afghanistan. Every tinpot dic-
tator on Earth feels emboldened by the fact that Uncle Sam has his hands full with a ragtag terror-
ist network in Iraq – and since deterrence is more critical to keeping America safe than almost any 
other factor, we are likely to pay a dear price for our failures to date and will pay a bigger toll in 
the future if we can’t earn back more respect for our military capabilities by the time we inevita-
bly draw down in Iraq. And a war-weary American public will be that much harder to rally when we 
face a legitimate threat, due to rationale for this war that was thoroughly discredited in their 
eyes. 
 
What are the similarities and differences with the Vietnam War? 
Similarities  
^ Both wars lost the support of the American people, in part because many opportunistic and un-
principled politicians have succeeded in defining it narrowly as an unpopular president’s war as 
opposed to a venture in which we are all invested. 
^ In both instances, American forces received inadequate military direction for the first several 
years of the war as the enemy utilized brutal terrorist techniques. 
^ Our ineptitude at “telling our story” has cost us dearly on the global stage, as our rivals for 
global influence scheme and try to take advantage of our distraction. 
^ The massacres in Southeast Asia that followed our pullout would be mirrored on a horrific scale 
in Iraq – additionally, our global prestige and deterrent threat would take an immense beating by 
pulling out of Iraq in defeat the same as in the Vietnam aftermath. 
 
Differences 
^ Without a military draft, opposition to the Iraq War is not as visceral because nobody can be sent 
involuntarily. 
^ The North Vietnamese and Vietcong were never going to follow us to America and continue the 
war here after winning. The jihadists in Iraq want to kill Americans wherever they can and prefer a 
9/11 type of attack on our soil. 
^ Presidents Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon were, for better or for worse, guided in Vietnam by 
knowledge of war they obtained firsthand in the military in World War II. George Bush’s military 
experience, such as it was, during the Vietnam era, did not infuse him with any battlefield lessons 
for the Iraq War. 
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Iraq War FAQ 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 150) 
Was the surge a good idea – and should we stay with it? 
Yes and yes. This goes back to the unfortunate initial point about how one’s conclusions about 
whether we should have gone to war initially color people’s perceptions about what to do now. 
Regardless of whether anyone wants to admit it or not, we as a country own this war and the suc-
cesses and failures, not merely George Bush and Dick Cheney. The surge of American forces has 
been successful enough that it’s possible to state with some confidence that if it were applied four 
years ago that it might have brought the war to an end in a reasonable period of time. The im-
mense danger evident if we leave in allowing Iraq to devolve into an unchecked terrorist breeding 
ground and de facto satellite of Iran (in Gulf-bordering part of the country) justified our decision 
earlier this year to “double down” and try to salvage something from the disaster of the previous 
few years. Even after years of our sleepy inaction that allowed Iraq to spiral downward, we have 
still made great success in retaking key parts of the country and lethally countering terrorist net-
works. True, we can’t sustain the surge forever with our manpower limitations, but we can and 
must build on our progress for at least another six months so that we can try to ensure the situa-
tion we leave behind is not a festering sore. 
 
Is Iraq legitimately a part of the Global War on Terror? 
It is now. While it probably wasn’t involved to a critical degree before our invasion, it certainly is 
at the moment given Al Qaeda’s vast efforts to rebuild their network to full strength using Iraq as 
the main focus. Our battles against jihadists there are the same as any we fight around the globe, 
covertly or otherwise. Distinctions that politicians seek to make between terrorists in Iraq and oth-
ers around the globe are artificial and a deliberate attempt to confuse the stakes we face so that 
our defeat might seem more palatable. 
 
Can we still win in Iraq? 
If by “win,” we mean leaving behind a country that is not a completely failed state and not a 
threat to its neighbors or us via terrorism, then the answer is yes. If by “win,” we mean leaving 
behind the vision of flourishing Jeffersonian democracy previously preached by George Bush and 
his neoconservative missionaries, then the answer is no. Fortunately, our military and civilian lead-
ership seems to have pulled its collective head out of its collective posterior, so we now have a 
realistic chance to salvage the aforementioned modest definition of success from our years of hell 
in the sand. 

Jena and Iraq: Hearsay vs. Facts on the Ground  
October 24, 2007 
By Rick Morris 
 
Two seemingly separate stories that materialized this week are bound by one common thread: on-
the-ground observance trumping a pre-existing media template. 
 
In Louisiana, the “Jena 6” legal situation has resulted in a pall of racist shame being cast on a rural 
community. One reporter, who has been on the scene throughout the story, can posit with cer-
tainty that many characterizations that have been cast about the community are quite unfair. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 152) 



Jena and Iraq: Hearsay vs. Facts on the Ground  
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 151) 
On a personal note, I should mention that I grew up in a suburb of Cleveland, namely Parma, Ohio, 
which is widely and unfairly considered racist and I do know firsthand what it is like to have my 
racial views prejudged based on where I live. While some injustices in this affair may have oc-
curred, we cannot fairly understand what should happen from here until we separate fact from 
fiction about what has transpired. This account provides a valuable service in helping to sort out 
the historical record. We tip our hat to Instapundit, where we first saw this story linked. 
 
One example may sound unbelievable at first glance, but makes more sense upon further consid-
eration. The much-vaunted nooses hanging on the tree on school grounds were apparently not ra-
cially motivated, but a misguided joke aimed at one group of white students from another. While 
this might seem to stretch credulity, it really doesn’t. We hear and see all the time about this his-
torical illiteracy of kids these days. The notion that some of them might be too uneducated to 
know the context of racism and lynching is actually quite possible, regardless of where they live. 
 
The other story we reference is the defining one of this last half-decade: the Iraq war. Over the 
course of the war, the American public has been told by the mass media about a conflict that de-
generated horribly after the initial success of toppling the Saddam Hussein dictatorship. However, 
the template that fit for three years does not anymore, as the surge of 2007 has reversed the pre-
vious horrible bumbling of those in charge of our war effort and helped stabilize very unlikely parts 
of the country. As has been the case all throughout the war, military bloggers have been way 
ahead of the curve in the reportage of the story, because they’ve been on the front lines consis-
tently and been able to report on the realities of day-to-day life. Michael Yon’s dispatch illumi-
nates quite clearly the widening gap between the default media coverage of the war and the reali-
ties on the ground. 
 
Speaking of milbloggers covering the scene up close, Bill Roggio continues to be near or at the top 
of this outstanding field. We had him on THE FDH LOUNGE show previously, in what we consider 
one of our greatest segments ever, and we look forward to doing so again, although we regrettably 
have not been able to get our booking requests answered (we mention this solely to let those lis-
teners who have requested a repeat appearance know that we want it also and are working to-
wards making it happen). Notwithstanding that, Bill is spending every day making the most diffi-
cult-to-understand corners of the world relatable to his readership and his latest writing about the 
volatile Pakistan nightmare is both enlightening and chilling indeed. If the world finds itself en-
gulfed in a large-scale war with unprecedented use of weapons of mass destruction, elements cur-
rently operating in Pakistan could end up more responsible than anyone else. 

Pakistan Debacle Exposes Our Overreach  
November 5, 2007 
By Rick Morris 
 
I wonder how many people heard the news that Pakistan President/General Pervez Musharraf’s 
seizure of power over the weekend and assumed that he led off his announcement with a little 
sample from Jay-Z (THIS … IS … STATE OF EMERGENCY!). Nobody? Just me?  
 
Regardless, the move represents a major black eye for the United States and exposes in humiliat-
ing fashion once again the consequences of our imperial overreach over the last five years. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 153)  



Pakistan Debacle Exposes Our Overreach  
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 152) 
In justifying the Iraq War, Bush administration officials disparaged the policies of their predeces-
sors (including the president’s father!) over several decades in “tolerating” the repressive regimes 
of the Middle East. 
 
The deposing of Saddam Hussein in Iraq, we were told, represented a radical change in how we 
would utilize our power in the Middle East. No longer would we dirty our hands by dealing with 
repressive dictators and Third World thugs – freedom was now on the march! The president’s sec-
ond Inaugural Address made this theme the centerpiece, which came as a surprise to pundits of 
the time. 
 
Although it’s hard to remember clearly though the fog of our hard times in Iraq over the next two 
years, George Bush did have some momentary wind at his back as he took his victory lap in early 
2005. Iraqi elections had just been held, and the images of jubilant voters waving their ink-stained 
purple fingers at the camera were compelling. Also at about that time, in a part of the world not 
far away, the Orange Revolution in Ukraine peacefully toppled a corrupt government trying to 
cling to power by illegitimate means. Shortly thereafter, the Cedar Revolution in Lebanon drove 
out the brutal occupiers of Syria by rallying the country in protest. No less a Bush Administration 
critic than Jon Stewart wondered aloud whether Bush might be on to something with his insistence 
on the mandatory, immediate and unfettered institution of democracy anywhere and everywhere. 
 
But inevitably, the moment did not last and the world was reminded again why sager minds had 
resisted the suicidal path of placing Wilsonian democracy above all else that Bush had embraced. 
Homicidal Hamas won the Palestinian elections and turned the Gaza Strip into even more of a ter-
rorist hub than it had been previously (which really says something!). Iraqis subsequently elected 
tribal leaders and warlords to their government who, to put it mildly, had no appreciation for the 
sacrifices our country had laid down for them. The democratic experiment in Afghanistan was 
fraught with difficulty as well, with a similar ingratitude from many who we had freed there as 
well. 
 
Granted, we had no choice but to promote democracy in Afghanistan as an alternative to the ter-
ror state we rightly annihilated after 9/11, but we should not have become so intoxicated by the 
early signs of success in that country that turning decades of established policy on its head could 
ever become an attractive option. After driving the Taliban from power, we were at a stronger 
point strategically in the world than we had been at any time since the disintegration of the Soviet 
Union, and arguably the most powerful position since our arrival as a world power with our deci-
sive presence in World War I. We accomplished in weeks what the mighty Red Army could not all 
throughout the ‘80s and we rebuilt the credibility that had been squandered by Bill Clinton’s cow-
ardice in the ‘90s in the face of terrorist attacks on our interests worldwide. We had the world in 
the palm of our hands in early 2002, while still maintaining the sympathy of peoples everywhere in 
the wake of the devastating attack we suffered the previous autumn. Since the security and pros-
perity of the American people and free peoples everywhere depend on U.S. capacity for deter-
rence against war and terror, the tragedy of 9/11 had yielded, however briefly, a better world in 
its horrific aftermath. 
 
Our previous Iraq War FAQ column addressed the crumbling of our military deterrence in the sands 
of Mesopotamia in the last half-decade. But equally damaging to our deterrence has been the dis-
integration of our diplomatic capacity. While promoting the “Freedom Agenda” as the cornerstone 
of our foreign policy efforts worldwide, we have done ourselves terrible damage by blowing our 
hard-won credibility: 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 154) 



Pakistan Debacle Exposes Our Overreach  
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 153) 
^ While pronouncing democracy as a vital and non-negotiable concept in our dealings with repres-
sive regimes, we never seriously challenged Saudi Arabia and the oil-rich Gulf states we rely on so 
completely – and the world noticed. 
 
^ We talked tough on North Korea and said that we wouldn’t reward that murderous regime for 
their behavior – until we did – and the world noticed. 
 
^ Now, we have rewarded Musharraf’s backsliding from democracy not with the calm backroom 
diplomacy that would have been available to us had we not made such a fetish out of imposing 
complete democracy anywhere as soon as possible but with the impotent whining of a country 
whose bluff has just been called – and the world noticed. 
 
In its haste to pronounce George W. Bush as the Ronald Reagan of his time, a designation that 
could have seemed fair for as long as six months after 9/11 but now seems a grotesque insult to 
the Great Communicator, the American right has embraced the imperial overreach that has so 
damaged our national interest these past few years. This is largely because the neoconservative 
wing of the movement has taken hold almost completely in the 2000s and driven out the tradi-
tional adherents of the Old Right, who believed that the only relevant question to ever be asked 
was “does this serve America’s vital national interest?” Contrary to what today’s “mainstream” 
conservative followers remember, Reagan’s presidency featured a blend of neoconservative and 
paleoconservative policies (for example, while Reagan believed largely in free trade, he did not 
allow Harley-Davidson to be victimized by cutthroat foreign competitors). His United Nations am-
bassador, Jeane Kirkpatrick, famously distinguished between authoritarian regimes (bad guys 
aligned with us) and totalitarian regimes (bad guys working against us). Once upon a time in this 
country, we used to put our own national interest ahead of sweet-sounding ivory tower dreams 
about filling the world with daisies and democracy. Now, in a world in which we have disavowed 
working with authoritarians who could be useful to us, we have been exposed as powerless without 
them. Did that decision make us safer? I think not. 

Bill Clinton Plays The Race Card: Now Liberals are Hating on Slick Willie! 
January 21, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
I am anything but a Barack Obama partisan. But I agree with one point that he and other leading 
Democrats are making loud and clear today: that Bill Clinton continues to trash the dignity of the 
presidency in ways utterly unprecedented in the long history of our republic. 
 
Former presidents, in exchange for the immense respect granted to them by dint of the fact that 
they occupied our country's highest office, are supposed to conduct themselves in a manner that 
will not embarrass us. But Clinton has always reeked of the kind of person who'd go on QVC to hock 
autographed pairs of his used underwear if he thought it would work to his advantage. What's a 
little base attack dog politicking among friends? 
 
Granted, Slick Willie is in some uncharted waters here, what with trying to get a former First Lady 
elected as President of These United States. But notwithstanding the effort to make Hillary the 
Lurleen Wallace of the new millennium, the trade-off in terms of regaining power versus retaining 
respect that Bill Clinton is trying to make is completely wrong. For it is not respect for him person-
ally that he is squandering, it is the respect our nation has placed in him as a holder of our most 
revered office.  
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 155) 



Bill Clinton Plays The Race Card: Now Liberals are Hating on Slick Willie! 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 154) 
It is a tad funny to see many Obama supporters exercising outrage about Clinton's descent into 
anything-goes politics at their expense. I wonder how many of them were similarly chagrined when 
he debased the Oval Office with his sexcapades, or discussed his choice in underwear on national 
television or brought down the dignity of the office in a host of other unprecedented ways? Darn 
few, I bet; in politics it's always a matter of whose ox is being gored. 
 
Here's hoping that the next time the Democratic Party succeeds in electing a president that it care 
ALL of the time about the character and dignity of the person as opposed to merely when it suits 
the need of the moment. 

Berkeley Hippies Still a Disgrace! 
February 2, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
The major difference between this moment in American history and the Sixties is that even the 
most despicable anti-American d-bags who populate the most hateful corner of the left have been 
able to keep the mask on with phony babble about "supporting the troops" even while they demean 
their work. 
 
Well, that's been true most of the time anyway. But in the quintessential "Berkeley's gonna be 
Berkeley" moment, the human embodiment of filth that constitutes the city government ripped off 
the mask that conceals their loathing for this country in decisive fashion: 
 
"The City Council has voted to tell the Marines their downtown recruiting station is not welcome 
and 'if recruiters choose to stay, they do so as uninvited and unwelcome guests.' 
The measure passed this week by a vote of 8-1. 
The council also voted to explore enforcing a city anti-discrimination law, focusing on the mili-
tary's "don't ask, don't tell" policy. 
In a separate item, the council voted, also 8-1, to give protest group Code Pink a parking space in 
front of the recruiting office once a week for six months and a free sound permit for protesting 
once a week. 
Marine Capt. Richard Lund of the recruiting office declined comment on the council action. 
The recruiting office opened in Berkeley about a year ago, operating quietly until about four 
months ago when Code Pink began regular sidewalk protests. 
'I believe in the Code Pink cause. The Marines don't belong here, they shouldn't have come here, 
and they should leave,' said Berkeley Mayor Tom Bates." 
 
Let's back up a second here so we can bask full-on in the utter worthlessness of these cretins. 
Surely this is the only city in America so deranged as to have a mayor who openly praises Code 
Pink, a group that: 
 
^ Thinks Fidel Castro is a swell and misunderstood fella. 
 
^ Unpatriotically bashes our troops as perpetrating "murder for oil." 
 
^ Shipped 600K directly to families of terrorists fighting our troops in Iraq. 
 
^ Vehemently opposed the security wall in Israel that has stemmed the once-constant flow of inno-
cent civilian deaths from homicide bombings. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 156) 



Berkeley Hippies Still a Disgrace! 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 155) 
^ Advocated in the strongest terms unrestricted government funding for abortion-on-demand -- 
yes, there's that classic left-wing concern for the most vulnerable among us EXCEPT for the the 
unborn (by definition the most vulnerable). 
 
Let's repeat again what Mayor Waste of Protoplasm of the People's Republic of Berkeley had to say, 
"I believe in the Code Pink cause." 
 
All righty then. 
 
If America ever needed an enema, I think we've located the city where we'd stick the hose. 
 
The one undeniable aspect of this is that the dirty hippies of Berkeley are getting the level of gov-
ernment they deserve from the subhumans who are representing them. Defecating on the brave 
members of our military is merely the latest outrage from a populace that wouldn't know human 
decency if it yanked it by its greasy hair. Courtesy of the groundbreaking book "Destructive Gen-
eration: Second Thoughts About the '60s," from Peter Collier and David Horowitz, here are some 
choice nuggets from Chapter 7 ("A Tale of Socialism in One City: Slouching Towards Berkeley"): 
 
^ Berkeley decapitated the ranks of half the city's police officer corps in the early Seventies for 
being too effectively opposed to the city's Utopian drug culture. 
 
^ Berkeley adopted insipid "sister city" relationships with a number of Soviet bloc locales in the 
1980s as an infantile means of striking out at the Reagan Administration's effective foreign policy. 
 
^ Berkeley set up a consequence-free "People's Park" area in which rape, murder and drug dealing 
were quite commonplace. 
 
Berkeley is, quite simply, the perfect representation of America's most eternally selfish, self-
serving and self-referential generation, the Baby Boomers. If it were humanly possible to cut off a 
piece of Cali and send these lunatics into the Pacific Ocean, I'd be on my way out there posthaste 
with a hacksaw. 

Why the “Kitchen Sink” Approach Will Fail Against Obama in the Fall 
February 17, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
In one of the clearest indicators yet of the Feiler Faster Thesis, John McCain has put to rest many 
doubts about his ability to unify the Republican party by bringing around most of his major detrac-
tors by Valentine's Day (except those talk-radio dead-enders who will never "heart" him). As some 
(such as myself) had anticipated, the notion of surrendering the White House to a liberal Democrat 
for (at least) four years has done much to focus the right-wing mind. 
 
But instead of those largely unfounded fears, McCain, the Republicans and conservatives (and let's 
not conflate the last two in any way) face a new problem that could be of their own making -- if 
they let it. In the increasingly likely event that they face Barack Obama in "The Finals" this Novem-
ber, they need to be extremely crafty in how they attack the Illinois senator. Interestingly, this 
has little to do with race and much to do with the commonly accepted notion that Obama is run-
ning the sequel of Bobby Kennedy's 1968 campaign. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 157) 



Why the “Kitchen Sink” Approach Will Fail Against Obama in the Fall 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 156) 
One of the most famous prayers in modern society goes as follows: God grant me the strength to 
accept the things I can't change, the courage to change the things I can and the wisdom to know 
the difference. If John McCain defeats Obama to win the White House this fall, it will come from 
successful understanding of this beseeching of The Almighty. 
 
Let's start with what can't be changed: the intense emotion attached to Barack Obama as a move-
ment, particularly with the young people. He cannot, he absolutely cannot, be attacked in conven-
tional political terms and have the tactics work at all. 
 
Take for example this column referring to his campaign as a Hallmark card. Every word of it is 
true. And every word of it is breathtakingly irrelevant. 
 
The author is clearly emitting a very frustrated vibe in terms of trying to find a way to puncture 
many of the mythical aspects of the Obama candidacy. But he has not learned yet that the sledge-
hammer is not the tool to use on this candidate, in this climate, in this particular year. 
 
People are yearning for something that is completely different and Obama is tapping into that. Any 
attack on him that reeks of "politics as usual" is doomed from the start. Even the line that he was 
ranked as the most liberal US senator by the decidedly non-partisan National Journal is fatally 
flawed -- not because it's not true, but because anyone you drop it on will only say, "There you go 
again, putting labels on people." 
 
In terms of the ill-reasoned arguments that talk radio and the right-wing blogosphere were ironi-
cally using to promote Mitt Romney at McCain's expense not too long ago, it's safe to be very wor-
ried about the intellectual capacity of the conservative movement when it comes to facing their 
most tricky foe in perhaps decades. A stale, bruised and cranky movement is likely to fall under 
the mistaken notion that blunt force can tear down Obama, when it will only end up reinforcing his 
fervent supporters even more. To use a cult analogy here, deprogramming is a very difficult, very 
delicate process and if Republicans and conservatives are perceived to be having a "WHY WON'T 
PEOPLE WAKE UP???" temper tantrum about this guy, they're going to end up marginalized every-
where except their Southern base. This is where application of the above prayer comes into play. 
 
In the interests of contributing a workable tactic towards the effort, I suggest that McCain play to 
his greatest strength, safeguarding the future security of this country -- and specifically in this in-
stance, fiscal security. He should have a pitch to the most fervent Obama supporters (who tend 
disproportionately to be young) that goes something like this: "At some point in your lifetime, So-
cial Security, Medicare and Medicaid will be bankrupt (produce figures to back this up). Senator 
Obama proposes hundreds of billions of dollars in additional spending (again, produce figures to 
back this up) -- and the net result of his plans would be to bump up our national day of reckoning 
significantly closer. On the other hand, I have a record as one of the most tight-fisted people in 
the Senate with tax dollars. I don't even take any special federal earmarks for my district, just to 
prove that I am serious. I know that you are looking for change. I am too, or else I wouldn't be run-
ning for president. Senator Obama and I agree that the country needs change. We disagree on the 
specifics and in which direction. The direction I propose safeguards your future, because it de-
mands that our country stop spending your national inheritance like a drunken soldier and gets us 
on a path to turn things around. Change is good, change is necessary. But please vote for the right 
kind of change this November, the kind that puts us on a prosperous, sustainable course."  Agree-
ing with Obama on the need for change while challenging him on the direction and on the specifics 
is the way to victory in November, assuming that it can be procured in the face of what can only 
be called a juggernaut movement. Attacking Obama with tin-ear attacks will only ensure a repeat 
of the Nineties when Slick Willie was eating their lunch. 



Obama’s (Intentionally) Ill-Defined “Change” 
February 20, 2008 
By Tony Mazur 
 
You've seen and heard this word quite often, haven't you? I certainly have. Just as how minority 
groups despise racial epithets, I hate the word 'change'. I've developed quite a hatred for the word 
'hope', too. 
 
Barack Obama wants to pull the troops out of Iraq immediately. He also wants universal health 
care. That's a wonderful thought, but how are you going to do that? Obama is like a boss who 
promises great things for his company, but has no idea how to follow through with them. But he is 
running on the platform of "change", which is mind-boggling because he has not told us what he 
plans to change. 
 
Folks, let's dissect Obama's "Change" platform. Remember when he wanted to be known for his po-
litical views and not the color of his skin? Well, what do you think "Change" stands for? When 
Obama says, "Our country needs a change", what he's really saying is "I'm tired of white men run-
ning this country. We need more black leaders, and I want to be the first black president of the 
United States." 
 
If you log onto Obama's website, a photo shows the Obama family picnicking on the grass, with a 
caption reading "CHANGE WE CAN BELIEVE IN". 
 
The problem is, he has hypnotized EVERYONE. So many people all of a sudden are interested in this 
election because of this man. But nobody knows why. I don't even know why. 
 
Why has the media not called him out on this "Change" campaign? It just reeks of racism, but just 
because he's a black man, it's all right. Let's spin this around. Say a white man wants to become 
the head of the NAACP, an organization predominately run by African-Americans (no!). This white 
man goes to extreme lengths to pull all of the racial stops, saying that this organization needs a 
"change". This white man would be persecuted by the media, and late-night television hosts would 
make a fool of this gentleman. But the media is afraid of offending minorities and women. That's 
why there are so many white man bashing in commercials and TV programs. 
 
Homework assignment, class. Ask that one friend and family member why he/she is voting for 
Barack Obama. Remember to jot down their answer in the Comments Page below. Chances are, 
the response you will get is, "Well, I think our country needs a change, and I think Obama can do 
it." In other words, "I'm voting for him because he's a black guy." 
 
(As I type this post, a Barack Obama commercial flashed on my TV. Tell me he doesn't sound like 
Gomez Addams from The Addams Family.) 
 
Tell a friend about this particular post because everyone else is afraid say anything for fear of be-
ing called a racist. All of my detractors are just a bunch of hypocrites. Who's playing the race card 
now? 
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Hillary Now Will Lose Unless She Disembowels Obama 
February 23, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
With the final Democratic presidential debate before the big March 4 primaries looming next Tues-
day, the dilemma facing Hillary Clinton is very stark indeed. Ever since she lost Iowa to Barack 
Obama and launched Obama-mania, she has been trapped in circumstances that have only grown 
more dire over time. Because he is an appealing candidate in a way that she will never be, she 
needs to absolutely destroy him in order to win the nomination (hence her black vs. brown strat-
egy). However, the nomination won’t mean anything if she wins because she’ll have completely 
embittered the base by doing what was necessary to win it. 
 
It’s clear that Hillary and her inner circle realized the full extent of the crisis even during their 
only upswing of the election season. The insane momentum realized by Obama after the Hawkeye 
state win set in motion a dynamic that even Hillary’s shocking comeback win in New Hampshire 
and her victory in Nevada couldn’t change. In retrospect, that’s clearly why Bill Clinton played the 
race card so ham-handedly in South Carolina; the only way out of the box for Hillary was to polar-
ize the electorate along racial lines, hoping that whites would rally to the Clinton name once 
blacks rallied around their own candidate fiercely. But the Clintons’ efforts in South Carolina were 
so transparent that they painted her with a coat of desperation she’s never been able to shake – 
and that aura was only enhanced by her pathetic trumpeting of a “victory” in Florida when the 
candidates had originally promised not to contest that state due to their violation of DNC guide-
lines regarding primary scheduling. 
 
Hillary’s attempt to come off graceful at the end of the Texas debate Thursday night was startling, 
not least of which because “graceful” is a term rarely applied to the political efforts of the Clin-
tons. But it was also intriguing because it showed the first signs (accurately or inaccurately) of 
Hillary coming to grips with her situation and deciding to bow out gracefully. Ever since January 3, 
she’s been traveling a road that leads to one of two options. Door #1 contains every vicious attack 
and smear that the Clinton War Machine can conjure up in an attempt to render Obama helpless 
enough for her to jam a stiletto heel into his heart on the way to the nomination. Door #2 contains 
a meek surrender course that will be disguised as a noble decision to “listen to the will of the peo-
ple.” If she fully embraces the options behind the first door, she’ll split the base and infuriate 
blacks everywhere, setting herself up to get annihilated by John McCain even if she did limp away 
with the nomination in Denver. If she chooses the second path, she’ll at least maintain some small 
claim on the future should Obama somehow fail in November. The choice is hers and we may well 
get some glimpse of the path she chooses Tuesday night in Cleveland. 
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Imagine Michael Scott Moderating the Pennsylvania Presidential Debate 
March 6, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
The following is a transcript of the Democratic presidential debate from the state of Pennsylvania, 
dated Thursday, April 17, 2008. 
 
CHRIS MATTHEWS: Good evening and welcome to this special edition of HARDBALL. We are taping a 
presidential debate here this afternoon from the University of Scranton in Scranton, Pennsylvania 
with the two remaining Democratic contenders, Senator Hillary Clinton of New York and Senator 
Barack Obama of Illinois. The man chosen by the Pennsylvania Democratic Party to host this after-
noon’s debate is, along with his employees, the subject of a forthcoming documentary about office 
life in America. His name is Michael Scott and he is the regional manager of Dunder-Mifflin Scran-
ton. He will be putting the questions to the candidates along with two of his employees. Mr. Scott, 
you have the floor.  
 
MICHAEL SCOTT: Thank you, Chris. Somehow, you seemed funnier and more entertaining on TV. I 
am honored to be here this afternoon so that my wonderful ability to MC can help illuminate the 
choice in this election for my fellow citizens. I regret that my two most trusted assistants in the 
office, Jim and Pam, could not join me today. They insisted about the supply closet being long 
overdue for reorganization. I’m not quite sure why Jim was making air quotes when he said that or 
why Pam smirked a little bit as he did or why Kevin ended up outside the door giggling after they 
went in. I guess we’ll never know the answer to those questions. But I will get the candidates to 
answer my questions here today, along with the two people I have here with me instead of Jim and 
Pam, the ones I really wanted. Dwight Schrute is the top salesman at our branch and Toby Flender-
son is a brainless jerk in our HR department who is only here because the stupid people in our 
country apparently deserve a voice also. 
 
TOBY FLENDERSON: Please, Michael …  
 
MICHAEL: Shut it, Toby, nobody cares about you. OK, my first question is for Senator Osama. Now, 
Senator … 
 
SENATOR OBAMA: Uh, that’s Obama, not Osama …  
 
MICHAEL: Uh, excuse me, I’m speaking here. 
 
OBAMA: But you got my name wrong!  
 
MICHAEL: Details, details. Save it for your answer. Now, Senator, you have really turned your im-
age around. I see all these young people clamoring for a chance to support you and you’re the hot-
test thing since my routine last time on open mic night. But really, Senator Osama, do you really 
think people’s memories are that short? I mean, it was a good move to lose the beard and the tur-
ban and the “America must die” stuff, but can you really get elected president after being respon-
sible for 9/11? 
 
OBAMA: I am not Osama bin Laden! My name is Barack Obama. I had NOTHING! TO! DO! with 9/11!  
 
MICHAEL: Uh huh, likely story. Just another politician dodging accountability. Senator Clinton, your 
response? 
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HILLARY CLINTON: Well, Michael, I can tell you that my campaign is not responsible for any impli-
cation that Senator Obama masterminded 9/11, those flyers in Ohio notwithstanding. But I want to 
pose the question: can we take the risk that he was responsible for 9/11? 
 
OBAMA: That’s outrageous! Senator Clinton, I demand an immediate apology and a …  
 
CLINTON: Ah, cram it, Hussein. 
 
MICHAEL: Candidates, please! You’re not doing anything to elevate the level of discourse here! 
Let’s move along, I’ll take the next question. Now, Senator Hillary Rodman Clinton …  
 
CLINTON: That’s Hillary Rodham Clinton. 
 
MICHAEL: Exactly. Now, I look at you, the cool, collected professional woman in your tailored cor-
porate pantsuits and I’ve gotta tell you, it’s very reminiscent of my girlfriend – eh, let’s call it like 
it is, my live-in lover Jan Levinson. Now, she rocks the whole powerful businesswoman look, but 
she is a tomcat in the bedroom. I mean, insatiable. Now Senator …  
 
CLINTON: This is inappropriate! 
 
MICHAEL: You haven’t heard the question yet! Talk about prejudging! So much for open-
mindedness. Senator, is the same true of you? Are you a hellion underneath your polished profes-
sional look, and if so, why’s Bill constantly roaming the country looking for some strange?  
 
CLINTON: This is sexist and insulting and … 
 
MICHAEL: Blah, blah, blah. I gotta tell ya, you’re not helping your ice queen image much with your 
uptight response. Here I lob you a softball, give you a chance to talk about using cherry-flavored 
massage oil or whatever you like to use to get freaky and you get all weird on me!  
 
CLINTON: and degrading to women and … 
 
MICHAEL: OK, we see where you’re going with that. Osama, you got any response?  
 
OBAMA: That’s Obama. I agree very much with Senator Clinton that any discussion of her frigid  
tendencies is completely inappropriate in this campaign … 
 
CLINTON: You’ll pay for that, you filthy crackhead!  
 
MICHAEL: Please! Candidates, can we keep in on the issues here? OK, I’m going to reluctantly turn 
over the floor to Toby here and I hope that he won’t stink up the place too badly. 
 
TOBY: Thank you, Michael. Senator Obama, can you discuss your approach to withdrawing our 
troops from Iraq when you take office?  
 
OBAMA: Thank you for that intelligent question, Toby. I believe that an expeditious and orderly 
withdrawal of our armed forces from the situation in Iraq will be imperative when I take office. I’d 
like to redeploy some forces to Afghanistan so that our response to Taliban attacks can be in the 
necessary manner, swift and sharp …  
      

MICHAEL: That’s what she said!  
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OBAMA: Excuse me, what did Hillary say? 
 
CLINTON: I didn’t say anything there Osama! Are you having a delayed reaction to all the drugs you 
used to take?  
 
MICHAEL: Wait, no, Hillary didn’t …never mind, just please keep answering Toby’s stupid question. 
 
OBAMA: All right. As I say, I want to increase our troop footprint in Afghanistan, creating a buffer 
…  
 
MICHAEL: Buffer? I hardly know her! 
 
TOBY: Michael …  
 
MICHAEL: Shut it, Toby, you’re ruining the whole debate! OK, let’s move on from the way Toby 
just brought the debate down … 
 
CLINTON: But I didn’t get a chance to respond!  
 
MICHAEL: Hold on, there, Hitlery … 
 
CLINTON: How dare you call me that!  
 
OBAMA: She’s right, Michael, there’s really no comparison between her and the madman behind 
the Third Reich. Why, her and Bill offed a lot more folks than that back in Arkansas. I saw THE 
CLINTON CHRONICLES, you know! 
 
CLINTON: You piece of sh …  
 
MICHAEL: C’mon, people! Don’t let this thing degenerate. The people deserve better than this. 
OK, next question comes from Dwight Schrute. 
 
DWIGHT SCHRUTE: Senator Clinton. As the top salesman for Dunder-Mifflin Scranton, I know quite 
a bit about dominance. I live it every day. As you probably know, males in any species of mammal 
can mark their territory and establish dominance by peeing on the floor. You are in no position to 
be able to position yourself in such a way. I would like to ask if you have plans to modify your 
pantsuits in a manner to allow you to squat and … 
 
CLINTON: This is the most reprehensible, sexist …  
 
OBAMA: Lemme jump in and answer that. I don’t think any man out there wants to see that. Can I 
get a “Hell Yeah?” 
 
MATTHEWS: OK, we’ve heard enough. Good night from Scranton. 
 
MICHAEL: Hang on, I’m going to do an impression as we go off the air. Lemme just get my Oriental 
props together … 
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Why the Economy is Way Worse Than “The Numbers” Show 
April 21, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Last month, television viewers witnessed a shocking spectacle: a horrific storm blowing straight 
through downtown Atlanta. Among other notable characteristics of the carnage, a good hunk of 
the roof was blown off the Georgia Dome during the SEC men's basketball tournament. 
 
That night, a bunch of egghead scientists went before the cameras and refused to call the storm a 
tornado, "pending more examination of the facts." The next day, they reluctantly concluded that, 
yes, it probably had been a tornado. 
 
Like most people who witnessed that anal-retentive idiocy, I said, "WHAT???" All that episode 
proved, however, was that scientists operate on the same basis as economists: clinging to techni-
cally-correct interpretations of illegitimate definitions. 
 
Amid that chaos that the subprime mortgage meltdown inflicted on our economy -- with the col-
lapse of a ginormous old-school institution that had to be crash-landed by the Fed so it didn't cause 
a global crisis -- with foreign institutions who have grown increasing restless at the prospect of 
continuing to finance our monstrous federal debt -- there are still economic pundits, mostly Re-
publicans (because there's a Republican in the White House -- not an economic conservative, but 
still a Republican who must be defended to the death, apparently), who either deny that we're in 
a recession or are necessarily headed for one. 
 
It is technically true that it's not yet proven that we're in a recession, inasmuch as the technical 
definition mandates two consecutive quarters of economic contraction. And it is true that the me-
dia sensationalizes bad economic news, albeit no more than they habitually emphasize the lurid on 
topics ranging from Britney Spears to Pacman Jones. But regardless of whether every economic 
horror story reported on meets the smell test, even your average mouth-breather in the mass me-
dia is closer to the truth of what's really going on than some jerk in an ivory tower trying to get 
attention by telling you that the numbers say that things aren't so bad. 
 
By the standards of pedantic economists who use definitions at complete variance with how the 
average American understands modern vocabulary, the words themselves are rendered meaning-
less. I know this firsthand. I graduated from college when the George Bush Recession Caused by 
Caving In To Tom Foley On Tax Hikes was in full bloom, but apologists like Rush Limbaugh have 
always pointed to figures that indicated it was over very quickly and was not severe. Of course, 
why Limbaugh and so-called conservative economists have so consistently shilled for two genera-
tions of Bush presidents who had anything but a well-rounded conservative economic record re-
mains an eternal mystery. 
 
Hey, even the official inflation rate has only hovered around 4% each of the last few months. If the 
official inflation rate were a dude, I'd love to take him to the grocery store and the gas pump so I 
could call him a freaking liar before I punched him in the face. And the unemployment rate is offi-
cially only 5.1% right now, but it doesn't count people who are not employed but also not eligible 
for unemployment compensation. Nor does it count people working a measly part-time job be-
cause they can't find anything else or a couple of crappy part-time jobs. I know people who fit all 
of the above criteria in this "not yet a recession" period, just like how I lived it when I graduated in 
a "non recession" lo those many years ago. While Mark Twain's suspicion of statistics would proba-
bly make him a horrible rotisserie baseball player, it summed up perfectly our government's peren-
nially-cynical attempts to cook the books on any number that could reflect poorly on the present 
time. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 164) 
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So the next time you hear Larry Kudlow (a man with a brilliant grasp of economic growth but no 
concept of how our country's debt will choke us some day and a tin ear for how his "technically 
correct" definitions of tough times are received by average voters) or some other "expert" pontifi-
cating about how conditions really aren't so bad because this equation on this piece of paper says 
so -- resolve to kick them in the groin if you ever get to meet them in person. 

George W. Bush Got The Clown He Deserved in Scott McClellan 
May 31, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Let's get this straight right away. Scott McClellan was perhaps the worst White House spokesman of 
the last century. His bumbling, buffoonish hemming and hawing from the podium day after day set 
a new standard for public ineptitude. Babies crying for their soiled diapers to be changed thought 
this clown was helpless and pathetic. 
 
But, America being America, he's been able to cash in on his complete inability to fulfill even mi-
nor professional standards in the performance of his job. 
 
All of the so-called "revelations" in his book fall into what might be called, in deference to family-
friendly standards, "No S, Sherlock territory." Yes, this administration made a decision to get us 
into war without an imminent threat and played the Dean Smith Four Corners Offense for almost 
four years prior to the surge in the desert of Mesopotamia while we lost untold blood, treasure and 
deterrence capacity. Yes, the federal response to Katrina was putrid and down to the almost im-
possibly low standard of the hopelessly feeble and corrupt state and local governments. 
 
However, McClellan shows himself to be completely gutless in his inability to walk away from this 
job believing that the president was in the wrong. In this way, Bob Dole is justified in his outrage 
that this piddling little turd was able to profit from his two-faced behavior. 
 
As a RINO par excellence, McClellan whines and sobs about the Bush Administration's reluctance to 
"govern from the center," conveniently ignoring all of the left-wing sellouts of the past eight years 
(big spending, sacrificing poor kids to the alter of Big Labor in the voucher-free No Child Left Be-
hind abomination, trying to put a moderate establishment weenie on the Supreme Court before 
conservatives howled, etc.) because they don't fit his narrative. 
 
Who can blame him for trying to change the subject, though, especially when he knows that know-
nothing jerks like OlbyLoon are going to give him a pass for all of his historical revisionism? The 
fact is that Scott McClellan was the personification of this administration's failure to live up to any 
kind of potential whatsoever. As I've stated previously, I voted third-party in the 2000 presidential 
election out of conviction that the Republican Party had erred tremendously in opting to sublimate 
its interests to those of the Bush Dynasty. But I did root for the Bush team to succeed in the first 
term, and saw signs after 9/11 that they just might prove me wrong after all and be up to the job. 
Sadly, they were not, and by the time the 2004 election rolled around I was pulling the lever in 
that direction solely out of abject fear of the prospect of radical pacifist, Jimmy Carter's Second 
Term John Kerry (although an argument could certainly be made that since Kerry would also have 
been an abject failure these past four years that the country might be better off right now had he 
won since we'd be poised to expressly repudiate his vision instead of being about to embrace it 
potentially in the form of Barack Obama -- but that's a different story for a different time). 
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The disillusionment that I felt with the Bush Administration during McClellan's tenure at the po-
dium originated with their policies and follow-through, or lack thereof, but deepened substantially 
at their complete lack of competence in allowing this no-talent hack to stumble inarticulately day 
after day in front of the brutal jackals of the press. Not only could this crew not carry out policies 
in a capable manner, they could not communicate even a basic vision with any polish whatsoever. 
As a writer, that offended me greatly. 
 
So to sum up: Scott McClellan didn't demonstrate the Bush Administration's incompetence through 
the contentions in his book that came out this past week. He demonstrated it by keeping his job 
for three years. 

If Fear Helps You Avoid Rape, It’s a Good Thing 
June 1, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Recently, my hometown newspaper, the Cleveland Plain Dealer, ran a series that is justifiably 
drawing nationwide acclaim. Film critic Joanna Connors produced a very raw, in-depth account 
about having been raped in 1984. Prior to the last year, she had not been publicly identified as a 
rape victim, but she came to decide that she could both put the incident behind her and help oth-
ers by telling the tale in this manner. 
 
As is generally the case when something very revealing is made public about someone, in this case 
how Connors handled her situation with great dignity, you learn a lot more about them. I can cer-
tainly say that she is the kind of person that you respect more the more you learn about her. Like 
many people in the Northeast Ohio area, I’ve had my fair share of issues with the Plain Dealer over 
the years and I don’t always have the warmest attitude toward film critics in the first place. My 
tastes are generally far more populist than theirs; rarely will you find a film critic who will ever 
say much nice about some of my favorites like Adam Sandler or (back in the day) John Candy. Now 
that’s not to say that I don’t ever have an appreciation for anything more highbrow, but my inter-
ests don’t often coincide with those of a film critic. I mention this to indicate how incomplete an 
understanding I had of this woman previously, as it is impossible to glean a person’s bravery from 
reading their movie reviews. She has told a tremendous story that actually ends up being inspiring 
because of her perseverance in finding answers and I would look forward to discussing that story 
with her either on the blog here or our FDH Lounge Internet TV show. I will be extending an invita-
tion to try to make either one happen. 
 
My general suspicion that she has a different worldview from mine did prove to be true, however, 
and the way that people like me think versus the way that people like her think is actually critical 
to the story – much more than she is aware, by the way. 
 
The story begins when Connors recounts the day of the rape in the summer of 1984. At the time, 
she was the Plain Dealer theatre critic and she drove in the early evening to the campus of Case 
Western Reserve University to gather material for a column. She was lured backstage on an inno-
cent pretext by the man who would rape her, David Francis. He was a black man, a detail that be-
comes central to the reporting of her story for reasons that will become apparent as you read 
more. The story itself is difficult and upsetting to read, but recounted in a courageous and 
straightforward manner. From reading the story, you get the sense that she would not have de-
scribed herself as brave at the time, which is understandable, but she worked to put Francis away. 
I think any honest person would describe that as bravery. 
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She speaks in terms of trying to prevent this horrible crime from happening to anyone else, and 
she mentions her daughter as a specific example. Purely in that context, I decided to offer my own 
critique about some of the circumstances surrounding what happened because as I mentioned, I 
drew a few conclusions that she either would not agree with or did not occur to her. I agree that 
this is one of the worst crimes that can be perpetrated and it’s unfortunate for men as a whole to 
be tarred by sickos like David Francis. 
 
To begin with, Connors and I have wildly different backgrounds, at least from a social science per-
spective. She grew up surrounded by, and partaking in, what she herself described as the “knee-
jerk suburban white liberalism” of Evanston, IL. I grew up in a city not at all noted for racial pro-
gressivism, Parma, OH. During America’s defining hour in terms of civil rights back in the 1960s, 
Parma was led by a mayor notoriously unfriendly to blacks. It was the case then, and remains the 
case now, that a large elderly component of the city raised in a more primitive time shared that 
mayor’s fear of blacks. Court-mandated efforts toward integration have since broadened the city’s 
ethnicity, while doing little to dispel the public image of Parma [Side note: should it not be consid-
ered more insulting that the courts are of the belief that racial integration comes by building low-
income housing stock? To me, that unfairly and inaccurately assumes that blacks cannot afford the 
existing middle-class housing stock]. The net effect is that so many people from Greater Cleveland 
assume that all residents of Parma are racists (I learned the depths of this assumption firsthand at 
college; I attended Ohio University, which had a large Greater Cleveland contingent, and I can’t 
tell you how many people seemed like they were ready to fit me for a white sheet merely upon 
learning that I came from Parma). This is particularly the case if you don’t meet the standards of 
today’s progressivism, as opposed to that of 1964; like a great many people who came from Parma, 
I think the 1964 Civil Rights Act was an outstanding piece of legislation to remedy gigantic historic 
wrongs (although that was well before my time), but I support it in the initial context that did not 
lead to quotas. Like many from Parma, and from a great many other areas, I’m in favor of elimi-
nating discrimination but not moving beyond that color-blind standard. That separates me from 
the people of Evanston, who seem by Connors’ description to subscribe to “white guilt” (my words, 
not hers) that is fairly foreign to people from Parma, who by and large don’t feel guilt for anything 
that they themselves have not perpetrated. 
 
The gulf in our racial perspectives manifests itself in a sentence very early in her story, one that 
appears several paragraphs before the rape even occurs. She describes her ride from downtown to 
her destination near University Circle, which crossed several poor, high-crime neighborhoods 
 
“Rush hour had begun, the daily exodus of workers leaving the city for the suburbs, hurrying 
through the ‘bad’ areas. You could almost hear the steady beat of car locks clicking at East 55th 
Street, the percussive soundtrack to Cleveland’s racial divide.” 
 
I read that passage and two thoughts come to mind. Because of the respect I have for Ms. Connors, 
what she’s been through, and the bravery she’s shown, I’ll show the respect not to patronize her. 
 
1  My instinct when I read that passage is that she’s thinking, subliminally or otherwise, that good 
progressive folks like her from places like Evanston, IL don’t click their car locks out of the same 
sense of primitive fear as, say, people from Parma, OH. I’ll grant you that might be defensiveness 
on my part about the aforementioned assumptions people have made about me based on the geog-
raphy of my upbringing. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 167) 
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2  I wonder if it’s ever occurred to her that while white people undeniably click their car locks 
when going through areas in “the hood,” black people do so as well. Are there not a great many 
blacks fearful of crime and wanting to protect themselves? Additionally, by definition, none of 
them would be inhibited by the syndrome of “white guilt” that might keep them from locking the 
door. Why does the clicking of car locks automatically sound like white fear? 
 
To me, it’s interesting that she mentions East 55th Street specifically, because I once worked with 
someone who suffered a smash-and-grab there – in traffic, no less. Somebody came up to her car 
when she was stopped at an intersection, broke her windshield, reached in, took her briefcase, 
and went on their merry way. So having heard that, I can understand why that area of town might 
unnerve people. Crime on East 55th Street isn’t just an abstract concept when somebody has told 
you a story like that. 
 
Additionally, while in an ostensibly safer area, Public Square in downtown Cleveland, I was chased 
by a group of black youths into traffic as they sought to mug me while I was waiting for a bus. I 
certainly don’t associate their actions with that of an entire race, and the same statistics that 
highlight disproportionate minority crime numbers also demonstrate that the vast majority of that 
population is law-abiding, but in light of another point Connors makes, I find our respective per-
spectives to be interesting again. 
 
Connors mentions later in her account that she was upset enough about the fact that she devel-
oped a fear of young black males to mention it to her therapist. Quite reasonably, the therapist 
asked her if there were ever circumstances where she ever feared young white males, Connors 
answered “yes,” and the therapist was able to hone in on what looks to be more white guilt in 
terms of her reaction. 
 
There are young black (and Latino) males who imitate the dress and mannerism of gangbangers 
who I see who cause me trepidation. There are also whites about whom I could say the same, 
whether they are those who imitate the dress and mannerisms of biker gang members or skin-
heads. Personally, I don’t feel any guilt about fear that is probably quite rational. To me, if you’re 
not communicating suspicion of others in a rude, overt manner, you need not be ashamed for put-
ting personal safety first. 
 
Connors’ exchange with her therapist puts me in mind of a passage from David Horowitz’s excel-
lent book “Destructive Generation” about the failings of his fellow 1960s radicals. A San Francisco 
lawyer plagued with white guilt started working for the Black Panthers, defending them ardently 
against all crimes and refusing to believe anything negative about them. She would have consid-
ered any criticism against them to be inherently racist. Authorities subsequently found her body in 
the Bay after the Panthers subsequently decided they were done with her. At least she could say 
that she was pure enough to never fear anyone different from her! Well, moral purity never comes 
cheap, does it? 
 
Connors’ sense of guilt – not the traditional irrational guilt that rape victims suffer, but the pre-
existing guilt about having the advantages of a white person in America – manifests itself again in 
her evaluation of the additional differences that economic class distinctions add to the argument. 
Part of her research for her story took her to poor and disadvantaged areas in an attempt to un-
derstand the circumstances that hatch monsters like David Francis. I find myself in complete 
agreement with Connors’ husband’s sentiment that Francis was a monster for whom there could be 
no sense of understanding because the same unfortunate circumstances had not similarly cor-
rupted everyone. Connors found her husband’s gut-level feeling too primitive. 
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I do not criticize her journey, because she found healing and comfort in the kindness of people like 
the sister of her rapist and other folks she met along the way. If anything, the positives she took 
from meeting these people help prove that everything, no matter how twisted and dire, does hap-
pen for a reason. 
 
But I do believe that her sympathy for everyone less advantaged than her did get the better of her 
on one occasion. During Francis’ trial, some of his key alibi witnesses, who were lying for him, 
were welfare cheats. Connors doesn’t use that term, because she no doubt would find it too harsh, 
but inasmuch as they were demonstrably breaking welfare rules (by falsifying information about 
live-in boyfriends), I’ll gladly call them that. When her lawyer informed them that he could dis-
credit these witnesses on the stand by calling their legal standing into disrepute, she stated, “I did 
not want to win that way.” 
 
Think about that for a moment. 
 
She did not want to get welfare cheats, who were lying to help keep her rapist out on the streets, 
in any trouble. 
 
Well, she’s a better person than me, I suppose. Or perhaps more naïve. I’ll leave that judgment to 
others. 
 
Fortunately, David Francis was put away anyway and subsequently died behind bars in 2000. Part 
of her well-chronicled journey included going to the prisons he inhabited and ultimately, the 
prison graveyard where his bones were buried. She only learned of his passing in the last year 
when she began her quest to gain more understanding about all aspects of this tragedy. 
 
As I mentioned, I respect Joanna Connors greatly after reading her story and having a full under-
standing of her immense character for the first time. It is in that spirit that I offer my thoughts and 
attempt to contribute to the public understanding on this matter and why I chose not to conde-
scend to her by pulling any punches about what I perceive from my standpoint to be flawed views 
about race on her part. I believe strongly that if she is trying to communicate a strong rape-
prevention message to her daughter or to others that she should emphasize that fear can some-
times be a strong manifestation of common sense. Now, demonstrating that discomfort in an overt 
manner is rude (and can be quite counterproductive if you’re dealing with the kind of people you 
suspect them to be) and should be avoided, but acting on the impulses your antennae send you is 
very smart indeed. Whether it be locking your car door in a high-crime area or avoiding strange 
young men after dark, simple crime prevention should never be confused with knee-jerk racism. 
Confusing the two can have dangerous consequences indeed. 
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Israel’s Schizophrenia 
July 20, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
I am a man of very strong opinions on a variety of subjects; I could not sit at the helm of this FDH 
Lounge otherwise, inasmuch as it is teeming with strong-willed and intelligent individuals. This 
group really keeps you on your toes – it’s pretty easy to be humbled by the knowledge of some of 
these Dignitaries when they start discussing a subject they know well. 
 
But the subject of Israel is one that vexes even the ability of someone like me to form a strong 
opinion. I support wholeheartedly the right of the Israeli people to live securely within their bor-
ders, but I’m not in agreement with the most militant Likud uber-hawks who see perpetual war 
against enemies far and wide as a feasible option. So it figures that I’m very confused by two de-
velopments coming out of that very consequential country this past week. But the rub is that I 
don’t support either policy and I’m more militant than Israel on one issue and much, much less so 
on the other. Confusing times indeed! 
 
First, this asinine hostage swap that the nation made with Hezbollah. They traded a bunch of mur-
dering thugs, including a proud and unrepentant child-killer, for two mutilated bodies? WHAT??? 
 
That episode was very instructive, however, in that the aforementioned murdering dirtbags were 
celebrated as heroes not only by the usual cowardly suspects in Hamas and the avowed terrorist 
groups, but also by the “moderate” Fatah and Palestinian Authority leadership. File that note away 
for future reference. 
 
Next, word comes from an authority in Israel (who sure sounds like he’s in the know) that the 
country will attack the Iranian nuclear facilities sometime during the US presidential transition 
period from November to January. Apparently, the government is scared by what they perceive as 
Barack Obama’s pacifism and they don’t want to wait to be constrained by his administration (side 
note: can anyone deny anymore the concept of “peace through strength”?). This attack, as Friend 
of FDH Scott Pullins has chronicled, would have disastrous effects for the region and almost cer-
tainly the entire world. Arnaud de Borchgrave, one of the foremost authorities on the Middle East, 
has predicted oil at $400 or $500 a barrel in the wake of the catastrophic aftermath of an attack 
and Iranian countermeasures (including widespread terrorism). 
 
In a world already inflamed by an ill-advised American campaign in Iraq that bled what had been 
the world’s lone superpower of blood and treasure, the consequences of the Bush/Cheney “wink 
and a nod” to Israel can hardly be overstated. Any hope that the “12th imam” suicidal dodobirds in 
Tehran are not going to try to take the world down in flames with them will be extinguished once 
they are at war with their mortal enemy. This will include the activation of sleeper cells world-
wide (including the follow-up to 9/11 that we have avoided on American shores), horrific attacks 
on our troops in Iraq just as the country is finally being pacified and complete disruption of the 
world’s oil supply. The final factor alone will kill a great many poor people across the globe, an 
element that should, but will not, show up on the pros-and-cons list regarding a war that will be 
easily started and almost impossible to finish. The Bush Administration’s belated 11th hour at-
tempts to work out a way to avoid this war through back channels are almost certainly too little, 
too late, although they’ll certainly be trumpeted by this crowd as (false) evidence that they did 
everything they could to avoid the coming Armageddon. 
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For Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, a man who seems to be neither fish nor fowl as a man of 
neither the left nor the right, this schizophrenia has been etched in the DNA of his wretched stew-
ardship of the country. When the country moved into open war against Hezbollah in 2006, a move 
that had some justification given the attacks that had been waged against civilian territory out of 
Lebanon, he waged it with one hand tied behind the nation’s back. Are you seeing a pattern here? 
 
^ Go to war against Hezbollah. Appease the right. 
 
^ Fight a subdued war. Appease the left. 
 
^ Give Hezbollah a huge victory by returning murderers and bloodthirsty terrorists. Appease the 
left. 
 
^ Prepare to start what will almost surely become a globe-shaking nuclear (and/or biologi-
cal/chemical/radiological) war against Iran. Appease the right. 
 
I’m not a citizen of Israel, just an observer half a world away, but here’s a radical thought. What 
do you say you install a leader who doesn’t try to pander to both extremes at the same time, but 
somebody who rationally tries to navigate the most trying set of circumstances that any national 
leader anywhere on Earth faces? It couldn’t hurt to try. 

Quietly Selling Out Your Political Base Is As Bad As Doing It Loudly 
August 2, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
You can't throw a dead rat anywhere on the Internet without hitting some Bush-worshipping Re-
publican still stuck in a time machine set to 2002. To spare you excessive exposure to them, we'll 
limit our examination to two sites as we diagnose the wider problem on the right side of the politi-
cal landscape. 
 
1. This first site loves them some George W. Bush 
 
2. So does this second site. 
 
Site #1 quotes approvingly from a sub-literate missive about how this country's gonna miss a great, 
misunderstood man like George W. Bush when he's gone, dagnabbit, and says the following: 
 
"Note to readers [sic] I didn't write this [sic] but I wish I had [sic] the authours [sic] name is at the 
end of the page [sic] I posted it because it is brilliant and I hope it sinks in [sic] I am in the 28% 
[sic] always have been [sic] the rest of you loosers [sic] could get alot [sic] out of this [sic] but 
your brain is AWOL!!!" 
 
Site #1 also says this of McCain: 
 
"... he will not reach across the isle [sic] to the social conservative side of his own party." 
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Site #2 features a gentleman willing to throw his frame in the path of George W. Bush to stop the 
nonexistent impeachment bullet he alleges that a Republican congressman from Dayton of all peo-
ple is willing to fire. After providing contact info for Mike Turner's offices, he belches proudly: 
 
"This will NOT stand." 
 
OK, tough guy. 
 
But what do they think of Bush's would-be GOP successor in the White House? 
 
"John McCain is neither Republican nor conservative." 
 
Now, as much as I would like to maintain otherwise for the sake of modesty, these above examples 
illustrate why The FDH Lounge Multimedia Magazine should be required reading for anyone wishing 
to opine on modern politics. For anyone who wants to understand the landscape of the last eight 
years, we broke it down for you almost a year ago. 
 
You see, for as much as the above folks (and their many, many, many doppelgangers "on the right") 
fulminate about the failings of McCain and slavishly praise "The Decider," they fall prey to the kind 
of shallow surface mentality that they decry in the hippies of the left. Anyone, I daresay even my 
preschool nephew, could rattle off McCain's many shortcomings (Gang of 14, cap'n'trade, McCain-
Feingold, votes against tax cuts in 2001 and 2003, posturing on Gitmo/waterboarding/etc.). We 
get it. He's not a great choice for president. I crusaded loudly here for Fred Thompson, but I will 
hold my nose and vote for McCain in a spirit similar to those from the pro-Bush sites. 
 
But for whatever reason, the Bush-as-deity crowd ignores his many failings, again cataloged so elo-
quently on this here site: 
 
^ the attempted Dubai ports sellout 
 
^ the attempted travesty of Harriet Miers on the Supreme Court 
 
^ the attempted immigration amnesty monstrosity 
 
^ aiding and abetting the drunken-sailor spending and pathetic pork-barreling of the Congress 
when it was under unified Republican control 
 
^ aiding and abetting the Congress in running from any shred of the Contract with America reforms 
when it was under unified Republican control 
 
^ this administration's passive tolerance of Iraq's slide into chaos and the complete collapse of our 
capacity for military deterrence before this year's troop surge 
 
^ the No Child Left Behind boondoggle and the double-cross of poor families who voted for Dubya 
believing his rhetoric about fighting for school vouchers 
 
^ a fight for Social Security reform waged with such ineptness and such a political tin ear that the 
resulting rout has poisoned the waters for needed reforms for at least the next decade 
 
^ the Medicare prescription drug boondoggle that didn't even succeed in its only cynical goal: brib-
ing a decent number of old people to switch to the Republican party 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 171) 
^ a federal response to Katrina that somehow managed to match, if not trump, the incompetent 
local and state efforts and which the Bush crew decided to whitewash by pushing reckless and 
loosely regulated federal spending. 
 
What accounts for the ability of the 28% of the American people still in the George W. Bush Fan 
Club to ignore all of the above? It's a simple matter of style vs. substance. 
 
Stylistically, Bush always identifies with conservatives. He throws them under the bus with regular-
ity, but he does so quietly, somewhat apologetically, and always with a "Gee, what can I do about 
it?" shrug. Substantively ... well, check the above list again and tell me how much of the above 
agenda was once envisioned by the likes of Bill Buckley. 
 
Stylistically, McCain seems to flip conservatives the bird with regularity. He has long cherished the 
affection of the national media, and flaunts his breaks with the right-wing base proudly. Substan-
tively? Well, notwithstanding his "maverick" image, he's down-the-line pro-life, unwavering on na-
tional security and defense and one of the biggest spending hawks Congress has ever seen (way, 
way to the right of Dubya on this). 
 
Now, my point is not that Bush has never done anything well (the tax cuts were good if somewhat 
wimpy in their focus and expiration dates, judicial candidates aside from Miers have been some of 
the best ever, and in a huge accomplishment, we have not been attacked on American soil since 
9/11) and McCain never does anything wrong (see above list of failings). But my point is that the 
NET EFFECT OF THEIR CUMULATIVE POLICIES would end up producing roughly the same amount of 
conservative results. Actually, I think that there is a decent chance that McCain could end up gov-
erning somewhat to the right of Bush (admittedly, that's kind of like being inducted into the "Taller 
Than Mickey Rooney Club"). 
 
Above all, remember this: when one politician delivers a quiet FU to his base and the other deliv-
ers a loud one, it doesn't mean that the loud one is worse. The FU that results in more reprehensi-
ble public policy is worse, regardless of any of the surface noise that is the theme music of so 
many Republican-oriented websites. 

Professional Politicians Are the Enemy  
August 17, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
When it comes to politics, I am a recovering idealist. 
 
I was very involved in politics during my college days and I remain involved in the efforts of my 
close friends who I met in those days. But that's about it. 
 
I long ago abandoned my notions of a world divided into "good guys" and "bad guys" based on the 
different sides of the political aisle. Don't get me wrong, I haven't softened on those who I consid-
ered "on the other side" back in those days -- not at all. It's just that I came to realize that my side 
was equally infested with opportunistic greaseballs. Actually, I probably despise gutless sellouts 
"on my side" more than I do those who are openly on the other side. 
 
Certainly, corruption is not the province of one side or the other. Just take a look at recent head-
lines: 
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^ Massive federal investigation of numerous public officials in Cuyahoga County (Cleveland area), 
Ohio -- Democrat 
 
^ Senator Ted Stevens of Alaska in legal jeopardy for bribery -- Republican 
 
^ Ohio Attorney General Marc Dann forced to resign because of various shenanigans with female 
employees and businesses of employees working underneath him -- Democrat 
 
^ HUD Secretary Alphonso Jackson resigned after steering federal contracts to Bush Administration 
allies and contributors -- Republican 
 
And the tit-for-tat could go on and on … 
 
My awakening about the true nature of political realities came sequentially in the 1990s. 
 
^ In college, I favored term limits and was happy to see my home state of Ohio adopt them. Seeing 
corruption and opportunism through the lens of Ohio's perennially Democrat-dominated state gov-
ernment, I believed that term limits would cleanse the system and bring about opportunities for 
citizen-politicians to come in and bring about positive change. WRONG! All that has happened 
since is a constant shuffling between jobs as politicians constantly trade offices when they are 
term-limited out and thus they remain on the public dole. 
 
^ When the "Class of 1994" freshmen Republicans helped the GOP to take over Congress midway 
through Clinton's first term, I celebrated. Here was a group of idealistic ruffians who surely would-
n't be corrupted by D.C.'s evil ways. Well, while many of these Congressmen held to their convic-
tions, there weren't enough of them to even begin to attempt positive change. The gargantuan size 
of the federal government has only continued to explode in the past 14 years. And while politicians 
like Newt Gingrich (or King-Squish, as I prefer to refer to him) and Tom DeLay (who would guide 
the Bush Administration Big Government initiatives through the House) talked a good game about 
downsizing government, they didn't even come close to living up to their big talk -- and now that 
they're out of Congress, they continue to talk a good game to their gullible rube supporters about 
how government needs to be brought under control! Utterly shameless. 
 
^ In 1996, I naively believed that the Republican Party would look to nominate their strongest can-
didate to run against a still-vulnerable Bill Clinton. When my chosen candidate Pat Buchanan came 
a close second in Iowa against almost-native son Bob Dole and won New Hampshire outright, I was 
a happy man. But then the party colluded in smoke-filled rooms to rally behind the withered bones 
of Bob Dole and float risible lies about Buchanan's alleged extremism and racism. Pundit Samuel L. 
Francis, who was ironically allied with Buchanan, once referred to the Republicans as the "Stupid 
Party" and Democrats as the "Evil Party." There might never be a better example of this than '96. 
 
^ When the Bush Administration assumed power in 2001, it would have a Republican-controlled 
Congress for all but 18 months (when Democrats ran the Senate in 2001-2002) over the next six 
years. As noted above, spending exploded, expensive giveaways to the seniors and drug companies 
were enshrined into federal law and the party took on an image of complete incompetence thanks 
to the unholy troika of the Iraq War, the Katrina aftermath and the complete lack of interest in 
communicating a vision to the American people. 
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My politics and my beliefs have not changed and they never will. However, my faith in the process 
is just about shot. Back in my college days, I used to marvel at how many people told me that they 
had similar beliefs to mine but would not get involved in politics because they frankly thought it 
was a waste of time. I thought they were too cynical, but sadly, they were just people who had 
absorbed the lessons of life faster than I had. 
 
So are there any prescriptions for this dreary picture I have painted? Only a most unlikely one, 
given the institutional advantages that parasitic professional politicians have. The American people 
have to rally behind citizen-politicians who want to get into office for the right reasons and not 
make a living on the public payroll. Of course, I'd prefer if they were of my political stripe, but in 
the long run, it doesn't matter. If real citizens are successful in breaking up the monopoly of the 
political class on one side of the aisle, the other side will follow or risk getting left behind by an 
American populace that despises politicians but feels helpless to do anything about it. 
 
Oklahoma Senator Tom Coburn is a perfect example of the citizen-politician. He's an obstetrician 
who doesn't need the federal job but wants to serve some years and make an impact. He might be 
the most hated man by his peers in Congress (what an honor!) because he's all about busting up the 
Old Boys Club and getting rid of pork and all unnecessary spending. In retribution, California Sena-
tor Babs Boxer is trying to dump ethics violations on him -- I shiznit you not -- for the "crime" of 
delivering babies for poor women back home and not charging them any caysh. See, now if only he 
were crushing their skulls with forceps and not delivering them alive -- Babs would have no prob-
lem with that. According to these actions and her voting record on infanticide, there's nothing she 
hates more than live babies, I guess. 
 
But Coburn doesn't care and he's going to keep doing it his way until he goes home to keep doing 
the job he considers his actual career full-time. Whilst in an Appalachian casino the other day, I 
spotted a gent wearing one of those old Stone Cold T-shirts, the ones that say (in the drawl of a 
typical Stone Cold fan) "Arrive -- Raise Hay'll -- Leave." If and when we finally replace all politi-
cians on both sides with citizens who live up to the ideology of this wise T-shirt, We The American 
People will be able to rise up and give a big "Hay-ll Yeah!" 

Obama and the Infantilization of Politics 
August 24, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
While I oppose Barack Obama's presidential campaign on policy grounds, and have repeatedly ex-
pressed my dissatisfaction here with the Republicans' unfocused "kitchen sink" approach to taking 
him on -- believing that voters are only going to be persuadable on the correct premise that his 
ideas will have bad consequences for the country -- I do feel that it's worth noting one effect that 
the Obama candidacy has had on the country: escalating the decades-long descent of liberalism 
into an ideology enunciated perfectly by children. 
 
Once upon a time, long before I was born, this country was governed by grown-ups regardless of 
who controlled the levers of power in D.C. Then, in the 1960s, the student protest movement ma-
terialized and it ended up taking over the Democrat Party permanently in 1972 due to rules 
changes instituted after the disastrous 1968 convention. 
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Overnight, the credos of dope-smoking, flag-burning hippies were enshrined in the DNA of one of 
our two major political parties. "Make love, not war" might as well have been spelled out literally 
in the Democrat platform, as the Utopian bromides of spoiled, smelly protesters were adopted by 
that political party and the foreign policy bureaucracy that they permanently control whether in or 
out of power.  
 
The neocon takeover of Republican foreign policy in this decade has framed the decision that the 
American people will face this fall in stark terms: will they risk turning to a candidate who will 
preach unmitigated pacifism or one who will be too trigger-happy in a world full of complex and 
often contradictory challenges? In all likelihood, the candidate who can set more people at ease on 
this question will win the election. 
 
And that matter is an important one, frankly. It deserves to be regarded by people as such, which 
is why it offends me greatly when our politics are dragged down to an infantile level by the stale 
mentality of what should truthfully be called the Sixties Party. When Jimmy Carter pronounced his 
middle-school daughter as a key adviser on nuclear control in the midst of the Cold War in 1980, 
that was not a mere outlier. The drug-induced slogans of 1960s student protesters were nothing if 
not able to be easily understood by children at an early age of learning and emotional develop-
ment -- and when they became official Democratic policy it is no wonder that those who at their 
age could better understand emotion than reason were so in tune. 
 
This development has been a constant over the decades, even if it has taken on different forms. 
When the Republicans took control of Congress in 1994 and made (all too short-lived) noises about 
reining in the size and scope of the federal government, Democrats immediately ran to hide be-
hind the skirts of women and children. Reductions in the size of GROWTH of programs were cast as 
ruinous attacks on the helpless in society and liberals dutifully trotted out hapless urchins before 
the TV cameras so they could pose the befuddled question about why rich Republicans hated them 
and wanted to see them starving on the street. The media lapped up the images hungrily and fee-
ble Republicans, predictably, had no semblance of a counter-attack. The most hilarious example of 
this came in recent years when Democrats were in a struggle with President Bush about massive 
expansion of a welfare health plan and they actually delegated their weekly response to the presi-
dent's national radio address to a 12-year old! 
 
Apparently, though, the age of those fit to weigh in and be taken seriously on the presidential 
election has dipped slightly in the Age of Obama, which is unsurprising given the constant childlike 
repetition of gaga like "hope" and "change" that my FDH Lounge colleague Tony Mazur regularly and 
correctly ridicules as meaningless. Now this woefully oblivious soul proudly belches to the world 
the alleged wit and wisdom of his 11-year old, who in a bit of political analysis that will doubt-
lessly be quoted throughout the ages pronounced John McCain a meanie for running negative ads 
during the Olympics. 
 
Now, given what I wrote about the state of American politics above, I actually agree with this 
emotion-over-intellect "proud father" in the sense that McCain probably was a bit tone-deaf in his 
choice about what kind of ads to run when. But this is because of the Sesame Street mentality of 
our country in which a "Sunshine, Trees and Flowers" candidate like Happy Barry O should be al-
lowed to propagate his image without a counter-narrative. As I've repeatedly said previously here, 
McCain has to be very careful and not use the "kitchen sink" but rather a stiletto in making his at-
tacks because of the the degradation of our national capacity to do anything other than think and 
feel. In other words, it's a sad reality, but attacks on Obama during Olympic commercial breaks 
will backfire because they will make kiddies cry.  God help us all. 



Nancy Pelosi’s Vile Lies About Catholic Abortion Policy 
August 25, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Anyone who comes at public policy questions from a spiritual angle is going to address them differ-
ently from a person who approaches them from the secular side. I happen to fit the former cate-
gory, and while I find those in the latter group incredibly wrong, I can at least respect the intellec-
tual honesty of those who are forthright and learned in their positions. I have very good friends 
who cannot fully grasp my political stands on social issues because they are looking at them purely 
through the prism of this life here on Earth and I am not. If you're not coming from the same place 
I am, you're not going to get it, but that in and of itself has not inhibited any of my friendships. 
 
What I really don't respect, though, as a lifelong Roman Catholic, are those who try to have it both 
ways, the "cafeteria Catholics" who endorse ONLY those positions not at variance with their more 
strongly held secular ones and who want to reap electoral benefits from their identity in the 
church (i.e. Joe Biden in the upcoming fall campaign). Be one way or be the other, period, and 
don't try to hide behind a priest's robe to try to look sanctimonious at election time. 
 
The worst, most disgraceful example I have ever seen of a two-faced politician trying to have it 
both ways for scummy electoral advantage was Nancy Pelosi's despicable lie-fest on Meet the Press 
yesterday. Proving that Botox must indeed have the capacity to penetrate the cerebral cortex, 
Madam Speaker perpetrated a sleazefest for the ages when she attempted to deceive the Ameri-
can people about the Roman Catholic Church's position on abortion. She tried to claim a form of 
neutrality on the subject on the part of the church, a whopping falsehood that should have been 
obvious to anyone given that the church has loudly denounced abortion throughout history. You say 
you're a devout and practicing Catholic, Grandma, but I suggest that you click that link so that you 
can learn about matters of the sacred Catechism and other aspects of spiritual life that you subli-
mate to the interests of the drag queens and abortionists who form your base back home. Perhaps 
you're confused: it's the Constitution that you believe to be a living, breathing document that con-
tains whatever made-up rights you and your wacko constituents thought up today -- even you 
couldn't possibly believe that the Word of God is subject to constant revision and focus groups -- 
could you? 
 
Actually, San Fran Nan holds a great number of positions that are at odds with the church, from 
more extreme versions of child snuffing like partial-birth abortion to homosexual marriage. Like 
Biden, who took great pride in terrorizing Bork and Thomas when they attempted to get on to the 
Supreme Court and rein in abortion-on-demand, she is the perfect example of the phony secular 
politician who claims that she's down with the church because she opposed the Iraq War and so did 
the pope. That'd be like Kobe Bryant calling himself an unselfish teammate for passing the ball 
once after jacking up 10 consecutive three-pointers while being triple-teamed. 
 
No matter how much Nancy Pelosi and her constituents might consider a ghoul -- who calls himself 
a doctor -- ripping apart a baby's skull with forceps a sacrament, the church is never going to 
agree. On any of today's social issues, people should be on the spiritual side (my preference) or on 
the secular side. What they shouldn't do is try to split the difference dishonestly. Stealing an elec-
tion through deception is one thing, and sadly it happens all the time in this country. Committing 
sacrilege while doing that is quite another.  

Generation Chatter 
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The Bailout Blues: The Evil Party and The Stupid Party 
September 30, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
It's pretty pathetic when yesterday's fiasco in the House of Representatives most reminds me of 
prepubescent squabbling between my younger brother and myself -- neither one of us was even 
ten years old at the time. What excuse do these clowns have? 
 
Specifically, I'm thinking of times when our family would be riding in the car, with my brother and 
myself in the backseat. He would flip me off or stick his tongue out at me or something like that -- 
and I'd reach over and start pummeling him. Shrieks and tears would ensue, my parents would 
whirl around and I'd be in trouble for "attacking my brother without cause." 
 
In this example, Nancy Pelosi is my younger brother and the hapless John Boehner is the childhood 
version of me. Everything everyone has ever said about America having a "Stupid Party and and Evil 
Party" was also validated in the chaos yesterday. 
 
You see, what San Fran Nan did yesterday, in delivering her hateful, petulant, double-crossing 
speech at the end that blew up this deal, is what she always does, and moreover, the only thing 
she should have been expected to do. It's what she is, it's what she does, and it's what she has al-
ways gotten away with -- she did become the speaker, after all. She's a product of the excreble 
anti-American values populace she represents, people who are (no joke) spending time and energy 
carrying out a vendetta that would rename one of their municipal facilities "The George W. Bush 
Sewage Plant." 
 
John Boehner then did what the extremely youthful version of myself would have done with his 
reaction. Why, in a million gazillion years, would he ever admit that Republican votes on what was 
the right thing to do for the country in a severe national crisis could ever be swayed by something 
like this? Did he not know that he was setting up the Republicans to be mocked mercilessly by 
Barney Frank and the others who probably helped plot Pelosi's vile speech? She sought to blow up 
the deal and have the Republicans assume responsibility for it -- and she succeeded. It might not 
have been fair for me as a child to get in trouble because I was the one who got caught throwing 
punches, but life's not fair. And it might not be fair for Pelosi to get away with her evil plan to 
sabotage this fragile deal and blame Republican policies (ignoring, of course, her party's indul-
gence of Fannie and Freddie's excesses over the years), but again, that's life. 
 
Moreover, in Boehner's feeble attempt to play chicken with folks who long ago proved their ability 
to run rings around him, he then told the cameras -- while the markets were still open, and plum-
meting like a rock, mind you -- that his members were already on their way out of town and that 
an immediate salvage effort was impossible. I sure hope this poor man's Mike Adamle doesn't ever 
encounter a would-be suicide victim teetering on a bridge, because within five seconds his efforts 
to talk the person down will have them jumping in despair. 
 
When the historians look back at the extreme breakdown of this country's political process due to 
the unprecedented partisanship (yes, even worse than anything in the late 19th century), they will 
find no better example than this episode. All of the jerks on both sides who helped shut this thing 
down have blood on their hands in terms of how much worse they made this dire crisis. What is 
particularly galling to me is the born-again fiscal conservative nature of so many Republican hypo-
crites who never fought Big Government George W. Bush nearly this hard over the past eight years 
just because he had an "R" next to his name on the ballot and now want to draw the line. In that 
sense, they mirror perfectly former House Speaker Newt King Squish, who talked tough but surren-
dered to Bill Clinton on principle every chance he got.  
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He famously killed the GOP's negotiating stance back in '95 by admitting to shutting down the gov-
ernment not on principle but because Clinton hurt his feelings. So this two-faced idiot, like Pelosi, 
should have been predicted to do what he did yesterday: lobby against this bill and undermine the 
republic just like he did through his inept four years as speaker. 
 
This is a national emergency, demanding immediate action, and all that the jackals on both sides 
can do is argue and posture. Henry Paulson's initial bill was horrible, but it got hammered into 
something that was still very bad, but significantly better than doing nothing. While it's human na-
ture to let the "perfect be the enemy of the good," what I've learned in the course of trying to 
build a business is the fact that often, the key to succeeding is to realize when you only have two 
bad choices and you have to avoid the worst of the two. The shameful children that we call con-
gressmen have not learned and will never learn that lesson or anything else useful in the course of 
performing the jobs they are being vastly overpaid to perform. 
 
This bailout is unpopular with the public, but they don't understand that Wall Street is the engine 
of our economy. If it collapses, it takes our entire system down with it. Contrary to popular belief, 
this is not a democracy, it's a constitutional republic (as my FDH Lounge colleague Nate Noy is fond 
of saying). We don't directly vote on these matters, we vote for these people to vote for us and 
then we hold them accountable. The cowardice involved in surrendering to the ignorant mob men-
tality is as shameful as anything we've seen out of Congress in decades, and that covers a tremen-
dous amount of territory. Let me state this clearly: the entire system of commerce could collapse. 
Our currency could become meaningless and our country could devolve into anarchy and lawless-
ness as people fight to literally survive on a daily basis. The way the government's running the 
printing presses pumping out money anyway, we're already heading down the Argentinian path of 
pushing a wheelbarrow of caysh to the store to buy a loaf of bread. 
 
As I said to a nervous friend yesterday, they'll pass something eventually. By the time they come 
up with a solution, it may well pass unanimously and with overwhelming public support -- but by 
that time, I'm likely to be driving around wearing an eyepatch clutching a rocket launcher. I pray 
that is not the case, but as a longtime student of our rotten modern political institutions, I fear 
that it is. 

Wall Street Crisis and Bailout: An FAQ 
October 5, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
This Wall Street crisis that we as a country find ourselves embroiled in cries out for an easily relat-
able breakdown. So naturally, who better than The FDH Lounge to provide it to you, especially 
since we delivered a detailed – and prescient, if we may brag a bit – Iraq War FAQ a year ago and 
we also warned of a huge economic crisis to come back in July. So yeah, we think we can handle 
this! We have dozens of links to outside sources so that you can further examine the definitions of 
the words we will use here and the full context of the sources we consulted.  Without further ado, 
here is the Wall Street Crisis FAQ: 
 
Why does Wall Street need a bailout? What about Main Street? Why can’t I get the government 
to pay my mortgage or help me or assume my bad debts … 
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Well, this is a great place to start, as pundits have been talking constantly about how unpopular 
the bailout is and how the American people are dead-set against it. They may well be, but if that 
is the case, we’re fortunate yet again that this is a constitutional republic and not a democracy – 
because action is needed here to save the financial system. 
 
By and large, the American people are not to blame for the false framing of the situation that so 
many of them have – the media and the politicians really have fallen down on the job of explaining 
everything. The very phrase “Wall Street bailout” is a phrase loaded with connotations that frankly 
are un-American. But this isn’t really a Wall Street bailout – it’s a rescue of the American econ-
omy, because Wall Street is the engine of our economy. Go to an NHRA event and ask any drag rac-
ing fan how far a car gets when the engine gets decimated. 
 
This is a country that depends hugely, regrettably, on credit. Over the decades we have become a 
nation that is completely reliant on paying for today’s goods tomorrow, and that extends to busi-
ness as well. Businesses cannot function if credit dries up completely, and we may well be on the 
road to that point without government action. At that point, everything crashes and life as we 
know it pretty much ceases to exist. 
 
So in other words, anybody asking why Main Street is being neglected at the expense of Wall Street 
in this bill is either an interest group lobbyist being paid to peddle disingenuous slop, a politician 
looking to score political points in our worst national financial crisis since the Great Depression, or 
a citizen who just hasn’t been made to see the big picture. The fact that the bill had to be larded 
up with pork to pass the House of Representatives on the second go-round is the most eloquent 
statement possible about the complete and utter lack of statesmanship in government today. 
 
I see a lot of finger-pointing among the politicians. Who’s to blame? 
 
Most of them. 
 
Can you be more specific? 
 
All right. This crisis was pretty much caused by politicians in the federal executive and legislative 
branches operating from the two extremes of insufficient regulation and too much regulation. We 
keep hearing about the toxic debt that the government would be buying up with the $700 billion 
package and in that vein, it’s pretty easy to picture this mess as a toxic stew caused by hair-
brained policies from both ideological extremes. 
 
Let’s start with too much regulation. Where did the government go wrong there? 
 
This end of the problem goes back to the Carter Administration, when in the full flush of post-
Sixties optimism about the capacity of the federal government to solve the problems of poor peo-
ple, the Community Reinvestment Act came into being. It was intended to solve the problems of 
redlining as they applied to the concept of mortgage approvals; long story short, banks were now 
being pressured by the federal government to be more forthcoming in terms of approving mortgage 
applications in minority neighborhoods that had previously experienced discrimination. The Clinton 
Administration subsequently expanded its powers dramatically by tilting the burden of proof for 
bank compliance significantly. 
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But isn’t expanded home ownership a good thing for America? 
 
Absolutely, in a moral sense and almost certainly in a public policy sense as well because it makes 
more people stakeholders in a growing and prosperous economy. But moral and economically 
sound ideas can’t be midwifed by nonsensical public policies. Rather than mau-mau this nation’s 
financial institutions into downgrading their lending standards, the intellectually honest route 
would have been to embrace Jack Kemp’s crusade back in the 1980s about privatizing public hous-
ing by selling units at cut-rate prices to the poor people who were tenants.  Granted, that would 
have required an outlay, perhaps a substantial one, by the federal government as seed money for 
the program, but at least the accounting would have been clear and the private financial institu-
tions that help keep this country going would not have been threatened. 
 
Isn’t that just substituting one form of government action for another? 
 
Yes, it would have been substituting clear and effective government action for intellectually dis-
honest mandates with disastrous consequences for the entire economy. If you learn nothing else by 
the end of this column, you’ll learn that regardless of what the politicians will tell you, actions by 
the federal government are not uniformly good or bad. This is not to suggest that massive govern-
ment regulation is ever helpful, but it is worthwhile to keep in mind that Thomas Paine and Ronald 
Reagan used to say “That government is best that governs least” – not “That government is best 
that EXISTS least.” 
 
 Are there any more examples of how over-regulation helped get us into this mess? 
 
Unfortunately, there are. “Mark to market” accounting procedures, which were mandated last No-
vember as part of the Financial Accounting Standards Board Statement #157 “Fair Value Measure-
ments,” force companies to determine a value for a holding based on the current rate of what it 
could fetch on the market. This was an effort to force more honesty into the market after copious 
accounting scandals in which companies were committing blatant fraud in terms of claiming a 
value for their holdings. As with the goal of eliminating redlining, a worthy goal was pursued with 
haphazard means. Like many of the aspects of this crisis that were brought about by too little 
regulation, this misapplication of regulation failed to take into account what would happen outside 
of normal circumstances. In a market like we’ve seen in the ruinous year of 2008, some aspects of 
financial life simply don’t apply in a rational way. How do you fairly price an asset to sell when the 
entire market for it is crashing? A rolling snowball of paper losses then becomes an avalanche due 
to the chain reaction of a market being forced into a vicious downward spiral. Assets cannot be 
pegged to a market that is out of whack either positively – because that can create “paper win-
nings” that are completely illusory – or negative – because that can fuel an artificial dive of the 
market and eventually, the entire financial system. Previously, holdings were valued based on 
what could be deemed as their historical level of value. 
 
Are there any other major factors relating from over-regulation? 
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Not as such, but we will start breaking down the aspects of under-regulation by looking at an ex-
ample that bridges the two. We’ll deal subsequently with subprime mortgage loans and some of 
the other instruments that were part of the whole “expanding home ownership” climate that pro-
duced the aforementioned Community Reinvestment Act. Most Americans would probably be 
shocked to know that there were mass efforts a few years ago to provide mortgage opportunities 
for illegal immigrants! Columnist Michelle Malkin has written about this extensively, and while 
most of government’s faults here came from a hands-off stance in regards to the situation (from 
the federal apathy about border security on down), one quasi-governmental agency actually made 
matters worse by sticking their fingers in the pie. The Wisconsin Housing and Economic Develop-
ment Authority (WHEDA) got involved by aiding and abetting the process of providing mortgages to 
those who were in this country illegally. Now, leave aside the merits of the immigration debate for 
a moment, because there are those who like the fact that Uncle Sam hasn’t been particularly in-
terested in securing our country’s borders over the years. Different strokes for different folks. But 
whatever your political point of view on the subject, it is indisputable that mortgages for illegal 
immigrants are as risky as they come, inasmuch as the home buyers are subject to being deported 
when their cover is blown! Having an agency associated with state government attempt to regulate 
a process by which this can be accomplished is the most irresponsible betrayal of taxpayers possi-
ble. 
 
OK, but that seems to have more to do with under-regulation of potential homeowners. Give 
me some more examples. 
 
Gladly. To provide a logical segue, we’ll continue with the previous example and how counter-
intuitive the politics were on these matters. Traditionally, Democrats and liberals are associated 
with pleas for regulation and conversely, Republicans and conservatives are considered advocates 
for deregulation. But the old saw about “whose ox is being gored” applies to this situation, as it 
seemingly does with everything in politics. Many Democrats and liberal interest groups were among 
those objecting to the notion of trying to screen illegal immigrants out of the pool of potential 
mortgage recipients – and Republicans and conservative advocacy groups were only too happy to 
get Uncle Sam involved when it came to what they considered an issue of border security and na-
tional sovereignty. But a much stronger example of this came with the Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
breakdowns. 
 
Both of these companies were government sponsored enterprises (GSEs) that were really “neither 
fish nor fowl” in terms of whether they were public or private (and indeed, Fannie Mae was an ac-
tual appendage of the US government for three decades). They were ostensibly independent insti-
tutions, but they were charted by the Congress and carried with them at least the implicit finan-
cial backing of the federal government. As companies designed to increase the pool of liquidity to 
the mortgage industry and thereby make more money available to aspiring homeowners, Fannie 
and Freddie were hugely popular with liberals who saw these enterprises as assisting the disenfran-
chised. As an example, these agencies have had a long and cozy relationship with the Congres-
sional Black Caucus, whose members considered them corporate citizens on the front lines of the 
battle to expand economic opportunity. Thus, political allies of these companies didn’t hesitate in 
1995 to grant them the power to receive affordable housing credit for subprime loans. Now, the 
subprime mortgage situation merits its own discussion, but we’ll define the term for these pur-
poses now: subprime mortages were high-risk loans that were granted to people who had trouble 
for whatever reason securing a loan under traditional circumstances. 
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So with their institutions now more directly facilitating the acquisition of home loans by the eco-
nomically disadvantaged, Fannie and Freddie found themselves the objects of even greater affec-
tion by liberal politicians. Powerful House Financial Services Committee Chairman Barney Frank 
opposed the Bush Administration’s attempt at GSE reform in 2005, as did Senate Banking Commit-
tee Chairman Christopher Dodd. For what it is worth, Fannie and Freddie have been longtime con-
tributors to primarily Democratic candidates for office and many of the recipients of this campaign 
cash just happened to share Fannie and Freddie’s objections to the (unsuccessful) proposed re-
forms. We’ll allow you to connect the dots regarding their lobbying operation, campaign contribu-
tions to key Congressional players and the fact that they successfully eluded the kind of regulation 
that the Bush Administration, John McCain and others had in mind for them. 
 
As such, you had the interesting picture that had liberals opposing further regulation of certain 
enterprises lest they have a chilling effect on the cause of promoting home ownership to a high-
risk segment of the populace – and on the other hand, you had conservatives clamoring for more 
regulation! That certainly seems a bit counter-intuitive, but it fits the D.C. template of promoting 
or opposing efforts based on how your (financial) allies line up on a given issue. Republicans tradi-
tionally didn’t get many campaign contributions from Fannie and Freddie anyway – and for a politi-
cal party that has tried to shake accusations of financial anarchy ever since Ronald Reagan re-
versed America’s course away from higher regulation, well, what better way to prove that you do 
support some regulation? However, they never invested much political capital in the issue, using it 
mostly as a way to blunt the anti-regulation extremist image and the agencies continued uninter-
rupted down their respective paths of doom. 
 
Additionally, there was actual scandal for the Republicans to try to expose as they were seeking to 
burnish at least some regulatory credentials. Falsification of some key accounting measures led to 
some bad headlines for Fannie Mae and some legal problems for key executives, but no structural 
reform in terms of how the company conducted their business. Actually, matters ended up getting 
worse: Fannie and Freddie executives cynically calculated that they needed increased cover from 
their liberal patrons and the best way to accomplish this was to double down on their exposure to 
subprime and other risky loans that held the purported purpose of leading more poor people down 
the path to home ownership. Sadly, the maneuver worked and once the Fannie/Freddie-friendly 
Democratic leadership took over both houses of Congress in the Republican wipeout of ’06, the 
chances of averting this crisis disappeared altogether. 
 
You mentioned those subprime loans and I’ve heard about them and Freddie and Fannie in the 
news. What’s the connection? 
 
Well, as we started to mention, Fannie and Freddie started to become a part of the subprime pic-
ture back during the Clinton Administration. Their moves into that market fit the politically cor-
rect template of helping poor people to achieve home ownership and so their shift in focus was not 
greeted with the scrutiny it deserved. After all, as organizations straddling that sometimes-
nebulous line between public and private, they were viewed in a unique light by many – too big to 
fail. The thought was that if these companies ended up making any catastrophic mistakes that Un-
cle Sam would bail them out – which happened recently. So when the subprimes hit the fan, We 
The People ended up shouldering some of the responsibility in an attempt to keep stable the $6 
trillion in mortgages in this country that they either own or guarantee. 
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So Fannie and Freddie got involved in subprime loans and bad consequences resulted. You 
mentioned that subprimes are inherently high-risk, but risky loans have been around since the 
beginning of time. How did these instruments end up imperiling our entire financial system? 
 
You have heard this situation referred to as a “housing bubble,” right? 
 
Yes. 
 
Well, the overall housing market was highly susceptible to dangerous influence from subprime 
loans and other similar methods of financing mortgages, such as adjustable rate mortgages, which 
left many people of the people who chose not to lock in their lending rate completely unprepared 
when it rose on them. Perhaps the most radical form of permissiveness came in the form of the 
“Ninja loan” – No Income, No Job, No Assets. As with the part about facilitating mortgages for ille-
gal immigrants, we feel compelled to note that we are not making this up. Some financial institu-
tions decided to grant the significant loans inherent in mortgage packages to folks with no income, 
no job and no assets! 
 
How was that even remotely possible? 
 
It goes back to what we said about a “housing bubble” and the very nature of what constitutes a 
bubble in the business sense. It’s the notion that assets in a given market can only rise. 
 
Think back to the dot-com boom. So many Internet-based companies were valued way out of 
whack with what any of the fundamental statistics would have recommended, simply because the 
notion of “what goes up must come down” was not at all in play. In fairness to those who got 
caught up in that way of thinking, the Internet provided such immense advancements in so many 
areas of economic life that it was easy to imagine that basic rules of financial gravity might not 
apply in exactly the same way with such an explosive medium. But, seemingly justified or not, a 
classic “bubble mentality” was at work. 
 
The same concept applied exactly to the American housing market, which was already on the rise 
coming into the new millennium in part due to Fannie and Freddie’s aforementioned actions which 
were taken with the goal of increasing home ownership in mind. Shortly after the twenty-first cen-
tury began, the economy shouldered two body-blows in two years: the bursting of the dot-com 
bubble and 9/11. A recession was inevitable; the only question was how long it would linger and 
how severe it would be. 
 
Fed Chairman Alan Greenspan’s decades at the epicenter of global monetary policy had taught him 
that consumer purchasing power (and a high tolerance for debt) was the element that drove the 
American economy. In tough times, he knew that his countrymen would spend if they perceived 
that their home equity rendered them economically secure. So, with no fear of the housing bubble 
that would ensue, the Fed slashed the Federal funds rate all the way down to 1.75%. This fueled a 
refinancing boom that allowed homeowners to take profit from their rising home values and it 
helped keep the economy going strong as Greenspan hoped.  Low fixed rates and low initial rates 
on adjustable mortgages also caused homes to be treated as commodities. A great many people 
took out extravagant loans just to finance the purchase of homes they would never occupy. Why? 
For the purpose of “flipping” the homes, or reselling them quickly for profit. In a climate where 
home values were thought to be immune to the laws of gravity, many people treated their home 
equity as an irreversible asset and spent accordingly. 
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Many homeowners gave into greed when they saw the dollar signs, a greed that was mirrored by so 
many predatory lenders. The high-risk loans we have spoken of can be dangerous enough to the 
economy – when offered by folks like those who have gone to jail for committing fraud in these 
matters the past few years, the effect can be devastating. 
 
So as with the dot-com mania, an irrational mindset had clearly set in, just as it has with countless 
bubbles before and doubtless will happen on and off for the rest of human history. As long as the 
bubble has not occurred previously in the same industry, all but a few lonely voices in the wind are 
generally unable to spot the danger signs until it is too late. In a housing bubble, with the notion 
that prime properties can only appreciate in perpetuity, it’s not irrational to lend money to citi-
zens who could legally be deported at a moment’s notice. In a housing bubble, it’s not irrational to 
give out Ninja loans because of the belief that equity in the house alone can enrich someone with 
no income, job or assets. And in a housing bubble, subprime and other high-risk loans can do dis-
proportionate damage to the economy because they were extended – and sought – so freely. 
 
So a lot of people defaulted on high-risk loans. I don’t know a tremendous amount about the 
economy, but it seems hard to believe the high foreclosure rates alone brought us to this point 
of ruin. 
 
They didn’t. These defaults were just part of a very lethal cocktail. 
 
Over the past three decades, a process called securitization has grown like kudzu on Wall Street. It 
involves repackaging loans into securities that are sold to investors. 
 
Subprime and other high-risk loans were bundled into these securities and pushed off onto other 
parts of the economy. Theoretically, risk was being spread and collectively negated in this process. 
In reality, it was the equivalent of taking a vial full of lethal disease in a lab and spreading it 
widely in small doses. Here was where the popping of the housing bubble caused havoc, because as 
homeowners defaulted on their high-risk loans and the downward spiral in real estate prices re-
sulted, the subprime disease coursed through the bloodstream of the economy with demented 
abandon. 
 
I understand how many homeowners and lenders gave in to greed during a housing bubble. 
That makes sense. But how could the contagion spread to other parts of the economy? Did the 
lenders really think somebody else could be left “holding the bag” with these risky mortgages? 
 
Yes, they did. One unfortunate element that shows up in any bubble is the tendency for bad actors 
to make greedy decisions and push off the consequences on to somebody else and this instance 
was no exception. 
 
The concept of “moral hazard” explains this: when a party believes they are insulated from risk, 
they behave in artificial ways that end up harming the market. In this instance, lenders were 
happy to push off the risky mortgages they sold into securities that would only end up hurting 
other suckers. 
 
But where did the lenders find suckers? Nobody would willingly purchase securities that had a 
good chance of becoming worthless. 
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Of course there were special circumstances that allowed tainted securities to cause damage in the 
markets, as it is obvious that nobody would willingly take the gross risks these securities offered. 
Wall Street’s rating agencies pegged many of these securities as a much safer bet than circum-
stances later indicated was warranted. Why? Standard & Poor’s referred to what it called 
“unprecedented levels of misrepresentation and fraud, combined with potentially shoddy initial 
loan data. So the ratings agencies, which are responsible for collectively setting the standards for 
how to evaluate the reliability of securities, were fed fraudulent information in some instances 
and as a result, many of the securities containing high-risk loans were misperceived as safer than 
they really were. 
 
Does this explain why so many large institutions have been caught up in this? Even AIG – an 
insurance company – required an $85 billion assist from the government to remain in business 
recently. 
 
Yes, it does. To further explain, we need to work just a few more definitions into the mix. 
 
Derivatives are instruments that are supposed to facilitate the process of conducting transactions 
involving debt – such as the aforementioned securities – but they are obviously unable to function 
as they are supposed to if the information about the risk involved with the securities is inaccurate. 
This is especially true for the subset of derivatives known as credit default swaps, which are sup-
posed to measure the creditworthiness of companies. One can readily understand why credit de-
fault swaps would be dependent on accurate information about the risks involved in subprime 
loans that were bundled into some of these securities! 
 
Derivatives in general increase the extent to which major institutions are interconnected – which 
brings us back full-circle to why the government has had to rescue some of these companies this 
year. They have spread like wildfire, from $100 trillion in 2002 to $516 trillion just five years later 
(for what it’s worth, the entire US money supply is a “mere” $15 trillion). During this span, Warren 
Buffett, universally regarded as one of the world’s wisest investors, put great time and expense 
into the effort of ridding his Berkshire Hathaway company of derivatives because they terrified 
him: he just couldn’t figure out how they were supposed to operate as promised without present-
ing horrific risk. He called them a “time bomb” and “financial weapons of mass destruction,” and 
he has been proven right as the domino effect of one company being toppled after another has 
pointed out the frightening fragility of the entire market. In all, there is a tremendous amount of 
leverage between institutions that is completely outside the purview of federal regulators. This is 
rather remarkable in light of the influence that those wielding this leverage have been shown to 
have over our entire financial system. 
 
So in this crisis, we had overregulation, with the government reacting to redlining in an inap-
propriate way by facilitating bad loans just to help more poor people own homes. We had more 
overregulation with mark to market accounting requirements that forced companies to price 
their assets to a plunging market that just fueled an overall death spiral for values. We had 
underregulation in terms of lax oversight of the mortgage operations at Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac, as well as with lax lending standards and all of the misrepresentation with high-
risk loans in general. From there, bad loans getting packaged into securities poisoned the mar-
ket, as did the fact that derivatives connected so many major players of the market and all but 
insured that the collapse of one major institution could threaten several others. Is there any-
thing else? 
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Sadly, there is. Many politicians have been using “short sellers” as a political punching bag. Inves-
tors who practice short selling are essentially placing bets that a stock’s value will decrease by 
borrowing the stock, then actually purchasing it later on – with the hopes that a profit will ensue 
from the previously agreed-upon price and what the investor believes will be a lower price at the 
time the transaction actually occurs. In and of itself, there is nothing wrong with this practice and 
indeed, it helps contribute to the equilibrium of the market and keeps institutions honest. But 
there is a sinister variation of the practice that just fueled the “perfect storm” that brought this 
country’s finances to the precipice. 
 
“Naked short selling” involved going through the short process, sans the actual borrowing of stock. 
So essentially, they don’t have to risk anything in order to chase their profit. A great many naked 
short sellers can best be likened to pirates, who ruthlessly reduce companies to ruins, then feast 
on the remains. Not all abusive short sellers are of the naked variety, however – we at FDH knew a 
rather reprehensible individual who bragged after 9/11 about how much money he was making by 
shorting stocks that were plummeting at that time. And whether naked or clothed, short sellers 
looking to make a quick and crooked buck can use all types of nefarious means to drive down the 
price of stocks in order to enrich themselves. The SEC is presently investigating whether bogus ru-
mor campaigns illegally drove down the price of Bear Stearns and Lehman Brothers stock before 
both of these institutions collapsed. To make matters worse, in 2007 the SEC eliminated the 
“uptick rule,” which ended up facilitating short selling at record levels. While the SEC has offi-
cially been working to stop naked short selling all along, their level of attention to the problem has 
come under question. In what seems to be a tacit admission that they did not fully appreciate 
some of the problems that short selling excesses can impose on the market, in September the SEC 
temporarily banned shorting the stocks of 799 financial companies. 
 
Let’s bring this full circle. You alluded in one of your first answers about how Wall Street is the 
engine of the economy and how the crisis there is going to topple Main Street. No offense, but 
I’d rather not take your word for that. Sketch out how exactly this connects to the lives of or-
dinary Americans. 
 
No offense taken. People can’t be blamed for taking the notion of major financial institutions 
needing taxpayer help on faith, especially given their incessant lobbying for favors in D.C. The 
aforementioned fact that a bill designed to hold off a grave national emergency couldn’t pass 
without some odious pork pretty much proves that it’s impossible to be too cynical about money 
and Congress. Additionally, the answers you have read thus far about this crisis indicate that 
greed, especially relating to the housing bubble, fueled this nightmare and it’s human nature to 
want to see bad guys punished and not rewarded. 
 
But in this case, Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke are correct 
that the crisis is so grave that it threatens a total collapse of the world financial system – a sort of 
“Mad Max Beyond Thunderdome” scenario where life as we know it is ended. Think of the worst 
Y2K fears as a realistic baseline for expectations. 
 
Whether on the left or the right, opposition to this bailout seemed to forget the notion that no 
man is an island, especially in a global economy that we have already stated is completely inter-
connected. Left-wing congressmen fulminated against their favorite villains, evil businessmen who 
drove Mercedes. Those on the right who happily rubber-stamped every Big Government initiative 
during the Bush Administration chose this particular moment to demonstrate their free market 
bona fides and bemoan the march of “socialism.” 
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Some observers have long theorized that the political spectrum is not actually a straight line, but 
rather a circle in which people at the extremes actually overlap in some of their beliefs. We have 
seen this recently in foreign policy with some on the left and the right opposing the Iraq War for 
different reasons and it’s not unusual for “strange bedfellows” to align on different issues, but this 
level of agreement on an economic matter is most unusual. Those on the left are notorious for be-
lieving that rich people live in a universe of their own, completely unconnected to anything relat-
ing to the rest of us and that they can be taxed punitively and otherwise treated harshly with no 
harmful affect to the rest of us. So at least those who voted against this bill on the basis of class 
warfare were being true to their own beliefs, as disconnected from economic reality as they are. 
Conversely, those on the right who opposed the bill are, by and large, aware of the interconnected 
reality of the modern world and should have been aware of the damage that a domino effect can 
inflict on Main Street. 
 
So what the ultimate consequences of failing to arrest this situation? Two realities at the moment 
are particularly horrifying: 
 
^ LIBOR is the rate at which banks all over the world lend to one another. Essentially, it’s the basis 
for lending worldwide and it hit a new high this past week in the midst of the global crisis. 
 
^ Commercial paper is a money-market security that businesses routinely use to finance short-term 
debt. Because of the effects of the Lehman Brothers crash in mid-September, the market for com-
mercial paper has all but been destroyed at this time. Fearing that this once-stable form of invest-
ment is now unsafe because of the number of large companies that may be following Lehman 
Brothers into Chapter 11, buyers of commercial paper – at least at reasonable prices – are quite 
scarce. 
 
With LIBOR and the commercial paper markets completely haywire, this picture is at long last con-
nected back to Main Street. As we mentioned repeatedly, this entire economy runs on credit, both 
on a consumer and a business level. Something needed to transpire to get the banks and other fi-
nancial institutions out of the fetal position and willing to lend money again, because the whole 
system shuts down otherwise – and we are frighteningly close to that already. 
 
This bailout will allow the federal government to buy up as much as $700 billion in “toxic debt” 
from the nation’s banks. The government will try to rebuild the value of the assets for resale at a 
later date, while theoretically the banks will be able to get their books in much healthier order 
and be able to start priming the economy with the capacity to loan money once again. That’s the 
hope, anyway, because the consequences of failure are unthinkable. 
 
Just one more question: what’s the most important thing to implement to avoid a repeat of 
this situation, assuming we don’t all get pitched off the abyss first? 
 
A solution along the lines of the Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) would seem to be called for 
here. Knowing full well that individual members of Congress would never cast a vote to shut down 
a military base just in their home state or district, BRAC was set up in the late 1980s as a blue-
ribbon commission with the authority to compile a master list and schedule for military bases to be 
shuttered. Then, the recommendations were submitted to Congress for an up-or-down vote to be 
sent to the president to be signed into law. This proved to be the only possible way to get Congress 
to put aside the parochial concerns of individual states and districts and vote to put the national 
interest first in terms of allocating defense resources in the best way. 
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The next Congress needs to set up a federal commission to study the nation’s regulatory processes 
for the market top-to-bottom, taking into account some of the aforementioned financial inventions 
and trends of recent decades. In addition to rewriting the laws from the ground up, means of ob-
taining cooperation with other regulatory agencies around the globe dealing with similar issues 
should be obtained as well. The guiding principles should be the ones laid out here in terms of 
enough regulation to avoid chaos and not enough to lead to bureaucratic inefficiency at the other 
end of the spectrum. The BRAC process is a good model for what needs to be done here, because if 
the lessons of this crisis have reinforced once and for all what a lost art statesmanship is in Wash-
ington, D.C. 

The Nate Silver Thumb on the Scale 
October 13, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
It's a good thing that I've got a capacity for dealing with complexity, because I'm about to do some 
carving up on someone whose skills I do really admire. 
 
Although it is not a fantasy-oriented site per se, as somebody involved in the fantasy sports indus-
try I can't help but take my hat off to the crew at Baseball Prospectus. Their brand, like the FDH 
one, is predicated on getting you to look at the subject matter in a new light. PECOTA is, and I'm 
not being facetious or mocking when I say this, one of the greatest inventions I have seen in my 
lifetime in terms of inventing a revolutionary perspective. BP's Nate Silver is the inventor of PE-
COTA. 
 
This year, he brought another outstanding product on to the market, 538.com, a political website 
that breaks down stats and trends sabermetrics-style. As somebody with a strong interest in both 
baseball and politics, I was interested to see somebody invent a manner to bridge the gap between 
the two in terms of predictive analysis. Job very well done. 
 
Having said that, though, the well-deserved praise for creating the site is clearly getting to Silver 
and his sidekick Sean Quinn. While they freely admit that they are voting for Obama for president 
(side note: I find it strange and inexplicable that so many members of the baseball intelligencia 
have radically different politics than mine -- if anything, I would think that more of them would 
have a strong American traditionalist vibe), their admirable honesty about their intentions does 
not restore the credibility they lose with their constant passive-aggressive jabs at the McCain/Palin 
ticket. And it does not restore any of the sheen they lost with their unprofessional meltdown on 
the pioneers of this-here Internet polling mashup business, Real Clear Politics. 
 
Apparently, Nate'n'Sean objected to RCP's methodology because: 
 
A) it's not totally transparent 
AND 
B) RCP's polls dared cut against the grain of polling that showed the Obamessiah with an insur-
mountable lead 
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To answer the first part of the tirade, it's nobody's business what RCP's exact methodology is and I 
applaud them for refusing to make it public just because a new competitor nipping at their heels 
decrees that they must (maybe after an Obama win, Silver and the boys can get Nancy Pelosi to 
convene a Stalinist show trial to banish the peeps from RCP to an American gulag). To answer the 
second part of the tirade, people should be free to draw their own conclusions about the effec-
tiveness of RCP poll averages. Silver himself concedes the obvious, that it's in the best interest for 
people to believe that 538 has passed the old brand in the dust. 
 
But that's never going to happen as long as 538 maintains such a nauseating blend of sanctimony 
and propaganda. It's blatantly obvious that they're trying to create an environment of inevitability 
for Obama with their "analysis" on the race -- while at the same time calling out John McIntyre of 
RCP for "bias" that he never even openly utters on his site. Basically, Nate Silver and his sidekick 
want the freedom to shill like Kos about how big a can of whoopass Obama is going to open with-
out being held to the same standards of accountability that he desires for RCP. 
 
Now, I'll grant that 538's methodology is more transparent than RCP's. It's possible that their polling 
averages are more accurate than RCP's -- I'm not getting into that argument one way or another 
because I frankly don't understand all of the ins and outs of what they're doing -- but they're never 
going to convince anybody of that as long as their constant passive-aggressive propagandizing for 
Obama and potshots at those not in the tank for Obama continue. 
 
Nate, you created PECOTA and a political site that I read every day because it is compelling in 
spite of the fact that the slanted "analysis" makes me want to puke. You're better than that. 

A Form Apology Letter for “Obama Conservatives” 
October 19, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
We've heard much this year about the phenomenon of the so-called Obamacons: opinion leaders on 
the right who are voting for Barack Obama for president this year as a result of their disgust about 
the direction of the country under eight years of George Bush and their unhappiness with John 
McCain's deviation from conservative principles over the years. I disagree completely with the con-
clusions they draw while understanding that their dissatisfaction is valid. 
 
For that matter, I believe that a close friend of mine fits the profile of the individual I painted 
above. He has made no definitive public pronouncement, and I have far too much respect to ask 
him outright (one inconsequential vote is not worth jeopardizing a friendship over -- although the 
comsymp credo of "the personal is political" explains why so many on the left don't have enough 
respect for their friends and family to keep from berating them into voting for their chosen candi-
date), so I'm just reading the tea leaves and I could be wrong. To this point, he's elected to be dis-
creet in announcing his preference, although I stress again that my respect for him is completely 
unconditional. But I want to separate anybody like him from the group that I am about to goof on, 
because there are those who are climbing aboard the "spread the wealth around" train purely for 
the attention. This column is specifically addressed to publicity-addicted "Obamacons of Conven-
ience." 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 190) 



A Form Apology Letter for “Obama Conservatives” 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 189) 
Take Chris Buckley, for example, who got the attention he wanted for his new book by basically 
forcing National Review to disassociate themselves from his views -- before he played the martyr. 
There are others as well in the right-wing media who may not be openly endorsing Obama, but 
who in their criticism of Sarah Palin specifically (who represents the one decision McCain has em-
phatically gotten right) are signaling that they are very comfortable having Obama win the elec-
tion. This means you, Peggy Noonan, Kathleen Parker, New York Times phony house "conservative" 
David Brooks and neocon warmonger David Frum. Actually, for as much as I think Buckley's being 
an attention whore, at least he's got the courage of his "convictions" compared to these other pas-
sive-aggressive folks taking their little potshots. 
 
But we've seen this story before: conservatives who defected to Bill Clinton or Ross Perot in 1992. 
Now, as a fresh-faced youth at the time who really wanted Pat Buchanan to stick it to "King 
George" in the primaries that year, I found myself in a similar position in the fall, supporting what I 
saw as the lesser of two evils and shaking my head in bewilderment at those alleged righties who 
went on TV to proclaim either Clinton or Perot (who was nothing but Clinton's stalking horse) as 
the better option for conservatives! 
 
Now, Buckley has spoken of how Republicans deserve to lose this time, and if this weren't a zero-
sum game where somebody else then deserves to win, I'd agree with him. But as crummy as the 
GOP did with unified control of government from 2003-2006 (and the first five months of 2001), 
the Democrats have done even worse since the 2006 midterm elections. Somebody needs to tell 
Chris Buckley that this ain't a squash game down at the old country club: the country will collec-
tively suffer the consequences if hard-left Nancy Pelosi and her puppets in the Senate and execu-
tive branch lead this country off a cliff in the next four years. "So-and-so deserves to lose" is an 
infantile argument; elections are about who is better poised to handle the next four years -- or, 
sadly, as has been the case ever since Ronald Reagan left the scene, which of the two bozos on the 
ballot is the lesser of two evils. 
 
Inevitably, many who supported Clinton or Perot had their regrets, as will the pundits knifing 
McCain who still are capable of reflection and intellectual honesty. So in the eternal spirit of help-
fulness, I present a template that will come in handy for the Chris Buckleys of the world in the 
next four years, The Obamacon Apology Form Letter. With a crystal ball, it can almost serve as a 
form of Mad Libs! 
 
Dear readers: 
In 2008, I let my frustrations about the Bush Administration and John McCain's many imperfections 
get the best of me. Indeed, I went so far as to suggest that we would be better off with the candi-
date to whom I regrettably steered many votes through my writing, President Obama. Insane, I 
know, what was I thinking? 
The only thing I can say is that I was blinded by my dissatisfaction and I grasped for any alternative 
in another direction without doing my due diligence. When Obama spoke of "spreading the wealth 
around," I found it merely a colorful expression of his desire to help people. Little did I know that 
it was a hint of the __________ yet to come, the federal act that forced __________ into 
__________ and caused the calamity of __________ . 
Additionally, I had no idea that his pacifist international policies would yield the results that they 
did. The horrible nuclear __________ on __________ was truly a frightening spectacle, and the 
wider __________ in __________ was something I would have found unthinkable back in 2008. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 191) 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 190) 
And while I knew that Obama had expressed sympathies for those of different "orientations," little 
did I know what form that would take. The __________ Act of 2009 haunts me to this day. Those 
poor sheep! 
Anyway, I have learned my lesson and I'm ready to support anybody who can lead us out of these 
miserable times in the 2012 election. Yes, even Sarah Palin, who I badmouthed for no good reason 
back in '08. 
Please accept my apology, 
Sincerely, 
Dumbass "Conservative" Attention Whore  

Grumpy Contrarian Political Takes 
November 2, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
There's nothing like a political climate highly unfavorable to your point of view to bring grumpiness 
to the surface. As somebody who came of age during Ronald Reagan's excellent presidency of the 
1980s, it has been painful to see an administration over the past eight years led by a man who 
claimed to run as his heir, but has: 
 
^ run away from several key policies, government spending coming immediately to mind 
 
^ been incompetent at administering some of the key functions of government, with the war in 
Iraq from mid-'03 to mid-'07 coming immediately to mind 
 
^ been incompetent in communicating the successes his administration did have, with the concrete 
moves made to keep the homeland safe over the last eight years coming immediately to mind 
 
I don't really identify myself as a Republican, inasmuch as ideology comes first to me, but that's 
the brand I almost always vote at the presidential level ("Go, Pat, Go" in '00 being my exception!) 
and will again this year -- and that's why the Republican low tide depresses me so much. When 
push comes to shove, I do invariably root for what I know to be the lesser of two evils, so this po-
litical climate puts me in a bad mood. As a columnist, though, it does give me a chance to vent a 
little bit, so here are the points that are riling me up the most these days. 
 
RECORD TURNOUT IS BAD, NOT GOOD: You say record numbers of voters, I say record numbers of 
dumb voters. I understand that this country got away from the poll tax for a good reason and that 
we can't screen out voters because they are the wrong race, creed or religion. That would be un-
American. But stupidity and ignorance are chosen traits. Isn't there some kind of basic citizenship 
test we can administer to people? I'll never forget the first presidential campaign I worked on as a 
young'un, Bush Senior 20 years ago (may God forgive me for that) and encountering a potential 
voter who had NEVER HEARD OF HIM after eight years in national office (to say nothing of his previ-
ous record). This woman's vote, I thought to myself, counts exactly the same as mine. What a 
country. I'm thinking the same thing these days as I see the parade of ignoramuses on my television 
daily proclaiming how the Obamessiah will save us all. Note also that my argument focuses entirely 
on the destructiveness to our system that results when uninformed people sully it with misin-
formed ideas and does not even touch upon the fraud that ACORN and their allies on that side of 
the political spectrum have perpetrated in terms of illegally pumping up the voter rolls. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 192) 



Grumpy Contrarian Political Takes 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 191) 
THIS IS A CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC, NOT A DEMOCRACY: Shallow morons have been conflating 
the two concepts since the beginning of time, but it seems to get worse every year. In a democ-
racy, we the people would vote directly on issues such as war in Iraq; instead, we vote for repre-
sentatives to judge these issues and then we hold them accountable. The decline of our country's 
level of education is well-marked by the inability of people to understand this basic concept. 
 
THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS A POLITICAL FACT-CHECKER: With all due respect to the folks at 
FactCheck.org and many of their doppelgangers, who I do not believe perpetrate a conscious po-
litical agenda based on what I have seen, they promise something that quite simply cannot be de-
livered: universal truth in terms of sorting out promises and accusations in political commercials. 
This is not to say that they don't work hard (they do) or never make any good points (they often 
do). But their role of "watchdogs" is completely overblown. They cannot with any certainty assess 
the outcomes of proposed policies on both sides; many claims made by opposing sides in terms of 
the effects of certain policies have to fall under the nebulous "agree to disagree" banner. In the 
aftermath of Willie Horton and other aspects of the GOP campaign in 1988 that the delicate media 
proclaimed to be among the most shameful in American political history, the whole "fact check" 
industry emerged and has been making irresponsible claims about the ability to deliver universal 
truth ever since. Universal truth comes from only one place and He hasn't decided to state a direct 
opinion in our political races yet. 

The Real Agenda the Obama Voters Approved 
November 7, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
For anyone who willfully ignored anything during the campaign except mindless mantras of “hope” 
and “change” (this does not describe all Obama voters, but certainly several that I know personally 
and doubtless represents a great deal more), here are the points that people can whine about af-
ter the fact and pretend that they had no way of knowing about ahead of time – if they don’t want 
to do the right and brave thing and own exactly what their vote was in this election year. 
 
 ^ layoffs and other economic dampening resulting from “raising taxes only on the rich” 
 
^ drastic cuts in defense spending and the message our country’s enemies will extrapolate from 
that 
 
^ seeing George W. Bush’s drastic and irresponsible expansion of the federal budget – and raising it 
exponentially 
 
^ gay marriage 
 
^ removal of a secret ballot in union elections 
 
^ erasing every restriction to complete abortion-on-demand and taxpayer funding for Third World 
abortions 
 
^ using the federal bailout as a steppingstone to further takeover of American industry 
 
^ moving from offense against terrorists to reading them their rights and shutting down Gitmo 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 193) 
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(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 192) 
^ appointment of judges to the federal bench who choose to legislate unilaterally rather than in-
terpret the Constitution, thus moving us further down the road to banana republic status 
 
^ not even pretending to care about enforcing the Mexican border 
 
^ Iran/Russia/Venezuela veto control over American foreign policy 
 
^ shredding of the Second Amendment through crippling gun taxes, restrictive laws and the end of 
concealed carry 
 
^ restoration of the “Fairness Doctrine,” a mandate that would essentially (allowing for poetic li-
cense!) allow Nancy Pelosi to throw anybody she doesn’t like off of the public airwaves 
 
^ renouncing the effort to honor the sacrifices of our troops in Iraq by getting the job finished cor-
rectly – instead pulling them out according to asinine arbitrary timetables instead of continuing the 
pullout according to the pace of events on the ground 
 
^ bankrupting of the clean coal industry and anyone else who stands in the way of Al Gore’s pro-
posed throwback to prehistoric times 

Festivus Grievances: McCain Post-Mortem Edition 
November 16, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
With a tip of the hat to the excellent Cleveland sports blog Waiting for Next Year for the idea, I’ve 
compiled some Festivus grievances for the McCain campaign. Festivus, for those of you sadly not 
up on all things Seinfeld, was a holiday that Frank Costanza invented as an antidote to the com-
mercialism of Christmas. It involves letting those around you know the various ways in which they 
have disappointed you. So, without any further ado, let’s “celebrate” those who took a bad hand 
in terms of the political climate and shredded what was left of it! 
 
^ THE IMBECILES WHO RAN THE CAMPAIGN: What better place to start than at the top of the machin-
ery? Steve Schmidt, who preened like a third-world junta leader atop the McCain campaign, was 
chief among the Karl Rove wannabes who deployed their idiotic tactics one presidential campaign 
too late. One of Schmidty’s grand ideas was to try to win every news cycle, which led to the full-
court press on the infamous “lipstick on the pig” flap, which came right before the global financial 
crisis in September. Hey, nothing says we’re the campaign with the ideas for tomorrow like beating a 
dead pig just to try to gain cynical momentary advantage, right? Oh, and let’s not forget to mention 
that these Rove worshippers tried to copy the “51% strategy” in a horribly unfriendly climate – but 
completely neglected the Rove “ground game” that helped put George Bush over the top in a num-
ber of key states! Use the bad strategy, don’t use the effective organizational tactics. Oooooohkay. 
Then, when these jerks ran the ship square into the iceberg, they turned their wrath on Sarah Palin – 
on background, of course, because those who maligned her are gutless cowards. I completely en-
dorse the efforts of those at RedState in their “Operation Leper” campaign, which is dedicated to 
blackballing those pathetic operatives who have tried to knife the governor to save their own hide. 
The fact that Nicolle Wallace felt it necessary to make a groveling performance on national televi-
sion praising Mrs. Palin was very satisfying indeed and it proves that the insiders realize that there is 
a price to be paid for backstabbing the potential next Republican presidential nominee. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 194) 



Festivus Grievances: McCain Post-Mortem Edition 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 193) 
^ THE NOMINEE HIMSELF: John McCain is a hero, as has been stated in this space previously. And 
it’s true that only a candidate with his track record of independence from standard Republican 
policies could have been competitive in a climate so fouled by George W. Bush. But the fact is that 
his basic political philosophies, while conservative more often that not, are sufficiently untethered 
to a coherent worldview to keep him from being able to enunciate clear positions at critical times. 
The way that he flopped like a fish out of water when the financial crisis hit comes to mind and 
it’s no accident that the polls showed he and Barack Obama as ships passing permanently in the 
night at that very moment. From the ridiculous “campaign suspension” to the Tourette’s-like 
spewing into microphones about various half-baked solutions to his inability to lead the House Re-
publicans towards a solution to the bailout when he put his entire campaign’s credibility on the 
line, McCain did much to underachieve even in a bad political year for his party. The only time he 
ever had the advantage over Obama was when he put Sarah Palin on the ticket and yet McCain still 
stayed quiet for days after the election as the backstabbers he employed tried to destroy her fu-
ture. To an extent, McCain has had to deal with more political frustration than most relatively suc-
cessful pols ever do, inasmuch as he inherited a terrible atmosphere this year from Bush, when he 
surely would have done much better than Bush eight years ago and beat Al Gore like a drum. But 
this doesn’t excuse at all his complete inability to harness his various strengths and make a com-
pelling case to the American public. His debate performances against Obama repeatedly failed to 
make the case about why his opponent should have been unacceptable to the nation. In the end, 
McCain’s performance left plenty of what-ifs for the aftermath. 
 
^ THE MAN BEQUEATHING THE PARTY: Let there be no doubt. George W. Bush helped elect Nancy 
Pelosi as House Speaker, Harry Reid as Senate Majority Leader and now Barack Obama as the 44th 
President of the United States. It’s been amusing to see longtime Bush enablers like neocon Hugh 
Hewitt mention that the president didn’t want to waste any political capital defending himself 
from absurd attacks, as though his unilateral surrender in the court of public opinion was somehow 
heroic instead of a betrayal of everyone who voted for him. Somewhere along the way, the con-
tempt for the polls that Dick Cheney showed, as the first vice president in modern times who 
would not be running for the top job someday, morphed into a White House-wide “That’s OK, his-
tory will vindicate us like it did Harry Truman” cult of mass delusion. Bush had plenty of failures 
(such as four years of a bloody stalemate in Iraq, Katrina, an orgy of federal spending), but worst 
of all, he couldn’t communicate his successes (protection of the homeland and improving the fed-
eral judiciary) and the areas where the public would be correct to rally around him. His abdication 
of presidential leadership in the face of the coordinated attacks on him was unpresidential in the 
extreme and self-defeating, because he gave the American people no reason to doubt the growing 
consensus that he is one of the worst presidents in (at least recent) history. As such, he fueled the 
bitter anti-Republican climate, helped kneecap his would-be successor and left himself in the un-
enviable position of only being able to look better in the eyes of history if subsequent presidents 
see horrific terrorist attacks on American soil. I wouldn’t go looking for any “Reappraising the Bush 
Legacy” specials on the History Channel anytime soon if I were him.  
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Have Yourself a Secular Little Christmas 
December 6, 2008 
By Tony Mazur 
 
Ah, Christmas. The time where we spend hours at malls and shopping centers, searching for the 
perfect gift. The time where we fight over whose house we go over for dinner. The time where we 
freak out about which room the in-laws are sleeping in. With all of these factors on our mind, 
many of us forget that Christmas is indeed a religious holiday. 
 
In the Capitol building in Olympia, Washington, a Christmas tree and a Nativity scene are dis-
played. Of course, a Nativity scene in a government building would be completely offensive, so 
instead of removing the religious-themed display, Washington Governor Christine Gregoire decided 
to include a little something for non-Christians. 
 
Next to Baby Jesus, Mary, Joseph, the ox and ass, and the Magi lays a sign for the atheists and ag-
nostics that reads: "There are no gods, no devils, no angels, no heaven or hell. There is only our 
natural world. Religion is but myth and superstition that hardens hearts and enslaves minds." 
 
This, for all Christians, should be offensive. I'm not someone who typically gets offended by the 
elements in our disgusting, progressive-minded society, but this angers me. Christmas is a Christian 
holiday, but it has been cleansed of all Christianity. Even the story of Santa Claus is strictly nonde-
nominational. Kids are only taught that Santa Claus is an obese man in a red getup who comes 
bearing presents. 
 
I would be giving the same speech if that offensive sign were placed next to a Menorah. 
 
I respect faith. I may not believe in what you preach, but I respect the fact that you have faith in 
something. I will also respect an individual who does not believe in a particular religion, but don't 
make it your goal to press your agnostic agenda on those who have faith. If the story of Christmas 
offends you if you're an atheist or agnostic, that's fine. Don't celebrate Christmas. Don't celebrate 
Easter. Don't make myself and other Christians feel like criminals because you denounce religion. 
 
(Funny thing is, you don't hear atheists come down on Islam. They will burn crosses and the Star of 
David, but will be surprisingly silent when it comes to Islam, since they do not want to offend Mus-
lims.) 
 
Throughout this Christmas season, when you're running around from store to store, purchasing gifts 
and food, stop for a second to think about the reason for the season. And for those who make it 
their agenda to take 'Christ' out of 'Christmas', get lost. Take your secular agenda elsewhere. 
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If Pelosi Wears the Pants, Obama is Screwed 
December 21, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
Politico has reported that House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has informed new Obama Administration 
enforcer Rahm Emanuel that she is not going to be "triangulated." That reference appears to be 
invoking the Clinton era, when Bubba tried to position himself as more centrist than the Congres-
sional Republicans and Democrats who were jousting over legislation. Clearly, San Fran Nan doesn't 
want a repeat of those days, with Barack Obama looking moderate at her expense and selling out 
their precious "progressive values." 
 
Well, Emanuel is supposedly a tough guy who was brought in to help rein in the large Democratic 
majorities and help get bills passed on Obama's terms, so notwithstanding his climb through the 
ranks under Pelosi in the House, it's hard to believe that he was cowed by her threats. 
 
As an ideologue on the other side, I'm more than a bit amused by this intramural squabbling. But as 
a student of history, I'm equally intrigued by what lessons have been drawn from the recent past. 
 
In 1977, Jimmy Carter assumed the presidency after having run against Washington D.C. during the 
campaign. He came in with huge majorities in both houses of Congress, but party loyalty played 
little role in how the executives and legislators conducted themselves -- the struggle for primacy 
on both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue concluded almost inevitably in Ted Kennedy challenging the 
prez for reelection. Carter's inability to get along with Bob Byrd and Tip O'Neill doomed him to one 
term just as surely as the Iran hostage situation and brutal economic mismanagement. 
 
Sixteen years after Carter came to office, Bill Clinton took over after a campaign of his own that 
bashed D.C., but he put that rhetoric aside almost immediately. His immediate toadying to Con-
gressional barons poisoned his image and led straight to the GOP takeover of both chambers in 
1994. From there, he switched to triangulation as a means of survival, at least until a gullible pub-
lic boosted his popularity to new heights when he posed as a victim after being caught lying under 
oath years later. 
 
So Carter started his (only) term as confrontational and stayed in that mode, paying a steep price. 
Clinton overcompensated in his read of history, only to swing back to a middle path when that 
proved to be a disaster. 
 
Pelosi is now laying down the law to the Obama team, insisting that she will fight any move to cut 
moderate deals to move legislation. Govern from the hard left or not at all, she is saying. I have 
maintained all along that Obama is smarter than many around him, as his transition is proving thus 
far. He knows that following Pelosi off the left-wing cliff will doom him -- and you can ask the 
"Right Reverend Wright" what happens to those who become inconvenient to him. For all the hulla-
balloo about whether Obama has what it takes to stand up to international tyrants, an equally im-
portant question for his political future will be whether he can stand up to NoCal Nancy. 
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The Next Biofuel is … Kudzu??? 
December 28, 2008 
By Rick Morris 
 
I should mention that I first learned of this story from my dad. It seemed quite unbelievable to me 
at first. 
 
I have been a skeptic of the ethanol industry because it has so transparently existed for the pur-
pose of enriching Iowa farmers via subsidies. It is clear, though, that we do need to find American 
solutions to the question of how to supply the world's energy. Drilling should of course be a part of 
that (the shale in Colorado alone should produce monstrous supplies, much less anything additional 
in Alaska or offshore), but anything else that we can create would be beneficial as well -- not be-
cause of the eco-freaks who say that we're all going to die of global warming tomorrow (a new Ice 
Age, predicted by scientists in the '70s, is now being forecast by many again), but because we can 
"drain the swamp" of petrodollars pocketed by unfriendly Arab countries, Russia and Venezuela. 
 
Amazingly, the devil weed of kudzu, which has bedeviled much of the South for generations, may 
provide the answer! From the Cox News Service story: 
 
"The plant is a fast-growing, woody vine that can grow up to 60 feet in one season. Its underground 
roots, around the diameter of an adult forearm, store plenty of starch essential for ethanol pro-
duction. Kudzu exists mostly in the southeast but is native to China and Japan, where the starchy 
roots have long been used for cooking and thickening sauces ... 
And unlike corn, kudzu doesn't have high planting and maintenance costs ... 
it should require little to no fertilizers or pesticides that could harm the environment." 
 
How funny would it be to stick it to the oil-funded dictatorships by taking one of our country's most 
hated, out-of-control pests and turn it into a prime energy source? If copper thieves of recent 
years have taught us nothing else, we know that you'd surely see people cleaning the landscape for 
free as they would pluck every bit of kudzu from the areas where it's overgrown all over the South. 

Why the Right Shouldn’t Leave the Auto Industry to Die 
January 3, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
After years and years of rolling over for George W. Bush's Big Gubmint Conservatism, many on the 
right are now choosing to "draw a line in the sand on principle" as efforts are being made to keep 
the global capitalist system from collapsing. 
 
Regardless of what one may think of the dinosaur executives at the Big Three auto companies and 
the union executive kleptocrats who are bleeding them dry (check out the country club/golf com-
plex operated for the benefit of these "working men and women"), the reality is that the auto in-
dustry and the UAW have a great many hostages in the form of associates businesses who are de-
pendent on the contracts that they have with them to stay in business. So many other innocent 
people working at other companies would be put out of work, as well as the companies them-
selves. And in this country, we don't shoot hostages, regardless of the gut-level bile that so many 
opinion leaders on the right like "The Biz" and Michelle Malkin have allowed to control their think-
ing. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 198) 
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In the face of completely unacceptable alternatives, the Bush Administration was right to fashion a 
Big Three loan package (ah, who are we kidding, it's a bailout!) out of the TARP money when Con-
gress was unable to act. This action, much like the TARP mechanism itself, was necessary in the 
face of a global financial meltdown the likes of which we have never seen before and hopefully 
will never see again. 
 
Somehow, many conservatives/Republicans have decided that the way to address the GOP's com-
plete lack of credibility on federal spending after the Bush years is to oppose, full-throated, any 
efforts to ever spend again on anything, regardless of the reasons involved. Now, I'm as big of a 
fiscal hawk as anybody and I was screaming my head off about Bush and the Republican Congress 
when so many of these folks were oohing and ahhing about how well Dubya filled out a flight suit. 
So I'm going to preemptively put aside any notion of me being a squish when I urge caution on how 
to proceed politically in these highly uncertain times. 
 
I might add also that I have more reasons to approach this from a purely emotional point of view 
than the aforementioned right-wing opinion leaders. I bowled years ago as a ringer in a Ford plant 
league in Greater Cleveland and saw up close an attitude of permanent entitlement from a great 
many. That was stomach-turning for a struggling young college grad like me at the time to witness. 
Additionally, I saw instances of no-show jobs that would put La Cosa Nostra to shame. So when I 
read Michael Moore's mindless drivel about how those who want to deny the UAW everything they 
want on a bailout wish list would like to grind up working men and turn them into oatmeal, yeah, 
it angers me -- but it doesn't form my public policy opinions! 
 
Once upon a time, all economic naivete resided on the hard left. The following thought, albeit 
expressed in more eloquent terms, is at the root of every left-wing term paper written since the 
1960s: "Man, if the government and the evil rich Republicans would just give more money to peo-
ple, we'd all be better off, man! They've got it, but they won't give it to you because they want to 
see you suffer, man! Just like the rich greedy oil companies and the conspiracy against hemp ..." 
 
What I want to know is: when did so many on the right adopt a mirror image of that thought proc-
ess? When did it become okay to collapse the global economy just so that some UAW workers 
would suffer? Ann Coulter has retold an old story about the Russian who learns that he has one day 
left to live and resolves to burn down his neighbor's house. That's the kind of emotion-over-thought 
reasoning that has always defined left-wing economics. If the right is ever to regain any credibility 
in this country, it's got to resist the impulse to let hatred of annoying interest groups interfere 
with putting together a rational thought process as far as how to properly administer economic 
policy. 
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A Challenge to Obama Supporters: Celebrate This Country After Obama Also 
January 20, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
As I have stated previously, I did not vote for Barack Obama for president. I differ with him on 
some core issues that would have procluded supporting him. 
 
But I still found today's Inaugural events to be thrilling and inspiring. I have not missed viewing an 
Inaugural since 1981 and the sense of continuity for America that these events represent -- a 
peaceful transfer of power that occurs even when one side comes to power violently denouncing 
the other side and promising all measure of "change" -- proves why we are the greatest country in 
the world. 
 
Even today, with economic destruction raining down everywhere and two wars underway to various 
degrees, today's events provided tangible proof that the U.S.A. does abide, to paraphrase The 
Dude from The Big Lebowski. Four years hence, we will see another Inauguration, either with the 
same president or a new one and the same will be true four years later, and so on. 
 
This year's events saw an unprecedented level of interest and enthusiasm, at least in the modern 
media age. Everywhere you looked on TV, somebody was being interviewed and proclaiming that 
they were really into the spirit of the day like never before. Michelle Obama's campaign trail gaffe 
about "being proud of her country for the first time" resonated with more people than I could have 
ever imagined. 
 
Those on the left are quick to throw down the "you're challenging my patriotism" card, so I'm sure 
that what I'm about to say will be taken in that light. I don't see it that way, but people can inter-
pret statements however they like. 
 
I have a challenge for Obama supporters who never cared about this day nearly as much as they 
did today: because this day, ultimately, is about America rather than any individual president, and 
the manner in which America endures changes in leadership that prove ephmeral through the 
prism of history, try to care and love America this much every Inauguration Day after this one. 
Even if Obama loses in four years (it doesn't seem possible at the moment, but go ask either 
George Bush how fleeting presidential popularity can be), love your country as much as I do and 
celebrate the country even when the candidate you didn't vote for is installed. It's easy to be a 
sunshine patriot and wave the flag when the candidate you worship is installed on the throne of 
our republic. It's much more difficult to suck it up and be as loyal to the country even when it rati-
fies a decision that goes against your grain. 
 
Richard Nixon and George W. Bush were both met with varying degrees of hostility and even civil 
unrest on their big days and even though they were both anything but great presidents, nobody 
deserves that and most importantly, our country doesn't. Stay with this country no matter what, 
Obama supporters. Your candidate is part of the presidential lineage now and you'll be dishonoring 
him in part if you don't maintain this love of country. 
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Closing Gitmo May Sell Out US Security 
January 24, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
While I have been vocal about how Republicans should pick their spots in opposing a very popular 
new president -- especially in light of how little credibility they have with the American people 
after the last eight years -- some of those spots are already materializing. 
 
New President Obama signaled that he would be as radically pro-abortion as some of us had feared 
when he wasted little time in re-overturning President Reagan's Mexico City policy which banned 
the United States from promoting abortion worldwide. The judiciary is going to be radically re-
shaped during Obama's term(s) in office, which provided somebody like me with all the justifica-
tion I needed to vote against him. And realistically, there is little of a substantive nature that the 
GOP can do in this term, but at least they can focus the American people for the next election on 
what is at stake -- a task that proved impossible when voters were focused on everything else that 
George Bush had done or not done last time.  Regrettably, the Gitmo closure joins abortion on the 
list of early Obama decisions, although in all fairness everyone who was paying attention knew 
that these sops to Democrat interest groups were coming right off the bat. For a president who has 
decried fixation with ideology, he has proven immediately that he is willing to kiss up to the far 
left (his original base in the '08 primaries and caucuses) whenever it is deemed necessary. 
 
Let us remember, for the sake of clarity, exactly who these radicals are. When terrorists commit-
ted suicide at Gitmo a few years back and Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld correctly proclaimed 
that they were trying to attain a propaganda victory, the commenters at Huffington Post went bal-
listic. To these anti-American Americans, the vile animals under lock and key at Gitmo are not kill-
ers trying to destroy us all, they are cuddly indigenous peoples scooped up off the street so that 
Dick Cheney's underlings can strap electrodes to their genitals while they play beer pong. Remind 
me again who the ideologues are?  Ever since Obama began scootching away from his more idiotic 
left-wing statements when he clinched the Democratic nomination, I have been able to truthfully 
maintain the optimistic position that he is smarter than the oafs around him. The Nation Maga-
zine/Jesse Jackson permanent grievance crowd -- which has never set foot in the real world -- 
they may have been his original base (hello, Pastor Wright!), but they were used by him to get 
ahead. While he is in many ways your typical academic egghead with ivory tower inclinations, 
Obama is not completely out of touch with how the real world operates and I have taken some sol-
ace from that.  But all along, I knew the limitations of that and I knew that there would be some 
occasions when the rabid far left would cry "Jump!" and he would follow. My hope has been that 
these would be areas of limited harm to the future of our country. 
 
And surely Obama knows that the halo that his followers in the American public and the media 
(especially the jokers at MSNBC) have placed so lovingly on his head will dissipate the moment that 
the United States suffers another severe terrorist attack. He is aware of this, and as president, he 
is finally privy to the daily briefings that tell him just how horrible the dangers are right now. So I 
don't understand the Gitmo move and the renunciation of waterboarding in this light. 
 
For a president constantly preaching pragmatism, one would hope that he would understand that 
the ultimate pragmatism lies in whatever keeps us safe. I've said previously that I'm ambivalent 
about waterboarding because I don't feel that I know enough about it and if there was a viable al-
ternative to Gitmo I'd be in favor of it. But you see, I'm PRAGMATIC that way. 
 
On national security measures, in the end, I will only feel confidence if I know that our country's defenses 
are being constructed by military, national security and geopolitics experts surrounding President Obama 
-- not some pinko blogger with a domain name like IReallyReallyReallyHateAmericanMilitary.com. 



Octo-Mom and the Welfare System 
February 15, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
The woman who spawned the question "Is that your reproductive system or is that a clown car?" is 
becoming a giant magnet for taxpayer outrage in this circling-the-drain economy. The picture of 
her ginormous bare prego belly in TMZ is fueling the backlash, as is her oblivious denial that she 
has put her family on welfare. 
 
I understand the gut feeling that people have about this woman's irresponsible decision to bring 14 
children into the world with only the barest sense of "somebody else will help me to manage." 
Really I do. But I do have some issues with the selective sense of outrage that I see bubbling 
around this issue. 
 
First of all, the people who have been stressed the most by this situation are Nadya Suleman's par-
ents and it's THEIR house that's being picketed by people. That's not cool. We don't shoot hostages 
in America and posing an additional disruption outside the house of these people is uncalled for 
under the circumstances. The decision to bring eight more babies into the household surely wasn't 
their choice! 
 
Also, I couldn't help but notice an article (which regrettably, I cannot find anymore) that showed a 
gentleman with a Hispanic surname protesting outside the house. I found that very interesting. I 
cannot help but wonder if this man is consistent in his opposition to manipulation of welfare ser-
vices. 
 
Polls always show that Hispanics, by a wide margin, feel that any legislation aimed at halting ille-
gal immigration is racist against all Hispanics. I completely disagree with this sentiment. Among 
many other things, illegal aliens strain the social safety net, especially in places like California 
where the clueless and gutless politicians can't keep from overspending on those who actually PAY 
taxes. Moreover (not to condone racist thoughts, but just to acknowledge reality and explain what 
fuels the ignorant minds who practice racism), any discrimination still aimed at Hispanics would 
clearly recede if illegal aliens were a smaller part of the fabric of our society. 
 
I do understand people's tendency to focus on the micro level of one Jolie-wannabe in California 
instead of the macro level of societal manipulation of the social services system -- although my 
mind happens to work backwards on that. I can say that although I have been forcefully opposed to 
our government's toleration of illegal immigration for a long, long time, I do feel more sympathy 
on a human level since driving past some of the "day labor" sites populated by illegals in the At-
lanta area. While I feel that our government has a solemn duty to protect our soveriegnty and the 
sanctity of our borders -- and while I also am aware that MS-13 thugs and other criminals are also 
flooding across in large numbers -- I cannot feel anything but sympathy for those who left their 
Third World rathole in search of a better life. Not that I would allow them free access, because 
our laws cannot afford to be treated like toilet paper after a bender at Taco Bell, but I refuse to 
demonize any hard-working, well-meaning people on a human level. 
 
So in my estimation, rather than turning our collective wrath on any single individual who is work-
ing our welfare system -- in a manner that my paleocon mind would say inevitably stems from the 
moral hazard of said programs -- we would better served to go after the worthless politicians who 
allow for such manipulation in the first place. Voting out of office any pathetic jerk who won't sup-
port proper border security for fear of being labeled a racist would be a good first step. 



Why Real Conservatives Are Ill-Served by Obama vs. Limbaugh 
March 3, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
After more than 20 years of national syndication and a prime commonly regarded to have come 
and gone during a period of opposition to the Clinton Administration, Rush Limbaugh is once again 
the hottest broadcaster in America due to his active feud with the new Obama crew. Surely, this is 
proof, if proof were yet needed, that what is good for El Rushbo ain't necessarily good for those he 
claims to represent. 
 
Sandwiched in between Limbaugh's battle against President Bubba and his current clash with 
Obama were eight years of completely sycophantic shilling for George W. Squish -- and the same is 
true of America's biggest Rush-wannabe, Sean Hannity. Way before Barack Obama took up resi-
dence at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, George Bush was spending like a drunken sailor, backing ill-
defined and ill-administered federal bailouts and tainting the political image of sound public policy 
with his watered-down, wimpy "compassionate conservatism." By creating a climate where a cy-
pher like Obama could succeed, George Bush largely created him. Indeed, inasmuch as FDR did not 
invent his wild ideas, but took Herbert Hoover's government intervention several steps further, 
Bush may go down in history as the man who directly laid the groundwork for Obama based on his 
own practice of government intervention. And as John Derbyshire notes in Pat Buchanan's great 
paleoconservative journal The American Conservative, Rush and Sean were brown-nosing through it 
all. As Derbyshire further points out, there are far too few intellectually honest talk show (and 
really entertaining) hosts like Glenn Beck -- and virtually none who are interested in explaining to 
people the advantages of Austrian economics. 
 
Clearly, Limbaugh, Hannity and their ilk (including Mike Gallagher) are mere political hacks, Re-
publicans and opportunists first. This is why I am so troubled that conservatives are flocking to 
them, especially Limbaugh, and playing into the White House's hands by creating a national Obama 
vs. Limbaugh debate. Given every advantage, fair and unfair, that the president has at his dis-
posal, this is a losing fight -- and the hard-nosed among us know that tactics are every bit as im-
portant as principle. It's not enough merely to have the right ideas, it's equally important to have 
the commitment to use them properly -- and at a time when Republicans in D.C. are virtually pow-
erless anyway, cultivating an image as blind obstructionists is woefully counterproductive no mat-
ter how drunk on your own self-satisfaction it makes you. 
 
If, as Limbaugh claims, conservative ideas are what are most important, let them stand as the 
symbol of opposition to the ObamaJunta, not some bloated gasbag who takes different stands de-
pending on who's in the White House. Because my warning is heartfelt, I am saddened by the fact 
that it will be dismissed out of hand by so many on the right who I admire -- including, I predict, 
some of my fellow FDH Lounge Dignitaries. They are falling into a trap by letting the White House 
create a disastrous one-on-one battle with a man the American people know to be a phony based 
on his conduct over the last eight years. New faces, untainted by the debacle that George Bush 
inflicted on American conservatism, are the only ones fit to make the case for an alternative to 
Obama. But given the fact that so many on the right have yet to even come to grips with the leg-
acy of Bush (he was largely ignored at the CPAC conference in Washington, instead of being recog-
nized as an anchor that would have to be removed from around the proverbial neck), I fear that 
the conservative movement -- like the economy -- is still nowhere near the bottom. 
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Obama’s New Federal Initiative: Black Market for Smokes 
March 18, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
With all of the new initiatives flying around from the Obama Administration, one very big one that 
has already been implemented has flown under the radar: the April 1 implementation of a 62 cent 
tax on each pack of cigarettes sold to fund the expansion of the federal SCHIP program (ostensibly 
for the health care of poor children). 
 
In some places, like western Florida, manufacturers have already hiked the prices so as to avoid a 
last-minute panic and supply shortages at the end of March. But just as the Obama crew has been 
caught off guard by the renewed public interest in the classic tome ATLAS SHRUGGED, they are 
demonstrating yet again how their alleged egghead genius about all things economics falls apart 
completely when it is confronted with the reality of human nature. 
 
Just as the high-end taxes that they will raise will stifle economic activity by giving disincentives 
to our nation's most active federal revenue contributors, so too will people seek to evade the tax 
that will drive up the price of a pack of smokes to almost $5 a pack in most places. How will they 
manage this? Two words. Black market. 
 
Now, in the age of the Internet and eBay, this may take more nebulous, non-violent forms -- albeit 
it could also lead to the rise of underground tobacco sellers operating completely outside the 
realm of legal accountability, meaning that if you die of pesticide consumption, your immediate 
family is probably S.O.L. for purposes of a lawsuit. But it could well lead to bloodshed as well. 
Canada strode down this path years ago and they've been plagued by criminal gangs creating an 
underground economy ever since. New York State has also been dealing with this for much of this 
decade already. 
 
For as much as the academics on the left love to mock supply-side economics, they really do work. 
Whether the subject be income taxes (by the way, if you ever get into an argument with a pinko 
about the effects of higher tax rates on the wealthiest, ask them why the tax rate isn't 100% so 
that the government could really clean up), these regressive cigarette taxes that hit the poor dis-
proportionately (irony alert: many of these poor people will be spending money that circles back 
to their own kids' health care via SCHIP -- once federal bureaucrats have taken their cut, of 
course) or any other kind of taxation, there is absolutely a tipping point at which people will seek 
to evade any further pinch on their wallets from Uncle Sam. The ivory tower "experts" that Obama 
attracts have no concept of basic human nature in that regard. To them, people are dumb enough 
that they'll continue to hand over whatever amounts of money Da Gubmint deems necessary, no 
questions asked. 
 
So when Obama, Pelosi and Reid are having a self-congratulatory media event a year from now and 
tussling the blonde hair of a child that they're going to exploit for a prop when they talk about how 
now he's got health care thanks to them, remind yourself that the real winners are the bloodthirsty 
smugglers in the crime syndicates. 
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The Extremism Smear on Tea Parties 
April 16, 2009 
By Tony Mazur 
 
April 15th is traditionally known as Tax Day here in the United States, but it will also be remem-
bered for a tremendous showing of anger towards the increasing liberal movement. 
 
The Tax Day Tea Parties were nationwide protests against higher taxes and bigger government 
brought on by President Obama and his administration. The Tea Parties were held in 773 cities 
across the U.S., and there was even a protest in front of the White House. I am proud to say that I 
was at the Cleveland, Ohio Tea Party held on Mall C, between City Hall and the courthouse. 
 
I expected criticism from the liberal media, but I was appalled at what I have read and heard. We 
were called racists. We were called hate mongers. Every insult in the book was thrown at us. But I 
didn't see that down on Lakeside Avenue. I saw hard-working, tax-paying Americans. I saw Chris-
tians. I saw families. I saw people who are completely fed up with this administration, and it hasn't 
been three months. There were no acts of violence. There was no abusive language (unless you 
count the phrase "I'm mad as hell!"). Nothing of that sort. 
 
When I think of the word "extremist", I think of someone who can put the lives of innocent citizens 
in danger. Well, the media has coined these Tea Party-goers "Right Wing Extremists". Remember, if 
liberals protest over inane issues such as global warming, gay marriage, and legalizing marijuana, 
they are considered "brave", and they are standing up for what they believe in. If a conservative 
protests against REAL issues such as high taxes, big government, and abortion, they are "fools", and 
need to go back to work. 
 
I think the Tea Parties were an astounding success, and I look forward to attending the next one. 
And this isn't a partisan affair. Republicans have done their share of wasteful spending, especially 
during the Bush administration. No one is clean. The Tea Parties were set up to make more people 
aware of what is currently happening and what could happen if we don't act fast. And believe me, 
our voices were heard. Big time. 

The Right-Wing Death Cult 
April 18, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
Barack Obama, November 6, 2012: "And most of all tonight, I'd like to thank Rush Limbaugh, Sean 
Hannity and the folks at Red State for making my re-election possible!" 
 
Don't think it can happen? Then you're wrong, because at the moment, it's the likeliest outcome, 
and for people like myself who oppose the overwhelming majority of Obama's policies on substan-
tive public policy grounds, it's nothing short of infuriating. 
 
I've written about many elements of this previously: the GOP's insistence on looking obstructionist 
for obstructionist's sake notwithstanding having no power to obstruct Obama right now, the right's 
shameless overlooking of so many Bush Administration moderate and even liberal policies, the end-
lessly stupid Republican "kitchen sink" attack approach on Obama last year rather than the tar-
geted and effective approach I advocated and the continuation of the asinine "kitchen sink" ap-
proach this year. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 205) 



The Right-Wing Death Cult 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 204) 
The common thread is that so-called conservatives are getting drunk on their own venom right now 
and it's hurting the cause tremendously. In many ways, it's like the Browns fans who years ago dou-
bled down on support of Butch Davis even after he had been exposed as the biggest buffoon ever 
to roam NFL sidelines. When things aren't going your way, you've got to examine your approach. 
 
After a year of attacks on Obama so unfocused that they could have been excerpted from a 
Tourette Syndrome tirade ("Celebrity!" "Reverend Wright!" "Socialist!"), the group so aptly named 
years ago "The Stupid Party" by right-wing journalist M. Stanton Evans evidently aspired to con-
tinue living up to that tag. So many opponents of the president are so out of it right now that they 
didn't even realize that Obama was letting himself be thrown into the briar patch by getting into a 
feud with Rush Limbaugh -- whose unbelievably unproductive line about hoping Obama fails gave 
Democrats every opportunity to slime the hapless Republicans. 
 
But it didn't end there. Limbaugh's "Amen Chorus" propelled him to a nationally-televised slot at 
the Conservative Political Action Conference (CPAC) when he defiantly belched out his line yet 
again. And his flunkies at Red State (who never missed a chance to suck up to George W. Bush, 
even while he was putting everything conservatives had worked for over the course of decades at 
risk with his ineptitude) then self-righteously picked up the mantle and implied that those who 
also didn't want Obama to fail were squishes of some sort. Again, mighty rich coming from the 
"George W. Bush is God" chorus. 
 
Think about the implications of their ill-considered proclamation. Of course, nobody with a brain 
wants Obama to succeed in inflicting policies on the country that will bring harm. I hope that he 
doesn't succeed in implementing most of his policies, although I know that he will. But that's not 
what they're saying! They're simply saying, "I hope he fails." Really? So, by definition, if we get into 
a military crisis with North Korea or Iran or somebody like that, you hope he fails? And if that's not 
the brainless thing that you mean, why on earth would you not qualify that in some way? 
 
For the life of me, I don't know why Republicans are making it so easy for Obama to continue to 
marginalize opposition to this administration. I'm not saying not to criticize this administration on 
substantive grounds, because to do so is like shooting fish in a barrel. I'm not saying that there 
shouldn't be Tea Parties, because they were a great manifestation of patriotism and activism (and 
one of the most prominent people involved in them, Glenn Beck, is a truly intellectually honest 
opinion leader who is quick to proclaim the failings of BOTH political parties). 
 
But I am saying that such statements and actions should be counteracted in some small way by giv-
ing credit where it is due when appropriate. One example of this might be Obama's decision to put 
aside his infantile opposition to warrantless wiretapping on the campaign trail and realize that the 
real world demands pragmatic approaches to fighting terrorism. This reversal was a great move on 
his part and the right is wrong to try to demonize anyone who tries to balance their copious criti-
cism with encouragement on occasion. 
 
And I am saying that even if the Limbaughs and Hannitys of the world can't put aside the juvenile 
worship of George W. Bush that animates their hatred of Obama, the rest of the right wing would 
be wise to do so. It's quite funny that I saw so many conservatives over the past few years who 
swore that under a Democrat president that they would never succumb to the "Bush Derangement 
Syndrome" that drove the wackos like Daily Kos -- and yet, here we are in the spring of 2009 with 
so many Bizzaro World Kos types littering the right side of the spectrum. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 206) 



The Right-Wing Death Cult 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 205) 
What's most unbelievable about all of this is that the folks most vehement in espousing their public 
hatred of all things Obama are apparently the ones who are the least secure in their public policy 
convictions! I can afford to sit back, take a deep breath, and only attack Obama here and there 
because I know full well that his policies won't work for this country and that time will bear this 
out. 
 
Moreover, even though most of my friends are fairly apolitical, most also tend to have similar 
views to my paleocon ones on the rare occasions when we talk politics, so they would certainly be 
persuadable anti-Obama voters (having said that, though, persuadable voters are the ones most 
likely to be alienated by over-the-top partisanship, as evidenced by the stated wish of FDH Senior 
Editor Jason Jones to punch Sean Hannity in the nose notwithstanding the fact that Jason is right-
of-center on many issues). Oh, and you know what else persuadable anti-Obama voters don't like? 
Racism aimed at the First Family in the form of a shot at "The First BabyMomma." Minus any kind of 
handy scapegoats, Obama should not be in a strong position for re-election because of the nega-
tive effects that his policies will have on the country. 
 
So why would anyone on the right volunteer for the role of Obama scapegoat? Limbaugh I under-
stand at least, because he's just a businessman who doesn't really care about the harm he's doing. 
His plutocratic wealth is growing by the day as his ratings increase and that's his bottom line, prot-
estations about his "beliefs" notwithstanding. But I don't see anybody else (aside from possibly Han-
nity) growing wealthier by being a useful idiot for Barack Obama. So I ask again, why would anyone 
take on that role willingly -- and how are they going to live with themselves when they succeed in 
inflicting four more years of this administration on the country? 

Notre Dame Disgraces Itself By Letting Obama Play Down Abortion Differences 
May 17, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
Notre Dame’s sellout today to what the last two popes have labeled the “Culture of Death” marks 
a low point in the American tendency over the past several decades to elevate the whims of a 
decadent modern culture over the timeless wisdom of the Catechism of the Catholic Church.   
 
Pat Buchanan has done a fine job over the decades of chronicling how the modern Roman Catholic 
Church in America has moved from trying to educate the world to trying to be a part of it at all 
costs. Notre Dame is now clearly embracing the ethos of abandoning core principles in the same 
way that Georgetown and other “cafeteria Catholic” institutions have previously. To my knowl-
edge, they have not done so previously, at least in such an ostentatious manner. 
 
Lest this come off as just another reactionary rant from an old-school Roman Catholic, consider 
this: Notre Dame is granting President Obama arguably its two most-valued honors in the form of 
an honorary degree and the slot as commencement speaker when he stands against them on some 
of the most important issues of the day. On abortion, encouragement of alternative lifestyles and 
the dignity of human life even in difficult end stages, the church stands on one side and the pro-
gressive movement – exemplified by this president – stands on the other.   
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 207) 
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Notre Dame Disgraces Itself By Letting Obama Play Down Abortion Differences 

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 206) 
I am a big believer in dialogue on issues, but I also believe firmly that core principles cannot be 
squandered in pursuit of false unity. As an intellectually honest person, I believe this is true of any 
type of organization. It would be equally ludicrous, for example, for an Islamic institution to be-
stow an equivalent honor on a Likudnik simply because they could not be more diametrically op-
posed on their most important issue.  Had Notre Dame invited Obama merely to speak on campus, I 
would have no problem with such a decision. Having it out back and forth in an informed manner is 
what this country is all about, to say nothing of the world of higher education itself. But that is not 
what they chose. They chose to invite the man who embodies the resistance to the church’s mis-
sion in the modern world to receive these two honors. That is truly pathetic and represents sheer 
cowardice and lack of principle. A less timid Vatican would lay the smack down on these ankle-
grabbers. 

Empathy in Public Policy is a Scam 
May 27, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
Yesterday's announcement that constitutional radical Sonia Sotomayor would join the Supreme 
Court -- and all "process" ga-ga aside, the votes were there even to put the corpse of Abbie Hoff-
man on the Court if President Obama so chose -- triggered yet another insipid round of talk in left-
wing circles about how this nominee had the "empathy" to be a great Justice.  Even in this Orwel-
lian world we now inhabit, where words are routinely turned on their heads, rarely have two words 
as far apart as "empathy" and "tyranny" been joined. But now, truly, in Obama's Washington, tyr-
anny=empathy. 
 
Republicans have been right to stand up to the empathy hustle, although they've done so in their 
usual clumsy way and have been ripe for some of the most shameless Democrat whimpering yet: 
"You're opposed to empathy? You must love to see starving old people and children begging on 
street corners!"  What nobody has been able to enunciate -- until now, that is -- is why the inter-
jection of a term such as "empathy" into this solemn process is a crime against our lawful form of 
government. 
 
It's very simple, actually. We are the constitutional republic that we are because we are tethered 
to the words set down in our Constitution lo those centuries ago, nothing more and nothing less. 
Every attempt to render this as a "living document" spits in the face of what we are as a country.  
We cannot invent new rights and laws out of whole cloth. The Constitution provides a manner by 
which it can be amended and that is the proper course for any changes that must come outside of 
what was laid out previously. Those changes must originate in the legislative branch, the one clos-
est and most responsive to the people. Unfortunately, in the decades since FDR began interjecting 
extra-constitutional principles into our political discourse, judges have felt free to make decisions 
on what they feel that the law should be, instead of what it actually is. 
 
This path leads invariably to a banana republic. If the law is whatever some people in robes say 
that it is, then everything that we stand for as a nation is up for grabs every day. There must be 
universal truth in the course of a set of laws that we abide by as a country. Judges must have the 
mindset to interpret the laws as they are, not as they want them to be.   
When a judge like Sotomayer speaks approvingly of bringing change from the bench, when political 
hacks cite "empathy" and "life experience" as positive qualifiers rather than a determination to ob-
jectively render justice without prejudice, our constitutional republic is truly on life support. But 
then again, Barack Obama was elected on the affirmation that nobody ever went broke underesti-
mating the intelligence of the American people. 



It’s Not Smart or Moral for the GOP To Be Too Chummy With Big Business 
July 19, 2009 
By Rick Morris 
 
One of the only areas in life where I differ with my good friend and FDH Lounge colleague Tony 
Mazur is on the subject of Rush Limbaugh. While we have the same politics (by and large), he is a 
fan of El Rushbo and I am not. I see him as an extremely ineffective communicator of public policy 
ideas outside the echo chamber that already agrees with him. 
 
The kind words he has spoken about Big Business testify to his ineptitude. Contrary to what he has 
asserted, it is small business that is the engine of this country's economy, not those he relates to 
so well in Big Business. 
 
Unfortunately, many conservatives and so-called conservatives fall into this same trap: Big Busi-
ness, they feel, must be defended on general principle because to do otherwise is to surrender to 
liberal economic theory. 
 
This is garbage. Paleocons know better. Pat Buchanan was writing as far back as the freaking 1970s 
on the need for the right to take on Big Business from time to time both on matters of genuine 
principle as well as political reality. He knew what those who mindlessly demonize Big Business 
and those who mindlessly worship it still do not to this day: that it is not inherently very good or 
bad, but rather, a force of nature that can only be counted on to perpetuate its own self-interest. 
 
Had more on the right heeded him, then there wouldn't be so many "OMG, how could Big Business 
sell out to Obama!!!" stories dealing with the health care lobby trying to cut a deal with the De-
mocrats and Wal-Mart's sellout to Obama on the subject of national health care. 
 
OF COURSE Big Business is going to collude with the power-grabbing central planners in D.C. on as 
many matters as possible! It sees which way the political winds are blowing. More power has been 
centralized in Washington over the past year than at any time since the Great Depression. Plus, Big 
Business has a vested interest in keeping growing small businesses from joining their ranks. Using 
Big Government to raise barriers to competition is not at all unthinkable; ideology has no place in 
the marble boardrooms of the nation's economic elites. 
 
Seeing so many self-proclaimed conservatives sulking like wounded puppies at the sight of their 
heroes in the Fortune 500 groveling to Obama would be hilarious if it weren't so pathetic. Eventu-
ally -- perhaps sooner rather than later if recent polls are any indication -- this nation is going to 
look for responsible alternatives to Obama's collectivist vision. If the right can't leave behind 
George W. Bush's vision of crony capitalism once and for all, it will cede that ground to a brand-
new and potentially very irresponsible resistance movement. 
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A New Approach To Getting Criminals Off The Streets 
March 15, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
Some time ago on our FDH LOUNGE Internet TV show, I was so angered by Michael Vick's plea of 
not guilty and his lawyer's accompanying arrogant statements that I took the air to proclaim a new 
idea that I had: that we put defendants under oath for their arraignment. That way, we could nail 
them for perjury if they pled not guilty and they were convicted and we could lengthen the jail 
terms. My lawyer friends all pretty much lit me up for that one, and maybe we would need to 
amend the Constitution to do that, but I think we'd keep more dirtballs off the street for longer 
periods of time with that weapon in the arsenal. 
 
Born of a terrible tragedy just inflicted on the friend of a friend, I have another such idea. 
 
This man, a good and decent individual if ever there was one (I am not naming names because I don't 
want their family name to show up on a Google search as a prop for my knee-jerk public policy idea), 
just suffered the agony of having his son -- a police officer -- drop dead of a heart attack when a 
criminal instigated a chase on foot. The officer, by the way, was in outstanding physical condition, 
but had a condition that was previously undiagnosed, as is unfortunately so often the case. 
 
I would like to see the law changed -- again, by Constitutional amendment if need be -- to allow 
the state to charge a criminal for recklessly endangering the life of an officer under circumstances 
like this. In other words, the criminal would be taking the ultimate chance in a scenario like this. 
Officer drops dead, BOOM, manslaughter charge. 
 
As with my first idea, I have a strong feeling it would be found lacking by my friends who have 
passed the bar -- but, as you might have guessed, that doesn't move me. Whatever the legal proc-
ess might be, I say go for it. I haven't seen either of these ideas promoted elsewhere, so I'm espe-
cially glad for the chance to put these ones out there even though they make way too much sense 
to come anywhere near ever being enacted. 

William F. Buckley Predicted Afghanistan Problems – Back in 1989! 
April 3, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
In the otherwise superlative movie CHARLIE WILSON'S WAR, the case was made in ham-handed 
fashion at the end (as is often the case in Hollywood) that the US abandoned Afghanistan after 
playing a key role in helping them dislodge the Soviets in the 1980s. The point is true, but I'm dubi-
ous about 20-20 wisdom in this regard, since there weren't many experts who said so at the time. 
 
So imagine my surprise when I ran across an old William F. Buckley, Jr. column from February 15, 
1989 in National Review [I do have some old magazines on different subjects that I enjoy pulling 
out from time to time particularly for the "time capsule" perspective of what was being said at the 
time and which theories are valid even today]. It was about the Soviet withdrawal from Afghani-
stan and it was meant to be a sobering note about the euphoria many were feeling about seeing 
the mighty USSA military suffering their version of Vietnam (in retrospect, it's almost impossible to 
believe the mega-events that would follow in less than three years, from the fall of the Berlin 
Wall, to German reunification, the dissolution of the Warsaw Pact, the brief coup sidelining Gorba-
chev and inevitably, the dissolution of the Soviet empire itself). 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 210) 



William F. Buckley Predicted Afghanistan Problems – Back in 1989! 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 209) 
In light of the rise of Al Qaeda in the 1990s and ultimate culmination of the group's evil attack on a 
cloudless Tuesday in September 2001, WFB's warning about this group and the Taliban is chilling: 
 
"We have much to be apprehensive about in the months ahead. The mullahs who are destined to 
take over the country they defended so vigorously are, so to speak, not PLU (People Like Us). It is 
even conceivable that a few years down the line some people will publicly mourn the government 
of President Najibullah … 
"In an indication of what may unfold in Afghanistan, two elderly maulavi -- judges appointed by the 
mujahedin -- have sent out edicts to rebel commanders urging them to exercise more control over 
the civilians by curbing such excesses as 'the playing of tape-recorded music ...' 
"The judges have ordered the execution of murderers, the stoning to death of adulterers, and the 
surgical amputatin of a thief's hand. 
"Still, we must do what we can to influence the mujahedin to moderation ..." 
 
We did not, and the consequences began to make themselves known first during the Clinton Ad-
ministration when terrorist actions around the world were not answered with sufficient force, then 
with 9/11 and continuing now with a war that ranks as one of the longest in American history. 
While the last decade has proved the limitations of neocon adventurism, so too has it shown the 
fallout of isolationist disregard for the birth of terrorist states. Both approaches are woefully infe-
rior to a rational, America-First approach to solving problems, preferably proactively, on a case-
by-case basis. 

Health Care Debate Post-Mortem 
April 3, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
The aftermath of the recent adoption of ObamaCare by the federal government brings up several 
different points, some related and some unrelated. As I noted on THE FDH LOUNGE, because I am a 
paleocon and thus not tethered to inane partisanship -- the worst aspect of which being the infan-
tile notion that one political party actually constitutes the "good guys" instead of the "slightly less 
evil screw-over guys" -- my perspectives are bound to be different than the norm on either side. 
 
^ First of all, I differentiate among the talk-radio screamers. Rush Limbaugh, Mike Gallagher, 
Mark Levin, Hugh Hewitt and Sean Hannity are Republican toadies who spent eight years trying to 
convince America that George W. Bush was on a par with Lincoln and Washington. They're party-
line hacks with no credibility when it comes to intellectual honesty. But there are some guys who 
have that intellectual honesty and come at this from interesting points of view, like Dennis Prager, 
Michael Savage (although he really is a loon!) and especially Glenn Beck. Mr. Beck is technically 
correct when he describes the entangling of Big Government and Big Business as being similar to 
what the National Socialists practiced on a much bigger and more sinister scale in the Germany of 
the '30s. Certainly, Big Insurance and Big Pharma were bought off by this crowd, which should only 
drive home once and for all the paleo point about how small business and not Big Business should 
be exalted. The great columnist Timothy Carney also writes about this with great regularity. But 
unlike Beck and some of the more panicked Tea Party members, I don't fear Barack Obama and his 
congressional Democrats. Left to their own devices, they'd have delivered a much more harmful 
bill and really throttled off free enterprise -- but they couldn't, and that's the point. With over-
whelming majorities in both houses, they got a bill that falls short of what the biggest screaming 
liberals really wanted and that was at the height of their power (now, I do believe that it could set 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 211) 



Health Care Debate Post-Mortem 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 210) 
 the stage for single-payer or at least the public option in another decade by collapsing key indus-
tries -- but that just makes a rational, cold-eyed approach to assessing the situation that much 
more important). The question of whether Republicans could have made it "less bad" through nego-
tiation is a valid one even if it was raised by that weenie David Frum, but in the end it seems 
doubtful that the pluses would outweigh the minuses in terms of the Republicans having to co-sign 
onto a bill that would still make matters worse. The November pasting that is on the way assures 
that we have probably seen the worst of what this crowd can do, at least in a first Obama term 
(more about that later). 
 
^ Do we still live in America? So now Henry Waxman is summoning CEOs who are talking about 
how much ObamaCare will cost their industries and lead to job loss to hearings where he will 
badger them and live out his fantasy of acting like a Third World junta leader. Remember when we 
actually still had free speech in this nation? 
 
^ Elections have consequences. If anybody thought that Obama's election as president would 
mean avoiding at least one large negative being passed through, they were naive and unrealistic. 
Don't want the bad public policy? Then don't lose the elections. Grown-ups understand this basic 
principle. And that leads to the next point and the election of 2012. 
 
^ Playing into Obama's hands at this point is worse than stupid, it is immoral. When Newt Gin-
grich, in his crowning moment of sheer babbling public incompetence, bungled the budget negotia-
tions with Bill Clinton in 1995 and led the GOP to get blamed for the government shutdown, he 
ensured Bubba's second term. Now, nincompoops like Hewitt are calling on the GOP to promise to 
defund ObamaCare if they take control of both houses in '11. Given the complete inability of the 
Republican party to handle basic public relations even in a good climate, is there a political ob-
server worth his salt who sees a fall showdown in 2011 ending any other way than the one 16 years 
earlier? If the Republicans don't wake up and realize that rollback cannot possibly occur before 
winning control of both the executive and legislative branches (by definition, no earlier than 
2013), they are doomed. No wonder the Republicans are better off coming up just shy of winning 
control this year; they would only serve as the blame-deflecting target that President BO needs to 
win re-election. But then again, succeeding in spite of themselves has worked out really well for 
the GOP in the Obama era, as they have been able to rehabilitate themselves completely through 
the unrelated efforts of a fired-up grassroots element. 
 
^ Good politics is good policy. In pandering to the Rush Limbaughs of the world, too many power-
ful Republicans outwardly embrace the label of obstructionist and "Party of No." I have actually 
even heard that "change" is a dirty word among many in Republican circles because of Obama's use 
of it. Frankly, this is insane. They cannot cede that ground to Obama; to do so is fatal. Do Republi-
cans really want to act like the status quo is great, either in terms of health care or any other gov-
ernment functions? Not if they have any clue (which leaves the question completely open). They 
need to be pushing other-side alternatives, market-oriented solutions like the ones bravely submit-
ted by Congressman Paul Ryan. On health care, there is much that can be pointed out in terms of 
the distortions in the market that were instigated by Medicare and Medicaid and how these disrup-
tions are actually the enemy and not the free market. But then again, that would take guts and 
principle and this is a political party that unfortunately still values the shallow advice of the likes 
of Karl Rove. And they're also a political party that believes in stupidly bragging about trying to 
shut down all functions of the Congress, as McCain recently did. Going back over several decades, 
if Democrats had to win elections on their own merits instead of Republican bumbling, they'd 
really have been in trouble and the more things change, the more they stay the same. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 212) 



Health Care Debate Post-Mortem 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 211) 
^ In the long run, Republicans can only win by being intellectually honest. The Republican ten-
dency to chastise Obama for squandering the "Garden of Eden" on January 20, 2009 is a huge insult 
to the intelligence of the American people. Nobody is going to forget just how bad the situation 
was that Obama inherited and polls continue to bear that out. But what's worse is that the lie is 
unnecessary because the truth would work much better if only the GOP could summon up the hu-
mility for it. It would go a little something like this: "OK, our bad. We spent like drunken sailors 
and didn't police corruption when we were in charge. But this crew is doubling down on all of our 
mistakes. They're taking everything we did poorly and going much further in that direction. If you 
vote for us, we will move matters back in the other direction, if for no other reason than we know 
that you won't trust us again if we don't." It's a compelling message that people will understand. 
John McCain tried to run on a similar message in 2008 (remember the whole "we lost our way" hon-
esty, which was remarkable even though it came off as desperate because the GOP was trying to 
avoid the punishment that inevitably comes with losing your way) and only succeeded because the 
American people pretty much will not avoid delivering a harsh message to political parties who 
anger them. The Republican party has come a long way in 15 months, far more than anyone could 
have forecast, but they have reached the limits of where they can go as "Not Them." They cannot 
hold onto and consolidate any gains they make this fall, much less achieve a durable governing 
majority, without treating the American people as adults. 
 
^ As part of being intellectually honest, be honest about what ObamaCare represents. Pretend-
ing that this bill represents a zero-to-sixty nationalization of the health care sector gets the grass 
roots fired up, but it doesn't pass the smell test. As previously mentioned, Medicare and Medicaid 
started us down this road almost a half-century ago and wacky crap like George W. Bush's prescrip-
tion-drug boondoggle moved us further in that direction. The Republican party always underesti-
mates the number of people who would be receptive to them if they quit the show-biz gaga and 
leveled with them. I know many such people, but they are turned off when they hear obviously 
phony buzzwords substituted for earnest analysis. 
 
^ Call for people to stay within the bounds of the political process. Given the Saul 
Alinsky/ACORN playbook, I'm very dubious that those who were actually against ObamaCare were 
responsible for the alleged N-bombs and F-bombs directed at congressmen on the day of the vote. 
But the pinkos at MSNBC and elsewhere are clearly ready to lay everything at the feet of the Re-
publicans. Rachel Maddow actually has the temerity to put a TV show on the air tying the spirit of 
Timothy McVeigh to today's anti-government protesters. Bill Clinton and his crew spent 18 months 
waving the bloody shirt of Oklahoma City in order to ensure their own reelection -- and it worked. 
In the climate that we are now in, where (and I'm choosing my words carefully) some people and 
institutions will stop at nothing to label opposition to the federal government as illegitimate, Re-
publican leaders need to be on record as denouncing anything except lawful protest specifically 
tied to public policy at every occasion.  
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The Paleocon (Common-Sense) Approach 
August 14, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
The FDH LOUNGE prides itself on covering the widest array of topics anywhere. Having said that, 
unless we are in the middle of a presidential election, we may go a few weeks here and there 
without talking politics and public policy. I love the subjects, but it’s business-first at FDH and in 
my role as executive producer of the show, I refuse to get too far out in front of the public’s appe-
tite for the subjects. So it’s always fun when I allow us to indulge on these matters – much less 
what we’ve got lined up this week, which I believe will really deliver some answers at a time when 
the American public seems desperate for them. 
 
Because our show is geared to a national or international audience, we rarely get to have guests 
in-studio. There’s not too many who are within driving distance of our headquarters city of Cleve-
land who we know are going to have stories that resonate to our wider viewership. Of our several 
dozen guests on 100+ shows, we’ve actually only had two in-studio: Ziggy cartoonist Tom Wilson 
and the head of one of the finest new media/social media operations in all of professional sports, 
the Cleveland Cavaliers’ Mike Maleski (who is due back sometime in the next two months, inciden-
tally). Now, we’re not complaining about this: it’s not like we told Bob Barker, Tommy Lasorda 
and our other great guests, “Hey, either show up here or it’s no-go!” We took them over the 
phone, gratefully. 
 
But it’s outstanding to have somebody who can appear with us and deliver on a great level in 
terms of content. The man joining us in-studio this week can do just that. Tom Piatak is a Cleve-
land-based writer who is a contributing editor to Chronicles Magazine and is also published in 
Taki’s Magazine, The American Conservative and other fine outlets. But it gets even better. He is 
uniquely positioned, because he writes about it all the time, to help break down the philosophy of 
paleoconservatism. 
 
Now, I have discussed very often my subscription to this very same philosophy and my belief that it 
is going to become an ascendant force to contend with left-liberalism and the neoconservatism 
that marginalized it in the Republican/conservative ranks once the unifying force of Ronald Reagan 
had faded from the scene. After all, while the American people are gagging on the stale statist 
porridge of Barack Obama, only the fools and knaves calling the shots in the Republican Party 
could possibly think that the American people have already forgotten the pain and disappointment 
of the Bush/Cheney neocon adventurism. It may seem biased for me to believe that my philosophy 
represents the future … but it does represent the future. What, do you want me to lie? :-) 
 
So at a time when the Tweedledumbs and Tweedledumbers of the world are lining up to push their 
false choices and dueling idiocies on the American people, it’s going to be great to have the rein-
forcement of an authority like Tom as we dissect real, substantive policy alternatives to those that 
the Demo-publicans are shoving down our throats. Additionally, for a program like ours that tries 
to be different in its approach whenever possible (without being hacky in doing so), it’s certainly a 
plus for us to be covering a school of thought that is so criminally underrepresented in the rest of 
the media. 
 
I developed these bullet points to sum up the paleocon philosophy and I will be asking Tom where 
he agrees and disagrees with my characterizations: 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 214) 
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The Paleocon (Common-Sense) Approach 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 213) 
^ Foreign policy: Neither the pansy pacifism of the post-Sixties left nor the reflexive militarism of 
the neocons (best exemplified by William Kristol calling for the United States to invade Iran as a 
means of settling the Israel-Hezbollah war of ’06) – instead, a common-sense non-interventionism 
that calls for (overwhelming) force only in those rare instances in which America’s vital national 
interest is truly at stake. 
 
^ Trade: Neither the trade-wars-be-damned protectionism of the ivory-tower left nor the unre-
stricted free trade of the neocons that leads to unilateral economic surrender – but a fair-trade 
policy that seeks a level playing field with our trading partners around the world. 
 
^ Economics: Neither the Marx-inspired hate-for-the-sake-of-hate approach to Big Business of the left 
nor the blind worship of all things demanded by the Fortune 500 on the neocon side - but the knowl-
edge that Big Business is a force that operates solely according to what is best for it (for good or for 
ill), often eager to co-opt Big Government to crush the real backbone of America, small business. 
 
^ Border security and national sovereignty: The commitment to preserving the sanctity of the na-
tion’s borders that the neocons have been dragged to kicking and screaming but have never ad-
vanced an inch. 
 
^ Social issues such as defense of traditional marriage, protection of innocent unborn life, respect 
for religious holidays and institutions, etc.: Commitment (stemming from respect for the historic 
successes of Western Civilization) to carry out the positions that the neocons mouth half-heartedly 
but do not implement. 
 
^ Opposition to Big Government and respect for the Tenth Amendment: See social issues. 
 
Additionally, the paleocon philosophy allows for a great deal of bridge-building with libertarians. 
While they are not simpatico on social issues (and may, in fact, be a few degrees closer to liberals 
on non-Big Government matters), they share a large part of the liberal/neocon critique with what 
has been referred to as the Old School Right. 
 
How do the paleos get from here to there in terms of amassing the political power to implement smart 
policies? Well, fortunately, there is an opening right now in terms of the most motivated force in poli-
tics, the Tea Party. The reenergized voters under the auspices of this movement need to be convinced 
that the Republican Party self-destruction that led to Obama’s rise happened because the neocon 
death grip on the GOP made it inevitable. We will know that the proper positioning of the Tea Party 
movement is in the process of succeeding when the following counterintuitive take becomes main-
stream: “Barack Obama’s biggest mistakes have come from doubling down on the ones made by George 
W. Bush.” And of course, we will know this because it will mean that the feeble Bush-rehabilitation 
clowns like Karl Rove and Sean Hannity have been shouted down as they deserve to be. 
 
There are three more links that could lead to a better understanding of the paleocon philosophy: 
 
^ One of the first columns we ever ran at The FDH Lounge: the definitive deconstruction of George 
W. Bush from the right. 
 
^ An outstanding explanation by the very smart Southern Avenger Jack Hunter about how reflexive 
anti-Obama partisanship hurts real conservatism. 
 
^ The Wikipedia page on paleoconservatism, which breaks it down in exquisite detail. 



A Tea Partier (Conditionally) Calls For Higher Taxes 
October 10, 2010 
By Rick Morris 
 
Before I delve into the meat of this column, I’m going to bottom-line what that headline is about: I 
would put my convictions as a spending hawk up against anyone’s, but if the coming GOP resur-
gence means more of their cowardly borrow-and-spend policies when the country is in crisis, then 
yes, tax hikes are the lesser evil. 
 
I’d like to start by mentioning a recent column by my good friend Scott Pullins, a tax and spending 
hawk by anyone’s measure. I was his sidekick as he rose through the ranks to become Ohio College 
Republican Chairman (before I moved on to my “ideologue, not a partisan” phase of life) back in 
the day and he’s always been pretty hard-core. As such, there might be many people shocked by 
his recent endorsement of Ohio Democratic Governor Ted Strickland in his reelection campaign 
against John Kasich. It’s worth noting that Scott, in his public policy career, has had ample oppor-
tunity to observe Kasich’s true colors up close and if he finds him lacking, that’s good enough for 
me. Having said that, I can’t join him in voting for Strickland; I’ll probably just cast the same pro-
test vote as in every gubernatorial election since 1994 and write in Scott himself! Nothing exempli-
fies the notion that “a lesser evil is still an evil” like Ohio Republicans.  But Scott’s decision is a 
perfect example of why you have to scratch the surface a bit when you see something that might 
be a bit surprising at first glance. Given all that I have written about my opposition to tax hikes 
over the years, my (qualified) advocacy of one in this column may seem shocking. But with the 
Republicans poised to take over the House next year and make a huge dent in their Senate deficit, 
they will have to actually stand for something. I sounded the alarm early on about Dubya’s 
“compassionate conservatism” because I saw that the Karl Rove pabulum about building a durable 
majority meant waving the white flag on exploding government once and for all.  What Scott and I 
have in common above all else is intellectual honesty. Neither of us has ever knowingly defended 
the indefensible. That’s not to say that we haven’t changed our minds about a few things along 
the way – I wasn’t born a paleocon – but we don’t subscribe to the bumper-sticker mentality of 
today’s partisans. As such, I acknowledge, and I would guess that Scott might as well, that Repub-
licans have been a borrow-and-spend party for a few decades now. Certainly, Ronald Reagan’s pri-
orities at the time have been proven correct by the successful end to the Cold War that his de-
fense buildup helped hasten, but even he would have agreed that in a perfect world that we would 
actually pay for the government we utilized. How do I know that? Because he (reluctantly) closed 
some tax loopholes and raised some taxes in his first term when the deficit first began to really 
explode. And as much as I loathed it when George H.W. Bush raised taxes (the move that led me to 
split away from him once and for all), his policies at least were coherent compared to his runaway-
spending son. 
 
This column is predicated on the notion that our nation looms on the precipice like Greece. Our 
short-term government debt is bad enough; with our long-term obligations set to explode as the 
Baby Boomers collect Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid in full force, we are absolutely flat-
out doomed if we continue on the present course of talking a good game about cutting spending 
but never actually implementing it.  Of course, to be an elected Republican is to pretend that 
George W. Bush was a real skinflint who left matters behind in great shape on January 20, 2009. 
[This sad reality is compounded by Rove’s lingering status as a power broker and the sublimation in 
his mind of all other priorities to the rehabilitation of his former boss.] Granted, President Obama 
has taken a bad situation and made it far worse by compounding all of Bush’s spending mistakes ten-
fold, but we can’t get anywhere as a country if entities aren’t owning up to their own piece of the 
blame. The American people are finally focused and engaged on this issue as never before and 
there’s finally no excuse left for the GOP to play the know-nothing game on fiscal policy. The voters 
finally can see through such games. 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 216) 



A Tea Partier (Conditionally) Calls For Higher Taxes 
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 215) 
Before I address the choice that seems ahead of us, I would like to address the ideal hierarchy of 
answers to the debt crisis engulfing our government. I would hope that all sane people could agree 
that the best solution to getting the government back on its feet would be to cut unnecessary 
spending, live within its means and have no need of higher taxes – or at the very least, generate 
needed tax revenue by way of dynamic tax cuts like those on capital gains that actually lead to 
more tax money coming into the government. 
 
Short of that, though, I would hope that all sane people could then agree that higher taxes – im-
posed in the least intrusive manner possible, whether by closing existing loopholes or, more likely, 
instituting a national Value Added Tax (VAT) – would be preferable to falling off the debt cliff. We 
cannot default on our debt or see it rise to a rate that is unsustainable for future financing. To do 
so is to put every existing obligation by the federal government at extreme risk. The entire system 
could fall apart with nothing to replace it. 
 
So, believe me, in my heart of hearts, I want elected Republicans to have the testicular fortitude 
(TM Mick Foley) to take a hard stand on spending and fix the problem completely “the right way.” 
This column is geared towards testing whether that is possible, or whether horrible yet necessary 
measures will be needed to disarm this fiscal time bomb. 
 
I have identified half a trillion dollars of spending – most of it annual spending – that I would like to 
see eliminated. These are all spending cuts that I personally endorse. The links that accompany 
each one spell out the proposals as they were created by budget experts. 
 
While my Lounge colleague Nate Noy takes issue – perhaps rightfully so – with my description of 
these cuts as the “low-hanging fruit,” they do undeniably constitute a first tier of what is possible 
in terms of restructuring this government. In other words, while these may not be easy, they sure 
are compared to the heavy lifting that lies ahead with the entitlement programs and as such, 
they’re perfect for calling the bluff of Republicans who claim to be riding to the rescue. After all, 
as much as I hate to give credit to the statists, they are right that every time they ask the GOP for 
specifics on spending cuts, all they get is the old Jackie Gleason “Humina humina” routine. 
 
So here’s my $500 billion that I deem expendable. If the Republican leadership can’t join me on at 
least half of this, they are hopeless and should wave the white flag on tax policy for the good of 
the republic. 
 
^ Radical restructuring and cost-savings in the Defense Department – savings of $120 billion annually. 
 
^ Elimination of corporate welfare – savings of $100 billion annually. 
 
^ Radical restructuring at the mammoth HHS department – savings of $81 billion annually. 
 
^ Social Security means-testing of the elderly – cutting out all benefits whatsoever to seniors north 
of $100,000 – savings of $70 billion annually. 
 
^ Repeal of remaining stimulus infrastructure spending – one-time savings of $48 billion. 
 
^ Eliminate agricultural subsidies – savings of $30 billion annually. 
 
^ Cut elementary and secondary education funding from the Department of Education from $61.5 
billion to $40.5 billion – savings of $21 billion annually. 
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^ Eliminate the HUD community development program and leave that completely to the states – 
savings of $13 billion annually. 
 
^ Enact Donald Rumsfeld’s suggestion to close 200-300 needless overseas military bases – savings of 
$12 billion annually. 
 
^ Sell public lands out West to the states to be managed locally – savings of $5 billion annually. 
 
And there’s your 500 bill. 
 
I would want to see the Republicans pick out at least half of these cuts to promote. I would also 
advocate this proposal to cap federal spending at one percentage point less than the three-year 
inflation rate. These are the kind of moves that need to be taken to the country, much as the To-
ries have done in Great Britain. 
 
And if the American people recoil? Well, then it will be time to adapt the lessons of recent foreign 
policy adventurism at home. The neocons taught us the hard way, at great cost in terms of blood 
and treasure, that we cannot force good government on others abroad. If those of us who under-
stand that it is rational to avoid higher taxes if at all possible are proven to be in the minority, 
then we must accept that ours is a constitutional republic and we must deliver and fund the Big 
Government that our fellow citizens demand.  
 
That doesn’t mean that wise Americans should give up the fight in the long term, and certainly, 
we reserve the right to point out the costs that accompany this unfortunate decision. It is entirely 
possible that the bitter medicine of higher taxes – which, as sane people know, even if aimed at 
higher-income people will have deleterious effects for many beyond that in terms of consumer 
spending – may be just the tonic necessary to wake the American people up once and for all about 
how the federal behemoth needs to be contained. 
 
But that step is secondary. First, this nation must choose once and for all the kind of government 
we really want. Republicans, armed with a list of cuts like the ones listed above, should muster 
the courage for once in their lives to wage a fight about the scope of government. But if they lose, 
or more likely, cannot even bring themselves to do something they deem so poll-unfriendly in the 
first place, then they should at least be decent enough to admit the consequences and get on with 
the business of trying to settle our debt by all means necessary. 

Happy 100th Birthday, Ronald Reagan! 
February 5, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
February 6, 2011 marks the centennial anniversary of Ronald Reagan’s birth. There has been a ton 
of media attention surrounding the milestone, including significant events being held to memorial-
ize it. 
 
As a child of the Reagan ‘80s, I appreciated his accomplishments in their time as they were hap-
pening and was a tremendous supporter. I was very pleased that my high school band was selected 
to play at his re-election rally in the streets of downtown Cleveland back in 1984. In college, I 
made some great, long-lasting friendships in defense of his causes, which were beleaguered in 
radical Athens, OH. 
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His tireless advocacy of the Free World as it faced down the Soviet beast was tremendous and as 
such, the aggressive pursuit of victory in the Cold War proved to be the final blow for the internal 
contradictions surrounding the USSR’s economic and military policies. The hijacking of his 
“freedom agenda” by neocons – who, in the last decade, have sought to cloak themselves in the 
mantle of Reagan by inserting ourselves militarily hither and thither – does not invalidate his origi-
nal administration of it. 
 
I admit to being disappointed at the end of his presidency at the explosion in domestic spending 
that occurred on his watch, as he had to barter away renewed American military might with a De-
mocratic House of Representatives determined to explode the welfare state at all costs. Inasmuch 
as my youthful idealism had not yet been snuffed out, I dared to dream that subsequent admini-
strations might carry out his unfinished business. Regrettably, the explosion in spending has contin-
ued unabated over the past two decades and has brought us to the current brink of ruin. 
 
But as I look back, even as I continue to hope in vain that someday we will build on Reagan’s ac-
complishments and take care of all that remained unfulfilled, I realize by comparison to his con-
temporaries just what a giant he was. The gripes that most people had at the end of the Johnson, 
Nixon, Ford, Bush I and Bush II presidencies were much bigger. And the happiness that accompa-
nied late-term Clinton due to the accident of history known as the Internet explosion occurring on 
his watch was paired with a wincing sense that his Oval Office escapades had further poisoned a 
toxic post-Sixties moral culture. 
 
Just as Democrats have done with their foolish Kennedy fetish, Republicans seeking high office 
have too often sought to identify themselves literally with Ronald Reagan the man. Instead, they 
should be seeking to apply the timeless principles behind his governing philosophy to meet con-
temporary challenges. 

Debt/Default Crisis: A Pox on Everyone’s House 
July 17, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
My paleocon political sympathies have been well-established in FDH quarters over a period of 
time. So, while my red-to-blue voting ratio is wildly unbalanced, I’ve never been one to settle for 
the lesser of two evils and it doesn’t take any provocation whatsoever to get me ranting about the 
stupidity of the Republicans. As such, I see the present debt crisis a little clearer than grizzled DC 
pundits like Jeff Greenfield, who proclaim “a pox on both houses.” No, this is a pox on all the 
houses, including that of “we the people.” 
 
Let’s break it down, one guilty party at a time. 
 
WHY THE DEMOCRATS ARE AT FAULT 
 
This one is the easiest to explain. I don’t even have to break a sweat, really, especially compared 
to the other ones below. 
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Ever since FDH ripped the Tenth Amendment off of the Constitution and used it for toilet paper 
back in the ‘30s, the Democrats have been setting the terms of how we define ourselves as a peo-
ple. There was a non-violent war with the New Deal, and they won it. Thirty years later, the Great 
Society/civil rights movement/Vietnam backlash/Watergate sealed their gains and built upon them 
(while the Yippie and Black Panther extremist types felt that they lost because they did not bring 
the entire system down, the transformation from within was profound). 
 
For almost eighty years, in terms of setting the parameters of the debate, the Democrats have 
been the winners and Constitution-abiding folks like myself have been the losers – yes, even during 
times like 2003-06 when Republicans controlled the White House and both houses of Congress (as 
we shall see when I disembowel the GOP below). The wisdom of Founding Fathers like Thomas Jef-
ferson (“A wise and frugal Government, which shall retrain men from injuring one another, shall 
leave them otherwise free to regulate their own pursuits of industry and improvement, and shall 
not take from the mouth of labor the bread it has earned.”) has been forever cast aside as those 
who ride in the cart are now dictating terms to those of us who pull the cart. 
 
Having won the war, having controlled the terms of debate in which anything other than a substan-
tial yearly increase in government spending is considered a “cut” because it goes against the base-
line calculated by government bureaucrats, Democrats are what I would term “status quo extrem-
ists.” With our country utterly unable to afford business as usual, they hold the line, screeching at 
any tiny proposed changes and pulling the old Eddy Guerrero lie/cheat/steal routine when any of 
them actually make it through. Witness the continuing resolution debate from the spring of this 
year, when John Boehner allegedly got the best of the president in a staredown only to find out 
that about $30 billion of the alleged “cuts” were completely kayfabed. Shades of Bob Dole getting 
rolled repeatedly in the ‘80s (“Hey, they said this deal was going to be weighted in favor of cuts 
and it’s weighted in favor of taxes AGAIN!”). 
 
To these hippies, the answer to any shortfall is to jack up taxes on “the rich.” What they never tell 
you is that the top 1% pay more than the bottom 95% already, over 40% of all income taxes. Oh, 
and 46% of Americans now don’t even pay any income tax. So the reality is way more complicated 
than that. We’re soaking the rich already and any reputable economist will tell you that there’s no 
way to finance government at its present (monstrous) rate without moving that tax burden well 
down the spectrum. 
 
Where does President Obama fit into all this? I can honestly say that I pegged this one pretty early. 
The Tea Party people screaming about socialism are right, assuming that they’re talking about the 
“soft” Western European or Canadian sort. There’s no full-fledged Bolshevik movement here, 
that’s a silly overstatement, but this president very, very clearly envisions our country continuing 
to expand out its welfare state to the proportions that are now choking countries like Greece. 
 
Even if he loses in his bid for reelection next year, the free lunch theory will never be allowed to 
die as long as there are any Donkey Party members in Congress. To them, we should have an ever-
increasing government that is financed by hordes of phantom rich people with money trees in their 
back yards or kicked down the road to future generations. Because our political system is so com-
pletely wretched at this moment in time, the other political party, which has better ideas when 
they’re not screwing them up or selling them out, is frequently even worse for the country be-
cause they embrace the latter – which is worse than the former. Confused yet? Well, the progres-
sion of maddening people at blame continues on relentlessly. 
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WHY THE REPUBLICANS ARE AT FAULT 
 
Entire libraries could be written on this point, not least of the infuriating reality that they know 
better, with the exception of their elevation of absolutist free trade positions to religious dogma. 
But they so often just don’t care. Witness: 
 
^ Their addiction to corporate welfare. To the phony guardians of purity like Grover Norquist 
(who bullies all the key eunuchs in the GOP into submission), elimination of odious subsidies like 
the ethanol boondoggle are akin to tax hikes. Oh really? But really, while this is just the odious 
manifestation, it is part of a larger slavish devotion to Big Business that undermines the entire 
ethos they profess to support – inasmuch as Big Business actually teams up with Big Government at 
every opportunity to slam Small Business, the real engine of growth in this country. There was a 
time when I personally didn’t want to admit this, but it’s clearly undeniable that all but a handful 
of national Republicans use their lip service to free-market growth economics as a means of simply 
paying back their Big Money contributors. Tactically, that ties in somewhat to the next point. 
 
^ Their addiction to demagoguery on taxes. Yes, last October I conditionally called for taxes to 
be on the table. But before any self-righteous partisan calls me a squish, know this: the condition 
was that the Republicans should give ground if they wouldn’t actually make the kind of severe cuts 
that are necessary – such as the $500 billion in cuts for the next fiscal year that I identified in the 
same piece. Again, that’s $500 billion, in a climate where anything other than a raise in overall 
spending sends the entire political world into upheaval. Ronald Reagan himself, the man who Re-
publicans invoke incessantly, raised taxes himself on a few occasions. Aren’t Republicans supposed 
to believe in the Laffer Curve, which stipulates that taxes bring in more revenue up until the point 
that they don’t? Given that federal taxes are consuming the lowest percentage of GDP in 60 years, 
how do we know for a scientific fact where we are at on the Laffer Curve right now? And we don’t 
even need to open up the can of worms about how different taxes have smaller or greater effects 
on depressing economic activity. Again, my strong preference is not to raise any taxes, but rather 
to burn a lot of the present government spending to the ground. But if you’re not going to have 
the sack to do that, for the love of all that is decent, pay for your freaking spending. Tax-and-
spend Democrat policies, as pathetic as they are, actually occupy higher moral ground than bor-
row-and-spend Republican policies that dodge tough choices in cowardly fashion and make them 
the problem of future generations who will curse us. 
 
^ Their complete lack of understanding about how government works. This particular point is 
aimed specifically at the faction on the right that I otherwise love, the Tea Party. For those of us in 
the real world who bemoaned the election of Barack Obama in 2008, there was a recognition that 
the next four years would be about mitigating the damage to the republic and rallying in 2012 with a 
strong opponent capable of ending this administration. As admirable as the Tea-fueled fervor is, the 
notion that took root in the 2010 midterms that 2011 could be the year of rolling back Obamunism 
altogether was incredibly misguided – and that would be the case even if Republicans had taken back 
both houses of Congress last November. As I indicated on our web TV show, I was rooting for the De-
mocrats to keep a thin-but-meaningless majority in both houses for the rest of Obama’s first term, 
enough so that they couldn’t get anything worse “accomplished” and sufficient to keep Republicans 
away from any blame or co-ownership for a fiasco they were powerless to turn around unilaterally 
anyway. While I must admit that through the continuing resolution debate earlier this year and the 
debt ceiling process thus far that new Speaker John Boehner has exceeded my low expectations for 
his competence, the fact remains that the unrealistic short-term expectations of the Tea Party are 
handing Obama his greatest gift. If anyone denies the consequence of federal default, or is sanguine 
about being able to blame it all on Obama, they are insane. 
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Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell, who never met a cynical sellout deal he wouldn’t en-
dorse, is nonetheless right about the danger in this instance of willfully allowing Obama to find 
credible scapegoats at a time of 9.2% (and rising) unemployment. Republicans are right to be 
tough negotiators with the president and to get what they can to stem the damage to the coun-
try’s finances even before the 2012 elections. But the government shutdown of 1995 taught us 
once and for all that a Democrat president on the ropes can successfully pin blame for a ruinous 
standoff on his opponents and gain reelection. Tea Party leaders need to stop being Obama’s use-
ful idiots. But the Tea folks who have been driven insane by politics as usual can blame their feel-
ings in part on the do-nothing carcasses who dominate the GOP and exemplify the next point. 
 
^ Their addiction to partisanship and aversion to principle. Republican leaders have never come 
to any kind of reckoning about the disastrous presidency of George W. Bush, the administration 
that handed this country on a silver platter to Barack Obama. Almost 1 ½ years before Bush left 
office, in my first post here at The FDH Lounge, I detailed about how he tanked this country’s fi-
nances by treating the federal treasury like it was a Midland, Texas bar tab circa 1984. What’s 
worse is that the opinion leaders on the right, frauds like Sean Hannity and Rush Limbaugh who 
kissed Dubya’s hiney back in the day, have contributed to the notion that Obama is upending the 
policies of that humble skinflint from Texas. Actually, Obama is doubling down on Bush’s mistakes 
(as he has done with many of the worst mistakes of his presidency, not just the spending areas) 
and moving to the ground where “compassionate conservatism” inevitably takes us. As somebody 
who was screaming about the Republican establishment shoving Bush down our throats in 2000, my 
early disgust was all too prescient. Who could forget Bush knifing Republicans in their budget ne-
gotiations with Bill Clinton in the fall of 1999 (“I don’t think they ought to balance their budget on 
the backs of the poor.”)? His willful misrepresentation previewed the eight years of budgetary dis-
honesty that he would subsequently foist on the American people. Also, for as much as many on 
the right rightfully cry about today’s Treasury Department and the Fed trashing our dollar, you 
know who first put us on the initial 10-year trajectory to destroying our currency? That’s right, 
Dick Nixon back in ’72. One of today’s greatest columnists, the Southern Avenger Jack Hunter, 
used examples like these to make his point in his wonderful column How Partisanship Hurts Conser-
vatism. Defending the indefensible just because a leader is wearing a “red jersey” is not even ele-
mentary-school logic. And attacking the other side for everything – such as lambasting First Lady 
Michelle Obama for fighting our country’s shameful and embarrassing youth obesity epidemic – is 
equally juvenile. Allowing an opposition leader to benefit by swatting away overheated attacks is 
unforgivable, as those who look back with a cooler head at Bill Clinton’s 1996 reelection now rec-
ognize. Likewise, the “Bush Derangement Syndrome” that so many on the right bemoaned at the 
time helped reelect him in 2004 – and those moaners are now the first to crack Obama on a daily 
basis just for the sake of it. Indeed, the only coherent fusion to speak of between the Republican 
Establishment and the Tea Party comes in the form of their shared daily over-the-top attacks on 
Obama, as opposed to picking the spots for effective engagement. I warned three years ago that a 
“kitchen sink” approach to combating Obama would only ensure his election. Sadly, I was right and 
those tactics have never changed and seemingly never will, adding further weight to the observa-
tion of the great M. Stanton Evans about “the evil party and the stupid party.” And although the 
stupid party makes me grind my teeth, I do have some microscopic bit of understanding – because, 
as much as I want them to stand on principle, they are restrained to some degree by the intellec-
tual dishonesty of the American people. 
 
WHY THE AMERICAN PEOPLE ARE AT FAULT 
Because we’re a bunch of damn hypocrites, that’s why. Somebody once warned us about how we 
could get corrupted by the New Deal programs that came out of the ‘30s and those like the Great 
Society ones that came out of the ‘60s: 
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“The lessons of history … show conclusively that continued dependence upon relief induces a spiri-
tual and moral disintegration fundamentally destructive to the national fiber. To dole out relief in 
this way is to administer a narcotic, a subtle destroyer of the human spirit." 
 
Who was that vicious, heartless reactionary? Who was that tool of Big Business who wanted to hold 
the peeps down and let the hungry starve? 
 
Oh yeah, that was FDR in 1935. Sorry, “progressives!” 
 
But even though he stuck the needle in our arms and started pumping the high-grade opiates right 
into our bloodstream, that quote proves on some level that he knew exactly what he was doing. 
 
Even worse, the problem was compounded half a century later when we entered full-on denial 
about the nature of the choice we needed to make: freedom from government control or submis-
sion to it. Ronald Reagan – the greatest president of my lifetime in my opinion, but one who still 
made significant mistakes (actually, being the best president of my lifetime counts for quite little 
when you stack all the bozos up in a row) – campaigned for office as the spiritual heir to FDR but 
somebody who also professed that government was the problem, not the solution. 
 
Of course, these are irreconcilable positions. Reagan was trying, as something of a GOP outsider, 
to claim a populist mantle and it did work inasmuch as his success came from winning over millions 
of “Reagan Democrats” who treated him as something different from other Republican “tools of 
the rich” they might have otherwise disdained. But his broad appeal led us away from the choices 
we really needed to make. 
 
The contradictions really came to the fore when Reagan adopted the – defensible, in my opinion – 
view that he needed to make tradeoffs on defense and domestic spending. The crux of these com-
promises was to bribe the Democrats with social spending so they wouldn’t indulge their pacifism 
and weakness vis-à-vis the Soviet Union right when they were ripe to be toppled by keeping up 
with our military buildup. Regrettably, however, it must be admitted that Reagan bought in at 
least to a small degree to the theory that never was an acceptable risk: “starving the beast.” 
 
This risible precept holds that government will eventually have to live within its means if we run 
up the tab sufficient to deprive it of future income. Of course, the past three decades have proven 
a different reality: borrow-and-spend politics, lubricated with enough additionally-printed money 
to kick the can down the road and make it significantly worse when the financial nuke is deto-
nated. Reagan never intended for us to continue down his spending path indefinitely, but his 
Faustian bargain with congressional Democrats in the 1980s created momentum that would be irre-
versible as long as our junkie populace could keep cramming “free” goodies down our throats. 
At this point, we’re doomed. Eventually, as much as our “respectable leaders” want to demonize 
anyone who talks about the Amero eventually replacing the dollar as “conspiracy theorists,” we’re 
going to have to go completely back to Square One once we completely junk this currency. I only 
pray, selfishly, it’s not in my lifetime – sorry, Morris descendants! Go back to 1989, when Congress-
man Dan Rostenkowski, normally your standard run-of-the-mill something-for-nothing Democrat, 
endorsed charging the elderly for better care (catastrophic coverage and a modified prescription 
drug plan) and his fat, sweaty arse got chased through the streets by a bunch of fired-up old coots. 
Congress backed off posthaste and proved our doom once and for all. 
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Even the most “drastic and bloodthirsty cuts” on the table right now are a freaking joke. Obama 
and the goofs on both sides of the aisle in Congress have the nards to act like a 10-year cut of four 
trillion bones is a big deal. Well, according to the CBO (I know, I know, not the most accurate or 
unbiased source, but it’s not like any other major institution is going to have projections much dif-
ferent than this one), that would still leave us with $9 trillion in additional spending over the next 
decade – and take us from $14.3 trillion in national debt to $23.3 trillion. Oh, and that’s before 
the most selfish generation in human history, the Baby Boomers, drive us further into the poor-
house by sucking up Social Security and Medicare at insane, unprecedented and wildly unsustain-
able levels. 
 
Even the Tea Party, whose ideals I subscribe to as indicated above, finds a vast majority of its 
members tainted with this residue. With apologies to the late former Senator Russell B. Long, who 
was speaking of revenues as opposed to government programs (“don’t tax you, don’t tax me, tax 
that fellow behind the tree”), Tea Party voters are about 2-1 against cutting both Social Security 
and Medicaid and more than 3-1 against cutting Medicare. But then again, maybe those Tea Party 
members are only following libertarian icon Ayn Rand. After a lifetime of railing against all facets 
of the welfare state, Rand took Social Security and Medicare benefits (under an assumed name) 
and defended the practice as not leaving behind any loose caysh for the Evil Gubmint. 
 
Think about that: the “guardians of fiscal purity,” the Tea Party, finds itself inundated with people 
who themselves are part of the poisonous something-for-nothing ethos. And that sums up our col-
lective doom better than anything else ever could. 

Make No Mistake: Limbaugh Wants Obama Reelected 
December 21, 2011 
By Rick Morris 
 
I’ve written many times before about how Rush Limbaugh’s actions are counterproductive to the 
cause of effectively opposing the Obama crew’s efforts to expand the federal government.   
 
When he said he hoped that Obama failed just as he was taking office, I thought it was incredibly 
unfortunate that so many in the right-wing echo chamber pronounced him correct and brave.  It 
was one thing to hope for a change in administrations in 2012, but it was another altogether to 
relish in the mess that was to come.  If you look at the state of affairs today, I believe that Obama 
has failed.  But is that a desirable outcome?  A president cannot fail in a vacuum; he can only drag 
the country down with him if he does.  For Limbaughto have put out such a glib statement, cele-
brating the misery that was to come, merely in the spirit of being contrarian during Obama’s early 
days in office, was incredibly stupid.  Are the countless unemployed and underemployed more or 
less sympathetic to the Republicans in opposition when Limbaugh brays pathetic crap like that? 
 
That’s a rhetorical question. 
 
Again, I suspected stupidity on Limbaugh’s part, but almost three years later, there can be no 
doubt as to the true intent. 
 
^ Would a man who wanted Obama out of office call his wife “uppity,” with all of the connotations 
and history that the word contains in America’s racial history? 
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^ Would a man who wanted Obama out of office play “Baby Got Back for his wife’s intro music on 
the show? 
 
^ Would a man who wanted Obama out of office refer to him as a Halfrican-American? 
 
^ Would a man who wanted Obama out of office play footsie with the birther distractions? 
 
^ Would a man who wanted Obama out of office willfully prevent the GOP from atoning for the sins 
against principle prevalent through the Bush era by continuing to suck up to Dubya to this day – 
going so far as to advocate his addition to Mount Rushmore? 
 
These are, of course, rhetorical questions. 
 
And these are just the strongest examples, to say nothing of his refusal to use his microphone to 
help Republicans align around a strong alternative to Mitt Romney. 
 
At this point, there can surely be no doubt anymore as to Rush Limbaugh’s true intentions.  No-
body charts the success story that he has, becoming a gazillionaire after being broke 30 years ago, 
without knowing exactly what they are doing.  He made a mint during the Clinton years, position-
ing himself as The Official Voice of Opposition – and he waned in importance before and after, 
when two squishy men both named George Bush weakened his schtick by making him carry their 
water (his words, not mine, in a rare moment of true honesty). 
 
He has no interest in using his microphone to spearhead a rational, calm dissection of what three 
years of Obama’s policies have done to this country.  This administration cannot stand the scrutiny 
that a mass-audience, cold-blooded examination of its work would produce, but Limbaugh has no 
intention whatsoever in actually educating people and moving beyond his pathetic bumper-sticker 
belches. 
 
I’ve been saying all along that Obama is being propped up in the polls by the profoundly unappeal-
ing nature of his enemies, particularly many of the carnival barkers in talk radio.  Some Republican 
shills like Mike Gallagher and Mark Levin, simply don’t know any better and probably play into 
Obama’s hands out of sheer ignorance.  Some, like Sean Hannity, have such repulsive, mouth-
breathing acts that they surely must be intentionally working for Obama, but most of them – Han-
nity included, in all likelihood – actually are mouth-breathers in real life and hence, have no idea 
what they are doing. 
 
But some, like Rush Limbaugh, know exactly what they are doing.  His hysterical bleating about 
what a second Obama term will mean is right on the money.  But it’s also exactly what he wants, 
as he will be profiting from it every day, preaching to his legions of sheep that he’s Obama’s worst 
nightmare instead of admitting what he really is. 
 
Obama’s best friend. 
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